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Abstract 
 
Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counters (TEPCs) are devices that can measure 
the radiation dose levels for the mixed neutron and gamma ray fields that are encountered 
in nuclear facilities.  TEPC designs typically consist of a low density gas sensitive 
volume surrounded by a solid wall, each of which is composed of tissue-equivalent 
material.  The response of a TEPC in a radiation field is characterized by two quantities: 
the sensitivity, defined as the ratio of the counts recorded to the measured dose 
equivalent, and the dose equivalent energy response, defined as the ratio of the measured 
dose equivalent to the ambient dose equivalent for the radiation field of a given energy.  
TEPC technology has great potential for use in low energy neutron fields, such as those in 
nuclear power plants, however, what hinders its use as a portable area monitor in such 
fields is its large physical size. 
 
For any given neutron field, an optimized TEPC design is one that can provide the 
same or better sensitivity and dose equivalent energy response relative to that offered by a 
standard spherical TEPC design of five inch diameter albeit with a much smaller physical 
size to allow for portability.  Two optimized TEPC instruments have been designed: the 
Compact Multi-Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (CMETEPC), consisting 
of 113 cylindrical gas sensitive volumes, and the one-quarter inch TEPC-based system 
(QITEPC), consisting of 392 spherical TEPCs.  These instruments are approximately 
90% smaller than the standard counter design.  To verify that these optimized counters 
offer the same or better sensitivity and dose equivalent energy response relative to the 
standard design for realistic nuclear power plant neutron fields, the performance of these 
instruments when irradiated by the 252Cf – D2O moderated, 252Cf, and 241Am-Be neutron 
energy spectra were simulated using the Particle and Heavy Ion Transport Code System 
(PHITS) three-dimensional radiation transport code.  For these fields, it is found that the 
two instruments do offer the same or better sensitivity and dose equivalent response than 
the standard counter design.  The process of designing the optimized instruments as well 
as the directional dependence of these instruments’ sensitivity and dose equivalent energy 
response for each of the three abovementioned neutron fields will be presented.  This 
ii 
 
thesis presents two novel compact designs for TEPCs that may be suitable for use in area 
monitoring applications. 
 
Keywords: Absorbed Dose, Area Monitoring, Dose Equivalent, Dose Levels, Dose 
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PHITS, Proportional Counter, Quality Factor, Radiation Detection, 
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 In nuclear power plants, radiation fields comprised of gamma rays and neutrons 
are present.  Within these facilities are areas designated as workplaces where power plant 
staff are present.  Due to the presence of shielding materials placed in the vicinity of the 
nuclear reactor core, these workplaces will be host to low intensity gamma ray and 
neutron fields.  As a result, the individuals present in these workplace areas are exposed 
to a polyenergetic flux of gamma rays and neutrons whose magnitude will vary from 
point to point along the body of the exposed worker.  Within each of these points, the 
incident gamma rays will liberate secondary electrons and may also undergo reactions 
that will result in the production of positrons and the incident neutrons may undergo 
reactions that will result in the production of heavy charged particles.   
 
This discussion gives rise to two important concepts in radiological and health 
physics.  The first is the absorbed dose which is defined as the total average amount of 
kinetic energy deposited by the secondary charged particles inside an elemental volume 
per unit mass of the volume and the unit of this quantity is the Gray (denoted as Gy and is 
equivalent to 1 Joule of energy deposited per kilogram of the absorber) (International 
Commission on Radiological Protection [ICRP] Publication 60, 1991).  Secondary 
charged particles produced by incident gamma rays and neutrons may induce biological 
damage to the irradiated tissue as these secondary particles will directly deposit all or 
some of their kinetic energy in the volume.  However, if secondary heavy charged 
particles and secondary electrons deposit the same absorbed dose (i.e. same deposited 
energy) to the volume, they will not produce the same biological effect.  This is attributed 
to the fact that since secondary heavy charged particles are much more massive than 
secondary electrons, their stopping power is larger and they will deposit much more 
kinetic energy per unit distance travelled in the volume.  This is taken into account by 
using radiation weighting factors when calculating the dose equivalent delivered to the 




The dose equivalent is defined as the product of the absorbed dose (denoted as D) 
and the radiation weighting factor (denoted as wR) (ICRP 60, 1991).  ICRP 60 further 
states that: 
 
“When the radiation field is composed of radiations with different values of wR, 
the absorbed dose is subdivided into blocks, each multiplied by its own value of 
wR and summed to determine the total equivalent dose”. 
 
In the context of gamma ray and neutron irradiation of a volume of tissue, the dose 
equivalent delivered to the volume is calculated via Equation 1.1. 
 
γγ wDwDH nn +=          (1.1) 
 
Where: 
H = dose equivalent delivered to volume (unit: Sievert) 
Dn = absorbed dose delivered to the volume by neutrons (unit: Gray) 
Dγ  = absorbed dose delivered to the volume by gamma rays (unit: Gray) 
wn  = radiation weighting factor for neutrons (dimensionless) 
wγ  = radiation weighting factor for gamma rays (dimensionless) 
 
Further to the discussion on the effectiveness of secondary charged particles in producing 
biological damage, gamma rays, regardless of energy, are assigned a radiation weighting 
factor of one while neutrons are assigned a radiation weighting factor of five to twenty, 
depending on the energy neutrons possess when they are incident on the exposed 
individual (ICRP 60, 1991). 
 
 In a workplace environment, the low intensity gamma ray and neutron fields that 
are present will result in a sparse creation of secondary charged particles within any given 
tissue or organ.  As a result of the absorbed dose and dose equivalent being quantities that 
are normalized to the mass of the exposed tissue or organ (i.e. normalized to the mass of 
an elemental tissue volume), the average absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to 
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these infinitesimal, microscopic point tissue volumes, that in unison comprise the entire 
tissue or organ, represents a more realistic assessment of the absorbed dose and dose 
equivalent delivered to the overall tissue or organ by the incident radiation field.  One 
instrument that can provide simultaneous measurements of the absorbed dose and dose 
equivalent delivered to a microscopic tissue volume by gamma rays and neutrons is the 
Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (TEPC) (Waker, 1995). 
 
 TEPCs do have the potential to be used as instruments to measure radiation dose 
levels in nuclear power plant workplaces (Waker, Schrewe, Burmeister, Dubeau, & 
Surette, 2002).  For such use, the TEPC is known as an area monitor whose dose 
equivalent measured from a radiation field seeks to closely approximate the ambient dose 
equivalent for the field in question.  In reality, a plant worker will be exposed to an 
isotropic radiation field when in a workplace (i.e. the worker will be bombarded with 
radiation from all directions).  The guidelines established by the ICRP state that in order 
to quantify the radiation dose level in this workplace, the isotropic radiation field must be 
transformed into an expanded and aligned radiation field which in turn will irradiate an 
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) sphere which is 
composed of tissue (as defined by the ICRU) and is 30 cm in diameter (ICRP 60, 1991) 





Figure 1.1 Illustration of Ambient Dose Equivalent, H*(10) 
 
In the configuration shown in Figure 1.1, what is sought is the dose equivalent delivered 
by the radiation field to a microscopic point of tissue located 10 mm into the interior of 
the ICRU sphere and this quantity is termed the ambient dose equivalent and is denoted 
by H*(10).  Values of H*(10) have been tabulated for a wide variety of incident neutron 
energies (ICRP 60, 1991).  If the TEPC were to be irradiated by the same radiation field 
that the ICRU sphere was exposed to, it is desired to have the dose equivalent measured 
by the counter to closely approximate the value of H*(10) and under such a circumstance, 
this measured dose equivalent made by the TEPC quantifies the radiation dose level in the 
workplace.  In practice, knowledge of the neutron energy spectra incident on an exposed 
worker is not known, however if it can be shown through simulations and experiment that 
a TEPC area monitor can measure dose equivalent similar to the H*(10) value for a 
reference polyenergetic neutron field, similar to those present in nuclear power plant 
workplaces, then the time-integrated dose equivalent or dose equivalent rate measured by 




 In order to highlight the advantages of TEPCs over other established dosimetry 
technologies, the manner in which these latter technologies measure radiation dose levels 
will be discussed in the next section. 
 
1.1 Current Practice in Performing Neutron Area Monitoring 
 
 The manner in which area monitors based on conventional dosimetry systems 
measure radiation dose levels (for example, 10B and 3He proportional counters and 6Li 





Figure 1.2 Calibration of Conventional Area Monitor Response to H*(10) (adapted 
from Rajan & Izewska, 2005) 
 
As shown in Figure 1.2, the manner in which an area monitor response is calibrated to an 
H*(10) estimate in an unknown radiation field will yield reliable H*(10) estimates only if 
the calibration factor for the area monitor remains constant regardless of the neutron 
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energy incident on the monitor.  This is necessary since in an unknown radiation field, the 
measured response of the area monitor must be calibrated to an H*(10) estimate but in 
this environment, the energies of the neutrons incident on the area monitor are not known 
thereby hampering the calibration process.  A uniform calibration factor over all incident 
neutron energies will negate this concern since one calibration factor is needed to convert 
the area monitor response to an H*(10) estimate.  A uniform calibration factor is made 
possible by having the response of the area monitor vary with incident neutron energy in 
a fashion identical to how H*(10) varies with incident neutron energy and this behaviour 
is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Qualitative Illustration of Ideal Energy-Dependent Area Monitor Response 
 
If the response of an area monitor changes with incident neutron energy in the manner 
shown in Figure 1.3, then the calibration factor of the area monitor given by  
H*(10)/RArea Monitor will be uniform across all incident neutron energies. Under this 
circumstance, the calibration of the area monitor response will yield reliable H*(10) 
estimates.  On the contrary, if an area monitor is unable to have its energy-dependent 
response vary in the manner shown in Figure 1.3, its calibrated H*(10) estimates will not 
be deemed satisfactory.  The above framework used to quantify H*(10) estimates with 
conventional dosimeters differs from that used by TEPCs.  TEPCs directly measure dose 
equivalent delivered by a radiation field to a simulated microscopic tissue volume and 
this measured dose equivalent seeks to closely approximate the H*(10) value for the 
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radiation field that the counter is placed in.  This advantage along with others associated 
with TEPCs will be discussed in the next section. 
 
1.2 Motivation of Research 
 
 Standard TEPC designs consist of a gas cavity surrounded by a solid wall, both of 
which are composed of tissue-equivalent material.  The density of gas that fills the gas 
cavity is set at an appropriate level such that it enables the cavity to simulate a 
microscopic volume of human tissue of a particular size.  For neutron area monitoring, 
TEPC technology offers several advantages relative to conventional dosimeters.  These 
advantages are listed below: 
 
(1) TEPCs directly measure the absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered by a 
radiation field to a microscopic tissue volume.  As discussed in the previous 
section, TEPCs do not rely on a framework that requires its response to be 
calibrated to provide an H*(10) estimate (Waker, 1995) 
 
(2) As will be shown in Section 2.1.7.2, when irradiated by neutrons, TEPCs have 
diagnostic capabilities that allow the researcher to quantify how much of the 
absorbed dose delivered to the simulated microscopic tissue volume is due to 
recoil 1H nuclei, alpha particles produced by (n,α) capture reactions, and heavy 
12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei (Waker, 1995) 
 
(3) When irradiated by mixed radiation fields (composed of gamma rays and 
neutrons), the aforementioned diagnostic capability of TEPCs enables the 
researcher to determine how much of the absorbed dose delivered to the simulated 
microscopic tissue volume is due to gamma rays and how much is due to neutrons 
(Waker, 1995) 
 




These advantages provided by the TEPC illustrate that this technology does have 
the potential for use in workplaces as an accurate area monitor, however challenges still 
exist in deploying such counters in workplace environments and these challenges will be 
discussed in the next section. 
 
1.3 Objective of Research 
 
 As will be discussed in Section 2.1.12, there are two primary response metrics that 
characterizes how well a TEPC performs in a radiation field.  The first is the dose 
equivalent response of a TEPC which is defined as the dose equivalent measured by the 
counter in a radiation field divided by the ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), for the 
radiation field.  The second response metric is the sensitivity and it is defined as the 
number of counts recorded by the instrument divided by the dose equivalent measured by 
the instrument.  An exceptional TEPC performance is one whose dose equivalent 
response is close to unity and has a large sensitivity for a given radiation field.  In the 
study performed by Waker, Szornel, & Nunes (1997), standard TEPC designs were 
placed in nuclear power plant workplace neutron fields and this study found that in such 
fields, these area monitors do offer adequate dose equivalent response and adequate 
sensitivity, however their physical size is too large for these instruments to be portable.  
These findings are also consistent with the results of the literature survey of established 
TEPC technologies in Section 3.1 which found that the large physical size of these 
counters prohibits their use as workplace area monitors. 
 
 A spherical TEPC whose gas cavity has a 5 inch (12.7 cm) diameter is 
commercially available from Far West Technology, Inc. (Far West Technology, Inc., 
2008).  Herein, this 5 inch TEPC is designated as the standard TEPC design.  In light of 
the current state of established TEPC area monitors, the objective of this research is two-
fold.  The first is to design next-generation TEPC area monitors that can provide the 





(1) Same or better dose equivalent response 
(2) Same or better sensitivity 
(3) Smaller physical size to allow for portability 
 
The second objective of this research is to characterize the directional dependence of 
these next-generation TEPCs’ dose equivalent response and sensitivity.  Bearing in mind 
these research objectives, the next section will outline the scope of this thesis. 
 
1.4 Scope of Research 
 
 The thesis is solely focused on the following: 
 
(1) Formulating the conceptual designs of next-generation TEPC area monitors 
 
(2) Verifying, via three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations, that 
the next-generation TEPCs satisfy the design requirements stated in Section 1.3 
 
(3) Via three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations, characterize 
the directional dependence of the next-generation TEPCs’ dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity 
 
This thesis, however, will not address the following subjects: 
 
(1) Construction of the next-generation TEPCs 
 
(2) Assess the application of these next-generation TEPCs for use as personal 
monitors 
 
(3) The nuclear power plant workplace neutron energy spectra of interest to this thesis 
do not exceed 10 MeV and such spectra are herein deemed low energy.  As such, 
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the response of next-generation TEPCs to incident neutrons of energy greater than 
10 MeV will not be investigated 
 
The goals of this thesis have now been outlined and the subsequent chapters of this thesis 
report will be briefly presented.  Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental concepts of 
microdosimetry and TEPCs and also discusses neutron and secondary charged particle 
transport using Monte Carlo methods.  Chapter 3 describes the performance of 
established TEPC designs in low energy neutron fields and surveys the computational 
studies, using Monte Carlo radiation transport techniques, that characterized the 
performance of TEPC designs in low energy gamma ray and neutron fields.  This chapter 
concludes the literature survey by highlighting the deficiencies in (a) established TEPC 
designs and (b) computational methods to model the performance of TEPC designs in low 
energy neutron fields.  Chapter 4 describes the process of selecting a three-dimensional 
Monte Carlo radiation transport code to model the performance of next-generation TEPC 
designs in low energy neutron fields and it also describes the methods by which the next-
generation TEPC designs developed for this thesis were formulated.  This chapter also 
describes the Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations used to characterize the 
performance of established and next-generation TEPC designs in nuclear power plant 
workplace neutron fields.  Chapter 5 contains the results of the aforementioned 
simulations and compares the performance of the next-generation TEPC designs with that 
of the established designs in workplace fields.  Chapter 6 concludes the thesis report by 















 The discussion in Chapter 1 established the basic features of the standard TEPC 
design in that it consists of a spherical gas cavity that is surrounded by a solid wall, both 
of which are composed of tissue equivalent material.  The gas cavity simulates a 
microscopic tissue volume and the underlying microdosimetry principles that make this 
possible will be presented in this chapter along with microdosimetric quantities that are 
used to assess the response of a TEPC area monitor in a workplace radiation field.  Three-
dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations are a necessary tool which 
enables a researcher to model the performance of a TEPC design in a radiation field.  For 
the purpose of this thesis, the Monte Carlo simulations that are performed involve the (a) 
irradiation of a TEPC design with low energy polyenergetic neutron fields and (b) the 
transport of secondary charged particles which are necessary to characterize the response 
of the TEPC design in such fields.  The second half of this chapter presents the Monte 
Carlo methods used to transport neutrons and secondary charged particles. 
 
2.1 Fundamentals of Microdosimetry and Principles of Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counters 
 
2.1.1 Scaling of a Microscopic Tissue Volume to the Macroscopic Scale 
 
The standard TEPC design consists of a spherical gas cavity that simulates a 
microscopic tissue volume.  As outlined by Waker (1995), consider a microscopic 
spherical tissue volume and the corresponding spherical gas cavity.  Now consider a 
secondary charged particle, namely a recoil 1H nucleus, incident on either volume as 





Figure 2.1 Scaling of Microscopic Tissue Volume to Macroscopic Gas Cavity 
 
 The kinetic energy deposited by the recoil 1H nucleus when traversing the 
microscopic site is given by the product of the recoil 1H nucleus’ mass stopping power, 
the site density, and the distance travelled in the site by the recoil 1H nucleus (assume the 
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Where: 
Et = kinetic energy deposited by recoil 1H nucleus in microscopic tissue 
volume (unit: MeV) 











= mass stopping power of recoil 1H nucleus in microscopic tissue 
volume (unit: MeV cm2 g-1) 
ΔXt = diameter of microscopic tissue volume (unit: cm) 
 
Similarly, when the recoil 1H nucleus traverses the corresponding macroscopic gas cavity, 






















        (2.2) 
 
Where: 
Eg = kinetic energy deposited by recoil 1H nucleus in gas cavity  
(unit: MeV) 











= mass stopping power of recoil 1H nucleus traversing gas cavity  
(unit: MeV cm2 g-1) 
ΔXg = diameter of gas cavity (unit: cm) 
 
It is required that the kinetic energy deposited by the recoil 1H nucleus in either the 










































Both volumes are composed of tissue but are at different densities.  The mass stopping 
power, which is defined as the stopping power divided by the density of the material, is 
independent of the material density and so the mass stopping powers shown in the above 
expression are the same.  Therefore, the above expression reduces to: 
 
ggtt XX ∆=∆ ρρ          (2.3) 
 




















The density of tissue, the size of the microscopic tissue site, and the size of the gas cavity 
are known quantities and so Equation 2.4 can be used to determine the density of tissue 
equivalent gas that will fill the TEPC gas cavity which in turn will enable it to simulate  
radiation energy deposition on the microscopic scale.  It is also important to note that 
Equation 2.4 can be used to calculate the tissue equivalent gas density used to fill a 
cylindrical gas cavity which in turn will enable the cavity to simulate radiation energy 
deposition in a microscopic cylindrical volume.  In this case, ΔXt represents the diameter 
of the microscopic cylindrical volume and ΔXg represents the diameter of the cylindrical 
gas cavity. 
 
 Once the tissue equivalent gas density is calculated using Equation 2.4, the 



















ρ          (2.5) 
 
Where: 
P = desired tissue equivalent gas pressure (unit: kPa) 
ρ = desired tissue equivalent gas density (calculated from equation (2.4))  
(unit: kg m-3) 
T = desired tissue equivalent gas temperature (unit: oK) 
P0 = standard tissue equivalent gas pressure (unit: kPa) 
ρ0 = standard tissue equivalent gas density (unit: kg m-3) 
T0 = standard tissue equivalent gas temperature (unit: oK) 
 
 The concept of the macroscopic gas cavity, composed of tissue equivalent gas 
whose density and pressure are calculated using Equations 2.4 and 2.5 respectively, to 
simulate radiation energy deposition on a microscopic scale has been presented.  The 





2.1.2 Basics of Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs 
 
The gas cavity discussed in the previous sub-section is enclosed by a solid wall.  
The union of the gas cavity and the solid wall constitute the TEPC.  The foremost design 
requirements of the TEPC are as follows (Waker, 1995): 
 
(1) The TEPC must be able to record the kinetic energy deposited in its gas cavity by 
each secondary charged particle that pass through it 
 
(2) The spectrum of secondary charged particles that traverse the gas cavity must be 
the same as the spectrum in the microscopic tissue volume that the cavity seeks to 
simulate.  In practical terms, this requires that the energy, type, and relative 
number of secondary charged particles that traverse the gas cavity must be the 
same as those that traverse the corresponding microscopic tissue volume 
 
To achieve the second design requirement, the wall and gas cavity must be 
composed of material that has the same atomic composition as tissue – such materials are 
deemed tissue equivalent.  Tissue is primarily composed of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, 
and nitrogen and the tissue equivalent materials must be made of a combination of these 
elements in the correct proportions as in tissue.  A very simple spherical TEPC design is 
depicted in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Illustration of Spherical TEPC Design 
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As will be discussed in the next section, and in relation to the first design 
requirement stated above, the TEPC is a proportional counter and as such must have a 
cathode and an anode.  The wall of the TEPC serves as the cathode and in order to make 
it conductive, A 150 tissue equivalent plastic is used as the wall material.  In regards to 
the gas cavity, tissue equivalent gases simulating soft tissue are employed, namely 
muscle-equivalent gas with methane and muscle-equivalent gas with propane.  The 
atomic composition of each of the three above stated materials are shown in Table 2.1 
below. 
 
Material Percent Elemental Weight 
Hydrogen Carbon Oxygen Nitrogen 
A 150 Muscle Equivalent Plastic 10.1 77.6 5.2 3.5 
Muscle-Equivalent Gas with Methane 10.2 45.6 40.7 3.5 
Muscle-Equivalent Gas with Propane 10.3 56.9 29.3 3.5 
Muscle Tissue 10.2 12.3 72.9 3.5 
Table 2.1 Atomic Composition of Tissue Equivalent Materials (ICRU Report 26, 
1977) 
 
 The large presence of carbon in A 150 muscle equivalent plastic allows this 
material to be conductive and hence an ideal material to be used for the TEPC wall.  In 
regards to the tissue equivalent gas, the propane-based tissue equivalent gas has been 
found to provide better gas gain than the methane-based gas (Waker, 1995).  The concept 
of gas gain is important to the performance of a proportional counter and will be 
discussed in the next sub-section. 
 
 The “Muscle Tissue” material in Table 2.1 is the International Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements’ (ICRU) standard definition of muscle tissue.  The 
other three tissue equivalent materials stated in this table have the same hydrogen and 
nitrogen concentrations as that of the standard muscle tissue, however their carbon and 
oxygen concentrations differ.  This will not have an impact on the way in which neutrons 
and gamma rays interact with these materials and thus the spectrum of secondary charged 
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particles, as described in the second design requirement, generated in the three tissue 
equivalent materials will be the same as that generated in the standard muscle tissue.  In 
the case of neutrons, for instance, low energy neutrons lose energy in soft tissue by 
primarily undergoing elastic scattering interactions.  Figure 2.3 below displays the total 
kerma factor for 12C and 16O recoil nuclei, produced from elastic scatter interactions, for a 
variety of neutron energies incident on the four materials listed in Table 2.1 (Appendix A 
describes the mathematical framework used to calculate these factors – note that 
microscopic elastic scatter cross sections from the National Nuclear Data Center (2012) 
were used for these calculations).  Despite the fact that the muscle equivalent plastic and 
the two muscle equivalent gases have differing 12C and 16O weight concentrations, 
relative to those in standard muscle tissue, the aforementioned kerma factors for each of 
the four materials are similar for all incident neutron energies.  In light of this, the second 
design requirement introduced at the beginning of this section is deemed to be satisified. 
 
Figure 2.3 Total Recoil Nuclei Kerma Factor for 12C plus 16O as a Function of 
Incident Neutron Energy for Tissue Equivalent Materials 
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 To tie in all of the basic concepts of constructing a TEPC, consider the following 
discussion.  In the context of the spherical gas cavity shown in Figure 2.2, the diameter of 
the gas cavity is known beforehand (denoted as ΔXg).  The gaseous material that fills the 
gas cavity is either methane- or propane-based tissue equivalent gas (see Table 2.1) 
whose density is calculated using Equation 2.4.  The solid wall that surrounds the gas 
cavity is composed of A 150 tissue equivalent plastic (see Table 2.1) whose thickness 
must at least be equal to the range of the most energetic secondary charged particle, 
created by the incident radiation field, that will traverse the wall.  This will ensure that 
charged particle equilibrium is maintained in the overall TEPC (Turner, 1995). 
 
In the standard TEPC design, the secondary charged particles that traverse the gas 
cavity can be classified into four groups which are illustrated in Figure 2.4 (Waker & 
Aslam, 2011).  In TEPC design studies, it is often of interest to know what is the 
contribution to the total absorbed dose delivered to the TEPC gas cavity by these four 







Figure 2.4 Classifications of Secondary Charged Particles that Traverse the TEPC 
Gas Cavity (adapted from Waker & Aslam, 2011) 
 
2.1.3 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 
 
Gamma rays and neutrons which comprise the mixed field that a TEPC may be 
placed in are neutral particles (i.e. they possess no charge).  As they traverse matter, they 
impart all or some of their kinetic energy to secondary charged particles.  The manner in 
which they do this will now be the topic of discussion and will take place in the context of 
gamma ray and neutron traversal through tissue equivalent material.  With respect to 
neutrons, the predominant interaction types they undergo in tissue equivalent material are 













In tissue, this interaction type is dominant amongst fast neutrons 
(Turner, 2005).  Here, neutrons impart all or some of their kinetic 
energy to an atomic nucleus thereby ejecting the nucleus which in turn 
now has kinetic energy.  The smaller the atomic mass of the nucleus is, 
the more kinetic energy the incident neutron can impart to it.  For 
example, a hydrogen nucleus has only one nucleon which is a proton.  
Neutrons and protons have virtually identical mass and an incident 
neutron can therefore impart all of its kinetic energy to a recoil proton. 
Nuclear  
Capture 
With respect to thermal neutrons, the major interaction types they 
undergo in tissue are 1H(n,γ)2H and 14N(n,p)14C  (Turner, 2005). 
 
Another interaction type that fast neutrons can undergo are 12C(n,α), 
14N(n,α), and 16O(n,α) capture reactions.  Here, a neutron is captured 
by an atomic nucleus which in turn results in the emission of an alpha 
particle by the compound nucleus.  The Q value for each of these three 
reactions are -5.7 MeV, -0.158 MeV, and -2.22 MeV respectively.  
Thus, the neutron energy that is required to initiate these three 
reactions are 6.18 MeV, 0.169 MeV, and 2.36 MeV respectively (Q-
value Calculator, 2012).  
Table 2.2 Description of Neutron Interactions in Tissue 
 
 The interactions that gamma rays predominantly undergo in tissue are described in 









Interaction Type Description 
Photoelectric Effect This interaction type is dominant for low energy gamma rays 
and results in the gamma ray imparting all of its energy to a 
secondary electron. 
Compton Scattering The gamma ray imparts a fraction of its energy to a secondary 
electron and this interaction type is dominant for slightly 
higher energy gamma rays. 
Pair Production The minimum energy a gamma ray must have to initiate this 
interaction is 1.022 MeV.  When the gamma ray passes an 
atomic nucleus, its energy is used to create a positron and an 
electron.  Thus, the aforementioned minimum energy is used 
to create the rest mass of the positron and electron and any 
additional energy possessed by the gamma ray is used to 
provide the positron and electron with kinetic energy. 
Table 2.3 Description of Gamma Ray Interactions in Tissue 
 
 From the discussion of the interaction types that gamma rays and neutrons 
undergo in tissue, it is evident that neutrons produce secondary charged particles that are 
much more massive (i.e. heavy charged particles) than secondary electrons produced by 
gamma rays.  As such, there are distinctions in the way that heavy charged particles and 
electrons travel through matter.  To explore these distinctions, two features of charged 
particle transport through matter will be discussed – the first is stopping power and the 
second is the trajectory through matter.  Stopping power is generally defined as the 
kinetic energy lost by a charged particle per unit distance travelled in a medium.  
Equations 2.6 and 2.7 respectively show the stopping power equation for heavy charged 









































































dE π   (2.6) 
 
Where: 
- dE/dx = linear rate of energy loss of heavy charged particle (unit: MeV cm-1) 
z = atomic number of the ionizing particle 
q = 1.6 × 10-19 C (unit electrical charge) 
zq = electrical charge on ionizing particle 
M = rest mass of the ionizing particle (unit: grams) 
v = velocity of the ionizing particle (unit: cm s-1) 
N = number of absorber atoms per cm3 (unit: atoms cm-3) 
Z = atomic number of absorber 
NZ = number of absorber electrons per cm3 (unit: electrons cm-3) 
c = 3 × 1010 cm s-1 (velocity of light) 



























































π     (2.7) 
 
Where: 
- dE/dx = linear rate of energy loss of beta particle (unit: MeV cm-1) 
q = 1.6 × 10-19 C (charge on electron) 
N = number of absorber atoms per cm3 (unit: atoms cm-3) 
Z = atomic number of absorber material 
NZ = number of absorber electrons per cm-3 (unit: electrons cm-3) 
Em = 0.51 MeV (energy equivalent of electron mass) 
Ek = kinetic energy of the beta particle (unit: MeV) 
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β = v/c (velocity of beta particle divided by the speed of light) 
I = mean ionization and excitation potential of absorbing atoms (unit: 
MeV) 
 
Based on the above equations, it is evident that stopping power varies with certain 
parameters as follows (Turner, 2005): 
 
• Stopping power is inversely proportional to the velocity that a charged particle 
moves with through matter.  It then follows that the heavier a charged particle is, 
the higher its stopping power will be for the same kinetic energy 
 
• Stopping power is directly proportional to the density of the medium that the 
charged particle is traversing.  The higher the material density, the more atoms 
and the more orbital electrons will be present per unit volume of the medium and 
so the charged particle will interact with more atoms, and therefore deposit more 
energy, per unit distance travelled in the medium 
 
• Stopping power is directly proportional, to the second order, to the charge that a 
charged particle has.  Thus, when a proton and an alpha particle, for example, 
move through matter with the same velocity, the alpha particle will possess a 
higher stopping power than the proton due to its +2 charge as opposed to the 
proton’s +1 charge 
 
The second charged particle transport feature is the visual trajectory of heavy 
charged particles and electrons as they traverse matter.  Heavy charged particles and 
electrons deposit their kinetic energy in matter primarily by ionizing electrons from the 
atoms of the material being traversed.  There are two exceptions, however, to this 
(Turner, 2005): 
 
• When electrons pass close to an atomic nucleus, some of their kinetic energy is 
used to produce bremsstrahlung photons.  The probability of this happening is 
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directly proportional to the square of the atomic number of the material being 
traversed and the kinetic energy of the electron.  Thus, bremsstrahlung photon 
production is increased when high energy electrons traverse high-Z material 
 
• Heavy charged particles can occasionally undergo coulomb collisions with atomic 
nuclei 
 
A typical trajectory of a heavy charged particle and an electron are sketched in Figure 2.5 
below (as described by Turner (1992)). 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Typical Trajectories of a Heavy Charged Particle and Electron Through 
Matter (light lines are secondary particles) 
 
The trajectory of a heavy charged particle through matter is essentially a straight line.  
This is due to the fact that when a heavy charged particle and an orbital electron interact, 
the heavy charged particle, due to its very large mass relative to the orbital electron, will 
not suffer a large deflection from its pre-interaction trajectory.  However, when the heavy 
charged particle does interact with an atomic nucleus, the heavy charged particle will 
suffer a slight deflection from its pre-interaction trajectory and this is attributed to the 
heavy charged particle and the atomic nucleus heaving relatively similar mass.  With 
respect to electrons, their trajectory through matter is much more tortuous due to the fact 
that the orbital electrons they interact with have identical mass to the incident electron 




 What is common in the trajectories shown in Figure 2.5 is the presence of long 
tracks that emanate from the trajectory of the heavy charged particle and the electron.  
These long tracks are known as delta rays which are ionized electrons that have been 
given a relatively large kinetic energy which then allows them to travel far away from its 
point of ionization until it has exhausted all of its kinetic energy.  The shorter tracks that 
emanate from the trajectory of the heavy charged particle and the electron are ionized 
electrons that deposit their kinetic energy close to the said trajectory.  These short tracks 
are more common than delta rays. 
 
 Another important concept pertaining to the transport of charged particles through 
matter is range.  In general terms, “range” is used to describe the distance a charged 
particle, of some type and kinetic energy, can travel in a material until it exhausts all of its 
kinetic energy.  In the context of a set of monoenergetic heavy charged particles of a 
given type that are incident on a particular material, they do not all travel the same 
distance in the material before coming to rest and this is known as range straggling.  This 
phenomenon is attributed to the fact that each incident heavy charged particle will 
undergo a different amount of atomic interactions in the medium and will lose a different 
amount of kinetic energy per interaction.  Thus, some heavy charged particles will lose, 
on average, more kinetic energy per interaction resulting in a slightly shorter range than 
others that lose less.  Thus, a distribution of range (i.e. distance travelled) undergone by 
the incident heavy charged particles can be formulated (Turner, 2005).  This behaviour is 
more pronounced with electrons since electrons can impart all of their kinetic energy to 
an orbital electron since these two interacting bodies have the same mass.  Thus, for a set 
of monoenergetic electrons incident on a material, many of these electrons can travel very 
short distances by suffering such a catastrophic energy loss (Turner, 2005).   
 
 To conclude the discussion on the interaction of gamma rays and neutrons with 
tissue equivalent materials, Figure 2.6 illustrates how the irradiation, by a mixed field, of 





Figure 2.6 Scaling of a Microscopic Tissue Volume to a TEPC 
 
The microscopic tissue volume is scaled up to a large TEPC gas cavity.  When the 
microscopic tissue volume is irradiated by gamma rays and neutrons, secondary charged 
particles will be produced in both the tissue that immediately surrounds the microscopic 
volume and in the volume itself and these secondary charged particles will then go on to 
deposit all or some of their kinetic energy in the microscopic tissue volume.  Similarly, 
when the TEPC is irradiated by the same mixed field, secondary charged particles will be 
created in the wall, which mimics the tissue that surrounds the microscopic tissue volume, 
and in the gas cavity, which mimics the microscopic tissue volume and these secondary 
charged particles can go on to deposit all or some of their kinetic energy in the gas cavity.  
The only exception to this discussion is that the TEPC exhibits wall effects which will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.10. 
 
2.1.4 Principles of Proportional Counters 
 
As per the first TEPC design requirement stated in Section 2.1.2, the TEPC must 
be able to measure the kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity by each secondary 
charged particle that traverses it.  To do this, the TEPC is operated as a proportional 
counter whose principle of operation is discussed with respect to Figure 2.7 below.  Here, 





Figure 2.7 Illustration of Proportional Counter Operation 
 
 An electric field is applied between the anode and cathode such that the anode is 
kept at a positive potential with respect to the cathode.  When the proton traverses the gas 
cavity, it will create electrons and positively charged gas atoms through ionization of the 
gas.  The applied electric field causes the ionized electrons to drift towards the anode 
while the positive gas atoms are drifted towards the cathode.  As each ionized electron 
makes its way to the anode, it will gain sufficient kinetic energy such that it will ionize 
orbital electrons along its trajectory.  This results in the number of electrons that reach the 
anode to be far higher than the number of electrons initially ionized by the proton.  This is 
the result of the gas gain that was briefly mentioned in Section 2.1.2.  For this energy 
deposition by the proton, the arrival of electrons at the anode and positively charged gas 
atoms at the cathode results in a temporary voltage drop between the anode and cathode.  
This voltage drop is directly proportional, to the first order, to the kinetic energy 
deposited by the proton in the gas cavity and this proportionality is made possible by 
applying a strong enough electric field between the anode and cathode (Waker, 1995).  
Hence, the TEPC is operated in proportional counter mode.  It is important to note that 
this voltage drop is a measureable quantity.   
 
 The TEPC can record the kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity by each 
secondary charged particle that traverses it and so the counter is said to operate in pulse 
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mode.  However, this is not always the case as it does indeed take time for ionized 
electrons and positively-charged gas atoms, produced from the passage of a secondary 
charged particle, to migrate to the anode and cathode respectively and it is this migration 
time that influences the time required to  induce a voltage drop.  During this time, another 
secondary charged particle can deposit its kinetic energy in the gas cavity despite the fact 
that the electric circuitry of the TEPC is still trying to process the voltage drop produced 
by the first particle.  This backlog is known as dead time and if the TEPC is placed in a 
very intense radiation field whereby the flux of neutrons and gamma rays on the TEPC is 
quite high resulting in the TEPC being inundated by secondary charged particles 
traversing its gas cavity, a condition known as pile-up occurs.  To minimize the chance of 
pile-up occurring, the sensitivity of the TEPC to the radiation field of interest is used to 
determine the physical size of the TEPC to be used.  Sensitivity of the counter essentially 
explores how the physical size of a detector, namely its surface area, affects the number 
of counts it detects.  In general terms, the larger the surface area of the detector, the more 
counts it registers and therefore the greater its sensitivity since the counter presents more 
of itself to the radiation field, thereby allowing more particles to be incident on it.  
Therefore, when a TEPC is to be placed in an intense radiation field, a small TEPC is 
used since the flux of particles incident on it will not be large and therefore the 
probability of pile-up occurring is minimized.  However, when the TEPC is placed in a 
weak radiation field, a large TEPC is used in order to maximize the number of counts it 
detects so that the counting statistics can be improved (Waker, 1995). 
 
 The raw data that is recorded by a TEPC is a counts versus voltage drop spectrum 
which is then calibrated to yield a counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum.  It is 
this latter spectrum that will provide important information about the radiation field that 
the TEPC is placed in.  A typical, qualitative, counts versus kinetic energy deposited 





Figure 2.8 Qualitative Illustration of Counts versus Kinetic Energy Deposited 
Spectrum 
 
 The spectrum shown above has kinetic energy deposition bins each with a 
corresponding number of counts and a mid-point energy. 
 
2.1.5 Lineal Energy 
 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the kinetic energy deposited per 
unit distance travelled by a charged particle (i.e. the stopping power) is indicative of its 
ability to produce biological damage and is used to determine the radiation weighting 
factor for this charged particle.  From the counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum 
shown in Figure 2.8, the distance travelled in the gas cavity by each secondary charged 
particle that traversed it is not known and so it is not possible, from this spectrum, to 
determine the stopping power of each secondary charged particle that was detected.  To 
resolve this issue, it is important to recall that secondary charged particles that traverse 
the gas cavity are in fact traversing a microscopic tissue volume albeit on a larger 
physical scale.  It is desired to relate the kinetic energy deposited by each secondary 
charged particle that traversed the gas cavity to the distance it would have travelled in the 
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corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  To find the latter quantity, Cauchy’s theorem 









V4           (2.8) 
 
Where: 
  = mean chord length (unit: μm) 
V = volume of microscopic tissue site 
S = surface area of microscopic tissue site 
 
It is important to note that Cauchy’s theorem is exclusively dependent on the geometry of 
the volume in question.  We assume that secondary particles have straight trajectories 
randomly intersecting and crossing the microscopic volume. 
 
 The kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity by a secondary charged particle per 
unit distance it travels in the corresponding microscopic tissue volume is approximated by 





=y            (2.9) 
 
Where: 
y = lineal energy of secondary charged particle (unit: keV μm-1) 
ε = kinetic energy deposited in gas cavity by secondary charged particle (unit: keV) 
 
The counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum shown in Figure 2.8 can be 
transformed into a counts versus lineal energy spectrum by dividing each energy 
deposition bin mid-point value by the mean chord length of the microscopic tissue 




Figure 2.9 Qualitative Illustration of Counts versus Lineal Energy Spectrum 
 
 From this spectrum, two quantities can be calculated, the first is the frequency 
mean lineal energy and the second is the dose mean lineal energy.  In the context of the 
above spectrum, Equations 2.10 and 2.11 are used to calculate these two quantities and 














y           (2.10) 
 
Where: 
Fy  = frequency mean lineal energy (unit: keV μm
-1) 
yi = mid-point of ith lineal energy bin (unit: keV μm-1) 
fi = counts in the ith lineal energy bin 


















y           (2.11) 
 
Where: 
Dy  = dose mean lineal energy (unit: keV μm
-1) 
 
 In qualitative terms, the frequency mean lineal energy represents the most 
frequent lineal energy recorded by the TEPC and the dose mean lineal energy represents 
the lineal energy that contributes the most, on average, to the absorbed dose delivered to 
the gas cavity of the TEPC by the radiation field. 
 
2.1.6 Dose Distribution 
 
When a TEPC is placed in a mixed radiation field, the lineal energy event sizes 
that are recorded can vary over a wide range from fractions of a keV μm-1 to hundreds of 
keV μm-1.  With this being said, the spectrum shown in Figure 2.9 must have the 
horizontal axis, that contains the lineal energy events sizes that have been measured, be 
on a logarithmic (base 10 or base e) scale.  In practice, the logarithm of the lineal energy 
values are taken and then plotted on the horizontal axis.  What is then done is that the 
logarithm values are then overlapped by linear values.  This is illustrated in Figure 2.10: 
 
 





 The lineal energy bins, such as those shown in Figure 2.9, are formulated such 
that each has an equal logarithmic width.  To better understand this, consider Figure 2.11: 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Hypothetical Lineal Energy Bin End-Points 
 
In the context of the above diagram, equal logarithmic width is defined as: 
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Thus, when the lineal energy axis has logarithmic values stated on it, each bin that is 
shown will have the same width.  Finally, when the lineal energy axis is placed on a 
logarithmic scale whereby each bin has equal logarithmic spacing, the effect shown in 
Figure 2.10 takes place whereby logarithmic values of lineal energy are superimposed by 
linear values of lineal energy. 
 
 The magnitude of lineal energy event sizes measured by a TEPC can widely vary.  
It is interesting to note what fraction the events in each lineal energy bin contribute to the 
overall absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of the TEPC by the radiation field.  This 





































        (2.12) 
 
Where: 
yd(y)|i = fraction of total absorbed dose delivered by events in the ith lineal energy 
bin per logarithmic interval 
yi = mid-point of the ith lineal energy bin (unit: keV μm-1) 
fi = counts in the ith lineal energy bin 
C = logarithmic lineal energy bin width  
 
The yd(y) versus y spectrum is plotted such that the lineal energy axis is plotted on an 
equally-spaced logarithmic scale whereby the logarithmic lineal energy values are 
superimposed by corresponding linear lineal energy values. 
 
 To understand how yd(y) yields the fraction of the total absorbed dose delivered 
by events in the ith lineal energy bin, consider first the numerator of expression 2.12 – the 
product yifi.  The qualitative interpretation is the total energy deposited in the gas cavity, 
by secondary charged particles with an average lineal energy yi, per unit distance 
travelled in the corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  The denominator of expression 
2.12 calculates the value of yifi for all lineal energy bins and then takes the sum of these 
values and this sum is interpreted as the total energy deposited in the gas cavity by all 
secondary charged particles that traverse it per unit distance travelled in the 
corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  Thus, the ratio shown in equation 2.12 does 
indeed calculate the fraction of the total absorbed dose delivered by events in the ith lineal 
energy bin.  Division of this ratio by C, the logarithmic lineal energy bin width, allows 
the area under the curve of yd(y) versus y to be unity. 
 
 The main advantage in developing a yd(y) versus y spectrum, herein known as 
dose distribution, is that since yd(y) is a normalized quantity, this spectrum is 
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independent of the intensity of the radiation field.  Fy and Dy  (calculated from Equations 
2.10 and 2.11 respectively) are also independent of the intensity of the radiation field and 
so the aforementioned spectrum coupled with the frequency and dose mean values 
provide benchmark experimental data.  As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, 
Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations form an integral part in the process of 
modelling the performance of TEPC designs in radiation fields.  To establish the ability 
of Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations to correctly perform TEPC response 
simulations, the primary task is to replicate an experimental TEPC irradiation in these 
simulations and using the results that are produced, a quantitative comparison of the yd(y) 
versus y spectrum, Fy , and Dy to that from experiment will take place.  It is important to 
note that the source intensity used in experiment will be much larger than that used in 
simulation, due to limited computing power, and so the fact that the three aforementioned 
microdosimetric quantities are independent of source intensity permits this quantitative 
comparison to take place. 
 
 One important property of the yd(y) versus y spectrum is that if the area under the 
curve is divided into equal sub-areas, the fraction of the total absorbed dose delivered to 
the gas cavity by events that take place under each sub-area is the same (Waker, 1995). 
 
2.1.7 Diagnostic Information in Dose Distribution 
 
The dose distribution that is measured by a TEPC has certain features in its shape 
that reveals the nature of the radiation field that irradiated the TEPC.  If one were to look 
at a dose distribution without having prior knowledge of the source used to irradiate the 
TEPC (namely type of radiation emitted and energy of emitted radiation), these attributes 
of the source can be inferred by looking at the shape of the dose distribution.  The 
following two sub-sections will discuss characteristic features that are present in yd(y) 





2.1.7.1 Dose Distribution from Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Irradiated 
by Photons 
 
The discussion that will now follow is based on observations made on yd(y) 
spectra measured by Kliauga & Dvorak (1978). 
 
The two key parameters that impact the dose distribution measured from the gas 
cavity of a TEPC are (1) the energy of the incident radiation and (2) the density of the gas 
that fills the cavity.    To separately understand the influence of each parameter, consider 
Figure 2.12 which illustrates the effect of increasing the gas density while fixing the 
incident photon energy. 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Impact of Increasing the Gas Density and Fixing the Incident Photon 
Energy on the Shape of the yd(y) Spectrum (adapted from Kliauga & Dvorak, 1978) 
 
 Equation 2.4 describes the condition that by increasing the density of gas that fills 
the cavity of the TEPC, the diameter of the microscopic tissue volume also increases.  
The yd(y) curves shown in Figure 2.12, going from right to left, each pertain to 
increasingly larger diameter microscopic tissue volumes.  From this figure, three key 




(1) For microscopic tissue volumes with small diameters, the gas density in the 
corresponding TEPC is smaller.  As such, the secondary electrons that traverse the 
gas cavity may have a range that exceeds the diameter of the gas cavity and so not 
all of these secondary electrons will deposit the same kinetic energy in the cavity.  
Rather, the effect of energy straggling will become prevalent in that each 
secondary electron will incur a different amount of kinetic energy loss while 
traversing the cavity.  This is due to the low atom/orbital electron density in the 
gas cavity.  The wide variation in energy deposited results in a wide variation in 
lineal energy that is measured and so the yd(y) curve becomes very wide due to its 
extent over a wide range of lineal energy 
 
(2) For microscopic tissue volumes with large diameters, the gas density in the 
corresponding TEPC is larger.  The secondary electrons that traverse the gas 
cavity may have a range that is less than the diameter of the gas cavity.  Despite 
the fact that these secondary electrons will undergo range straggling, they will still 
deposit a significant fraction of their kinetic energy in the gas cavity thereby 
resulting in a relatively small variation in the kinetic energy deposited in the gas 
cavity by these secondary electrons.  Thus, the variation of lineal energy that is 
measured by the TEPC becomes smaller and so the yd(y) curve extends over a 
shorter region of lineal energy and becomes taller due to the large number of 
secondary electrons that were counted with a lineal energy that falls in the 
aforementioned lineal energy region 
 
(3) As the microscopic tissue volume diameter increases, so too does its mean chord 
length.  When this happens, the yd(y) spectrum shifts to smaller lineal energy 
values due to the fact that lineal energy is inversely proportional to the mean 
chord length of the simulated site (as per Equation 2.9) 
 
Figure 2.13 demonstrates the impact, on the yd(y) spectra, when the microscopic 





Figure 2.13 Impact of Increasing the Incident Photon Energy and Fixing the Gas 
Density on the Shape of the yd(y) Spectrum (adapted from Kliauga & Dvorak, 1978) 
 
 The curves encountered when moving from right to left pertain to increasing 
incident photon energy.  When the gas density is fixed, thereby fixing the microscopic 
tissue site diameter, while increasing the incident photon energy, the following two 
observations are made: 
 
(1) When lower energy photons are incident on the TEPC, they primarily undergo 
photoelectric effect interaction thereby producing secondary electrons that are of 
low kinetic energy and that are essentially monoenergetic.  These secondary 
electrons will traverse the gas cavity and due to their low kinetic energy, their 
range will be less than the diameter of the cavity.  Thus, the kinetic energy 
deposited by these secondary electrons in the gas cavity will not widely vary and 
correspondingly their lineal energy will not widely vary.  This is why the yd(y) 
spectrum spans a small region of lineal energy.  This spectrum resides in the high 
lineal energy region since the secondary electrons, due to their low kinetic energy 
hence low velocity, will result in them possessing a relatively large stopping 




(2) When higher energy photons are incident on the TEPC, they primarily undergo 
Compton scattering interactions.  Thus, the secondary electrons that will traverse 
the gas cavity will have a wide variation in kinetic energy and stopping power.    
This is why the yd(y) spectrum will extend over a wide range of lineal energy 
including the lower lineal energy regions.  This is attributed to Compton electrons 
that have been given a large kinetic energy, by the incident photons, which then 
go on to deposit a small amount of kinetic energy in the gas cavity due to their 
low stopping power 
 
2.1.7.2 Dose Distribution from Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Irradiated 
by Mixed Fields 
 
The discussion that will now follow is based on mixed field spectra measured by 
Waker (1995). 
 
When a TEPC is irradiated by gamma rays and neutrons, the shape of the dose 
distribution measured by a TEPC provides visual, quantitative information on the fraction 
of absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of the TEPC by secondary electrons 
produced by gamma rays and by secondary heavy charged particles produced by 
neutrons.  Figure 2.14 illustrates the qualitative, diagnostic information that is available in 





Figure 2.14 Diagnostic Information Present in Mixed Field yd(y) Spectrum (adapted 
from Waker, 1995) 
 
 Figure 2.14 outlines different regions of the dose distribution spectrum that pertain 
to contributions, to the absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of the TEPC, from a 
particular secondary charged particle type.  Generally, the contributions from secondary 
electrons spans from 0.1 to 10 keV μm-1 while contributions from secondary protons 
roughly spans from 10 to 100 keV μm-1.  Events with lineal energy between 100 to 500 
keV μm-1 pertain to alpha particles that are produced by fast neutrons undergoing (n,α) 
capture reactions with carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen nuclei and events with lineal energy 
between 500 to 1000 keV µm-1 pertain to carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen recoil nuclei 
produced by fast neutrons undergoing elastic scattering with these nuclei (Waker, 1995).  
There are two key observations to be made from Figure 2.14: 
 
(1) The lineal energy at which the interface between the electron and proton region 
lies at is 10 keV μm-1 and this is known as the “electron edge” lineal energy.  This 
specific lineal energy pertains to secondary electrons that traverse the gas cavity 
whose range equals the diameter of the cavity.  These electrons will deposit the 
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maximum possible kinetic energy in the cavity since their Bragg peak will take 
place within the cavity.  The 100 keV μm-1 interface that exists between the proton 
region and the alpha particle region is the “proton edge” lineal energy and pertains 
to secondary protons that traverse the gas cavity whose range equals the diameter 
of the cavity.  These secondary protons will deposit the maximum possible kinetic 
energy in the cavity since their Bragg peak also takes place in the cavity.  
Similarly, the 500 keV µm-1 and the 1000 keV µm-1 lineal energy correspond to 
the alpha particle and heavy recoil nuclei edge lineal energy respectively 
 
(2) The heavier the secondary charged particle, the higher the lineal energy region 
they occupy.  For example, electrons are the lightest secondary charged particles 
that can be produced and so they possess low lineal energy while carbon, oxygen, 
and nitrogen recoil nuclei are the heaviest secondary charged particles that can be 
produced and so they, because of their large stopping power owing to their large 
mass and highly charged state, will possess high lineal energies 
 
The qualitative information that is present in a dose distribution has been 
discussed.  The next section will present the concept of the quality of a secondary charged 
particle. 
 
2.1.8 Quality Factor as a function of Lineal Energy 
 
Since the TEPC gas cavity represents a microscopic volume of tissue, the dose 
equivalent is calculated using Equation 2.13 (ICRP 60, 1991) which is for a single 
secondary charged particle that deposits its kinetic energy in the microscopic tissue 
volume: 
 
QDH =           (2.13) 
 
Where: 
H = dose equivalent delivered to microscopic tissue volume by a secondary charged 
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particle (unit: Sievert) 
Q = quality factor of secondary charged particle 
D = absorbed dose delivered by secondary charged particle to the microscopic 
tissue volume (unit: Gray) 
 
 As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the dose equivalent calculated in 
Equation 2.13 indicates the risk of biological damage that can be incurred by the single 
charged particle depositing an absorbed dose D in the microscopic tissue volume using 
the quality factor which modifies the absorbed dose to an extent that is in accordance with 
the effectiveness of the single charged particle in inducing biological damage.  According 
to ICRP 60 (1991), the quality factor of a secondary charged particle that traverses the gas 
cavity of the TEPC is a function of its Linear Energy Transfer (LET) which in turn is the 
stopping power of the charged particle.  Lineal energy is the microdosimetric analogue of 
LET and closely approximates LET and so the aforementioned quality factor distribution 
is also a function of lineal energy. 
 
 ICRP 60 (1991) states the quality factor as a function of LET as a piecewise 
mathematical expression provided in Equation 2.14.  Note that subsequent to the release 



























      (2.14) 
 
Where: 
Q = quality factor of secondary charged particle traversing the gas cavity 
L = linear energy transfer of secondary charged particle traversing the gas cavity 
 





Figure 2.15 Quality Factor versus Lineal Energy (ICRP 60, 1991) 
 
 The next sub-section will discuss how the quality factor distribution is used in 
conjunction with the counts versus lineal energy spectrum measured by a TEPC, such as 
that shown in Figure 2.9, to determine the total dose equivalent delivered to the gas cavity 
of the TEPC from a radiation field. 
 
2.1.9 Determination of Total Dose Equivalent Delivered to Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counter Sensitive Volume(s) by a Radiation Field 
 
 The total dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of a TEPC is a 
function of two quantities: the absorbed dose delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of a 
TEPC and the mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that traversed the 
sensitive volume(s).  In reference to the hypothetical counts versus lineal energy spectrum 
shown in Figure 2.9, the absorbed dose is calculated by first computing the product yifi 
for each lineal energy bin and this product represents the kinetic energy deposited in the 
sensitive volume(s) by all events that fall in the ith bin per unit distance travelled in the 
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corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  The kinetic energy deposited, in units of keV, 
in the sensitive volume(s) by events that fall in the ith bin is then given by iify  and the 
kinetic energy deposited in units of Joules is given by ( ) ii-16 fy101.6× .  The total kinetic 
energy deposited in the counter’s sensitive volume(s) is found by taking the sum of the 







16- fy101.6  .  This total energy deposited is then divided by the mass of gas in the 
sensitive volume(s) and this ratio will yield the absorbed dose delivered to the TEPC 
sensitive volume(s) by the radiation field.  In the context of the standard TEPC design, 
the mass of gas, in units of grams, is given by the product of the tissue equivalent gas 
density and the volume of the gas cavity and this is denoted by cavityg∀ρ .  The mass of gas 
in units of kilograms is given by ( ) cavityg310 ∀− ρ .  The absorbed dose delivered to the 
sensitive volume(s) of a TEPC is now calculated using Equation 2.15: 
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     (2.15) 
 
Where: 
D = absorbed dose delivered to TEPC sensitive volume(s) (unit: Gy) 
yi = mid-point of ith lineal energy bin (unit: keV µm-1) 
fi = number of events that fall in the ith lineal energy bin 
  = mean chord length of simulated microscopic tissue volume  
(unit: µm) 
ρg = density of gas in cavity (unit: g cm-3) 
cavity∀  = volume of gas cavity (unit: cm
3) 
 
The second quantity required to calculate the total dose equivalent delivered to the 
sensitive volume(s) of a TEPC is the mean quality factor of the secondary charged 
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particles that traversed the sensitive volume(s) of the counter.  In reference to the 
hypothetical counts versus lineal energy distribution in Figure 2.9 and the quality factor 
versus lineal energy distribution in Figure 2.15, ICRP 60 (1991) states that the mean 














Q          (2.16) 
 
Where: 
Q(yi) = quality factor of secondary charged particle with lineal energy yi (calculated 
using Equation 2.14) 
 
 The total dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of a TEPC by a 
radiation field is equal to the product of the absorbed dose delivered to the sensitive 
volume(s) and the mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that traversed the 
volume(s).  This is stated mathematically as: 
 
QDH ⋅=           (2.17) 
 
Where: 
H = total dose equivalent delivered to TEPC sensitive volume(s) by radiation field 
(unit: Sievert) 
 
 This sub-section concludes the discussion that has taken place thus far in this 
chapter which is how the TEPC simulates radiation energy deposition in a microscopic 
tissue volume and how the TEPC measures the total dose equivalent delivered by a 
radiation field to the simulated microscopic tissue volume(s).  The wall effects that were 




2.1.10 Wall Effects 
 
Wall effects represent energy deposition events that take place in the gas cavity of 
a TEPC that otherwise would not have taken place in the corresponding microscopic 
tissue volume.  These wall effects are attributed to (a) density difference between the wall 
and cavity of the TEPC, since the A 150 tissue equivalent plastic that constitutes the wall 
is at a much higher density than the tissue equivalent gas that fills the cavity and (b) the 
large surface area of the cavity relative to that of the microscopic tissue volume. 
 
Kellerer (1971) describes three types of wall effects that are associated with 
TEPCs and will now be the topic of discussion.  The first wall effect is known as the 
delta-ray effect which is visualized in Figure 2.16. 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Illustration of Delta-Ray Effect (adapted from Kellerer, 1971) 
 
The microscopic tissue volume is shown as the lower circle on the left-hand portion of 
Figure 2.16 and the TEPC is shown on the right-hand side.  On the microscopic scale, a 
secondary charged particle will traverse the tissue volume while one of the delta-rays that 
it produces will not traverse the volume since the trajectory of the delta ray will cause it 
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to “miss” the tissue volume due to the small surface area of the tissue volume.  In the 
corresponding TEPC, the secondary charged particle will traverse the gas cavity while the 
same delta ray it produces will also traverse the cavity due to the relatively large surface 
area of the cavity.  Thus, in the TEPC case, the secondary charged particle ends up 
depositing more kinetic energy in the gas cavity than it should,  deemed the delta-ray 
effect.  This effect is dominant for secondary heavy charged particles. 
 
 The second wall effect is the re-entry effect and is visualized in Figure 2.17. 
 
 
Figure 2.17 Illustration of Re-entry Effect (adapted from Kellerer, 1971) 
 
The microscopic tissue volume is shown in the upper circle on the left-hand side of 
Figure 2.17 and the corresponding TEPC is on the right-hand side.  On the microscopic 
scale, a secondary electron traverses the tissue volume and then exits it whereby it 
continues to traverse tissue only to be deflected into another tissue volume.  In the TEPC, 
the same secondary electron will traverse the gas cavity and will exit it whereby it 
traverses the wall.  The high electron density in the wall causes the secondary electron to 
suffer an interaction with an orbital electron thereby causing it to be deflected onto a 
trajectory that leads it back into the gas cavity.  This is due to the large surface area of the 
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gas cavity relative to that of the microscopic tissue volume so that the secondary electron 
deposits more kinetic energy in the gas cavity than it should and this is deemed the re-
entry effect.  This effect is dominant for secondary electrons since their trajectories 
through matter are very tortuous by virtue of it having a mass identical to that of the 
orbital electrons that it interacts with. 
 
 The third wall effect is known as the v-effect and is visualized in Figure 2.18. 
 
 
Figure 2.18 Illustration of V-Effect (adapted from Kellerer, 1971) 
 
On the microscopic scale, a neutron or a heavy charged particle traverses the tissue 
surrounding the microscopic tissue volume (lower circle on the left-hand portion of 
Figure 2.18) and collides with a nucleus leading to the emission of several charged 
particles (two in this case) which are emitted in a v-shape.  One of these particles will 
traverse and deposit their kinetic energy in the tissue volume while the other will not.  In 
the corresponding TEPC, both of these charged particles will traverse and deposit their 
kinetic energy in the gas cavity due to the large surface area of this cavity relative to that 
of the microscopic tissue volume and so this nuclear reaction deposits more kinetic 
energy in the gas cavity than it is supposed to.  This is deemed the v-effect and is 
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dominant for very high energy incident neutrons (above 10 MeV) and incident heavy 
charged particles (considerably above 10 MeV). 
 
 The fundamental concepts governing the design and operation of TEPCs as well 
as the framework through which TEPCs measure dose equivalent have now been 
presented.  The next sub-section will describe the classes of TEPC designs that have been 
established. 
 
2.1.11 Classes of Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs 
 
The discussion by Kliauga, Waker, & Barthe (1995) outlines four major classes of 
TEPC designs, each of which will be discussed respectively below. 
 
 The spherical TEPC, one whose spherical gas cavity is filled with tissue 
equivalent gas which in turn is surrounded by a tissue equivalent plastic wall, is one of 
the most commonly used detectors in microdosimetry.  For TEPCs, it is imperative to 
obtain a cylindrically symmetric electric field about the anode of the counter as this will 
ensure uniform gas gain along the anode.  However, the geometry of a spherical gas 
cavity causes the electric field around the ends of the anode to be distorted resulting in 
uneven gas multiplication along the anode.  To resolve this issue with spherical TEPCs, 
Figure 2.19 illustrates two approaches to establish a cylindrically symmetric electric field 
about the anode. 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Illustration of Rossi (left) and Single Wire (right) TEPC 
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 The TEPC shown on the left of Figure 2.19 is known as a Rossi counter whereby 
an auxiliary electrode known as a helix is placed around the anode.  The presence of this 
helix is able to establish a cylindrically symmetric electric field about the anode.  The 
counter shown on the right is a single wire counter whereby the presence of insulating 
material pushes the anode further away from the counter wall (i.e. cathode) and the 
diameter of the anode is effectively increased at its ends by the addition of conducting 
material.  Both these modifications will reduce the electric field at the ends of the counter 
making it match that at the centre where the electric field is the weakest.  The distortion 
of the electric field where the anode and cathode of a spherical TEPC converge is 
eliminated since these two entities are now farther apart. 
 
 The second class of TEPCs is the cylindrical counter whose gas cavity is 
cylindrical in shape and filled with tissue equivalent gas and is in turn surrounded by a 
tissue equivalent plastic wall.  As discussed above with spherical TEPCs, the anode that 
runs through a cylindrical counter will converge with the wall of the instrument and as a 
result, field shaping is needed to establish a cylindrically symmetric electric field about 
the anode.  For a spherical microscopic tissue volume of diameter d, its mean chord 
length is given by ⅔d and for a cylindrical microscopic tissue volume whose diameter 
and height is also equal to d, its mean chord length is also ⅔d.  The major difference 
between these two geometries, from a radiation transport perspective is the maximum 
distance that can be travelled within it.  For the spherical volume, the maximum distance 
that can be travelled in it by a secondary charged particle is its diameter d while the 
maximum distance that can be travelled in the cylindrical site is 1.414d and this occurs 
when the secondary charged particle travels diagonally across the cylinder.  The 
implication of this is that in a dose distribution measured from a cylindrical TEPC, the 
lineal energy that corresponds to an edge for a particular secondary charged particle type 
could be 1.414 times that from a dose distribution measured from a spherical TEPC.  
 
 The third class of TEPCs is the wall-less counter whose purpose is to minimize 
the wall effects discussed in Section 2.1.10.  Unlike standard TEPCs whereby the entire 
gas cavity defines the sensitive volume of the counter, wall-less counters designate a 
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portion of their gas cavity to be the sensitive volume.  This sensitive volume is enclosed 
in some sort of material grid that has a high transparency ratio (i.e. the percent of the 
grid’s surface area that is open and therefore not filled with grid material) and it is this 
grid that acts as the cathode of the sensitive volume whereas the anode within the 
confines of the volume is established using a helix that runs along the centre of the 
volume.  Figure 2.20 illustrates how a spherical wall-less counter reduces the wall effects 
discussed in the Section 2.1.10. 
 
 
Figure 2.20 Elimination of Wall Effects in a Spherical Wall-Less Counter 
 
 The sensitive volume of the counter, enclosed in the dashed lines, has a small 
surface area, relative to that of the overall gas cavity, and it is for this reason that 
additional kinetic energy deposition events, which constitute the wall effects, that would 
have otherwise taken place in the overall gas cavity can be eliminated by employing a 




 It is important to note that the density of tissue equivalent gas that fills both the 
sensitive volume and the remainder of the gas cavity is the same and is calculated using 
Equation 2.4 for the corresponding microscopic tissue volume of interest (note that the 
gas density is dictated by the diameter of the sensitive volume and not that of the overall 
gas cavity).  Also, the fact that the sensitive volume of the spherical wall-less counter 
shown above is quite a distance away from the wall indicates that any secondary charged 
particles that are created in the wall will be unlikely to traverse the sensitive volume as 
they can expend all of their kinetic energy in moving from the wall to the sensitive 
volume.  As a result, any energy deposition events that take place within the sensitive 
volume are from secondary charged particles that are created in either the gas cavity that 
surrounds the sensitive volume and in the sensitive volume itself. 
 
The final class of TEPC designs are multicellular/multi-element counters.  These 
counters have multiple gas cavities, known as elements, which are separated from one 
another and each element is operated independently from others.  The counts versus 
channel number spectrum measured by each element are then summed to provide a single 
spectrum that can then be calibrated to give a counts versus kinetic energy deposited 
spectrum.  The overall size of these counters is much smaller than standard TEPCs that 
have one large gas cavity. 
 
 In order to judge the performance of a TEPC design in a radiation field, response 
metrics are calculated for the counter design using the counts versus lineal energy 
spectrum that it measures.  These response metrics will be presented in the next section. 
 
2.1.12 Response Metrics of a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter 
 
 As discussed in Section 1.3, the two primary response metrics of a TEPC are the 
counter’s sensitivity and dose equivalent response.  A third response metric, known as the 
quality factor response is also computed for the counter design.  These three response 






The sensitivity of a TEPC is defined as the count rate detected per unit dose 
equivalent rate delivered to the gas cavity of the counter by the radiation field.  It can also 
be defined as the ratio of the total counts detected to the total dose equivalent delivered to 
the gas cavity over a certain time interval.  It is desired for the TEPC to have the highest 
sensitivity possible as this will (a) reduce the statistical uncertainty of quantities 
calculated from the measured counts versus lineal energy spectrum such as frequency and 
dose mean lineal energy and measured dose equivalent, amongst others and (b) ensure an 
adequate number of counts will be recorded over a certain time interval. 
 
The sensitivity of a TEPC is directly proportional, to the first order, to its surface 
area.  As noted at the end of Section 2.1.4, the larger the surface area of the counter, the 
more radiation particles will be incident on it and the more counts will therefore be 
registered. 
 
 Waker & Aslam (2010) derived an equation to compute the sensitivity of a TEPC 





























         (2.18) 
 
Where: 
S = counter sensitivity (unit: counts μSv-1) 
c = numerical constant dependent on geometry of sensitive volume(s) of counter 
and simulated microscopic tissue site (unit: μGy (keV μm-1)-1) 
 
2.1.12.2 Dose Equivalent Response 
 
 The concept of ambient dose equivalent for a radiation field was introduced at the 
beginning of Chapter 1.  The ambient dose equivalent seeks to provide a conservative 
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approximation to the whole body effective dose delivered to a plant worker in a 
workplace from a radiation field.  The manner in which the ambient dose equivalent is 
calculated when an individual is exposed to a known radiation field whose incident 
radiation energy spectrum is known is described below (ICRP 60, 1991): 
 
At a point in a radiation field is the dose equivalent that would be produced by the 
corresponding expanded and aligned field in the ICRU sphere at a depth of 10 
mm, on the radius opposing the direction of the aligned field. 
  
 The ICRU sphere, of diameter 30 cm, represents the torso of a human and is made 
of tissue equivalent material.  Instead of the ICRU sphere being irradiated by an isotropic 
radiation field (such as those present in nuclear power plant workplaces), this isotropic 
field is converted into a square, planar source whose (a) height and width equal the 
diameter of the sphere and (b) emitted radiation emanates normally from the plane.  This 





Figure 2.21 Description of H*(10) 
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It is important to note that the 10 mm depth shown in step (4) in Figure 2.21 is necessary 
since radiation external to a human can only deliver an internal dose if the radiation can 
penetrate through the 10 mm depth beyond which lies the internal organs of the 
human.  In addition, the 10 mm depth enables the dose equivalent to be calculated at a 
point where charged particle equilibrium is likely to be established for secondary charged 
particles, traversing tissue equivalent material, that are created by low energy incident 
neutrons.  Values of H*(10) have been tabulated for a variety of monoenergetic neutron 
and gamma rays fields. 
 
 As discussed at the beginning of Chapter 1, if the worker’s torso shown in Figure 
2.21 and a TEPC are exposed to the same expanded and aligned radiation field, it is 
desired to have the dose equivalent measured by the counter closely approximate the 
value of H*(10) for the radiation field in question.  If it can be shown through simulation 
and experiment that a TEPC design can measure a dose equivalent that closely 
approximates the value of H*(10) for a reference polyenergetic neutron spectrum, such as 
that present in nuclear power plant workplaces, then the time-integrated dose equivalent 
or dose equivalent rate measured by this TEPC design in an actual workplace 
environment can be deemed as reliable estimates of the radiation dose level in the 











=          (2.19) 
 
Where: 
RH = dose equivalent response of TEPC for radiation field (unitless) 
H = dose equivalent measured by TEPC from radiation field (unit: Sv) 
H*(10) = ambient dose equivalent for radiation field (unit: Sv) 
ΦTEPC, ΦICRU  = particle fluence incident on TEPC and ICRU sphere respectively 
(unit: particles cm-2) 
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It is important to note that dividing the dose equivalent measured by the TEPC by the 
particle fluence incident on the counter makes this ratio independent of the radiation field 
intensity.  Similarly, if the ambient dose equivalent is divided by the particle fluence 
incident on the ICRU sphere, this ratio will also be independent of the radiation field 
intensity.  As per the discussion above, an ideal dose equivalent response of a TEPC 
design should be close to unity for any radiation field that the counter is placed in. 
 
2.1.12.3 Quality Factor Response 
 
 The quantity denoted by Q*(10) represents the mean quality factor of secondary 
charged particles that traversed the elemental volume in the ICRU sphere illustrated in 
step (4) in Figure 2.21.  Values of Q*(10) have been tabulated for a wide variety of 
incident neutron energies (ICRP 60, 1991).  The quality factor response of a TEPC design 
seeks to quantify how closely the mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that 
traversed the sensitive volume(s) of the counter, computed using Equation 2.16, 
approximates the value of Q*(10) for the radiation field of interest.  As stated by Aslam 




R Q =           (2.20) 
 
Where: 
RQ = quality factor response of TEPC design (unitless) 
<Q> = mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that traversed sensitive 
volume(s) of TEPC 
Q*(10) = mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that traversed 
elemental volume located 10 mm into the interior of ICRU sphere 
 
 Bearing in mind the three response metrics of a TEPC design and their desired 
optimal values, the next section will state the design requirements of a TEPC for use in 
low energy neutron fields. 
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2.1.13 Design Requirements of a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter for use in 
Low Energy Neutron Fields 
 
 The principal design requirements of a TEPC for use in low energy neutron fields 
are as follows: 
 
(1) Must be of small physical size to allow for portability 
 
(2) Must have a high sensitivity  
 
(3) Must have a dose equivalent response close to unity for reference polyenergetic 
neutron fields 
 
(4) For a given incident neutron energy spectrum, the counter’s sensitivity and dose 
equivalent response should be directionally independent (i.e. the magnitude of 
these quantities should remain constant regardless of the angle through which the 
neutrons are incident on the counter) 
 
The next-generation TEPC designs that were discussed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 
seek to satisfy the above design requirements for polyenergetic neutron fields. 
 
The first half of this chapter has presented the microdosimetric principles that 
govern the design of a TEPC and the microdosimetric quantities that are computed using 
measurements made by a TEPC.  The underlying framework used to compute the total 
dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of a TEPC as well as the response 
metrics used to assess the performance of a TEPC in a radiation field has also been 
discussed.  Three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations are needed to 
simulate the performance of a TEPC design in a radiation field.  The manner in which 
neutrons and secondary charged particles are transported using Monte Carlo methods will 
be the subject of discussion for the second half of Chapter 2.  As shown thus far in this 
chapter, the counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum measured by the sensitive 
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volume(s) of a TEPC is an important prerequisite for quantifying the response metrics of 
a TEPC design and therefore the capability of a Monte Carlo code to model the 
production and transport of secondary charged particles produced by neutron irradiation 
is crucial in enabling such codes to characterize the performance of next-generation 
TEPCs in realistic nuclear power plant workplace fields. 
 
2.2 Neutron and Secondary Charged Particle Transport using Monte Carlo 
Methods 
 
2.2.1 Neutron Transport using Monte Carlo Methods 
 
A description of how neutrons are transported in a material using Monte Carlo 
methods is a necessary prelude to understanding how secondary charged particles, 
produced by neutron interactions, are transported using Monte Carlo techniques.  This 
section will first illustrate the coordinate systems used to quantify the spatial position of a 
neutron in a cell followed by the presentation of probability and cumulative distribution 
functions that are needed to simulate how neutrons are transported through matter.  
Finally, a step-by-step discussion on how neutrons are transported in a Monte Carlo 
simulation is presented. 
 
2.2.1.1  Coordinate Systems used for Neutron Spatial Position Tracking 
 
The cartesian and spherical coordinate systems are simultaneously used to 
quantify a neutron’s spatial position at various points along its history in a medium in 
which it is transported.  These systems along with their respective metrics used to 





Figure 2.22 Illustration of Cartesian and Spherical Coordinate Systems 
 
To allow a neutron to progress from one spatial point in its history to the next, the 
use of probability and cumulative distribution functions are needed and are described in 
the next section. 
 
2.2.1.2  Probability and Cumulative Distribution Functions 
 
In general terms, if n possible events can occur, each of which have a probability 
of occurrence denoted by pi (where i denotes the ith event), then the probability 





















Table 2.4 Hypothetical Probability Distribution Function 
 
In a Monte Carlo simulation, the manner in which one of the events stated above 
will be chosen to occur is done by first constructing the cumulative distribution function 
from the probability distribution function.  The bounds of selection for the ith event are 
calculated as follows: the lower bound is equal to the sum of the probability of occurrence 
from event 1 to event i-1 and the upper bound is equal to the sum of the probability of 
occurrence from event 1 to event i.  The cumulative distribution function for the events 
shown in the Table 2.4 are now shown in Table 2.5 below. 
 
Event Bounds of Selection 
1 [0, p1) 
2 [p1, p1 + p2) 
3 [p1 + p2, p1 + p2 + p3) 
    
n-2 [p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn-3, p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn-2) 
n-1 [p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn-2, p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn-1) 
n [p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn-1, p1 + p2 + p3 + + pn) 




The second step in choosing an event to occur is the selection of a random number on the 
interval [0,1). If, for example, a random number (denoted as ξ ) is selected such that it 
falls within the following bounds in the cumulative distribution function: 
 
32121 ppppp ++<≤+ ξ  
 
As per Table 2.5, this random number will result in event 3 to be selected to occur.  
Therefore, in general terms, the nth event will be chosen if the random number falls within 













The basic tools required to perform a Monte Carlo simulation have been 
presented.  The following will now describe in step-by-step fashion how neutrons are 
transported using Monte Carlo techniques. 
 
2.2.1.3  Neutron Transport using Monte Carlo Techniques 
 
The manner in which neutrons are transported in a medium using Monte Carlo 
techniques will now be described.  It is important to note that although this discussion is 
based on documentation provided by the X-5 Monte Carlo Team at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (2003), it is meant to provide a basic understanding of how neutrons are 
transported by Monte Carlo codes used by the scientific community.  A step-by-step 
description of how a single neutron is transported will now follow. 
 
Step #1: Calculate Distance to Next Collision 
 
Once a neutron, of some kinetic energy E, traverses a material, the distance it 
must travel to undergo the next collision in its history is calculated using Equation 2.21. 
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−=l          (2.21) 
 
Where: 
=l  distance a neutron, of some kinetic energy E, must travel in a material to 
undergo the next collision in its history (unit: cm) 
( ) =∑ Et  total macroscopic interaction cross section for material being traversed; 
evaluated at kinetic energy of neutron being transported (unit: cm-1) 
=1ξ  random number selected on the interval [0,1) 
 
When the neutron arrives at the point of collision after travelling a distance l in the 
material, the nuclide that it will interact with at the collision site must be selected and this 
selection constitutes the next step in the transport process. 
 
Step #2: Select Collision Nucleus  
 
For materials composed of a heterogeneous mixture of nuclides, such as Shonka A 
150 tissue equivalent plastic, there will be multiple nuclides that a neutron can interact 
with at the collision site.  The probability that a neutron will interact with a specific 
nucleus is based on the nucleus’ total macroscopic cross section evaluated at the kinetic 
energy of the incoming neutron.  The macroscopic cross section is chosen as the basis for 
selecting a collision nucleus since this quantity is reflective of (a) the nucleus’ 
atomic/mass concentration in the material being traversed by the neutron and (b) the 
probability that the neutron, of some kinetic energy, will interact with this nucleus.  In the 
case of a 2 MeV neutron traversing Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic, the 
cumulative distribution function for collision nucleus selection is shown in Table 2.6 (see 






Nucleus Bounds of Selection 
1H [0, 0.715) 
12C [0.715, 0.969) 
14N [0.969, 0.9788) 
16O [0.9788, 0.99005) 
40Ca [0.99005, 0.99225) 
19F [0.99225, 1) 
Table 2.6 Cumulative Distribution Function for Collision Nucleus Selection for 2 
MeV Neutrons Incident on Shonka A 150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 
Once a collision nucleus has been selected, the type of interaction that the 2 MeV 
neutron will undergo with the nucleus must then be identified.  The process of interaction 
identification will be discussed in the next step. 
 
Step #3: Select Interaction Type  
 
When a neutron interacts with a nucleus, the type of interaction it will undergo is 
determined by the microscopic cross section of the nucleus for the various interaction 
types.  Using these microscopic cross sections, the probability and cumulative distribution 
functions can be tabulated for the collision nucleus.  For instance, if a neutron of some 
kinetic energy E, is selected to undergo an interaction with a 14N nucleus, the 












Interaction Type Probability of Occurrence Bounds of Selection 
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Table 2.7 Probability and Cumulative Distribution Functions for Interaction Type 
Selection for 14N Collision Nucleus 
 
Upon selection of the interaction type that the incident neutron will undergo with 
the collision nucleus, the amount of kinetic energy the neutron will lose as a result of this 
interaction along with the creation of secondary charged particles, banked for subsequent 
transport, must be modelled and this constitutes the next step in the neutron transport 
process. 
 
Step #4: Calculate Kinetic Energy Lost by Neutron after Interaction and Model the  
  Creation of Secondary Charged Particles  
 
If a neutron has been selected to undergo an elastic scatter interaction with a 
collision nucleus, angular elastic scatter cross sections are available which quantify the 
probability that the neutron will scatter through an angle Θ with respect to the neutron’s 
pre-interaction trajectory.  In the context of a neutron undergoing an elastic scatter with a 
12C nucleus, the manner in which these angular elastic scatter cross sections are tabulated 





Figure 2.23 Illustration of Angular Elastic Scatter Cross Section (adapted from 
National Nuclear Data Center, 2012) 
 
In the context of Figure 2.23, the angular elastic scatter cross section denoted by 
σelastic(12C, E, Θ) represents the probability that a neutron of some incident kinetic energy 
E will undergo an elastic scatter with a 12C nucleus which will result in the neutron being 
scattered through an angle Θ with respect to its pre-interaction trajectory.  This neutron 
may not necessarily scatter through an angle of exactly Θ, but its scattering angle may be 
selected from an interval centred about Θ (i.e. Θ – dΘ and Θ + dΘ).  The conical region 
illustrated in Figure 2.23 above encompasses the region of space that this neutron may 
scatter through.  The size of this region is quantified by calculating the region’s solid 
angle and in the case of Figure 2.23, the expression used to compute this quantity is given 








Ad =Ω           (2.22) 
 
Where: 
dΩ = solid angle of region (unit: steradian) 
A =  surface area of circular cap at the base of the conical region (unit: cm2) 
d = distance between circular cap and scattering site (unit: cm) 
 
The ratio of the angular elastic scatter cross section divided by the solid angle may be 
computed resulting in a quantity with units of barns steradian-1.  The advantage of 
normalizing the angular cross section to a unit solid angle is that if one wished to know 
the angular cross section for a conical region of any solid angle size, the aforementioned 
ratio simply needs to be multiplied by the solid angle to find the angular cross section for 
the given conical region. 
 
Angular elastic scatter cross sections are used in Monte Carlo simulations to 
determine the angle through which a neutron will scatter after undergoing an elastic 
scatter interaction and from this angle of scatter, the kinetic energy and direction of 
motion of the recoil nucleus that is created is determined using two-body kinematics.  
However, if angular elastic scatter cross sections are not available for a particular isotope, 
the alternative modelling approach assumes that there is equal probability of a neutron 
scattering through any angle with respect to its pre-interaction trajectory.  This 
assumption may not necessarily be accurate since a collision nucleus may not offer 
isotropic scattering when a neutron undergoes an elastic scatter with it.  To illustrate this, 
the probability of a neutron scattering through an angle Θ with respect to its pre-
interaction trajectory is calculated using tabulated angular cross sections, normalized to a 































( ) =Θp  probability that a neutron of incident kinetic energy E, 
will undergo an elastic scatter with a collision nucleus AX 








angular elastic scatter cross section of collision nucleus 
AX, undergoing an elastic scatter with an incident neutron 
with kinetic energy E which will result in the neutron 
scattering through an angle Θ, normalized to a unit solid 










d σ  
total elastic scatter cross section of collision nucleus AX 
undergoing an elastic scatter with an incident neutron 
with kinetic energy E, normalized to a unit solid angle 
(unit: barns steradian-1) 
 
The following plots show how, for a given incident neutron energy, the angular scattering 
probability calculated using nuclear data in conjunction with Equation 2.23 is 
approximated using the isotropic angular scattering approximation for the most abundant 
isotopes found in tissue equivalent material (note that the isotropic approximation is valid 
for all such isotopes).  Note that three respective incident neutron energies have been used 
for this comparison, all of which are the mean neutron energies emitted from 
polyenergetic neutron spectra employed for the dosimeter characterization portion of this 
thesis.  Also note that the angular elastic scatter cross sections used for this comparison 





Figure 2.24 Comparison of Angular Neutron Scattering Probability Distributions 
Computed from Tabulated Nuclear Data and Isotropic Scattering Distribution for 0.54 





Figure 2.25 Comparison of Angular Neutron Scattering Probability Distributions 
Computed from Tabulated Nuclear Data and Isotropic Scattering Distribution for 2.13 







Figure 2.26 Comparison of Angular Neutron Scattering Probability Distributions 
Computed from Tabulated Nuclear Data and Isotropic Scattering Distribution for 4.16 
MeV Incident Neutrons Produced by the 241Am-Be Neutron Source 
 
Figures 2.24 – 2.26 illustrate two major pitfalls in using an assumed isotropic neutron 
scattering distribution instead of one based on tabulated nuclear data and they are as 
follows: 
 
(1) The isotropic scattering distribution assumes that the neutron can scatter through 
any angle ranging from 0o to 180o.  However, the angular neutron scattering 
probability distribution derived from nuclear data does not indicate that neutrons 
can necessarily undergo scattering through this wide range of angles  
 
(2) The isotropic scattering distribution does not closely approximate the distribution 




The use of the isotropic scattering distribution may, therefore, result in neutrons scattering 
through unrealistic angles thereby resulting in the scattered neutron and secondary recoil 
nucleus attaining an unrealistic kinetic energy. 
 
Once the angle through which a neutron scatters after undergoing an elastic 
interaction with a particular collision nucleus is determined (using either tabulated 
nuclear data (if available for the collision nucleus) or the isotropic scattering distribution), 
the kinetic energy of the scattered neutron is determined using two-body kinematics and 
the kinetic energy and direction of motion of the secondary recoil nucleus that is 
produced is recorded and banked for subsequent transport.  As illustrated in Figure 2.23, 
the selection of a scattering angle models neutron transport in two-dimensions.  However, 
in order to model the response of a detector using Monte Carlo techniques, three-
dimensional neutron transport is required and the manner in which this is achieved 
constitutes the next step. 
 
Step #5: Model Neutron Transport in the Three-Dimensions  
 
In reference to Figures 2.22 and 2.23, selection of the angle through which a 
neutron scatters after undergoing an elastic scatter with a collision nucleus is equal to the 
polar angle of the neutron’s direction vector en route to its next collision site.  Once the 
distance to the next collision site is determined, the spatial position at which this next 
collision site is located is rotated by an angle φ about the origin of the x-y plane.  This 
rotation will establish neutron transport in three dimensions and is illustrated in the 





Figure 2.27 Illustration of Procedure to Establish Three-Dimensional Neutron 
Transport 
 
The process illustrated above constitutes the final step in the transport of neutrons 
in a cell.  Lastly if the neutron is in the vicinity of the boundary between two cells, the 
following approach illustrated in Figure 2.28 is taken: 
 
 
Figure 2.28 Boundary Crossing Algorithm 
 
The next section will summarize the 5 major steps needed to perform neutron 





2.2.1.4 Summary of Steps Needed to Perform Neutron Transport using Monte 
Carlo Techniques 
 
In the context of Figure 2.27, the flowchart in Figure 2.29 summarizes the 
algorithm used to model neutron transport employing Monte Carlo techniques. 
 
 
Figure 2.29 Algorithm Used To Perform Three-Dimensional Neutron Transport Using 
Monte Carlo Methods 
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2.2.1.5  Free Gas Thermal Treatment 
 
A material, exposed to a radiation field, will exist at some internal temperature.  
This internal temperature provides atoms and the nuclei they contain with kinetic energy 
resulting in translational motion and this essentially causes the material to act as a free 
gas.  This phenomenon becomes prominent when incident neutrons have a kinetic energy 
below 4 eV and since the three polyenergetic neutron fields used to perform dosimeter 
characterization in this thesis emit a small amount of neutrons with kinetic energy of 4 eV 
and below, the need to model this phenomenon in the simulations performed for this 
thesis must be assessed.  The primary concern with having the irradiated material behave 
as a free gas is that the macroscopic elastic scatter cross section of isotopes contained 
within the irradiated material is calculated by assuming that there is a uniform 
concentration of atoms per unit volume of the material.  However, the translational 
motion of these atoms becomes pronounced when the material is exposed to neutrons of 4 
eV kinetic energy and below may result in a non-uniform concentration of atoms and 
therefore, the macroscopic elastic scatter cross sections must be adjusted to reflect this 
non-uniformity. 
 
Based on the guidance provided by the X-5 Monte Carlo Team at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (2003), in the context of irradiating tissue equivalent material, if the 
incident neutron kinetic energy is above a certain threshold value, then the numerical 
adjustment that must be made to the macroscopic elastic scatter cross section of the 
isotopes contained within such material to reflect the free gas character of the material is 
omitted (i.e. free gas thermal treatment of the cross sections do not occur).  Table 2.8 lists 
these threshold incident neutron kinetic energy values for the dominant isotopes found in 














Table 2.8 Incident Neutron Kinetic Energy Threshold Values Required for Omitting 
Free Gas Thermal Treatment in Tissue Equivalent Material 
 
Since the three polyenergetic neutron spectra used in this thesis overwhelmingly 
emit neutrons well above the listed threshold values, free gas thermal treatment is not 
needed to simulate the response of a TEPC in neutron radiation fields. 
 
In the next section, discussion of the Monte Carlo methods used to transport 
secondary charged particles produced by neutron irradiation will now ensue. 
 
2.2.2 Secondary Charged Particle Transport Methods using Monte Carlo Methods 
 
 A review of the general Monte Carlo techniques used to transport charged 
particles is provided in this section.  The artefacts associated with such techniques when 
used to simulate charged particle transport in geometries containing an interface between 
condensed and gaseous material zones, such as those in a TEPC, are presented along with 
computational remedies used to address these problems.  A survey of charged particle 
transport techniques used by MCNPX version 2.7.E, FLUKA version 2011.2, and 
GEANT4 version 8.1 is given which in turn will be used to critically assess the 








2.2.2.1  Introduction to Monte Carlo Charged Particle Transport Techniques 
 
2.2.2.1.1 Principles of Condensed History Technique 
 
The traversal of a charged particle through a few centimetres in any material may 
result in thousands of ionization, excitation, and nuclear collisions which will result in the 
particle losing a fraction of its kinetic energy after travelling through this segment.  
Modelling each such collision in a Monte Carlo simulation will result in an extremely 
large computational overhead.  The alternative is to sum these collisions into one large 
collision and (a) with the aid of tabulated collisional and nuclear stopping powers, 
compute the kinetic energy lost after traversing this path length and (b) quantify the 
angular deflection the particle will undergo as a result of its kinetic energy loss.  This 
transport methodology is known as the condensed history technique. 
 
 The specific types of collisions that can be modelled by a Monte Carlo radiation 
transport code can be grouped into two categories: continuous and discrete/catastrophic.  
In the context of electron and positron transport, Table 2.9 discusses the collisions that are 
modelled (Bielajew, 2001). 
 




Kinetic energy is lost by the incident particle by 
ionizing orbital electrons of the atoms of the 
medium being traversed. 
Atomic Excitation Kinetic energy is lost by the incident particle by 
exciting orbital electrons of the atoms of the 
medium being traversed. 
Soft 
Bremsstrahlung 
The incident particle accelerates or decelerates in 
the vicinity of an atomic nucleus which will 
result in the particle losing a fraction of its 
kinetic energy.  This lost kinetic energy appears 








The incident particle imparts a large fraction of 
its kinetic energy to orbital electrons of an atom 
of the material being traversed.  These now 
ionized electrons, termed delta rays, will be 






High energy bremsstrahlung photons are created 
after the acceleration or deceleration of the 
incident particle in the vicinity of an atomic 




flight” and at rest 
Positrons can undergo an annihilation process 
with an orbital electron of an atom of the 
material being traversed while “in-flight” (i.e. 
while possessing a high kinetic energy) or in the 
process of coming to rest.  For each annihilation 
process, two resultant annihilation photons are 
explicitly created and transported. 
Table 2.9 Description of Collision Types Modelled in Monte Carlo Simulations 
 
Note that with the exception of the collisions resulting in photon emission, the remaining 
collision types are also encountered by heavy charged particles.  
 
 The transport of a charged particle, be it an electron, positron, or heavy charged 
particle, in a Monte Carlo simulation requires the trajectory of the particle in a particular 
material to be broken into small segments known as steps.  The condensed history 
technique is applied to each step whereby in each, the individual continuous loss events 
the particle would have experienced in reality are summed and as a result, the kinetic 
energy lost by the particle after experiencing this summed loss along with its resultant 
angular deflection are calculated.  Following any given step, the particle may undergo a 
catastrophic collision resulting in it losing kinetic energy and undergoing an angular 
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deflection and will also result in the creation and transport of secondary particles.  
Therefore, the overall Monte Carlo trajectory of a charged particle in a material replicates 
the fates it would encounter in reality.  An example of such a trajectory is illustrated in 
Figure 2.30 (adapted from Bielajew (2001)). 
 
 
Figure 2.30 Incident Electron Monte Carlo Trajectory and Expanded View of a 
Specific Step (Inset) (adapted from Bielajew, 2001) 
 
 A step is characterized by several numerical parameters, each of which is 







Numerical Parameter Description 
Θ Angular deflection undergone by incident particle after losing 
kinetic energy in the previous step.  This angular deflection 
will dictate the trajectory that the particle takes in the current 
step.  The magnitude of the angular deflection is dictated by 
scattering laws which will be discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.2.4. 
t The displacement travelled by the incident particle from the 
beginning of the step to the end.  The displacement vector is 
illustrated by the straight line that connects the step’s 
endpoints.  The magnitude of the displacement is calculated 
using modelling techniques discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.2. 
t' In light of the actual tortuous nature of an electron’s or 
positron’s trajectory, this quantity represents the total distance 
that the incident particle would have actually travelled in going 
from the beginning of the step to the end.  This tortuous 
trajectory is illustrated by the jagged curve which connects the 
step’s endpoints. 
s Distance along the pre-step trajectory that the incident particle 
travels along in the current step. 
ρ In reference to the incident particle’s spatial position at the end 
of the current step, this quantity represents the particle’s 
displacement with respect to its pre-step trajectory. 
Table 2.10 Description of Numerical Parameters that Characterize a Step 
 
 When the incident particle arrives at an endpoint of a step, its spatial position must 
be updated.  To do this, a two-tier system is used to record the particle’s spatial position 
with respect to (a) the global coordinate system and (b) the local coordinate system 
whereby the particle’s current spatial position is stated with respect to the position it had 
in the previous step.  These coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure 2.31 (Berger, 
1963).  Note that in this figure, the particle traverses two steps and its current spatial 





Figure 2.31 Illustrations of Global and Local Coordinate Systems for Particle Tracking 
 
In the global space, the θ and φ angles represent the particle’s spatial position with respect 
to the global +z and +x axes respectively.  The local space, however, is defined by having 
the local +z axis run along the particle’s direction of motion in the step previous to the 
one it is currently in.  Once the local +z axis is defined, the corresponding local +x and +y 
axes are established.  The ω and Δφ angle represent the particle’s current spatial position 
with respect to the local +z and +x axes respectively. 
 
 There are three classes of models used to fully describe the transport of charged 
particles using Monte Carlo techniques, each of which will be described in the next sub-
section. 
 
2.2.2.1.2 Monte Carlo Charged Particle Transport Models 
 
The three Monte Carlo charged particle transport models have been described in 






2.2.2.1.2.1 Class I Model 
 
The distinguishing feature of a Monte Carlo charged particle transport model is 
the manner in which the displacement length of any given step (the quantity designated as 
“t”; see Figure 2.30) is determined.  Figure 2.32 will aid in the understanding of how the 
step length is chosen using the Class I model. 
 
 
Figure 2.32 Illustration of Parameters Used to Determine Displacement Length of Step 
 
 There are three methods by which the displacement length of a step is chosen 
using the Class I model.  The first requires the kinetic energy of the incident charged 
particle to decrease by a constant factor after the completion of every step.  In the context 
of the above diagram, the ratio of the kinetic energy of the incident charged particle at 






1n =+           (2.24) 
 
When the incident particle commences transport along the step illustrated in Figure 2.32, 
its spatial position (tn), direction of motion, and kinetic energy (En) are known.  What 
needs to be determined is the spatial position of the particle at the end of the step (tn+1).  
This quantity is found by first stating that kinetic energy lost by the particle after the step 
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traversal is equal to the integral of the particle’s collisional stopping power over the 













































































1k1        (2.25) 
 
The spatial position of the particle at the end of step is determined by solving Equation 
2.25.  This is made easier by assuming that if the displacement length of the step is small, 
then the incident particle’s collisional stopping power is constant throughout the step.  
Once the tn+1 quantity is found, then the displacement length of the step is equal to tn+1 – 
tn.  Note that the kinetic energy of the incident particle at the end of the step, although 
known using Equation 2.24, is slightly modified to take into account the energy straggling 
that the particle actually experiences along its step traversal. 
 
 The discussion that has taken place thus far has the incident charged particle 
undergoing transport in an infinite homogeneous medium.  However, this configuration is 
not applicable to a TEPC since this geometry consists of low density gas cavity 
surrounded by a condensed, solid wall.  As a consequence, when the charged particle 
emerges from the wall and enters the gas cavity, its transport properties, namely its 
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collisional stopping power, will change primarily due to the unique density found in each 
material zone.  To handle such a transition, the specific step over which the charged 
particle moves from the wall and into the gas cavity is split up into smaller sub-steps in 
the manner illustrated in Figure 2.33.  This will give rise to the second method by which 
the displacement length of a step (in this case, the sub-step displacement length) is chosen 
using the Class I model. 
 
 
Figure 2.33 Illustration of Step Crossing Algorithm Employed by Class I Model 
 
The displacement length of each sub-step shown in Figure 2.33 is calculated using the 
framework that has been discussed thus far in Section 2.2.2.1.2.1. 
 
 The final method by which the displacement length of a step is determined using 
the Class I model states that this length must be a constant value. 
 
2.2.2.1.2.2 Class I’ Model 
 
The Class I’ model states that instead of the incident particle’s kinetic energy 
decreasing by a constant factor after the traversal of a step, the kinetic energy at the end 
of all steps in an infinite homogeneous medium can be preselected.  Using Figure 2.32, 
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the displacement length an incident particle would have to travel to decrease its kinetic 


















dEttt        (2.26) 
 
For any give step, the numerical value yielded by the right-hand term in the above 
equation is slightly modified to account for energy straggling the incident particle 
encounters while traversing the step. 
 
 Both the Class I and Class I’ models do not take into account radiative losses a 
charged particle may experience during a step traversal – only collisional losses are taken 
into account.  This approximation is well-suited for TEPCs as they are composed of low-
Z materials, resulting in the minimization of bremsstrahlung photon production.  In light 
of this, heavy charged particles will not lose much of their kinetic energy after 
experiencing a collisional loss with an orbital electron by virtue of the large mass 
difference between the interacting bodies.  As a result, if heavy charged particles were 
transported using the Class I model, the displacement length of each step they traverse 
will be quite small thereby resulting in a large number of steps required to fully transport 
each particle and ultimately a larger computational overhead.  However, the use of Class 
I’ models to transport heavy charged particles will circumvent this issue by minimizing 
the number of steps required for the full transport of every particle.  The opposite is true 
for electrons and positrons as they can lose a significant fraction of their kinetic energy in 
a single collision with an orbital electron.  This requires the use of small step lengths to 
capture the tortuous trajectory of these particles, and this is offered by the Class I model. 
 
2.2.2.1.2.3 Class II Model 
 
Unlike the Class I and I’ model, the Class II methodology models continuous as 
well as catastrophic collisions, resulting in the production and transport of delta rays and 
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bremsstrahlung photons, undergone by the incident charged particle.  The manner in 
which this is achieved is illustrated in Figure 2.34. 
 
 
Figure 2.34 Description of Class II Charged Particle Transport Methodology  
 
The process shown in Figure 2.34 is repeated for the incident charged particle throughout 
its history in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
 
 Common to the three Monte Carlo charged particle transport models is the manner 
in which the angular deflection undergone by a charged particle after traversing a step is 
quantified.  There are three prominent theories that are used for this calculation, each of 
which will be described in the next section. 
 
2.2.2.1.2.4 Angular Deflection Models 
 
When a charged particle traverses a step, it will undergo several continuous losses 
with atoms of the medium being traversed.  The angular deflection undergone by the 
particle right after the step completion can be calculated using the following theories 




Angular Deflection Theory Description 
Molière The Molière theory imposes a minimum magnitude on 
the displacement length of a step such that at least 25 
atoms of the medium being traversed must participate 
in the kinetic energy lost by the charged particle due to 
continuous losses it experiences during the step. 
Goudsmit and Saunderson The Goudsmit and Saunderson theory does not require 
as large a number of participating atoms as that 
demanded by the Molière theory. 
Single/Few-Scattering For a low density medium, such as the gas cavity of a 
TEPC, the atom density is quite small resulting in the 
use of steps with relatively large displacement lengths 
to satisfy the demands of the Molière theory.  In the 
absence of path length correction (see Section 
2.2.2.1.3.1), such large steps will result in the trajectory 
of the particle to not be captured correctly which may 
lead to erroneous kinetic energy deposition 
calculations.  To remedy this, the Single/Few-
Scattering theory can be used as it permits the use of 
steps with remarkably smaller displacement lengths. 
Table 2.11 Description of Angular Deflection Models Used in Monte Carlo Charged 
Particle Transport 
 
 A description of the Monte Carlo methodologies used to transport charged 
particles has been provided.  However, there are two major artefacts that accompany 
these frameworks, and will now be the subject of discussion. 
 
2.2.2.1.3 Artefacts in Monte Carlo Charged Particle Transport Models 
 
The artefacts that are associated with Monte Carlo charged particle transport 
models have been discussed by Bielajew (2001) and will be summarized below. 
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2.2.2.1.3.1 Path Length Correction 
 
In reference to the inset diagram in Figure 2.30, the first artefact that is inherent to 
Monte Carlo charged particle transport calculations pertain to the difference between the 
displacement length of a step (denoted as t) and the actual distance the charged particle 
travelled within the step (denoted as t’).  Owing to the tortuous nature of charged particle 
transport, the displacement length of the step may not be small enough to capture the 
actual trajectory of the particle within the step and a numerical difference between these 
two quantities may arise.  This disparity is of tremendous importance since the distance 
travelled by the charged particle will directly influence the kinetic energy it lost after 
traversing the step.  The path length correction theory is employed to numerically modify 
the displacement length of a step to match the actual distance the charged particle 
travelled in the step.  This modified displacement length is then used to calculate the 
kinetic energy deposited by the charged particle after the step traversal.  Depending on 
the Monte Carlo radiation transport code, the correction factor used to numerically 
modify the displacement step length uses derived mathematical expressions that relate the 
average projected distance along the pre-step direction of motion (s) and the lateral 
deflection (ρ) of the step. 
 
 In light of the fact that the path length correction process being based on derived 
mathematical models, the modified displacement step length that it yields will certainly 
have uncertainties introduced into it.  In general terms, the shorter the displacement 
length of a step, the closer the modified displacement length will be to the actual distance 
travelled by the charged particle within the step and hence the lower the uncertainty 
associated with the modified quantity.   
 
2.2.2.1.3.2 Boundary Crossing 
 
The boundary crossing algorithm shown in Figure 2.33 shortens the steps of a 
charged particle’s trajectory in the vicinity of a boundary to ensure that no step crosses a 
boundary.  This approach ensures that for each step, material dependent transport 
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properties are used for the material that the step is encompassed by.  Otherwise, if a step 
crosses the boundary between two material zones the kinetic energy of the particle at the 
end of the step may employ transport properties of the material that the beginning of the 
step is enclosed by.  This may lead to erroneous kinetic energy deposition calculations.  
As per the discussion in Table 2.11, the smallest displacement step length that may be 
used in the vicinity of a boundary is dependent on the angular deflection model used. 
 
Another artefact associated with boundary crossing techniques employed by 
Monte Carlo charged particle transport models is illustrated in Figure 2.35.  Note that this 
artefact is described in the context of performing Monte Carlo charged particle transport 
in a TEPC. 
 
 
Figure 2.35 Illustration of Boundary Crossing Artefact 
 
 The technique used to eliminate the artefact illustrated in Figure 2.35 is 




Figure 2.36 Illustration of Drift Technique to Model Boundary Crossing 
 
 In the interest of obtaining the pulse height spectrum from the sensitive gas cavity 
of a TEPC, the use of the drift technique illustrated in Figure 2.36 is well suited due to the 
use of steps with short displacement lengths and the use of the single/few-scattering 
theory to model the angular deflection undergone after the steps.  As discussed in Table 
2.11 and in Section 2.2.2.1.3.1, the use of steps with short displacement lengths along 
with path length correction provides a reliable framework for which the kinetic energy of 
the charged particle at the end of any given step to be calculated.  In addition, the straight 
trajectory of the particle as it crosses the wall-gas cavity interface, as afforded by the drift 
technique, allows the particle to undertake a more realistic trajectory in the gas cavity 
thereby enabling a reliable calculation of the kinetic energy deposited by the particle in 
the sensitive volume.  In summary, the drift technique allows for a charged particle that is 




 The discussion on general Monte Carlo charged particle transport techniques is 
now complete.  In the next section, the transport models used by MCNPX version 2.7.E, 
FLUKA version 2011.2, and GEANT4 version 8.1 will be compared and contrasted. 
 
2.2.2.2 Survey of Monte Carlo Charged Particle Transport Models Used in State-of-the-
Art Transport Codes 
 
2.2.2.2.1 MCNPX version 2.7.E 
 
The manner in which electrons and positrons are transported in the MCNP series 
of radiation transport codes has been described by the X-5 Monte Carlo Team at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (2003).  The Class I model is used to transport these 
particles whereby the value of k (the kinetic energy of the particle at the end of a step to 
that at the beginning; see Equation 2.24) is 2-⅛ which will result in the particle losing 
8.3% of its kinetic energy after each step traversal.  The Goudsmit and Saunderson theory 
is used to quantify the angular deflection undergone by the particle. 
 
Additional details of the algorithm used to transport electrons and positrons have 
been provided and are summarized in Figure 2.37.  Here, a single step in the trajectory of 





Figure 2.37 Illustration of Electron and Positron Transport Methodology in MCNPX 
 
In terms of positron transport, when a positron reaches its transport cut-off kinetic energy, 
it will undergo annihilation resulting in the production of two 0.511 MeV photons, each 
of which will be explicitly transported. 
 
 The transport methodology shown in Figure 2.37 is well-suited for an infinite 
homogeneous medium.  However, this technique may have a deficiency when used to 
model charged particle transport across an interface that separates two material zones.  
Consider the step shown in Figure 2.37.  Here, the particle will lose, on average, Δav in 
kinetic energy and it follows that it will lose Δav/m after every sub-step traversal.  This is 
based on the assumption that the particle will traverse the entire step and therefore lose 
8.3% of its kinetic energy after traversal of the step.  However, if the step were to cross a 
boundary, MCNPX terminates the step and restarts the particle transport in the new 
material zone using a new step.  The implication of this approach is that for the sub-steps 
that are encompassed by the previously traversed material, the kinetic energy lost by the 
particle per sub-step will be too high.  As a result, the particle will arrive at the boundary 
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with a lower than expected kinetic energy.  This may affect the calculation of the kinetic 
energy deposited by the particle in the newly traversed material. 
 
 The methodology used by MCNPX to transport heavy charged particles has been 
described by Hughes and Prael (2002).  The Class I’ model is used to transport these 
particles whereby only continuous collisional losses are used to calculate the kinetic 
energy lost by a particle after its traversal of a step.  As per the discussion in Section 
2.2.2.1.2.2, the trajectory of a charged particle is dictated by a kinetic energy grid 
whereby the kinetic energy of a particle at any given endpoint of a step is preselected.  In 
other words, when a particle traverses a step, its kinetic energy at the beginning and end 
of a step are preselected.  In the context of a single step that takes place in an infinite 
homogeneous medium, the parameters needed to transport the particle along the step will 
be defined.  First, if the particle begins the step with a kinetic energy EJ and ends the step 























StepOver Power  Stopping lCollisiona Average
Step in theLost Energy  Kineticp   (2.27) 
 
The number of sub-steps that will take place within the step is denoted as N (this 
parameter is controlled using the ESTEP option; see Step (2) of Figure 2.37).  The 
displacement length of each sub-step is calculated to be: 
 
N
pd =            (2.28) 
 
When the particle commences transport along a sub-step of displacement length d, it will 
do so with a kinetic energy denoted by E.  Its kinetic energy at the end of the sub-step is 
given by the incident kinetic energy E subtracted by the kinetic energy it lost during the 
sub-step traversal.  The latter quantity is calculated using the Vavilov energy straggling 
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theory which states that for a heavy charged particle with kinetic energy E traversing a 
distance d, the average kinetic energy it will lose after traversing the sub-step is denoted 
by δEd.  This process is then repeated for the remaining sub-steps within the larger step. 
 
Figure 2.38 explains how this heavy charged particle transport methodology is modified 
when crossing a boundary that separates two material zones: 
 
 
Figure 2.38 Illustration of Heavy Charged Particle Boundary Crossing Technique Used 
in MCNPX 
 
 Unlike the transport methodology used for electrons and positrons, the kinetic 
energy of a heavy charged particle at a boundary is more realistic since the kinetic energy 
lost by a heavy charged particle as it makes its way to the boundary is based on the 
displacement lengths of the sub-steps it traverses including the truncated sub-step that 
takes it directly to the boundary interface.   
 
2.2.2.2.2 FLUKA version 2011.2 
 
Based on the information reported by Ferrari, Sala, Guaraldi, & Padoani (1992) 
and Fassò, Ferrari, Ranft, & Sala (1995), FLUKA uses the Class II model to transport 
charged particles.  For every step that is traversed, path length correction is applied and 
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the Molière theory is used to calculate the subsequent angular deflection undergone.  In 
addition, the drift technique illustrated in Figure 2.36 and discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.3.2 
is employed to transport charged particles across boundaries. 
 
2.2.2.2.3 GEANT4 version 8.1 
 
The methodology used to transport charged particles in GEANT4 has been 
described by the GEANT4 collaboration (2011).  Using the Class II model to perform 
such transport, the displacement length for any given step is calculated to be 20% of the 
particle’s range which in turn corresponds to the kinetic energy that the particle began the 
step with.  Eventually, as the particle travels deeper into the material, it will commence 
transport along a step whereby the particle’s kinetic energy at the beginning of the step 
causes it to have a range of 1 mm or less.  For this specific step, its displacement length is 
made equal to the aforementioned range.  Therefore, this step constitutes the last step the 
particle will undertake in its history.  However, if the particle crosses a boundary that 
separates two material zones, GEANT4 employs the drift technique illustrated in Figure 
2.36.   
 
 As the particle traverses a step, continuous collisional and discrete losses are 
modelled.  Discrete losses, especially in the form of delta-ray production, are accounted 
for using a total discrete loss cross section per atom that is calculated using Equation 
2.29. 
 






dTE,Z, σσ        (2.29) 
 
Where: 
σ = total discrete loss cross section per atom 
dσ/dT = tabulated differential discrete loss cross section per atom 
Z = atomic number of material being traversed 
E = total energy of incident, passing charged particle at the beginning of the step 
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Tcut = minimum kinetic energy of secondary particle (i.e. production threshold of 
secondary particle) 
Tmax = maximum kinetic energy that can be imparted by incident charged particle to 
secondary particle 
 
The displacement length of any given step is made as small as possible to ensure that the 
kinetic energy lost by the incident charged particle after it traverses the step is small 
compared to the kinetic energy the particle had when it began the step.  As a result, the 
total discrete loss cross section is roughly constant along the step. 
 
 For every step, path length correction is performed to numerically modify the 
displacement length of the step to reflect the actual distance the charged particle would 
have travelled within the step.  To calculate the total kinetic energy lost by the particle 
after completing the step, the first task is to find the kinetic energy loss due to continuous 
interactions.  This is found by multiplying the corrected path length by the collisional 
stopping power possessed by the particle as it traversed the step.  The second task 
accounts for kinetic energy losses due to catastrophic collisions.  Such losses are added to 
the value obtained from the first task and this sum represents the total kinetic energy lost 
by the particle after the traversal of the step in question.  This total value, however, must 
be modified to reflect the energy straggling the particle undergoes during the step 
traversal.  To understand the straggling model employed by the GEANT4 code, consider 
a set of particles of kinetic energy E traversing a step with a displacement length Δx.  The 
model calculates the distribution of the number of continuous and catastrophic collisions 
that can be experienced by each particle as it completes its transport along the step.  From 
this distribution, the kinetic energy lost by any given particle after completing the step in 
question is sampled. 
 
 The charged particle transport models used by MCNPX version 2.7.E, FLUKA 
version 2011.2, and GEANT4 version 8.1 have been fully discussed.  The next sub-




2.2.2.2.4 Comparison of Charged Particle Transport Models Used in State-
of-the-Art Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Codes 
 
Table 2.12 compares key features of the charged particle transport models used in 














Class I for electrons 
and positrons 
 
Class I’ for heavy 
charged particles 
Class II model 
for all charged 
particles 






no delta ray 
production 
Bremsstrahlung 










Drift Technique Drift Technique 
Path Length 
Correction 
Not enabled Enabled Enabled 
Table 2.12 Comparison of Charged Particle Transport Models Used in State-of-the-
Art Transport Codes 
 
 The comparison contained in Table 2.12 concludes the discussion on the charged 








 This chapter presented the theoretical background needed to understand the 
principles of microdosimetry and how microdosimetric quantities are measured using a 
TEPC.  The underlying framework through which a TEPC measures dose equivalent 
delivered by a radiation field to the counter’s sensitive volume(s) has also been discussed.  
In addition, the use of three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations to 
model the response of TEPC designs has been introduced by documenting the Monte 
Carlo techniques used to transport neutrons and secondary charged particles. 
 
 Chapter 3 presents a literature survey of TEPC designs used in low energy neutron 
fields as well as computational methods used to model the response of TEPC designs in 
the aforementioned fields.  This literature survey will allow for gaps in the current state-
of-the-art in (a) TEPC designs and (b) computational methods used for response 
modelling to be identified.  Chapter 3 will then conclude with a description of concrete 





















 The literature review presented in this chapter has two objectives.  The first is to 
review TEPC designs that have been constructed for use in low energy neutron fields and 
their respective performance in such fields and the second is to review computational 
techniques used to simulate the performance of TEPC designs in low energy neutron 
fields.  This literature review will highlight the progress made towards developing TEPC 
designs that can be used as portable area monitors in workplace radiation fields and will 
highlight the capabilities of state-of-the-art Monte Carlo radiation transport codes to 
model TEPC performance in workplace fields.  Based on the technology gaps that are 
identified with respect to contemporary TEPC designs and TEPC response simulation 
capabilities, this chapter will conclude by presenting the objectives of this thesis. 
 
3.1 Survey of Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs for use in Low 
Energy Neutron Fields 
 
The foremost design goal associated with the TEPCs presented in this section is to 
have these counters possess a dose equivalent response close to unity for the low energy 
neutron fields that these instruments are placed in.  The overwhelming majority of these 
counter designs consist of a single gas cavity that is surrounded by a solid wall.  The 
study by Pihet, Menzel, Alberts, & Kluge (1989) state that the gas cavity size, thickness 
or mass of the wall, and the material composition of both the wall and gas are the 
attributes of a counter that must be manipulated in order to increase the dose equivalent 
response of a TEPC design in low energy neutron fields.  This strategy is reflected in the 
counter designs that will be presented in this section. 
 
 Waker, Szornel, & Nunes (1997) assessed the performance of standard TEPCs in 
CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) 6 workplace radiation fields.  Here, a 5 inch 
diameter TEPC simulating a 2 μm tissue site filled with tissue equivalent gas, known as 
TEPC5, and a 2.35 inch diameter counter filled with propane gas (non-tissue equivalent), 
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known as REM 500, were used in this study.  In relation to the tissue-equivalent TEPC5 
counter, it was concluded that TEPCs do offer sufficient sensitivity for CANDU 
workplace radiation fields but this sensitivity is orders of magnitude less than that of 
conventional neutron monitors.  It was also found that the dose equivalent measured by 
TEPCs underpredict the ambient dose equivalent (i.e. dose equivalent response is 
considerably less than unity) for low energy incident neutrons (less than 200 keV) which 
are abundant in CANDU workplace radiation fields.  This is due to the fact that recoil 
protons contribute most to the absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of the TEPC 
when irradiated by the above mentioned low energy neutrons and these recoil protons 
often have a range that is less than the mean chord length of the corresponding 
microscopic tissue volume.  As such, the lineal energy for these recoil particles will under 
predict their actual stopping power thereby leading to an under prediction of both their 
quality factor and the dose equivalent they deposit in the gas cavity.  Table 3.1 below 
documents the dose equivalent response and sensitivity of the TEPC5 and REM 500 



























TEPC5 REM 500 TEPC5 REM 500 









from 75 to 
174 keV 
0.40 0.65 50.4 18.0 
Reactor Building 
Basement 
0.49 0.57 68.4 14.4 
Fuelling Machine 
Maintenance Lock 
0.27 0.59 61.2 18.0 
New Fuel Loading Area 0.36 0.46 64.8 14.4 
Base of Primary Heat 
Transport Pump 
0.42 0.59 54.0 18.0 
Heat Transport 
Pressurizer Valve Gallery 
0.51 0.50 50.4 14.4 
Table 3.1 Dose Equivalent Response and Sensitivity of TEPC5 and REM 500 
Counters in Six Workplace Locations (Waker et al., 1997) 
 
 A study performed by Khaloo and Waker (1995) explored the effect of using 
hydrogen as the counting gas of a counter on its low energy neutron dose equivalent 
response.  The motivation for using hydrogen is that its large neutron elastic scattering 
cross section coupled with its large concentration in the gas cavity will allow for much 
more recoil protons to be created in and traverse the gas cavity, relative to TEPCs with 
standard tissue equivalent gases, which result in a larger absorbed dose and ultimately 
dose equivalent delivered to the gas cavity of the counter.  The counter used in this study 
has a cylindrical sensitive volume with its height and diameter both being 1.5 cm and the 
sensitive volume simulated a microscopic cylindrical tissue volume whose height and 
width are both 1 µm.  For neutron energy spectra that can typically be found in nuclear 
power plant workplaces, theoretical dose equivalent response calculations were 
performed for a TEPC filled with tissue equivalent gas and for a TEPC filled with 
hydrogen gas.  The theoretical dose equivalent response for a particular neutron energy 
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spectrum was calculated using a weighted averaging technique that employed the 
following for each energy bin in the spectrum: neutron fluence, the corresponding 
fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factor for the mean energy of each bin, and the 
corresponding theoretical dose equivalent response for the mean energy of each bin.  
Relative to a TEPC filled with tissue equivalent gas, it was found that the use of hydrogen 
gas to fill the sensitive volume of the cylindrical counter does significantly improve the 
dose equivalent response of the cylindrical counter when placed in realistic nuclear power 
plant workplace radiation fields.  However, it was found through gas gain studies that 
hydrogen gas allows for a very limited range of applied voltages to be used that will allow 
the counter to act as a proportional counter.  Another drawback of using hydrogen gas 
was the fact that it is not tissue equivalent and so the conversion of a measured counts 
versus energy deposited spectrum to a dose distribution will be quite difficult as the 
corresponding microscopic tissue site diameter and therefore its mean chord length is no 
longer a constant quantity as they now depend on the ratio of the mass stopping power for 
each secondary charged particle that traverse the hydrogen gas cavity to its equivalent 
traversal in a microscopic tissue volume.  Thus, converting energy deposition 
measurements from a hydrogen-filled counter to lineal energy will be a difficult process.  
Table 3.2 lists the theoretical dose equivalent response of the hydrogen-filled cylindrical 















Incident Neutron Energy Spectrum Dose Equivalent  
Response 
Viper Reactor Spectrum Neutrons with energy 
primarily between 0.2 – 200 
keV; Small number of 
neutrons with energy above 
500 keV 
1.34 
Pressurized Water Reactor 
13 Location 9 Spectrum 
1.28 
Pressurized Water Reactor 6 
3E-3 Spectrum 
1.12 
Boiling Water Reactor E3 
X-29 Spectrum 
1.32 
STEK 4000 (coupled fast-
thermal critical facility) 
1.08 
252Cf (bare) 0.96 
252Cf D2O moderated 1.03 
Table 3.2 Dose Equivalent Response of Hydrogen-filled Cylindrical Counter for 
Low Energy Polyenergetic Neutron Fields (Khaloo & Waker, 1995) 
 
 Pihet et al. (1989) improved the dose equivalent response to incident low energy 
neutrons by manipulating the design of a standard spherical TEPC with an inner diameter 
of 12.7 mm (simulating a spherical microscopic tissue volume with 2 µm diameter) and 
an A 150 wall thickness of 2.5 mm.  Here, they added a small amount of 3He to the 
propane-based tissue equivalent gas that fills the cavity of the counter and successively 
altered the wall thickness.  Thermal neutrons undergo 3He(n,p)3H (σ = 5300 barn) capture 
reactions resulting in the ejected proton and 3H residual nucleus each having a kinetic 
energy of 574 keV and 191 keV respectively.  Thus, by adding small amounts of 3He to 
the gas, more secondary protons will be created in and traverse the gas cavity, which is 
overwhelmingly tissue equivalent, and this results in a higher absorbed dose and therefore 
a higher dose equivalent delivered to the cavity thereby leading to a higher dose 
equivalent response.  To encourage incident low energy neutrons to undergo the above 
stated capture reaction with 3He, they become thermalized by undergoing successive 
elastic scattering interactions in the wall.  The advantage in using a thicker wall is that it 
results in more incident neutrons becoming thermalized upon entering the gas cavity 
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causing an increase in the dose equivalent response of the counter but a thicker wall also 
causes more incident neutrons to be attenuated by the wall.  When successively irradiated 
with neutrons of 24.5 keV, 144 keV, and 252Cf – moderated incident energies, it was 
indeed found that, regardless of wall thickness, the addition of small amounts of 3He to 
the TE gas mixture does significantly increase the counter’s dose equivalent response to 
incident low energy neutrons relative to the counter’s response when filled only with TE 
gas. 
 
Booz (1984) reported on the performance of the Jülich counter for incident 
neutrons with energy ranging from thermal to 300 keV.  This counter consists of a 
cylindrical sensitive volume, with diameter and height both being 7 cm, and is first 
surrounded by a 2 cm thick layer of polyethylene followed by a 1 mm layer of A 150 
plastic.  The Jülich counter is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
 




 The principle of this counter design is to thermalize low energy incident neutrons 
as they traverse the polyethylene and A 150 plastic layers prior to entering the sensitive 
volume.  This is achieved by having the aforementioned layers be composed of light 
nuclei whereby incident neutrons undergo successive elastic scattering interactions with 
these nuclei which results in the degradation of their energy.  Once thermalized, these 
incident neutrons can undergo either the 1H(n,γ)2H or 14N(n,p)14C capture reactions in the 
gas cavity which results in the emission of a 2 MeV γ ray and an approximately 600 keV 
proton respectively.  In standard TEPC designs, the A 150 plastic wall is thick enough to 
ensure charged particle equilibrium in the counter and so for incident neutrons with 
energy in the range of interest in this study (thermal to 300 keV), the primary contributor 
to the absorbed dose and therefore dose equivalent delivered to the gas cavity are recoil 
protons created by incident neutrons undergoing elastic scattering interactions with 
hydrogen nuclei.  Of course, this results in an under prediction of the ambient dose 
equivalent for the radiation field that the TEPC is placed in.  With the Jülich counter, the 
range of 600 keV secondary protons, produced from neutron capture in 14N, is 
considerably greater than that of recoil protons created by incident neutrons and so the 
lineal energy of the former protons is more reflective of their actual stopping power.   
 
The 2 MeV γ rays and 600 keV protons are the primary contributors to the 
absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume of the counter for 
thermalized neutrons and so it follows that the dose equivalent response of the Jülich 
counter relative to those of standard TEPC designs for the incident neutron energy range 
of interest will be significantly improved.  In fact, the dose equivalent response of the 
Jülich counter and a Rossi counter (spherical TEPC with 2 inch diameter) were compared 
for the incident neutron energy range of thermal to 300 keV, whereby both counters 
simulated a 1 μm tissue site, and it was found that the response for the Jülich counter was 
significantly better than that of the Rossi counter. 
 
 A key observation was made which pertained to the effect of increasing the 
simulated microscopic tissue site size on the dose equivalent response of the Jülich 




Figure 3.2 Effect of Increasing Microscopic Tissue Site Size on Dose Equivalent 
Response (adapted from Booz, 1984) 
 
 Between the incident neutron energy range of 30-300 keV, whereby recoil protons 
produced by neutron elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei contribute the most to the 
absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume of the counter, it is 
evident that the increase in the microscopic tissue site size exacerbates the dose 
equivalent under response of the counter.  As discussed by Waker et al. (1997), an 
increase in the microscopic site size increases the mean chord length of the site and also 
results in the gas density that fills the sensitive volume of the counter to be larger.  On the 
microscopic scale, the recoil protons will possess a range that becomes much shorter than 
the mean chord length of the simulated site and as a consequence of this, their lineal 
energy under predicts their true stopping power and this in turn leads to a smaller dose 
equivalent measured in the sensitive volume of the counter and therefore a smaller dose 
equivalent response.  Conversely, the use of a smaller simulated tissue site size results in 
a better dose equivalent response of the counter. 
 
 Booz, Olko, Schmitz, Morstin, & Feinendegen (1989) sought to determine the 
wall thickness of the Jülich counter (illustrated in Figure 3.1; also known as the KFA 
counter) that provides maximum dose equivalent response over an incident neutron 
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energy range of thermal to 20 MeV and produce a response that is as uniform as possible 
over this energy range.  A wall thickness between 15 mm and 25 mm were found to 
provide this optimal response.  The TEPC with the 15 mm thick wall is known as KFA2 
while that with the 20 mm thick wall is called KFA1.  For incident photons with energy 
above 30 keV, it was found that the dose equivalent response for KFA1 and KFA2 were 
nearly identical and quite high, varying from 0.75 to 1.3 and this implies that the 
influence of the wall thickness variations on the dose equivalent response of the counter 
for incident photons is negligible.  From a first principles perspective, this is in 
accordance with the fact that photon interaction cross sections are large for atoms that 
have a high atomic number.  Since the A 150 plastic and polyethylene layer are composed 
of low-Z elements, it can be seen that the wall thickness variations does not strongly 
affect the absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the gas cavity of the counter by 
incident photons. 
 
 The dose equivalent response of the KFA1 and KFA2 counters, whose respective 
sensitive volume represented a 2 μm tissue site, to incident neutrons of varying energies 
was measured and Figure 3.3 highlights how the response of each counter differ. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Variation of Dose Equivalent Response of KFA1 and KFA2 Counters for 




 Figure 3.3 shows that between roughly 1 eV to 100 keV, the KFA1 counter with 
the thicker wall has a higher dose equivalent response than that of the KFA2 counter.  
This is attributed to the ability of the wall to thermalize incident neutrons prior to 
reaching the gas cavity of the counter which leads to an increase in the dose equivalent 
response, as per the discussion by Booz (1984).  However, for incident neutrons with 
energy less than 1 eV, the dose equivalent response of KFA2 counter with the thinner 
wall is larger than that of the KFA1 counter and this is due to the KFA2 wall not 
attenuating as many incident neutrons in comparison to the number attenuated by the 
KFA1 wall.  Thus, for incident thermal neutrons, they are better able to enter the gas 
cavity of the KFA2 counter and deliver an absorbed dose and dose equivalent to the 
sensitive volume than they are for the KFA1 counter.  Further to Figure 3.3, it was also 
found that the dose equivalent response of the KFA2 counter is flatter over all incident 
neutron energies, in comparison to the KFA1 counter and this was determined by taking 
the ratio of the maximum dose equivalent response to the minimum response of the 
counter.  The closer the ratio is to unity, the more flat the curve is deemed to be. 
 
 The influence of wall thickness on the dose distribution measured by KFA1 and 
KFA2 was explored for 24.5 keV incident neutrons, the results of which are summarized 





Figure 3.4 Influence of Wall Thickness on Dose Distribution Measured by KFA 
Counters for 24.5 keV Incident Neutrons (adapted from Booz et al., 1989) 
 
 For the thicker-walled KFA1 counter, its moderating effect has a significant 
impact on its dose distribution whereby contributions from photons produced by thermal 
neutron capture with 1H and secondary protons produced by thermal neutron capture with 
14N are very pronounced.  For the thinner-walled KFA2 counter, the contribution from 
recoil protons produced by neutron elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei is significant.  
It is important to note that these recoil protons have a lower lineal energy relative to that 
of secondary protons produced by thermal neutron capture in 14N since the former protons 
are produced by low energy incident neutrons which in turn results in these protons 
travelling a distance smaller than the mean chord length (on the microscopic scale) and so 
their lineal energy will under predict their true stopping power.  The secondary protons 
created by the 14N(n,p) nuclear reaction will have a kinetic energy of roughly 600 keV, 
far higher than those of recoil protons created by 24.5 keV incident neutrons, and this 
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causes these protons to travel a distance in the gas cavity that is more comparable to the 
mean chord length (on the microscopic scale) which results in a higher lineal energy 
relative to those of recoil protons. 
 
 Schmitz et al. (1995) compared the performance of several TEPCs in mixed 
workplace radiation fields in Swedish nuclear facilities.  The attributes of the sensitive 






































Shape S C S C S S 
Diameter 
(mm) 
125.7 70 125.7 50 59 184 
Height 
(mm) 
- 70 - 50 - - 
Wall 
Material 




2.29 1 2.29 4 2.5 6.26 
Volume 
(cm3) 
1039.93 269.4 1039.93 98.17 107.54 3300 
TE-based 
Gas 




2 1 2 3 2 2* 
4.5** 
S = Spherical        *Counter B 
C = Cylindrical       **Counter A 
Table 3.3 Description of Sensitive Volume of TEPCs used in Swedish 
Intercomparison Study (Schmitz et al., 1995) 
 
 For the majority of the mixed radiation fields that each of the above TEPCs were 
placed in for this study, it was found that the PTB-Handi system had measured the largest 




 To better understand why TEPCs, of various designs, have varying dose 
equivalent response when placed in identical radiation fields, a study undertaken by 
Alberts, Dietze, Guldbakke, Kluge, & Schuhmacher (1989) irradiated several TEPCs of 
assorted designs in monoenergetic neutron fields of energy thermal, 24.5 keV, 144 keV, 
0.073 MeV, 0.144 MeV, 0.57 MeV, 1.2 MeV, 2.5 MeV, 5 MeV, and 14.8 MeV as well as 
in the mixed field generated by a D2O-moderated 252Cf source.  The dose equivalent 
response of each TEPC in each of these radiation fields was quantified and compared.  
Certain attributes of each TEPC employed in this investigation were provided and they 






Wall Thickness  
(mm) 
BIO Spherical 108 2.5 
CIRCE Cylindrical   
CIRCEG Cylindrical 27  
EIR Cylindrical   
HANDI Spherical  3 
KFA Cylindrical 269 20 
KFA2 Cylindrical   
LEEDS/NPL Spherical 1040 2.5 
VARIANCE Spherical 3300  
• For seven of these counters, A 150 plastic constitutes the wall material 
• Most sensitive volumes simulated a 2 μm tissue site 
• The cylindrical sensitive volumes had equal diameter and height 
Table 3.4 Attributes of TEPC Designs used in Alberts et al. (1989) Investigation 
 
 Using the comprehensive set of dose equivalent response data for these TEPC 
designs in all of the above stated monoenergetic neutron fields, Menzel, Lindborg, 
Schmitz, Schuhmacher, & Waker (1989) described the influence of a TEPC’s design on 
its dose equivalent response for a particular monoenergetic neutron field.  It was found 
that for all counters listed in Table 3.4, their respective dose equivalent response is less 
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than or equal to one for incident neutron energies less than 5 MeV.  The impact of a 
counter’s design on the magnitude of its under response of the ambient dose equivalent 
for a low energy neutron field was explored by analyzing its dose distribution.  This was 
done for the BIO, LEEDS/NPL, and KFA counter for various incident neutron energies as 
these counters were deemed to represent the extremes of the TEPC designs stated in 
Table 3.4 in regards to the volume of the sensitive cavity and wall thickness.  Beginning 
with 144 keV incident neutrons, the dose distribution for the thick-walled KFA counter is 
significantly different than those of BIO and LEEDS/NPL and this is qualitatively shown 
in Figure 3.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Dose Distributions for BIO, LEEDS/NPL, and KFA TEPCs for 144 keV 




Relative to the dose distributions for the BIO and LEEDS/NPL counter, the KFA counter 
shows the moderating effect that its wall has on the primary neutron fluence which was 
discussed by Booz et al. (1989).  The increasing amount of thermal neutrons that enter the 
sensitive volume of the KFA counter result in greater contributions from gamma rays and 
secondary protons, created by thermal neutron capture in 1H and 14N respectively, to the 
dose distribution measured by the KFA counter.  These thermal neutrons that produce 
recoil protons via elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei result in low kinetic energy 
protons that have a range far less than the mean chord length of the corresponding 
microscopic tissue site and the contribution of these protons to the dose distribution is 
relegated to low lineal energies relative to that of higher kinetic energy secondary protons 
created by thermal neutron capture in 14N. 
 
 For 73 keV incident neutrons, the moderating effect of the wall of the KFA 
counter on its dose distribution becomes more pronounced as shown in Figure 3.6.  Note 
that the LEEDS/NPL counter was not irradiated with neutrons of this energy. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Dose Distributions for BIO and KFA TEPCs for 73 keV Incident Neutrons 
(adapted from Menzel et al., 1989) 
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For the KFA counter, the contribution to the absorbed dose by recoil protons is reduced as 
a result of the increased attenuation of the low energy incident neutrons in the wall.  
Consequently, a smaller amount of recoil protons produced by neutron elastic scattering 
with hydrogen nuclei are produced thereby resulting in a lower absorbed dose 
contribution by these recoil protons. 
 
 The final incident neutron energy, 24 keV, resulted in the absorbed dose 
contribution from recoil protons becoming further reduced while the contribution from 
gamma rays and secondary protons produced by thermal neutron capture in 1H and 14N 




Figure 3.7 Dose Distributions for BIO, LEEDS/NPL, and KFA TEPCs for 24 keV 
Incident Neutrons (adapted from Menzel et al., 1989) 
 
Relative to the BIO dose distribution, the LEEDS/NPL shows significant contribution to 
its dose distribution by gamma rays and secondary protons produced by 1H(n,γ)2H and 
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14N(n,p)14C reactions respectively.  Despite the fact that the BIO and LEEDS/NPL 
counter have the same wall thickness, the mass of the LEEDS/NPL counter wall is far 
greater than that of BIO due to the larger surface area of the LEEDS/NPL counter.  It was 
concluded that the more massive wall of the LEEDS/NPL counter caused increased 
thermalization of incident neutrons thereby resulting in enhanced contributions by the 
above stated gamma rays and secondary protons to the dose distribution measured by the 
counter.  From a first principles perspective, this can be understood since the more 
massive the counter wall, the larger its macroscopic elastic scattering cross section, but 
the lower the elastic scattering mean free path will be.  Therefore, the lower the energy of 
the incident neutrons, the more elastic scattering interactions they will undergo in the wall 
and this will result in more incident neutrons becoming thermalized prior to entering the 
sensitive volume of the counter. 
 
 From the studies performed by Alberts et al. (1989) and Menzel et al. (1989), it 
was found that for low energy neutron fields (between 24 and 75 keV), the dose 
equivalent response of the KFA counter is slightly higher than those of all other counters 
employed.  This is attributed to the fact that counters other than KFA have thin walls and 
so the moderating effect on their measured dose distributions is minimized.  For these 
counters, recoil protons produced by neutron elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei are 
the major contributors to the absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to their 
sensitive volume.  However, their low lineal energies resulting from their range being far 
less than the mean chord length will cause the counter to have a low dose equivalent 
response.  It has been established that the primary contributors to the absorbed dose and 
dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume of the thick-walled KFA counter are 
gamma rays and secondary protons produced by thermal neutron capture reactions.  As 
these secondary protons have a higher kinetic energy than those of recoil protons, their 
lineal energy and corresponding quality factor will be larger resulting in the KFA counter 
having a larger dose equivalent response. 
 
 For incident neutron energies of less than 24 keV, the dose equivalent response of 
the KFA counter was no longer the highest of all counters used.  This may be attributed to 
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the large thickness of its wall whereby a significant fraction of the low energy incident 
neutrons become attenuated while traversing it.  The counter will therefore detect a 
smaller number of counts, resulting in a low dose equivalent response. 
 
 Thus far in this survey of TEPC designs used for low energy radiation 
environments, counters that consist of a single gas cavity surrounded by a solid wall have 
been reviewed.  As per Section 2.1.11, multi-element counters are those that have 
multiple gas cavities, known as elements, from which a single counts versus kinetic 
energy deposited spectrum can be acquired from measurements.  Waker & Aslam (2010) 
designed a multi-element tissue equivalent proportional counter (METEPC) that has 
comparable sensitivity to that of a 12.7 cm diameter spherical TEPC, but is nine times 
smaller in volume than this spherical counter.  This METEPC is illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Illustration of METEPC Design by Waker & Aslam (2010) 
 
 The 1 mm A 150 wall thickness that surrounds each element is reported to be 
sufficient to ensure charged particle equilibrium in each element for incident neutron 
energies of up to 6-7 MeV.  It is important to note that the advantage in using a cylinder 
as the shape for each element is that for a cylinder of a given volume, it offers a larger 
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surface area than a sphere of the same volume.  In addition, counters based on a 
cylindrical geometry are in principle easier to fabricate.  Therefore, to design a compact 
METEPC to have the same sensitivity as that of a large spherical TEPC, multiple 
cylindrical elements of small volume are used. 
 
 For a neutron field of mean energy 34 keV, it was found that the dose distribution 
measured by the 12.7 cm diameter spherical TEPC, also simulating a 2 μm tissue site, is 
closely approximated by that from the METEPC.  This is also true for a neutron field of 
mean energy 354 keV.  The exception to this is that in either neutron field, the proton 
edge for the METEPC dose distribution extends to a slightly larger lineal energy than that 
from the spherical TEPC distribution.  The reason for this was discussed in Section 2.1.11 
pertaining to cylindrical counters whereby the longer dimension of a cylinder (i.e. the 
length) allows secondary charged particles to travel further in the volume, relative to a 
spherical cavity, thereby depositing slightly more kinetic energy and therefore possessing 
a higher lineal energy.  This is reflective of the fact that the mean chord length of a 
cylindrical site is larger than that of a corresponding spherical site. 
 
 Based on Equation 2.18 which is used to calculate the sensitivity of a TEPC, it 
follows that if the above stated spherical TEPC and METEPC measure similar dose 
distributions for a given radiation field, then the frequency mean lineal energy and mean 
quality factor calculated from their respective distributions will also be similar.  This 
coupled with the fact that if the two counters have similar c values, their sensitivity will 
be comparable as per Equation 2.18.  The value of c for the 12.7 cm diameter spherical 
TEPC was calculated to be 1.32×10-5 while that of the METEPC is 1.27×10-5 μGy (keV 
μm-1)-1 and indeed, it was found that the two counters have very similar sensitivities for 
incident neutron energies spanning from 34 keV to 354 keV. 
 
 Aslam & Waker (2010) calculated the dose equivalent response of the METEPC 
for various incident neutron energies using two approaches, the first of which is based on 
calculating the quality factor as a function of lineal energy using the guidance provided in 
ICRP 60 (see Section 2.1.8) while the second method calculated the mean quality factor 
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of the radiation field using a correlation that is a function of the dose mean lineal energy.  
This correlation was derived based on suggestions made in ICRU 36 (1983) and was 
formulated with the explicit intention of yielding a mean quality factor that is greater than 
that produced from ICRP 60 guidelines.  It was found that the latter approach yielded 
higher dose equivalent response values for all incident neutron energies, approximately 
1.3 for 34 keV incident neutrons to 0.9 for 354 keV incident neutrons, relative to that of 
the former approach that yielded a response of 0.4 for 34 keV neutrons to 0.7 for 354 keV 
neutrons.  Table 3.5 documents the dose equivalent response, calculated using the two 
aforementioned methods, and the sensitivity of the METEPC design for a variety of 
















50 0.53 1.0 400 
60 0.56 0.97 350 
70 0.53 0.87 330 
80 0.55 0.86 305 
90 0.65 0.91 280 
135 0.63 0.81 230 
205 0.67 0.89 165 
240 0.71 0.93 150 
265 0.73 0.94 140 
310 0.79 0.97 125 
355 0.81 0.99 120 
Table 3.5 Dose Equivalent Response and Sensitivity of METEPC Design as a 




 Section 3.1 surveyed the classes of TEPC designs that have been built for use in 
low energy neutron fields.  Each of these designs sought to improve the dose equivalent 
response to low energy incident neutrons whereby several approaches were used which 
altered the following properties of a TEPC: 
 
(a) size of the gas cavity 
(b) thickness/mass of the wall, and 
(c) material composition of wall and gas 
 
The METEPC design was also reviewed as this instrument seeks to offer the same 
sensitivity that a spherical TEPC of five inch diameter can provide but at a much reduced 
volume.  The multi-element design also provides a dose equivalent response comparable 
to the aforementioned spherical TEPC for incident neutrons of energy in the range of 30-
350 keV.  Therefore, the METEPC design is, amongst all others that have been surveyed, 
the closest to satisfying the design requirements stated in Section 2.1.13. 
 
3.2 Survey of Computational Methods used to Simulate Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counter Response in Low Energy Neutron and Gamma Ray 
Fields 
 
 As will be discussed in Section 3.3, the central objective of this thesis is to 
develop next-generation TEPC designs that can be used as area monitors in low energy 
neutron workplace fields.  To ensure that these new counter designs satisfy the design 
requirements stated in Section 2.1.13, the response of these instruments in low energy 
neutron fields must be simulated using three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport 
simulations.  The term response pertains to quantities that can be calculated using the 
counts versus energy deposited spectrum that is measured in the sensitive volume of a 
TEPC (i.e. the gas cavity).  Examples of response parameters are frequency and dose 




The objective of this section is to describe computational methods, described in 
the literature, used to simulate the response of a TEPC design in a radiation field 
consisting of either (a) low energy neutrons and low energy gamma rays or (b) low 
energy neutrons or low energy gamma rays.  This description will be categorized 




Wang, Seidaliev, & Mandapaka (2007) described a plate-like TEPC that uses the 
gas electron multiplier technology.  The purpose of this work was to analyze the response 
of this counter when irradiated by neutrons with energy ranging from 0.025 eV to 10 




Figure 3.9 Illustration of TEPC Design by Wang et al. (2007) 
 
 The TEPC consists of four layers which are, from top to bottom: (1) 1 cm thick 
polyethylene layer (2) 2 mm thick A 150 plastic which serves as the cathode (3) gas 
region and (4) copper-coated printed circuit board which acts as the anode.  The neutrons 
are incident on the TEPC such that they are normal to the polyethylene layer.  The sole 
contributors to the counts versus energy deposition tally that was applied to the gas region 
were secondary protons that were produced from the following neutron interactions: 
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• Neutron elastic scattering with hydrogen nuclei in both the A150 plastic layer and 
in the gas region 
 
• 14N(n,p) neutron capture reactions in the gas region.  Such a nuclear reaction can 
occur often in the gas cavity due to its large nitrogen content 
 
Contributions from secondary heavy charged particles namely carbon, oxygen, and 
nitrogen recoil nuclei along with alpha particles produced by (n,α) capture reactions 
underwent by fast neutrons were not accounted for. 
 
 To determine the kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity by protons which 
traverse it, the following methodology was used: 
 
(1) MCNP-4C was used to simulate the transport of neutrons within the geometry 
shown in Figure 3.9 and the attributes of each secondary proton created, namely 
spatial position of creation and direction of emission are saved to a data file 
 
(2) This file is then fed into a special-purpose program which is used in conjunction 
with proton kinetic energy versus range tables to determine the kinetic energy 
deposited by protons which traverse the gas cavity 
 
Kyllӧnen & Lindborg (2007) used MCNP-4C to simulate the irradiation of a 
TEPC by a mixed neutron and gamma ray field and determined the percentage of the 
absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity by neutrons.  This percentage was found for a 
variety of incident neutron and gamma ray energies and were tabulated by using two 
proportional counters, visualized in Figure 3.10, where one is tissue equivalent (right) and 




Figure 3.10 Illustration of Proportional Counters used by Kyllӧnen & Lindborg (2007) 
 
 The pressure that fills the gas cavity of each counter corresponds to a simulated 
microscopic tissue site that has a mean chord length of 2 μm.  
 
To calculate the percentage of the absorbed dose that is delivered to the gas cavity 
of the TEPC by neutrons in a mixed radiation field, the following algorithm was used: 
 
(1) In MCNP-4C, gamma rays, of particular incident energy irradiate the Graphite 
Proportional Counter (the counter on the left on Figure 3.10) and the TEPC and 
the absorbed dose delivered to each counter, denoted as Dγ,Gr and Dγ,TE 
respectively, are tallied.  The ratio of rγ = Dγ,Gr/Dγ,TE is then calculated 
 
(2) In MCNP-4C, neutrons, with an incident energy equal to that of the gamma rays 
described in the above step, irradiate the Graphite Proportional Counter (the 
counter on the left on Figure 3.10) and the TEPC and the absorbed dose delivered 
to each counter, denoted as Dn,Gr and Dn,TE respectively, are tallied.  The ratio of rn 
= Dn,Gr/Dn,TE is then calculated 
 
(3) The ratios found in the above two steps are found for several more incident 




(4) In an experimental setup where the Graphite Proportional Counter and the TEPC 
are placed in a mixed radiation field such that the average energy of the incident 
neutrons and gamma rays are known, the total absorbed dose delivered to the gas 
cavity of each counter can be measured.  The ratios rγ and rn, evaluated at the 
incident gamma and neutron energies respectively, are used in conjunction with 
the total absorbed doses that have been measured to calculate the fraction of the 
total absorbed dose that was delivered by neutrons to the gas cavity of the TEPC 




Wang, Seidaliev, & Mandapaka (2008) calculated the counts versus kinetic energy 
deposited in the gas cavity of the TEPC shown in Figure 3.9, filled with P-10 and 
propane-based tissue equivalent gas, using two methods.  When the TEPC was irradiated 
by 137Cs gamma rays, the geometry shown in Figure 3.9 was modelled in MCNP and the 
counts versus kinetic energy spectrum that was found for the gas cavity was obtained 
using the *F8 tally.  The TEPC was also separately irradiated by 252Cf and AmBe 
neutron sources, and the counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum that was found 
for the gas cavity was done using a customized two-dimensional FORTRAN program 





Figure 3.11 Two-Dimensional Neutron Irradiation of TEPC Designed by Wang et al. 
(2008) 
 
In this model, neutrons are incident on the A150 plastic layer and are transported 
throughout the two-dimensional geometry.  Recoil protons produced by neutrons 
undergoing elastic scattering interactions with hydrogen nuclei in the A 150 layer are then 
transported via the use of their spatial position and kinetic energy at the point of creation, 
direction of emission when created, and their stopping power which is found using ICRU 
data from 1993.  These attributes of the recoil protons are used to determine how much 
kinetic energy they deposit in the gas region.  Secondary charged particles produced by 
other neutron interactions such as those from elastic scattering interactions with other 
heavier nuclei and (n,α) reactions are ignored. 
 
3.2.3 MCNPCP + STRUGGLE 
 
Dubeau et al. (2000) assessed the performance of a tissue equivalent microstrip 
gas counter (TE-MSGC) when irradiated by 0.47 MeV neutrons.  The counter is 






Figure 3.12 Illustration of TE-MSGC Designed by Dubeau et al. (2000) 
 
 The gas region of the TE-MSGC is a parallelepiped with a width ranging from 0.2 
to 0.8 mm, a height of 0.65 mm, and a length of 50 mm.  A Monte Carlo study was 
performed to quantify the contributions of secondary charged particles that emanate from 
different regions of the counter, namely the tissue equivalent drift plane and the gas 
region, to the overall dose distribution measured in the gas region when a parallel beam of 
0.47 MeV neutrons are incident on the tissue equivalent drift plane.  The Monte Carlo 
simulation was performed using MCNPCP, a modified version of MCNP-4B, and 
STRUGGLE.  MCNPCP is used to simulate the transport of neutrons throughout the 
counter and then tabulates attributes of scattering events underwent by these neutrons in 
regions of the counter close to and inside the active region of the detector.  STRUGGLE 
then uses this data to determine the kinetic energy deposited in the gas region by 
secondary charged particles that have been produced by each of the aforementioned 
scattering events.  To determine which energy deposition events emanate from a 
particular region in the counter, this region is then turned on while the others are turned 
off.  From this, the contribution of this region to the dose distribution can then be 
quantified. 
 
 Important limitations of STRUGGLE were discussed, the primary of which is that 
it only transports recoil protons and can therefore determine the kinetic energy they 
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deposit in the gas region.  STRUGGLE assumes that recoil nuclei heavier than an alpha 
particle deposit their kinetic energy at the point of creation.  This assumption leads to 
incorrect structures being present in the dose distribution.  In the case of the simulation 
that was performed, a peak at around 200 keV μm-1 was present, but this same peak is not 
present in the measured spectrum from experiments.  The gas density that was used 
corresponds to a mean chord length of 0.57 μm and so this peak corresponds to 114 keV 
of deposited energy.  This energy is nearly equal to the maximum kinetic energy a 0.47 
MeV neutron can impart to a carbon nucleus.  The assumption that secondary heavy 
charged particles (those heavier than an alpha particle) deposit all of their kinetic energy 
at the point of creation is valid only if their range will not permit them to leave the region 
of the counter they are created in and this will result in the particles depositing all of their 
kinetic energy in the region.  However, if these secondary heavy charged particles have a 
range that exceeds the dimension of the region, then they will not deposit all of their 
kinetic energy in the region that they were created in and this therefore invalidates the 
local energy deposition assumption.  This is clearly the case with the simulated peak 
corresponding to recoil carbon nuclei. 
 
 Dubeau (1998) analyzed the response of a Multi-Element Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counter when irradiated by low energy neutrons.  This counter is visualized 





Figure 3.13 Illustration of METEPC Analyzed by Dubeau (1998) 
 
The METEPC consists of 61 cylindrical proportional counters (i.e. elements) each of 
approximately 5 cm in length and the diameter of the overall METEPC is roughly 5.6 cm.  
Each element is filled with propane-based tissue equivalent gas at a pressure of 165 torr.  
The METEPC was irradiated by 0.5 MeV neutrons and its response was simulated via the 
use of MCNPCP and STRUGGLE.  One of the quantities that were calculated from the 
simulation results was the contribution of secondary charged particles that emanate from 
the A 150 plastic and those that are created inside an element to the overall dose 
distribution that is calculated using the counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum 
attained from all elements.  As described at the beginning of this sub-section, the user 
must define which regions of the overall counter must have neutron interactions that take 
place within it be reported to the data file used by STRUGGLE.  Figure 3.14 illustrates 




Figure 3.14 Definition of Hexagonal Reporting Region Around an Element 
 
A hexagonal volume that surrounds the cylindrical element along with the cylindrical 
element itself defines the reporting region for the element.  The physical extent that the 
hexagonal region spreads beyond the cylindrical element is dictated by the range of the 
most energetic proton that can be created in the A 150 plastic.  This is due to the fact that 
protons are the lightest secondary heavy charged particles that can be created by neutrons 
and the higher the kinetic energy of the proton, the higher it range.  Since the hexagonal 
region encompasses A 150 plastic, the range of the most energetic proton in A 150 plastic 
must be found. 
 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, 16, 384 energy deposition bins were used to construct the 
counts versus kinetic energy spectrum and a large number of source neutrons were used 
(maximum of 20 million) to generate enough energy deposition events in the elements.  
As discussed by Dubeau et al. (2000), the assumption employed by STRUGGLE in that 
secondary heavy charged particles (heavier than alpha particles) deposit all of their 
kinetic energy at the point of creation again leads to false peaks in the dose distribution.  
This therefore restricts the ability of MCNPCP and STRUGGLE to simulate the response 
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of any TEPC when irradiated by high energy neutrons (1 MeV and above) since the 
secondary heavy charged particles that are produced will have a range that exceeds the 
dimensions of the elements of the METEPC and therefore this assumption of complete 
energy deposition is invalid.  This assumption did not allow for neutron irradiation, using 




Hanu, Byun, & Prestwich (2010) used Geant4 to simulate the response to 
neutrons, of varying incident energies, of a thick gas electron multiplier-based TEPC 
(THGEM TEPC).  This counter is visualized in Figure 3.15. 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Illustration of THGEM TEPC Analyzed by Hanu et al. (2010) 
 
 The counter shown in Figure 3.15 contains a cylindrical gas cavity that is 
horizontally surrounded by a rexolite wall and vertically surrounded by A 150 plastic 
layers.  The neutron source is a planar source with radius of 6 mm and is positioned 10 
cm from the upper A 150 surface.  The gas volume is filled with 166.87 Torr of pressure 
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which corresponds to a simulated tissue volume of 2 μm diameter.  The neutron energy 
and angular response of the counter was investigated.  Also calculated was the dose 
distribution for a variety of incident neutron energies ranging from 10 keV to 15 MeV.  
To do this, a tally was set up to calculate the kinetic energy deposited in the gas volume 
by each incident neutron.  The criteria used to assess whether or not the Monte Carlo 
simulation has converged was to have the statistical uncertainty associated with the total 
energy deposited in the gas volume to be less than 0.1% and this was reported to result in 
a computation time of 3-4 days.  The counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum 
that is obtained from this tally is then converted to a counts versus lineal energy spectrum 
which in turn is transformed into a dose distribution by evenly dividing a decade of lineal 
energy into 60 bins. 
 
 A useful description of the GEANT libraries used to perform the Monte Carlo 
simulation was provided as this provided insight on the neutron reaction types that can be 
simulated in GEANT and secondary charged particle transport capabilities possessed by 
the code.  G4NDL version 3.13 is the neutron data library and G4EMLOW version 4.3 is the 
library pertaining to photons, electrons, and positrons.  In Geant4, the secondary charged 
particle types that are transported are dependent on specifying the interaction types that 
incident neutrons and gamma rays undergo.  The default QGSP_BERT physics list was 
used and as it pertains to neutrons, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, neutron induced 
fission, and neutron capture interactions were enabled.  The transport of alpha particles 
and other heavy secondary charged particles, like carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen recoil 
nuclei, was performed using G4ionIonization process which uses 
G4BraggIonModel to calculate the energy loss and delta ray production by these 
heavy charged particles.  The transport of recoil protons is performed using 
G4hIonization and G4BraggModel.  In the dose distribution spectra that were 
produced, distinct edges due to recoil protons, secondary alpha particles produced by 
(n,α) capture reactions with 12C, 14N, and/or 16O nuclei, and carbon, oxygen and nitrogen 




 Ménard, Cutarella, Lahaye, & Bolognese-Milsztajn (2001) assessed the response 
of a small TEPC with multi-element geometry, known as CIME, to neutrons using 
GEANT.  The geometry of CIME is such that a lattice of elements, each filled with 200 
Torr of a Ar-CO2 gas mixture (90% Ar and 10% CO2) is enclosed by a tissue equivalent 
plastic casing.  In the Monte Carlo simulation, a monoenergetic source of neutrons of 565 
keV of energy irradiated the CIME counter and from this simulation, two spectra were 
calculated.  The first is the chord length distribution which is a histogram that shows the 
number of secondary charged particles that traverse an element over a certain distance 
and the second spectrum being the dose distribution which is calculated from the counts 




Autischer, Beck, Rollet, & Ferrari (2005) assessed the angular response of a 
TEPC system known as “Hawk” to neutrons and gamma rays of a variety of incident 
energies.  The Hawk system is illustrated in Figure 3.16. 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Illustration of Hawk TEPC System Analyzed by Autischer et al. (2005) 
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 The Hawk system shown above is placed in a portable trolley with dimensions 
similar to that of aircraft hand-baggage.  The angular response of the Hawk system when 
irradiated by a planar beam of either gamma rays or neutrons is investigated via the use of 
FLUKA.  When gamma rays, of particular incident energy (either 137Cs or 60Co gamma 
rays) irradiate the system, the beam is perpendicular to the top surface of the above 
system.  The orientation of the beam with respect to the system is then altered so that the 
angle at which gamma rays are incident on the system is changed.  For any given angle, a 
ratio of the total energy deposited in the gas cavity of the TEPC to that delivered by 
gamma rays that are incident normal to the top surface of the Hawk system is calculated.  
To do this, the total kinetic energy deposited by secondary charged particles that traverse 
the gas cavity is tallied for all gamma ray source orientations.  However, for any given 
irradiation configuration, the total energy deposited in the gas cavity is found by 
performing this Monte Carlo simulation 20 times, each with 107 source particles as this 
will ensure that the statistical uncertainty associated with the total, average energy 
deposited in the gas cavity is reasonable.  This entire process is also repeated for neutrons 
of incident energy ranging from 0.5 to 61 MeV.  It was found that the abovementioned 
ratio, at any given irradiation angle, determined from Monte Carlo simulations agree well 
with the experimental value. 
 
 Another investigation performed in the FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations was the 
determination of the dose distribution by 137Cs or 60Co gamma rays that irradiate the 
Hawk system such that they are incident normal to the top surface of the system or 
isotropically irradiate the system.   
 
 Rollet, Beck, Ferrari, Pelliccioni, & Autischer (2004) exhibited the ability of 
FLUKA to have the dose distributions it calculates match those determined from 
experiments for several incident gamma ray and neutron energies.  The Hawk system, 
illustrated in Figure 3.16 was used.  For each FLUKA-determined dose distribution 
presented, 10 different runs, each with 106-107 source particles, were performed and 
convergence of each set of 10 Monte Carlo simulations was based on the statistical 
uncertainty associated with the average absorbed dose deposited in the gas cavity of the 
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TEPC being below 1%.  This results in 10-15 hours of computing time using a Linux 
operating-based system with dual Intel Xeon with a 1.8 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM.  
The lower transport energy cutoff for photons and secondary electrons was set to 1 keV 
while neutrons are transported down to thermal energies using the most recent multi-
group cross sections set at the time of the publication.  FLUKA has the ability to record 
the kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity of the TEPC by each secondary charged 
particle that traverses it and these energy deposition events can be binned over, for 
example, 1024 channels (i.e. the counts versus kinetic energy deposited spectrum will 
have 1024 energy deposition bins). 
 
 An important aspect of comparing a dose distribution calculated from FLUKA to 
that from measurements has been discussed.  In the TEPC employed by the Hawk system, 
any lineal energy events measured by the TEPC below 0.6 keV μm-1 is regarded as noise.  
Thus, to perform the abovementioned comparison below this lineal energy, the measured 
dose distribution is extended to lower lineal energies using an extrapolation process 
applied by the manufacturer of the TEPC.  This extrapolation will have a significant 
effect on the comparison of gamma ray dose distributions since the secondary electrons 
that traverse the gas cavity of the TEPC will typically produce lineal energy event sizes 
below 10 keV μm-1.  The comparison of FLUKA-determined dose distributions 
respectively produced by 60Co gamma rays, 0.5 MeV neutrons, and AmBe neutrons to 
that from measurements was discussed and showed that the dose distributions calculated 
by FLUKA closely approximate those from measurements. 
 
 Rollet et al. (2010) explored the impact of secondary electron transport algorithms 
used in FLUKA (code version 2008) on the comparison of FLUKA-calculated dose 
distributions to those from measurements.  The need for this study stems from FLUKA 
imposing that secondary electrons with kinetic energy less than 1 keV will not be 
transported.  It was stated that for a TEPC gas cavity simulating a microscopic tissue 
volume with diameter of either 0.5, 1, or 2 μm, then secondary electrons with kinetic 
energy less than 3, 5, and 8 keV respectively will deposit all of their kinetic energy in the 
gas cavity.  Thus, the need to accurately transport low kinetic energy secondary electrons 
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is evident as Figure 2.15 shows that these secondary electrons will have slightly larger 
quality factors, by virtue of the fact that these electrons will have a higher stopping power 
relative to higher kinetic energy electrons and will therefore deposit more kinetic energy 
in the gas cavity thereby resulting in a larger lineal energy, and will therefore make a 
significant contribution to the total dose equivalent measured in the gas cavity of the 
TEPC.  With this being said, it was reported that the default Molière multiple scattering 
algorithm used to transport secondary electrons in FLUKA becomes unreliable at the 
above stated low electron kinetic energies (for high Z materials) whereas the single 
scattering option was proposed as an alternative transport algorithm for these low kinetic 
energy electrons.  To explore the effect of using this option on the calculated dose 




Figure 3.17 Illustration of TEPC Analyzed by Rollet et al. (2010) 
 
 In the Monte Carlo simulations, a planar beam of photons are incident on one side 
of the counter.  For each calculated dose distribution, 10 different runs were performed 
each with 1-5×107 source particles and convergence of each set of 10 runs is dependent 
on the statistical uncertainty in the average absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of 
the TEPC being less than 0.2-0.3%.  The simulations are performed using a Linux cluster, 
consisting of four nodes each of which has four Intel Core2-Quad 2.4 GHz processors.  
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When the gas cavity simulates a 1 or 2 μm tissue site, it was found that when the single 
scattering option is enabled in all cells of the Monte Carlo simulation, the dose 
distribution calculated by FLUKA for 137Cs incident gamma rays almost coincide with the 
measured spectrum and this is relative to the comparison of FLUKA-calculated dose 
distributions using the Molière multiple scattering algorithm and those from experiment.  
The same can be said for FLUKA-calculated dose distributions when 60Co gamma rays 
are incident on the counter although a few departures from the measured spectra are 
observed.  It was concluded that despite the increase in computing time when using the 
single scattering option, with respect to using the Molière multiple scattering algorithm, 
coupled with setting the transport threshold for incident photons and secondary electrons 
to the lowest possible value, 1 keV, results in FLUKA-determined dose distributions to 
closely approximate those from experiment. 
 
 Using the FLUKA-determined dose distributions whereby the single scattering 
option is enabled, the frequency and dose mean lineal energies for 1 and 2 μm sites and 
for 137Cs and 60Co incident photons were calculated and compared to those from 
experiment and it was found that the calculated mean lineal energies from the Monte 
Carlo simulations closely approximate those from experiment.   
 
 Rollet et al. (2008) used FLUKA (version 2006.3b) to calculate the dose 
distribution from a TEPC placed in the vicinity of a high energy carbon ion beam.  
Although this radiation field is not representative of those in nuclear power plants, the 
application of variance reduction techniques for secondary particle production to calculate 
the abovementioned dose distribution reveals an important capability of FLUKA to 
perform microdosimetry simulations.  The TEPC used in both the FLUKA simulations 
and in the actual measurements is the Hawk Environmental Monitoring System FW-AD1.  






Figure 3.18 Illustration of Carbon Ion Beam Irradiation of Graphite Target (adapted 
from Rollet et al., 2008) 
 
 The TEPC is placed behind the concrete shielding wall whereby secondary 
neutron, proton, and photons are incident on the TEPC.  The simulation methodology that 
was used was to place a 20 cm diameter sphere around the TEPC through which the 
fluence spectra of the abovementioned secondary particles are tallied.  To reduce the 
statistical uncertainty associated with each energy bin of each of the three fluence spectra 
just mentioned, variance reduction techniques were used whereby the concrete shielding 
wall that separates the graphite target and the TEPC location is split into eight layers.  As 
we move closer to the TEPC location, the importance of secondary neutrons, protons, and 
photons in each layer increases.  The fluence spectra for each of the three secondary 
particles are each transformed into a rectangular planar source which then irradiates the 
TEPC and from this irradiation, the dose distribution is calculated whereby the standard 
deviation associated with each lineal energy bin is calculated by assuming a poisson 
distribution for the number of counts for each lineal energy bin.  The standard deviation 
of each lineal energy bin in the yd(y) spectrum is quite small and the overall spectrum 









Baba et al. (2011) simulated the response of an A 150-walled TEPC and a TEPC 
with a wall composed of A 150 and 50 ppm of Boron-10 using PHITS.  Both counters 
have a gas cavity with diameter 1.27 cm, filled with methane-based tissue equivalent gas 
simulating a 1 μm tissue site, and whose wall thickness is 1.27 mm and are irradiated by 
thermal and epithermal neutrons.  The dose distributions calculated from PHITS are 
compared to those from experiments.  The proton edge lineal energy calculated from 
PHITS for the A 150 walled counter, for both incident neutron energies, as well as the 
alpha edge lineal energy calculated for epithermal neutrons undergoing (n,α) capture 
reactions with 12C, 16O, or 14N agree well with those from experiment.  For the 10B-
enriched TEPC, the peak in the dose distributions for both thermal and epithermal 
neutrons that pertain to the α particle and 7Li residual nucleus produced by the 10B(n,α)7Li 
reaction is centred at a lineal energy that is quite close to that determined by experiment 
and the same can be said for the edge lineal energy associated with 7Li. 
 
 Using the dose distributions calculated from PHITS, the contribution to the total 
absorbed dose delivered to the gas cavity of the 10B-enriched TEPC from protons and α 
and 7Li (from 10B(n,α)7Li capture reaction) were computed for incident epithermal 
neutrons.  This was done by assuming that all events with a lineal energy between 15 keV 
μm-1 and 100 keV μm-1 are due to secondary recoil protons while events with a lineal 
energy between 100 keV μm-1 to 1000 keV μm-1 are due to α and 7Li.  These 
contributions calculated from PHITS were found to agree reasonably well with those 
found from experiments. 
 
 Tsuda, Nakane, & Yamaguchi (2007) simulated the response of a TEPC whose 
spherical gas cavity has a diameter of 12.7 mm surrounded by an A 150 plastic wall with 
thickness 1.25 mm.  Propane-based tissue equivalent gas was used whereby the cavity 
simulated a 1 μm tissue site.  Dose distributions were calculated by PHITS for separate 
irradiations by 0.14, 5, and 15 MeV incident neutrons using the ENDF/B-VI neutron 
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library.  This was made possible by tallying the kinetic energy deposited in the gas cavity 
by each secondary charged particle that traverses it.  An important modelling detail was 
discussed pertaining to the transport of secondary charged particles using PHITS in that 
any secondary particle that attains a range less than one-tenth of the diameter of the gas 
cavity that it traverses, the particle is no longer transported.  The dose distribution 
calculated for 0.14 MeV incident neutrons were compared to that attained from 
measurements and it was found that the PHITS-calculated spectrum overestimates the 
measurements in the lineal energy region spanning 40-100 keV μm-1.  In regards to the 5 
MeV incident neutrons, the calculated dose distribution overestimates the measured 
spectrum in the lineal energy region spanning 500 to 1000 keV μm-1 and this region exists 
due to carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen recoil nuclei.  For 15 MeV incident neutrons, the 
dose distribution calculated from PHITS underestimates the measured dose distribution in 
the 100-200 keV μm-1 lineal energy region and it is this region that is due to alpha 
particles produced by (n,α) capture reactions with 12C, 16O, and 14N.  Despite these 
regional deviations of the PHITS-calculated dose distributions from the measured spectra, 
it was found that, overall, PHITS is able to calculate dose distributions that closely 
approximate those from experiment. 
 
 Nakao, Baba, Oishi, & Onizuka (2010) used PHITS to calculate the dose 
distribution from epithermal neutron fields that exist outside the fast neutron source 
reactor YAYOI at Tokyo University.  The fast neutron source was modelled as a point 
source that is then surrounded by concentric spheres of various materials and is illustrated 





Figure 3.19 Illustration of Fast Neutron Source Surrounded by Moderating Regions 
(adapted from Nakao et al., 2010) 
 
 Details of the TEPC used in the Monte Carlo simulations were not provided, 
however the dose distribution that was calculated from PHITS had two peaks at 58 and 
200 keV μm-1 while the corresponding experimental data had three peaks at 25, 53, and 
100 keV μm-1.  A means by which the absent 25 keV μm-1 peak can be generated in the 
PHITS-calculated dose distribution was derived by performing a Monte Carlo simulation 
whereby two monoenergetic neutron beams of energy 24 and 58 keV respectively were 
used to irradiate the TEPC as it was found that these neutron energies were prominent in 
the epithermal neutron fields that reside outside the reactor.  However, the dose 
distribution calculated from PHITS was not able to generate the 25 keV μm-1 peak.  It was 
concluded that the PHITS-calculated dose distribution was not able to replicate the 
experimental spectrum. 
 
 An important discussion on the transport of secondary charged particles by PHITS 
was provided and this shed insight on the capabilities of this code to perform 
microdosimetry simulations.  As discussed by Dubeau et al. (2000), the assumption that 
secondary heavy charged particles deposit all of their kinetic energy at their point of 
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creation can lead to erroneous results and this assumption is known as the kerma 
approximation.  PHITS, however, employs an event generator mode that allows it to 
determine the kinetic energy and momentum of all secondary charged particles that are 
produced.  The use of this data allows for each secondary charged particle to actually be 
transported and so a more accurate calculation of the kinetic energy deposited in the gas 
cavity of a TEPC by secondary charged particles can be obtained. 
 
 This survey of Monte Carlo simulations used to generate the response of a TEPC 
in low energy radiation environments documented strategies used to perform these 
simulations which in turn revealed both the capabilities and limitations of the physics 
codes that have been used.  This review also documented the criteria used to judge 
whether or not a Monte Carlo simulation had converged and how to determine the 
statistical uncertainty associated with each lineal energy bin of a dose distribution. 
 
3.3 Statement of Research Objectives 
 
 The survey of established TEPC designs described in Section 3.1 revealed that a 
need exists to develop portable area monitors that offer high dose equivalent response and 
high sensitivity in low energy neutron workplace fields.  As discussed in Section 1.3, the 
standard TEPC design (a spherical TEPC with five inch diameter) is one of the few 
TEPCs that is commercially available and as such, the goals of this thesis is two-fold, the 
first of which is focused on developing next-generation TEPC area monitors that have the 
following features relative to the standard TEPC design for low energy neutron workplace 
fields: 
 
(1) Same or better dose equivalent response 
(2) Same or better sensitivity 
(3) Smaller physical size to allow for portability 
 
The second goal seeks to quantify the directional dependence of the next-generation 
designs’ dose equivalent response and sensitivity in low energy neutron workplace fields. 
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In order to achieve the two goals of this thesis, the response of next-generation 
TEPC designs in low energy neutron workplace fields must be simulated by performing 
three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations.  The literature survey in 
Section 3.2 illustrated that Monte Carlo codes available to the scientific community do 
have capabilities to simulate the response of a TEPC in low energy neutron fields.  
Therefore, a necessary step needed to achieve the two above stated goals of this thesis is 
the selection of a three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport code to model the 




 The first section of Chapter 3 documented the performance of established TEPC 
designs in low energy neutron fields in terms of these counters’ dose equivalent response 
and sensitivity.  Section 3.2 described computational methods used to characterize the 
response of a TEPC design in low energy neutron and low energy gamma ray fields.  This 
chapter concluded by identifying the need to develop portable area monitors for use in 
low energy neutron workplace fields and fulfilling this research need is the primary focus 
of this thesis. 
 
 Chapter 4 will begin by describing the methodology used to select a three-
dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport code that will be used to characterize the 
response of next-generation TEPC designs in low energy neutron workplace fields.  This 
chapter will then describe the manner in which the next-generation TEPC designs were 
devised and will conclude by discussing the Monte Carlo simulations used to characterize 












 The focus of Chapter 4 is the presentation of the methodology used to design two 
next-generation TEPCs and to discuss the physical and microdosimetric features of these 
designs.  Central to ensuring that these new counter designs satisfy the design 
requirements stated in Section 3.3 is the simulation of the performance of these counters 
in realistic low energy neutron workplace fields.  Three-dimensional Monte Carlo 
radiation transport simulations serve as the means by which the performance of the next-
generation TEPCs in the aforementioned fields is predicted.  This chapter will commence 
with a discussion on the important modelling features that a researcher must incorporate 
into Monte Carlo simulations when seeking the response of a TEPC in a radiation field.  
The discussion will then turn to the process by which a three-dimensional Monte Carlo 
radiation transport code to perform TEPC response simulations in low energy neutron 
workplace fields is selected.  The next section will describe the methodology used to 
design two next-generation TEPCs and will present physical features of these designs 
along with their microdosimetric properties.  This chapter will conclude by discussing 
techniques incorporated into the Monte Carlo simulations that will allow for the dose 
equivalent response and sensitivity of the two next-generation TEPCs to be quantified for 
low energy neutron workplace fields. 
 
4.1 Important Features of Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Simulations 
 
There are several features that must be incorporated into a three-dimensional 
Monte Carlo radiation transport simulation in order to model the performance of a TEPC 
design in a radiation field.  These simulation features, which must be declared by the 
researcher, are used to faithfully replicate the experimental irradiation of a TEPC in a 
simulation environment.  In the context of simulating the performance of the standard 
TEPC design in a radiation field, Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 below documents these 





Figure 4.1 Illustration of Modelling Features to be Incorporated into Monte Carlo 
TEPC Response Simulations 
 
Modelling Feature Description 
1 Declaration of Cells 
Geometry of TEPC In the case of the standard TEPC design, two concentric spheres 
must be declared.  The innermost sphere represents the sensitive 
gas cavity and the outermost sphere represents the wall.  These 
geometrical definitions are known as surfaces. 
Tissue Equivalent  
Material Definitions 
To define a tissue equivalent material, the constituent isotopes of 
the material along with their weight concentration in the material 
must be declared.  This definition is made for Shonka A 150 tissue 
equivalent plastic and propane-based tissue equivalent gas. 
Cell Definitions A cell constitutes the physical jurisdiction of a particular region in 
space along with the material composition and material density of 
this region.  A region is formed by performing boolean operations 
on the surfaces declared above.  In reference to Figure 4.1, to 
declare the sensitive gas volume cell, the interior of surface (1) is 
filled with propane-based tissue equivalent gas at a density that is 
dependent on the diameter of the simulated microscopic tissue 
volume.  Similarly, the wall cell is defined as the region of space 
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defined as the intersection of the interior of surface (2) and the 
exterior of surface (1).  The wall cell is filled with Shonka A 150 
plastic with a density of 1127 kg m-3 (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology, 2011). 





The ICRP 60 guidelines illustrated in Figure 2.21 state that the 
ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), for a radiation field is quantified 
by irradiating the ICRU sphere with a rectangular planar source 
that is expanded and aligned with the cross section of the sphere 
that faces the source.  Similarly, all simulations performed for this 
thesis will employ expanded and aligned sources in order to 
quantify the directional dependence of a TEPC’s dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity for a particular radiation field. 
Source Spatial 
Location 
The spatial location of the expanded and aligned radiation source 
with respect to the irradiated TEPC must be specified. 
Radiation Type and 
Energy Spectrum 
Emitted by Source 
The type of radiation emitted by the source as well as the energy 
spectrum of these particles must be specified. 
Number of Radiation 
Particles Emitted 
An adequate number of radiation particles emitted by the source 
must be specified in order to ensure that the statistical uncertainty 
of response parameters of a TEPC calculated from Monte Carlo 
simulations must be below a limit that may be imposed by the 
code being used.  For example, in the MCNP/X series of codes, 
the statistical uncertainty of a response parameter divided by the 
magnitude of the response parameter must be below 5% in order 
to judge the magnitude of the response parameter as acceptable 
(James, McKinney, & Waters, 2008).  To strike the right balance 
between the need to obtain response parameters with low 
statistical uncertainties and the need to complete simulations in an 
expedient time frame, 108 source particles are used for simulations 
performed for this thesis. 
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3 Particle Transport Properties 
Primary and 
Secondary Particles 
to be Transported 
When simulating the irradiation of a TEPC, the primary particle 
type (i.e. the particle type emitted by the source) and the 
secondary particle types that are created in the TEPC must be 
specified as the particle types that must be transported in the 
simulation. 
 
For instance, when simulating the irradiation of a TEPC with 
gamma rays, the transport of gamma rays and secondary electrons 
and positrons must be specified.  Similarly, when simulating the 
irradiation of a TEPC with neutrons, the transport of neutrons and 






The transport cut-off energy of a particle is a threshold value 
which states that as soon as a particle attains an energy below this 
threshold value, its transport is terminated.  In order to perform 
accurate TEPC response simulations, the lowest transport cut-off 
energy for a particular particle type that is allowed by the code 
must be used.  
4 Pulse Height Tally 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the counts vs. energy deposited spectrum measured from the 
sensitive gas cavity of a TEPC is necessary to compute the dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity of a TEPC design in a radiation field.  In a Monte Carlo simulation, the pulse 
height tally is applied to the sensitive volume of a TEPC which records the kinetic energy 
deposited in the gas cavity of a counter by every secondary charged particle that traverses 
it.  From this catalogue of energy deposition values, the counts vs. energy deposited 
spectrum is then quantified. 
Table 4.1 Description of Modelling Features to be Incorporated into Monte Carlo 
TEPC Response Simulations 
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 The next section will describe the process by which a particular three-dimensional 
Monte Carlo radiation transport code, available to the scientific community, was chosen 
to perform the simulations for this thesis. 
 
4.2 Benchmark Irradiation Scenarios used for Monte Carlo Radiation Transport 
Code Selection 
 
 Three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport codes are needed to simulate 
the performance of next-generation TEPC designs in low energy neutron workplace 
fields.  The Monte Carlo codes available to the scientific community each have different 
capabilities to model the response of a TEPC design in low energy fields and an 
intercomparison of these codes is therefore needed to determine which one of these codes 
can best model TEPC response.  The MCNPX version 2.7.E, FLUKA version 2011.2, and 
PHITS version 2.24 codes have been used in this study whereby benchmark simulations 
involving the irradiation of a 5 inch spherical TEPC with monoenergetic neutron fields 
were performed with each code.  From each simulation, microdosimetric quantities were 
calculated and compared to experimentally-determined values.  This comparison was 
used to determine which code can completely model the response of a TEPC design in 
low energy neutron fields.  Despite the fact that the response of next-generation TEPC 
designs in low energy gamma ray fields is not within the scope of this thesis, this code 
intercomparison was also performed for low energy gamma ray fields whereby 
benchmark simulations involving the irradiation of a 4 inch wall-less TEPC with 
monoenergetic gamma ray fields have been carried out with each code.  For the low 
energy neutron benchmark scenario, the code which produces microdosimetric data 
which is closest to the corresponding experimentally-determined data will be deemed as 
the code that can best model the response of a TEPC in low energy neutron fields.  The 
same philosophy is applied to the low energy gamma ray benchmark scenario. 
 
For all simulations that are performed with the three Monte Carlo codes, the pulse 
height tally described in Table 4.1 is applied to the sensitive gas cavity of the TEPC 
which in turn is used to calculate the frequency and dose mean lineal energy as well as 
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dose distribution using the framework presented in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6.  Note that in 
the simulations performed using the three above stated codes, the transport cut-off energy 
for all secondary charged particles has been set to the lowest allowable value of 1 keV. 
 
4.2.1 Low Energy Gamma Ray Irradiation Benchmark Scenario 
 
 The low energy gamma ray irradiation benchmark scenario was chosen on the 
basis of the availability of experimentally-determined microdosimetric data.  Kliauga & 
Dvorak (1978) irradiated a 4 inch wall-less TEPC, simulating a variety of spherical 
microscopic tissue site sizes, with monoenergetic gamma ray fields and for each incident 
gamma ray energy and microscopic tissue site diameter, frequency and dose mean lineal 
energies were measured.  The manner in which this benchmark irradiation scenario was 
simulated in the three abovementioned Monte Carlo codes is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Low Energy Gamma Ray Irradiation Benchmark Scenario (adapted from 
Kliauga & Dvorak, 1978) 
 
4.2.2 Low Energy Neutron Irradiation Benchmark Scenario 
 
 The low energy neutron irradiation benchmark scenario was chosen on the basis 
of the availability of experimentally-determined microdosimetric data.  In this scenario, a 
5 inch spherical TEPC, simulating a microscopic spherical tissue volume of 2 µm 
diameter, is irradiated with monoenergetic neutrons.  For each incident neutron energy, 
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the frequency and dose mean lineal energy as well as dose distribution were measured 
and are reported in Alberts et al. (1989) and Menzel et al. (1989).  The manner in which 
this benchmark irradiation scenario was simulated in the three Monte Carlo codes is 
illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Low Energy Neutron Irradiation Benchmark Scenario 
 
 The next section will present the microdosimetric quantities calculated by the 
three Monte Carlo codes, that are subject to this code intercomparison, to the 
corresponding experimentally-determined values for the low energy gamma ray and low 
energy neutron benchmark irradiation scenarios. 
 
4.3 Results of Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Code Intercomparison for Low 
Energy Gamma Ray and Neutron Irradiation of Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counters 
 
 The comparison of frequency and dose mean lineal energies determined from 
experiment to those calculated by the three Monte Carlo codes for the low energy gamma 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Frequency and Dose Mean Lineal Energy Determined from 
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Table 4.3 Comparison of Frequency and Dose Mean Lineal Energy Determined from 
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Table 4.4 Comparison of Frequency and Dose Mean Lineal Energy Determined from 




 The discussion in Section 2.2.2.1.3 on artefacts associated with Monte Carlo 
secondary charged particle transport algorithms established the ability of path length 
correction and the drift technique as remedies that allow for accurate TEPC response 
simulations to be performed.  In the context of secondary electrons and positrons 
produced by gamma ray irradiation of a TEPC, path length correction takes into account 
the tortuous trajectories that these secondary charged particles possess when traversing a 
step when computing the kinetic energy lost by these particles upon completion of a step.  
The drift technique allows secondary charged particles to enter the gas cavity of a TEPC 
without undergoing significant change in its trajectory upon entering this zone thereby 
enabling the particle to experience a more realistic trajectory in the gas cavity.  Table 2.12 
indicates that of the three Monte Carlo codes employed in this code intercomparison 
study, FLUKA version 2011.2 is the only code that employs path length correction and 
the drift technique to transport secondary charged particles (note that at the time of this 
writing, a physics manual detailing the secondary charged particle transport algorithms 
employed by PHITS has not been produced).  As a result, Tables 4.2 to 4.4 illustrate that 
for all incident gamma ray energies and simulated site diameters, FLUKA version 2011.2 
overwhelmingly produces microdosimetric data that is closest, amongst the three codes, 
to the corresponding experimentally-determined data and is deemed to be best at 
modelling the response of a TEPC when irradiated with low energy gamma rays. 
 
 Figures 4.4 to 4.6 compares the dose distributions calculated by the three Monte 
Carlo codes to that determined from experiment for the three incident neutron energies 
that irradiated the 5 inch spherical TEPC.  Table 4.5 compares the frequency and dose 
mean lineal energies calculated from Monte Carlo simulations to those determined from 










Figure 4.4 Comparison of Dose Distribution Determined from Monte Carlo 





Figure 4.5 Comparison of Dose Distribution Determined from Monte Carlo 





Figure 4.6 Comparison of Dose Distribution Determined from Monte Carlo 
















 Frequency Mean Lineal 
Energy (keV µm-1) 
Dose Mean Lineal Energy 
(keV µm-1) 
Incident Neutron Energy: 144 keV 
Experiment 20.85 ± 0.10 46.27 ± 0.33 
MCNPX v. 2.7.E 26.00 ± 0.3855 47.62 ± 0.9594 
FLUKA v. 2011.2 25.73 ± 0.123 47.70 ± 0.3153 
PHITS v. 2.24 25.26 ± 0.112 49.94 ± 0.3159 
Incident Neutron Energy: 570 keV 
Experiment 35.99 ± 0.16 73.00 ± 0.43 
MCNPX v. 2.7.E 50.04 ± 0.6406 71.60 ± 1.1064 
FLUKA v. 2011.2 50.05 ± 0.1993 71.31 ± 0.3461 
PHITS v. 2.24 58.73 ± 0.2146 90.81 ± 0.4471 
Incident Neutron Energy: 14.8 MeV 
Experiment 10.39 ± 0.04 84.35 ± 1.98 
MCNPX v. 2.7.E 9.25 ± 0.0561 79.54 ± 4.5211 
FLUKA v. 2011.2 - - 
PHITS v. 2.24 11.83 ± 0.0308 140.52 ± 1.7507 
Table 4.5 Comparison of Frequency and Dose Mean Lineal Energy Determined from 
Experiment and Monte Carlo Simulations for Neutron Benchmark Scenarios 
 
The comparisons shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.6 and in Table 4.5 reveals some 
departures from the experimentally-determined dose distributions by the curves 
calculated from Monte Carlo simulations. These deviations are described below: 
 
• For 144 keV and 570 keV incident neutrons, the dose distributions calculated from 
FLUKA exhibits sporadic departures from the experimental curves.  This 
behaviour by FLUKA has been exhibited in the study by Rollet et al. (2004) where 
the authors published a dose distribution for 500 keV incident neutrons irradiating 
a spherical TEPC.  In this distribution, the FLUKA curve has a large spike, relative 
to the experimental curve, at approximately 55 keV µm-1.  In the 570 keV incident 
neutron dose distribution shown in Figure 4.5, the FLUKA curve possesses a 
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similar spike at the same lineal energy.  At the time of this writing, there is no 
comprehensive physics manual that describes how FLUKA transports neutrons and 
as such, it is not possible to identify specific reasons for these departures from the 
experimental curve.   
 
• For 570 keV incident neutrons, the dose distribution calculated by PHITS is shifted 
to higher lineal energies relative to the experimental curve.  This behaviour by 
PHITS is also exhibited in the study by Tsuda et al. (2007) where the authors used 
PHITS to calculate the dose distribution for 140 keV neutrons incident on a 
spherical TEPC.  The dose distribution is shifted to higher lineal energies relative 
to the experimental curve.  Despite the fact that this energy is different than the one 
referred to in Figure 4.5, Tsuda et al. is the only paper that was found in the 
literature survey presented in Section 3.2 that compares simulation and experiment 
in this neutron energy region.   
 
• For 14.8 MeV incident neutrons, the dose distribution calculated by PHITS 
overestimates the experimental curve in the lineal energy region spanning 500 – 
1000 keV µm-1.  Since the dose mean lineal energy increases with the increasing 
frequency of high lineal energy particles traversing the sensitive gas cavity of the 
counter, this results in the dose mean lineal energy calculated by PHITS to be 
noticeably larger than that determined by experiment.  In the study by Tsuda et al. 
(2007), the authors presented a dose distribution calculated by PHITS for 15 MeV 
neutrons incident on a spherical TEPC and this dose distribution also over predicts 
the experimental curve in the above stated high lineal energy region.  In light of the 
absence of a physics manual that describes models used by PHITS to transport 
neutrons and secondary charged particles, specific reasons for why PHITS 
possesses this behaviour and the behaviour discussed in the previous bullet point 





The comparisons shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.6 and in Table 4.5 reveal important 
limitations of the MCNPX version 2.7.E and FLUKA version 2011.2 codes to model the 
response of a TEPC when irradiated by 14.8 MeV incident neutrons.  At this energy, 
secondary alpha particles produced by (n,α) capture reactions with 12C, 14N, and 16O and 
recoil 12C, 14N, and 16O nuclei make significant contributions to the absorbed dose and 
dose equivalent delivered to the gas cavity of TEPC.  These limitations of the MCNPX 
and FLUKA codes pertain to their inability to model the production and transport of 
certain heavy charged particles and are discussed below: 
 
• MCNPX version 2.7.E is capable of modelling the response of a TEPC when 
irradiated by neutrons whose incident kinetic energy result in recoil nuclei 
produced by neutron elastic scattering being the dominant secondary charged 
particle type that deposits kinetic energy in the gas cavity of a TEPC.  Figure 4.6 
illustrates that the dose distribution calculated by MCNPX severely underestimates 
the experimentally-determined dose distribution in the lineal energy region 
spanning 100 – 500 keV µm-1.  As per the discussion pertaining to Figure 2.14, this 
region of the dose distribution pertains to alpha particles produced by 12C(n,α), 
14N(n,α), and 16O(n,α) capture reactions.  This behaviour exhibited by MCNPX 
indicates that the code is unable to model the production and transport of every 
individual alpha particle produced by the (n,α) capture reactions just stated. 
 
• In Figure 4.6, there is no curve calculated by FLUKA version 2011.2.  There are 
two specific reasons for this absence.  When 14.8 MeV neutrons are incident on a 
TEPC, alpha particles produced by (n,α) capture reactions as well as heavy 12C, 
14N, and 16O recoil nuclei are dominant contributors to the absorbed dose and dose 
equivalent delivered to the TEPC gas cavity.  FLUKA is unable to model the 
production and transport of every individual alpha particle produced by (n,α) 
capture reactions that occur in the TEPC.  FLUKA is also unable to model the 
production and transport of every individual 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei 
produced.  Instead, the absorbed dose delivered to the TEPC gas cavity by these 
heavy recoil nuclei is computed using the kerma approximation (as discussed at the 
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end of Section 3.2).  In light of these shortcomings, when applying the pulse height 
tally to the TEPC gas cavity in FLUKA simulations, known as DETECT, the only 
particles that will contribute to this tally are recoil 1H nuclei produced by neutron 
elastic scatter (Fasso, 2012). 
 
It has been established that knowledge of the kinetic energy deposited in the gas 
cavity by every secondary charged particle that traverses it is needed to construct the 
pulse height tally histogram which in turn is used to calculate response metrics of a TEPC 
design namely its dose equivalent response and sensitivity along with frequency and dose 
mean lineal energy and dose distribution.  In Section 1.4, it has been stated that the 
response of a TEPC design to neutrons of incident energy between thermal to 10 MeV is 
of interest to this thesis.  It is therefore imperative that a three-dimensional Monte Carlo 
radiation transport code be able to model the production and transport of every individual 
secondary charged particle produced in a TEPC such that the aforementioned quantities 
can be calculated for a TEPC design.  Based on Figures 4.4 to 4.6, it is evident that 
PHITS version 2.24 is able to satisfy this requirement and in light of the deficiencies of 
MCNPX version 2.7.E and FLUKA version 2011.2 described above, PHITS is, amongst 
the three codes employed in this code intercomparison study, the best at modelling the 
response of a TEPC design for low energy neutron fields.  Therefore, PHITS version 2.24 
is the code that is used to model the response of the two next-generation TEPCs in low 
energy neutron workplace fields. 
 
4.4 Design of Next-Generation Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counters 
 
 Sections 1.3 and 3.3 state that in low energy neutron workplace fields, the next-
generation TEPC designs must offer the same or better dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity relative to that offered by the standard TEPC design, albeit with a much 
smaller physical size.  The METEPC instrument designed by Waker & Aslam (2010) is 
an example of a counter that satisfies these design requirements and the philosophy they 





Figure 4.7 Illustration of Design Requirements for Next-Generation TEPCs 
 
 The METEPC consists of 61 cylindrical sensitive gas cavities (known as 
elements), all of which are machined into a larger cylinder composed of Shonka A 150 
tissue equivalent plastic.  Just like the gas cavity of the standard TEPC design, each of 
these elements is filled with propane-based tissue equivalent gas and are operated as 
proportional counters.  Figure 4.7 illustrates the gas cavity of the standard TEPC design 
and cylindrical elements of the METEPC.  In reference to this figure, in order for the 
METEPC to satisfy the design goals reiterated at the beginning of this section, the counter 
must adhere to the following design requirements: 
 
(1) The total surface area of the METEPC’s cylindrical elements must be equal to the 
surface area of the gas cavity of the standard TEPC design, and 
 
(2) The mean chord length of each METEPC cylindrical element must be similar to 
that offered by the gas cavity of the standard TEPC design 
 
The rationale behind these design requirements are explained as follows.  By having the 
standard TEPC and METEPC designs offer the same surface area, this gives the incoming 
neutrons the same opportunity to interact with the sensitive volumes of these two designs.  
The second design requirement will then ensure that the secondary charged particles 
produced by these interactions will be afforded the same distance within each counter 
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design to expend their kinetic energy.  This is illustrated in Figure 4.7 whereby three 
secondary charged particles are created in the standard TEPC gas cavity and an identical 
set of such particles are created in the METEPC sensitive volumes.  The fact that the 
sensitive volume(s) of the standard TEPC design and the METEPC have similar mean 
chord length enables particle (1), for instance, to travel the same distance in the standard 
TEPC gas cavity and METEPC element thereby enabling it to deposit the same kinetic 
energy in both volumes.  Fulfilling the two design requirements above will enable both 
counter designs to measure similar lineal energy spectra of secondary charged particles 
that traverse its gas cavities thereby resulting in both instruments providing comparable 
sensitivity and dose equivalent response for any given radiation field.   
 
It is important to note that in order for charged particle equilibrium to be maintained in 
each counter design, the thickness of the Shonka A 150 plastic wall that encloses the 
standard TEPC gas cavity and each element of the METEPC must be equal to the range 
of the most energetic secondary charged particle that are created in it by an incident low 
energy neutron field (Turner, 1995).  As stated in Section 1.4, the low energy 
polyenergetic neutron fields that are of interest to this thesis do not exceed 10 MeV.  As 
such, the most energetic secondary charged particle that can be created in Shonka A 150 
plastic by such fields are 10 MeV 1H recoil nuclei.  The range of such particles in A 150 
plastic does not exceed 1 mm (Ziegler, 2008).  Therefore, the thickness of the Shonka A 
150 plastic that encloses the gas cavities of the two next-generation TEPCs designed for 
this thesis will be 1 mm. 
 
 In order to illustrate how the METEPC instrument satisfies the two design 
requirements stated on the previous page, the surface area of the standard TEPC gas 
cavity will first be computed.  The diameter of this cavity is 5 inches or 12.7 cm and thus 
has a surface area of 4π(6.35 cm)2 or 506.71 cm2.  As per the discussion pertaining to 
Figure 3.2, the gas cavity of the standard TEPC design typically simulates a microscopic 
spherical tissue volume of 2 µm diameter so as not to exacerbate the dose equivalent 
under response of this counter for low energy incident neutrons.  Equation 2.8 dictates 
that the mean chord length of the simulated microscopic spherical tissue volume is 1.33 
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µm.  Figure 3.8 reports that each element of the METEPC has a diameter of 0.5 cm and a 
length of 5 cm.  The surface area of each element is computed to be  
2π(0.25 cm)2 + 2π(0.25 cm)(5 cm) or 8.25 cm2 element-1.  Therefore, in order for the 
METEPC to adhere to the first design requirement, the number of elements required for 
this counter is given by the surface area of the standard TEPC gas cavity divided by the 
surface area of one METEPC element.  This ratio dictates that the METEPC must have 61 
elements and as per Figure 3.8, this is indeed the case.  Since the standard TEPC gas 
cavity simulates a microscopic spherical tissue volume of 2 µm diameter, each METEPC 
element will simulate a microscopic cylindrical tissue volume of 2 µm diameter.  Figure 
3.8 illustrates that each METEPC element has a length that is 10 times its diameter.  This 
relationship is also maintained for the microscopic cylindrical tissue volume whereby its 
length is 20 µm.  The mean chord length of this cylindrical site is calculated using 
Equation 2.8: 
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The mean chord length of the microscopic cylindrical tissue volume simulated by each 
METEPC element exceeds the mean chord length of the microscopic spherical tissue 
volume simulated by the standard TEPC gas cavity.  As discussed in Section 2.1.11, this 
is due to secondary charged particles being able to travel a maximum possible distance in 
the cylindrical volume that is greater than the maximum possible distance that can be 
travelled in the spherical volume.  Nevertheless, the METEPC is deemed to have satisfied 
the second design requirement. 
 
 The philosophy employed by Waker & Aslam (2010) was used to design two 
next-generation TEPCs that will satisfy the design goals stated in Sections 1.3 and 3.3 and 
the design requirements stated at the beginning of this section.  Both of these designs 
contain multiple sensitive volumes whereby the first design contains cylindrical elements, 
each of which have a diameter of 0.2 cm and a length of 7 cm, and is herein known as the 
Compact Multi Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter (CMETEPC) and the 
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second design contains spherical elements, each of which have a diameter of ¼ inch or 
0.635 cm and is herein known as the Quarter Inch-Based Tissue Equivalent Proportional 
Counter System (QITEPC).  Further to satisfying the design goals stated in Sections 1.3 
and 3.3, the motivation behind choosing cylindrical elements, of the first next-generation 
TEPC design, with the specific dimensions stated above was to make the overall physical 
size of this counter design to be smaller than not only the standard TEPC design but to 
also be smaller than the METEPC design.  The physical and microdosimetric properties 
of the standard TEPC design, the METEPC, and the two next-generation TEPCs are 
































METEPC CMETEPC QITEPC 
Number of Sensitive Gas 
Cavities 
1 61 113 392 
 




   
Total Gas Cavity Surface Area 
(cm2) 
506.71 503.05 504.10 497.84 
Overall Volume of Counter 
(cm3) 






   
Mean Chord Length of Each 
Gas Cavity (µm) 
1.33 1.90 1.97 1.33 
Gas Density Used to Fill Each 
Gas Cavity (kg m-3) 
1.58 × 10-2 4 × 10-1  1  3.15 × 10-1  
Total Mass of A 150 Shonka 
Wall (kg) 
1.26 × 10-1 6.16 × 10-2 6.62 × 10-2 7.54 × 10-2 
Total Mass of Gas in Gas 
Cavities (kg) 
1.70 × 10-5 2.40 × 10-5 2.50 × 10-5 1.70 × 10-5 
Value of 1/c Sensitivity 
Numerical Constant 
(keV µm-1 µGy-1) 
7.87 × 104 7.88 × 104 7.88 × 104 7.78 × 104 
Table 4.6 Physical and Microdosimetric Attributes of TEPC Instruments 
 










Figure 4.8 illustrates the four counter designs described in Table 4.6.  In this 
figure, the physical dimensions of each counter design are indicated and note that these 
counter illustrations are to scale. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Illustration of TEPC Instruments – From Left to Right: Standard TEPC 
Design, METEPC, CMETEPC, QITEPC 
 
The METEPC and CMETEPC designs consist of numerous cylindrical elements.  
In order to minimize the physical volume of these TEPC designs, the cylindrical elements 
must be arranged in a matrix as illustrated in Figure 4.8.  Appendix E describes the 
methodology used to arrange the 113 elements of the CMETEPC in a hexagonal matrix.  
The QITEPC, unlike the METEPC and CMETEPC, consists of spherical elements.  
Figure 4.8 shows that these elements are arranged in a cube-like matrix that is 7 spheres 
in length, 7 spheres in width, and 8 spheres in height.  The intent of this approximately 
cubic, symmetric packing is to ensure that this TEPC design will be directionally 
independent for the low energy neutron workplace fields of interest to this thesis.  It is 
important to note that in order for the QITEPC to satisfy the first design requirement 
stated at the beginning of this section, 400 spherical elements were actually needed.  
However, the inclusion of 8 additional spherical elements to the present 392 elements 
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would result in adding an additional column of elements to the current design and this in 
turn will (a) result in the QITEPC losing its approximately cubic, symmetric appearance 
and (b) hamper the directional independence of the QITEPC to low energy neutron 
workplace fields.  Despite this, Table 4.6 indicates that the total surface area of the 
sensitive volumes of the two next-generation TEPC designs, the CMETEPC and 
QITEPC, along with their respective mean chord lengths closely approximate those of the 
standard TEPC design.  Thus, the CMETEPC and QITEPC satisfy the design 
requirements stated at the beginning of this section.  In addition, Table 4.6 indicates that 
the physical volume of the CMETEPC and QITEPC is approximately 7% and 19%, 
respectively, of the physical volume of the standard TEPC design and therefore, these two 
next-generation TEPC designs have satisfied one of the three design goals stated in 
Section 1.3 and 3.3 
 
 The next section will discuss considerations that need to be made when 
constructing the CMETEPC design. 
 
4.5 Considerations in the Construction of Next-Generation Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counters 
 
 Consider Figure 4.9 which illustrates a cylindrical proportional counter and 
tertiary, ionized electrons created in the sensitive volume of the counter after the passage 





Figure 4.9 Illustration of Tertiary Electrons Created in Sensitive Volume of a 
Cylindrical Proportional Counter 
 
 The electric field is a measure of the force with which any tertiary electron 
illustrated in Figure 4.9 is accelerated toward the anode.  In the context of a cylindrical 
proportional counter, at any fixed point along the anode, the electric field intensity 
decreases as one moves further away from this fixed point.  This is illustrated by the 
colouring in Figure 4.9 which depicts the electric field intensity gradient about any fixed 
point along the anode.  The magnitude of the electric field intensity at any point in the 


























1rξ          (4.1) 
 
Where: 
( )rξ  = magnitude of electric field intensity r units of distance away from the surface 
of the anode (unit: V m-1) 
r = distance away from the surface of the anode at which the electric field 
intensity is sought (unit: m) 
V = potential difference applied between anode and cathode (unit: V) 
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a = radius of anode (unit: m) 
b = radius of cylindrical proportional counter (distance between anode surface 
and cathode wall) (unit: m) 
 
 It is imperative that the electric field gradient be the same about all points along 
the length of the anode.  The rationale for this is explained by analyzing the tertiary 
electrons illustrated in Figure 4.9.  Here, the electrons are created at different spatial 
locations within the sensitive volume but since the electric field gradient that each of 
these electrons are subjected to is the same, then each of these electrons will go on to 
ionize approximately the same number of electrons which in turn will be collected at the 
anode.  Therefore, the proportional counter is said to offer the same gas gain to these 
tertiary electrons regardless of where they were created in the sensitive volume.   
 
In order for each of the cylindrical elements of the CMETEPC to act as a 
proportional counter, unlike the illustration in Figure 4.9, each of these elements must 
have their ends enclosed by solid, circular caps.  If these caps are composed of the 
conducting Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic, the electric field gradient about points 
along the anode that are in the vicinity where the Shonka end cap and anode intersect will 
be quite high relative to the gradient that exists about points along the anode further 
removed from the end cap.  The reason for this is that in the aforementioned intersection, 
the b factor in Equation 4.1 approaches zero which in turn causes the high electric field 
gradients to exist in the vicinity of this intersection, as just described.  To equalize the 
electric field gradients about all points along the anode, Waker, Aslam, & Lori (2011) 






Figure 4.10 Illustration of Electric Field Gradient Equalization Technique by Waker et 
al. (2011) 
 
 The method illustrated in Figure 4.10 consists of two important modifications that 
are made to the cylindrical proportional counter.  The first is that the end cap is composed 
of two concentric cylinders.  The innermost cylinder is composed of Delrin insulator 
plastic (contains hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen and has a density of 1.42 × 103 kg m-3 
(Ensinger Inc., 2013)) and it is this cylinder where the anode intersects and the outermost 
cylinder is composed of Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic.  Unlike the electric field 
gradients about points along the anode far removed from the heterogeneous end cap, the 
gradients about points along the anode that are close to the cap are still quite high due to 
the close proximity of the conductive Shonka A 150 wall and this is illustrated in the 
circular region in Figure 4.10.  From Equation 4.1, this is evidenced by the fact that in the 
aforementioned circular region, the b factor decreases thereby causing the logarithmic 
term to decrease in value which in turn results in an increase in the electric field strength 
in the part of the counter encompassed by the circular region.  In order to ensure that the 
electric field gradients about all points along the anode is the same, the radius of the 
anode wire close to the end cap is increased – this larger anode is termed the anode insert 
extension and constitutes the second modification to the cylindrical proportional counter.  
The rationale behind this approach lies in the r factor in Equation 4.1.  The r factor 
represents the distance away from the surface of the anode at which the electric field 
intensity is sought.  Thus, the minimum value of r is the radius of the anode, at which the 
anode surface lies.  When the radius of the anode wire increases, the minimum value of r 
increases and Equation 4.1 indicates that this will result in the electric field gradient about 
points along the anode will decrease.  In the context of the anode in Figure 4.10 where the 
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anode diameter is increased in the vicinity of the end cap, the effect just described will 
result in a uniform electric field gradient about all points along the entire length of the 
anode wire that runs through the sensitive volume. 
 
 This electric field gradient equalization method described by Waker et al. (2011) 
has been applied to the cylindrical elements of the METEPC.  The diameter and length of 
the anode insert extension employed in these elements was first found by applying the 
equalization method to a prototype element whose diameter is 2 cm and length is 20 cm.  
Here, it was found that an anode insert extension length of 2 mm was required to provide 
equal gas gain about all points along the entire length of the anode that runs through the 
sensitive volume of the counter.  As per Figure 3.8, the diameter of this prototype counter 
is four times that of an METEPC element.  Waker et al. (2011) computed the length of 
the anode insert extension for an METEPC element by dividing the extension length in 
the prototype counter by the factor at which an METEPC element diameter is shrunk 
relative to the prototype counter (four).  In order to ensure that an anode insert extension 
length of 0.5 mm will provide equal gas gain about all points along the length of the 
anode that runs through the sensitive volume of an METEPC element, Figure 4.11 




Figure 4.11 Illustration of Gas Gain Measurement Technique for METEPC Element 




In order to ensure that an METEPC element offers equal gas gain along the entire length 
of the anode that runs the sensitive volume of the element, Waker et al. (2011) employed 
the technique shown in Figure 4.11.  Here, an alpha particle beam is positioned at the left-
most portion of the element’s sensitive volume and is shot in a direction that is 
perpendicular to the anode.  Along the alpha particle beam direction, the gas gain is 
measured at two points that are equidistant from the anode and these points are illustrated 
by the dashed circles in Figure 4.11.  The alpha particle beam is then moved 
progressively down the length of the anode and the aforementioned measurements are 
made.  At each location that the alpha particle beam is positioned at, the percentage 
variation of the gas gain measured at the two aforementioned points centred about this 
location with respect to the gas gain measured when the beam is positioned directly at the 
centre of the anode wire is calculated.  When the percentage variation was plotted against 
the horizontal location of the alpha particle beam along the anode length, it was found 
that the maximum percentage variation that was measured was slightly less than 7%.  
Thus, it can be concluded that the scaling technique employed by Waker et al. (2011) to 
compute the length of the anode insert extension does result in the anode, that runs 
through each METEPC element sensitive volume, providing equal gas gain along its 
length. 
 
Illustration (a) in Figure 4.12 depicts the diameter and length of the anode insert 
extension and diameter of the Delrin plastic insulator for an METEPC element.  
Illustration (b) in this figure depicts these dimensions for a CMETEPC element.  Using 
the scaling methodology described by Waker et al. (2011), Table 4.6 indicates that the 
diameter of a CMETEPC element is 2.5 times smaller than that of an METEPC element.  
Thus, the dimensions of the anode insert extension and Delrin plastic of a CMETEPC 
element were found by scaling the dimensions of these items in an METEPC element by 








Figure 4.12 Illustration of Electrical Instrumentation Dimensions for (a) METEPC 
Element and (b) CMETEPC Element 
 
 Figure 4.13 illustrates the end caps used for each element in the METEPC and 
CMETEPC.  Note that the diameter and thickness of the Delrin plastic and Shonka A 150 
tissue equivalent plastic components of the end cap are shown.  As discussed in Section 
4.4, the thickness of these caps is equal to 1 mm in order for charged particle equilibrium 
to be established in the counter designs for the low energy neutron workplace fields that 





Figure 4.13 Schematic Illustration of End Caps for METEPC Element (Left) and 
CMETEPC Element (Right) 
 
 The discussion in this section dealt with modifications that were made to an 
METEPC element in order for this element to offer uniform gas gain about all points 
along its anode.  Using the approach by Waker et al. (2011), the diameter of the Delrin 
plastic and anode insert extension length and diameter that would have to be used to 
construct each element of the CMETEPC was quantified and presented.  It is anticipated 
that the addition of the Delrin plastic and anode insert extension, with their appropriate 
dimensions as illustrated in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, will enable each element in the 
CMETEPC to offer uniform gas gain about all points along its anode that runs through 
the sensitive volume. 
 
 The design of the two next-generation TEPCs, CMETEPC and QITEPC, has been 
presented.  Before a discussion commences on Monte Carlo simulations which will 
characterize the performance of the two aforementioned designs in low energy neutron 
workplace fields, the ability of Monte Carlo simulations to replicate the experimental 
performance of complex TEPC designs in low energy polyenergetic neutron fields will 
first be discussed. 
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4.6 Validation of Experimentally-Determined Response Metrics for Multi-
Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Design using Monte Carlo 
Radiation Transport Simulations 
 
 The CMETEPC and QITEPC represent instruments that have a complex 
geometrical design and it is therefore necessary to exhibit the ability of Monte Carlo 
simulations to adequately replicate the experimental performance of a complex TEPC 
design in low energy neutron fields.  Aslam & Waker (2010) irradiated the METEPC, 
using the 1.5 MV double stage Tandetron accelerator at McMaster University, with 
neutrons produced by bombarding a lithium target with protons which results in the 
production of neutrons via the 7Li(p,n)7Be nuclear reaction.  From a practical perspective, 
the neutron field that irradiates the METEPC can be thought of as a point isotropic source 
and with respect to the METEPC illustration in Figure 4.8, the counter is irradiated by 
this point isotropic source from its left side.  For 204 ± 11.63 keV and 353.9 ± 10.71 keV 
incident neutrons, the following microdosimetric quantities were measured: 
 
• Dose Mean Lineal Energy 
• Proton Edge Lineal Energy 
• Dose Distribution 
• Mean Quality Factor 
• Quality Factor Response 
• Dose Equivalent Response 
• Sensitivity 
 
At the above stated mean neutron incident energies, recoil 1H nuclei are the dominant 
particles that contribute to the absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the 
sensitive volumes of the METEPC.  It is important to note that Aslam & Waker (2010) 







Figure 4.14 Proton Edge Lineal Energy Calculation Technique (Aslam & Waker  
(2010)) 
 
In the hypothetical dose distribution shown in Figure 4.14, the maximum yd(y) value in 
the dose distribution along with the corresponding lineal energy is first identified.  From 
this lineal energy, the dose distribution curve is followed in the direction of increasing 
lineal energy and the first instance at which a yd(y) value that is equal to half the 
maximum yd(y) value is detected and the corresponding lineal energy at which this yd(y) 
value occurs is designated as the proton edge lineal energy. 
 
 In order to exhibit the ability of the PHITS version 2.24 three-dimensional Monte 
Carlo radiation transport code to model the performance of complex TEPC designs in low 
energy polyenergetic neutron fields, the experimental performance of the METEPC 
design in respective neutron fields of mean energy 204 and 353.9 keV will be replicated 
in the PHITS code.  The only exception to this replication is the manner in which the 
neutron source is defined in the Monte Carlo simulations.  As stated at the beginning of 
this section, the neutron source employed in the experiments is isotropic in nature.  
However, an expanded and aligned planar neutron source is used in the Monte Carlo 




(1) When an expanded and aligned radiation field irradiates the TEPC design, this 
simplifies the calculation of the neutron fluence incident on the counter which is 
defined as the number of neutrons emitted from the source divided by the area of 
the cross section of the counter that faces the source (ICRP 60, 1991) 
 
(2) As per the discussion in Table 4.1, in order to quantify the dose equivalent 
response of a TEPC in Monte Carlo simulations, the neutron source that irradiates 
the counter is a planar source that is aligned and expanded with the cross section 
of the counter that faces the source 
 
Bearing in mind the reasons stated above, the irradiation of the METEPC by an expanded 
and aligned neutron source in the Monte Carlo simulations is illustrated in Figure 4.15.  
Note that as per Table 4.1, 108 neutrons are emitted by this source and the neutron fluence 
incident on the counter is shown in Figure 4.15. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Illustration of METEPC Irradiation in PHITS with Expanded and Aligned 
Neutron Source 
 
 The neutron energy spectrum that is emitted by the expanded and aligned neutron 
source is replicated using information provided by Aslam, Prestwich, McNeill, & Waker 
(2003).  Based on the 7Li(p,n)7Be nuclear reaction that takes place at the 1.5 MV double 
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stage Tandetron accelerator at McMaster University, the authors list the mean neutron 
energy along with the corresponding standard deviation that are produced from the 
lithium target for several incident proton kinetic energies.  It is reported in this study that 
the neutron energy spectrum that is produced for each incident proton kinetic energy 
follows a gaussian distribution.  Using this information provided by Aslam et al. (2003), 
Appendix G documents how the neutron energy spectra whose mean energy is 204 and 




Figure 4.16 Neutron Energy Spectrum Produced from 7Li(p,n)7Be Nuclear Reaction 




Figure 4.17 Neutron Energy Spectrum Produced from 7Li(p,n)7Be Nuclear Reaction 
for 2.56 MeV Incident Protons 
 
In the PHITS simulations, the transport of secondary charged particles produced 
in the METEPC, more specifically 1H, 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei is enabled and their 
transport cut-off energy is set to 1 keV.  The experimentally-determined microdosimetric 
parameters that are listed at the beginning of this section for 204 and 353.9 keV incident 
neutrons are also determined from the PHITS simulations which in turn are calculated 
from the pulse height tally that is applied to the sensitive volumes of the METEPC. 
 
 The next section will discuss how the microdosimetric response metrics calculated 
by PHITS compares to the corresponding experimentally-determined values for the two 








4.7 Results of Validation of Experimentally-Determined Response Metrics for 
Multi-Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Design 
 
 Tables 4.7 and 4.8 compare the microdosimetric response metrics found from 










































Experiment 58 122 13.8 0.685 0.67 170 
PHITS v. 2.24 41.9948 ± 
0.3131 
87.3618 11.3305 ± 
0.0876 




32.01 33.09 19.65 18.94 18.19 - 
Table 4.7 Comparison of Microdosimetric Response Metrics from Experiment and Monte Carlo Simulations for 204 ± 11.63 keV 
Incident Neutrons 
 














Experiment 70 126 16.2 0.7275 0.8 120 
PHITS v. 2.24 53.5721 ± 
0.3581 
95.7447 14.9182 ± 
0.1015 




26.59 27.29 8.24 6.57 19.40 - 




 Figures 4.18 and 4.19 compares the dose distribution determined from experiment 
and Monte Carlo simulations for 204 and 353.9 keV incident neutrons respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Comparison of Dose Distributions from Experiment and Monte Carlo 





Figure 4.19 Comparison of Dose Distributions from Experiment and Monte Carlo 
Simulations for 353.9 ± 10.71 keV Incident Neutrons 
 
 The quantitative comparisons between microdosimetric response metrics found 
from experiment and from Monte Carlo simulations illustrate two consistent trends that 
are evident for the two incident neutron energies and they are as follows: 
 
(1) With the exception of the sensitivity, the response metrics shown in Tables 4.7 
and 4.8 determined from experiment are greater than those calculated from Monte 
Carlo simulations.  As shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, this is due to abundance of 
high lineal energy particles contributing to the experimentally-determined 
absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the METEPC sensitive volumes.  
This disparity in the metrics determined from experiments and from PHITS may 
be attributed to the manner in which the neutron source is defined in both studies 
and this apparent cause is explained in Figure 4.20.  Note that this figure 
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illustrates the traversal of secondary charged particles through a single element of 
the METEPC.   
 
 
Figure 4.20 Depiction of Potential Cause of Disparities between Microdosimetric 
Response Metrics Produced from Monte Carlo Simulations and Experiments 
 
(2) The sensitivity calculated from Monte Carlo simulations are higher than those 
found from experiment.  A possible cause for this disparity may also be due to the 
manner in which the neutron source is defined in both studies.  Figure 4.20 has 
established that relative to the PHITS Monte Carlo simulations, a greater number 
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of high lineal energy particles will traverse the sensitive volumes of the METEPC 
in the experimental environment.  As per the discussion in Section 2.1.5, the 
frequency mean lineal energy represents the most frequent lineal energy event size 
that is measured and the dose mean lineal energy represents the event size that, on 
average, contributes the most to the absorbed dose delivered to the sensitive 
volume(s) of a TEPC.  The data in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate that the 
experimentally-determined frequency and dose mean lineal energies exceed those 
determined from simulations and this is due to the above stated large frequency of 
high lineal energy events.  As a result, relative to the PHITS Monte Carlo 
simulations, a lesser number of secondary charged particles (i.e. counts) are 
needed to deliver 1 µSv of dose equivalent to the sensitive volumes of the 
METEPC in the experimental environment and hence, the experimentally-
determined sensitivities are less than those determined from simulations. 
 
Herein, in order to determine if a quantity calculated from Monte Carlo 
simulations adequately approximates the corresponding value determined from 
experiments, it has been chosen that a maximum percent difference of 35% must exist 
between these two quantities in order for the comparison to be deemed favourable.  
Bearing in mind the justification made for the higher sensitivities calculated from PHITS, 
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 do show that the microdosimetric response metrics produced from 
Monte Carlo simulations do adequately approximate the corresponding values found from 
experiment.  As a result, the objective of the study described in Sections 4.6 and 4.7, 
which was to exhibit the ability of PHITS version 2.24 to replicate the experimental 
performance of a complex TEPC design in low energy polyenergetic neutron fields, is 
deemed to be achieved. 
 
In order to verify that the two next-generation TEPC designs adhere to the design 
goals stated in Sections 1.3 and 3.3, the directional dependence of these instruments’ dose 
equivalent response and sensitivity in low energy neutron workplace fields must be 
investigated and quantified by performing three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation 
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transport simulations using the PHITS code.  The manner in which this is done will be 
described in the next section. 
 
4.8 Monte Carlo Techniques used to Simulate the Response of Established and 
Next-Generation Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs in 
Realistic Nuclear Power Plant Neutron Fields 
 
 For the purpose of comparison, the directional dependence of the dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity of the following instruments is sought in low energy 
polyenergetic neutron workplace fields: 
 
• Established TEPC designs, namely the standard TEPC design and the METEPC 
• Next-generation TEPC designs, namely the CMETEPC and QITEPC 
 
This section will describe the specific polyenergetic neutron spectra used to 
quantify the response of the instruments just stated as well as the manner in which the 
directional dependence of the instruments’ response for the aforementioned spectra will 
be found. 
 
4.8.1 Polyenergetic Neutron Irradiation Spectra 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, personnel in nuclear power plant workplaces will be 
exposed to polyenergetic neutron energy spectra that typically do not exceed 10 MeV and 
as such, the response of the four TEPC designs stated at the beginning of this section 
must be found for such spectra.  The well-established polyenergetic neutron spectra 
produced by the 252Cf – D2O moderated, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron sources will be 
used and are illustrated in Figures 4.21 – 4.23 (International Organization for 





Figure 4.21 Neutron Energy Spectrum Emitted by 252Cf – D2O Moderated Neutron 
Source (ISO, 2000) 
 






Figure 4.23 Neutron Energy Spectrum Emitted by 241Am – Be Neutron Source (ISO, 
2000) 
 
 Table 4.9 lists the ambient dose equivalent, normalized to a unit neutron fluence, 
and the Q*(10) value for the three polyenergetic neutron spectra.  Note that Appendix H 
documents how these quantities were calculated for the aforementioned spectra. 
 





 (pSv cm2) 
( )10*Q  
252Cf – D2O Moderated 107.8087 9.6225 
252Cf 391.1921 17.5450 
241Am - Be 401.7372 14.1163 
Table 4.9 Ambient Dose Equivalent and Q*(10) Values for 252Cf – D2O Moderated, 





4.8.2 Investigation of Directional Dependence 
 
 For any of the four instruments discussed at the beginning of this section, the 
directional dependence of an instrument’s dose equivalent response and sensitivity for the 
252Cf – D2O moderated neutron energy spectrum, for example, is quantified by orienting 
the expanded and aligned planar source that emits neutrons with the aforementioned 
energy spectrum at different spatial positions with respect to the instrument.  For each 
position, the dose equivalent response and sensitivity is calculated.  The directional 
dependence of the instrument’s dose equivalent response and sensitivity is then found by 
comparing how these quantities change with respect to the orientation of the planar 
neutron source.  An ideal relationship is to have the instrument’s dose equivalent response 
and sensitivity exhibit negligible change as the planar neutron source orientation is 
changed and under such a circumstance, the instrument is said to be directionally 
independent for the given neutron energy spectrum.  This entire process is then repeated 
for the 252Cf and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra.  Figure 4.24 illustrates how the 
directional dependence of the METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC is investigated for any 
neutron energy spectrum.  Note that the axis shown on the upper portion of this figure 
dictates the axis along which the neutrons emitted by the planar source travel parallel to.  






Figure 4.24 Illustration of Methodology used to Investigate Directional Dependence of 
METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC 
 
 Figure 4.24 illustrates that in the +x, +y, and +z irradiation modes, the neutrons 
are incident normal to the instrument’s irradiated surface and this is in contrast to the 45o 
irradiation mode where neutrons are incident on the instrument’s irradiated surface at an 
angle of 45o.  The 45o irradiation mode is of special interest as the orientation of the 
planar neutron sources allows neutrons to traverse the maximum length across the 
geometries of the three instruments.  It is important to note that due to the symmetry of 
the three instruments illustrated in Figure 4.24, the –x, –y, and –z irradiation modes are 
not needed for the directional dependence investigations as the performance of these 
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instruments in these irradiation modes are assumed to be approximately identical to their 
performance in the +x, +y, and +z irradiation modes. 
 
 With respect to the standard TEPC design, its dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity for any neutron energy spectrum is assumed to be directionally independent 
due to symmetric nature of this counter design.  Unlike the three counter designs shown 
in Figure 4.24, only one irradiation mode is needed to quantify the dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity of the standard TEPC design for the 252Cf – D2O moderated, 
252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra and such an irradiation is depicted in Figure 
4.3. 
 
 This section described the methodology used to investigate the directional 
dependence of the standard TEPC design, METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC 
instruments in the neutron fields emitted by the 252Cf – D2O moderated, 252Cf, and 241Am 
– Be neutron sources.  The next section will conclude the discussion on the Monte Carlo 
simulations performed for this thesis by listing the response metrics calculated for each 
TEPC design. 
 
4.9 List of Response Metrics Calculated from Monte Carlo Radiation Transport 
Simulations 
 
 This section will list the response metrics calculated from the pulse height tally 
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations in order to characterize the response of the 
four TEPC instruments listed in Table 4.6.  Table 2.2 describes the secondary and tertiary 
charged particle types that are produced in tissue equivalent materials for the 
polyenergetic neutron spectra shown in the previous section and as per this table, the 
following secondary and tertiary charged particles have had their transport enabled in all 
the Monte Carlo simulations that have been performed and note that their transport cut-
off energy has been set to the lowest allowable value imposed by the PHITS code of 1 




• Secondary protons from neutron elastic scatter off 1H nuclei and from 14N(n,p) 
nuclear capture reactions 
 
• Secondary alpha particles from 12C(n,α), 14N(n,α) and 16O(n,α) nuclear capture 
reactions 
 
• Secondary recoil 12C, 14N, and 16O nuclei produced from neutron elastic scatter 
interactions 
 
• Tertiary electrons and positrons produced from gamma rays which in turn are 
formed from the 1H(n,γ) radiative capture reaction 
 
In any given simulation which seeks to quantify the response of one of the TEPC 
designs listed in Table 4.6 for a particular neutron energy spectrum and for a particular 
irradiation mode, several pulse height tallies are obtained from the sensitive volume(s) of 
the instrument in question via the following command: 
 
part = (proton alpha nucleus electron positron) proton alpha 
nucleus (electron positron) 
 
Each entry to the right of the equal sign in the above command will produce a pulse 
height tally for the particle type to which the entry corresponds to.  For example, the first 
entry produces a pulse height tally that is populated by all secondary and tertiary charged 
particle types whose transport was enabled in the simulation.  From this tally, the 
following response metrics are calculated and it is these metrics that quantify the response 
of the instrument for the incident neutron energy spectrum and irradiation mode: 
 
• Frequency Mean Lineal Energy 
• Dose Mean Lineal Energy 
• Dose Distribution 
• Mean Quality Factor 
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• Quality Factor Response 
• Dose Equivalent Response 
• Sensitivity 
• Absorbed Dose per unit Neutron Fluence 
 
In order to gain insight as to what contribution a particular secondary or tertiary charged 
particle type makes to the total absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the 
sensitive volume(s) of the instrument, separate pulse height tallies have been sought for 
each secondary and tertiary charged particle type whose transport has been enabled.  This 
is made possible by the proton, alpha, nucleus, and (electron positron) 
entries in the PHITS command stated on the previous page (note that nucleus 
collectively corresponds to 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei and (electron 
positron) computes the pulse height tally for energy depositing events delivered by 
electrons and positrons).  From these tallies, the following response metrics have been 
computed for each particle type: 
 
• Partial Dose Distribution 
For a particular neutron energy spectrum and irradiation mode, the dose 
distributions calculated for each particle type, known as partial dose distributions, 
are overlaid onto the overall dose distribution calculated from the main pulse 
height tally (from which the major response metrics are calculated).  The purpose 
of this practice is to (a) visualize the contribution to the total absorbed dose 
delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of the instrument by each particle type and (b) 
locate the edge lineal energy for each particle type.  Appendix J contains these 
dose distributions.  Bearing this in mind, the partial dose distribution for a 
particular particle type is calculated using the framework presented in Section 
2.1.6 and Equation 2.12 with the exception that the yifi term in the numerator of 
the expression is calculated using the pulse height tally for the particle type in 
question whereas the summation term in the denominator is calculated using the 
main pulse height tally corresponding to all particle types (obtained from the first 




• Mean Quality Factor  
 
• Percentage of the total counts measured by the instrument that are due to the 
particle type in question.  This is calculated by taking the ratio of the total counts 
registered in the pulse height tally for the particle type divided by the total counts 
registered in the main pulse height tally.  This ratio, in terms of percent, is termed 
the yield of the particle type for the given irradiation mode and incident neutron 
energy spectrum 
 
• Fraction of the total absorbed dose delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of the 
instrument by the particle type.  In the case of protons, for example, this is 








=     (4.2) 
 
The numerator of Equation 4.2 represents the absorbed dose delivered to the 
sensitive volume(s) of the TEPC by secondary protons and this is divided by the 
sum of the absorbed doses that have been delivered by all secondary and tertiary 
charged particle types whose transport has been enabled.  This division yields the 
fraction of the total absorbed dose delivered by secondary protons. 
 
• Fraction of the total dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of the 
instrument by the particle type.  In the case of protons, for example, this is 















In Equation 4.3, the absorbed dose delivered by protons is multiplied by the mean 
quality factor of these protons and this product yields the dose equivalent 
delivered by protons.  This product is found for all secondary and tertiary charged 
particle types whose transport is enabled.  The fraction of the total dose equivalent 
delivered by protons is equal to the dose equivalent delivered by protons divided 
by the sum of the dose equivalent delivered by all secondary and tertiary charged 
particles whose transport is enabled. 
 
Also note that further to the response metrics calculated above for each particle type, the 
proton edge lineal energy is computed from the proton pulse height tally using the 
methodology presented in Figure 4.14. 
 
 The response metrics that have been listed in this section will allow for the 
directional dependence of the dose equivalent response and sensitivity of each TEPC 
instrument listed in Table 4.6 to be quantified for the 252Cf – D2O moderated, 252Cf, and 
241Am – Be neutron energy spectra.  These metrics will be used to describe and compare 
the performance of these instruments in the aforementioned fields.  For instance, these 
metrics are used to understand why, for a particular neutron energy spectrum, a particular 
TEPC design offers a high dose equivalent response and has a dose equivalent response 




 Chapter 4 commenced with a presentation of the methodology used to select a 
three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport code to model the performance of 
established and next-generation TEPC designs in low energy neutron workplace fields.  
The next topic of discussion was the methodology used to design two next-generation 
TEPCs that seek to satisfy the design goals stated in Sections 1.3 and 3.3.  The third 
major topic covered in this chapter was the study that sought to exhibit the ability of the 
PHITS version 2.24 code to model the response of a complex TEPC design in low energy 
neutron workplace fields.  The final portion of this chapter presented the methodology 
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used to quantify the directional dependence of the dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity of the four TEPC instruments listed in Table 4.6 for the 252Cf – D2O 
moderated, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra as these well-known spectra are 
deemed to be representative of the polyenergetic neutron spectra present in nuclear power 
plant workplaces. 
 
 Chapter 5 will present the directional dependence of the dose equivalent response 
and sensitivity of the four TEPC instruments listed in Table 4.6 for the above stated 
neutron fields and will evaluate the overall performance of the two next-generation 

























Results and Discussion 
 
 Chapter 4 presented the conceptual designs of the next-generation CMETEPC and 
QITEPC instruments.  Sections 1.3 and 3.3 list the design goals that these two counter 
designs must meet in order to be used as area monitors in low energy neutron workplace 
fields.  These design goals state that in the aforementioned fields, the CMETEPC and 
QITEPC must offer the same or better dose equivalent response and sensitivity relative to 
that offered by the standard TEPC design (spherical TEPC with 5 inch diameter) albeit 
with a much smaller physical size.  Table 4.6 indicates that the CMETEPC and QITEPC 
have a physical volume that is 7% and 19%, respectively, of the physical volume of the 
standard TEPC design and so these two next-generation instruments satisfy one of the 
three design goals just stated.  In order to ensure that these two TEPCs offer the same or 
better dose equivalent response and sensitivity relative to that offered by the standard 
TEPC design, three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations were 
performed using the PHITS v. 2.24 code.  The first section in this chapter will present the 
directional dependence of the dose equivalent response and sensitivity of two established 
TEPC designs, namely the standard TEPC design and METEPC, and of the two next-
generation TEPC designs in the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be polyenergetic neutron 
fields.  The second section of this chapter will evaluate the overall performance of the two 
next-generation TEPC designs in the aforementioned fields. 
 
5.1 Directional Dependence of Established and Next-Generation Tissue 
 Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs 
 
 The following items describe the performance of the standard TEPC design, 
METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC for the 252Cf – D2O neutron energy spectrum: 
 
• Table 5.1 describes the directional dependence of these instruments by listing the 




• Figures 5.1 – 5.4 display the dose distributions of these instruments for the 
aforementioned spectrum for the four irradiation modes 
 
• Tables 5.2 and 5.3 describe the directional dependence of the secondary charged 
particle-specific response metrics, shown in Section 4.9, for each irradiation 
mode.  Note that it was found that for each neutron energy spectra and irradiation 
mode, the contribution to the total absorbed dose and dose equivalent measured by 
the sensitive volume(s) of the TEPC instruments made by secondary alpha 
particles and tertiary electrons and positrons were found to be less than 2%.  
Therefore, the response metrics for these particles are not reported 
 
The sequence of data shown above will also be given for the 252Cf and 241Am – Be 
neutron energy spectra. 
 
 The following summarizes the nomenclature used in the tables. 
 
Primary Response Metrics 
Fy  = frequency mean lineal energy 
Dy  = dose mean lineal energy 
Φ
D  = absorbed dose per unit neutron fluence 
Q  = mean quality factor 
QR  = quality factor response 
HR  = dose equivalent response 
S  = sensitivity 
Secondary Charged Particle Response Metrics 
edgeprotony  = proton edge lineal energy 
proton
Q  = mean quality factor for secondary protons 
nuclei
Q  = mean quality factor of secondary 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei 
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proton,Df  = fraction of total absorbed dose delivered by secondary protons 
nuclei,Df  = fraction of total absorbed dose delivered by secondary 
12C, 14N, and 
16O recoil nuclei 
proton,Hf  = fraction of total dose equivalent delivered by secondary protons 
nuclei,Hf  = fraction of total dose equivalent delivered by secondary 
12C, 14N, and 


























D  (Gy cm2) Q  QR  HR  S   
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 24.20 ± 0.40 
 
71.13 ± 4.69 
 
5.60 × 10-12 ± 
7.97 × 10-14 
12.71 ± 0.32 
 
1.32 ± 0.03 
 
0.66 ± 0.02 
 
254.90 ± 7.64 
 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 19.72 ± 0.13 
 
62.73 ± 1.54 
 
7.02 × 10-12 ± 
3.88 × 10-14 
11.39 ± 0.12 
 
1.18 ± 0.01 
 
0.74 ± 0.01 
 
350.45 ± 4.22 
 
+y 22.72 ± 0.18 
 
85.61 ± 2.17 
 
6.84 × 10-12 ± 
4.76 × 10-14 
14.38 ± 0.17 
 
1.49 ± 0.02 
 
0.91 ± 0.01 
 
241.05 ± 3.39 
 
+z 19.88 ± 0.13 
 
65.78 ± 1.77 
 
7.07 × 10-12 ± 
3.99 × 10-14 
11.44 ± 0.12 
 
1.19 ± 0.01 
 
0.75 ± 0.01 
 
346.09 ± 4.21 
 
45o 22.19 ± 0.16 75.32 ± 1.82 7.92 × 10-12 ± 
4.92 × 10-14  
13.00 ± 0.14 1.35 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.01 273.00 ± 3.54 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 17.83 ± 0.11 
 
61.75 ± 1.51 
 
7.51 × 10-12 ± 
4.01 × 10-14 
11.16 ± 0.11 
 
1.16 ± 0.01 
 
0.78 ± 0.01 
 
395.75 ± 4.60 
 
+y 21.61 ± 0.13 
 
88.24 ± 1.74 
 
6.20 × 10-12 ± 
3.32 × 10-14 
14.12 ± 0.13 
 
1.47 ± 0.01 
 
0.81 ± 0.01 
 
258.09 ± 2.79 
 
+z 17.61 ± 0.11 
 
60.35 ± 1.44 
 
7.08 × 10-12 ± 
3.85 × 10-14 
11.18 ± 0.11 
 
1.16 ± 0.01 
 
0.73 ± 0.01 
 
399.92 ± 4.77 
 
45o 20.67 ± 0.13 72.44 ± 1.54 8.27 × 10-12 ± 
4.54 × 10-14 




+x 24.31 ± 0.21 
 
73.85 ± 2.44 
 
6.83 × 10-12 ± 
5.03 × 10-14 
12.71 ± 0.16 
 
1.32 ± 0.02 
 
0.81 ± 0.01 
 
250.88 ± 3.87 
 
+y 25.00 ± 0.21 
 
82.34 ± 2.95 
 
6.70 × 10-12 ± 
4.92 × 10-14 
12.84 ± 0.16 
 
1.33 ± 0.02 
 
0.80 ± 0.01 
 
241.53 ± 3.64 
 
+z 24.28 ± 0.20 
 
72.40 ± 2.49 
 
6.84 × 10-12 ± 
4.99 × 10-14 
12.84 ± 0.16 
 
1.34 ± 0.02 
 
0.82 ± 0.01 
 
248.60 ± 3.80 
 
45o 23.75 ± 0.30 77.94 ± 3.97 7.54 × 10-12 ± 
8.37 × 10-14 
12.82 ± 0.25 1.33 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.02 254.65 ± 5.85 





Figure 5.1 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf – D2O 





Figure 5.2 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf – D2O 





Figure 5.3 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf – D2O 






Figure 5.4 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf – D2O 










Q  proton,Df  nuclei,Df  proton,Hf  nuclei,Hf  
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 113.72 12.30 ± 0.29 16.09 ± 1.97 0.89 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.02 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 95.79 10.69 ± 0.10 16.81 ± 0.75 0.88 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.004 0.83 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 
+y 115 14.09 ± 0.16 16.18 ± 0.75 0.86 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.004 0.85 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 
+z 95.79 10.70 ± 0.10 16.88 ± 0.76 0.88 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.004 0.82 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 
45o 100.13 12.50 ± 0.13 16.76 ± 0.78 0.88 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.004 0.85 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.0088 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 92.39 10.43 ± 0.10 16.88 ± 0.73 0.88 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.004 0.82 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 
+y 116.12 13.77 ± 0.12 16.16 ± 0.53 0.85 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.004 0.83 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 
+z 92.39 10.43 ± 0.10 17.10 ± 0.75 0.88 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.004 0.82 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 
45o 101.14 12.40 ± 0.12 16.86 ± 0.70 0.88 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.0034 0.85 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 118.99 12.20 ± 0.14 16.54 ± 0.99 0.88 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 
+y 118.99 12.40 ± 0.14 15.88 ± 0.92 0.87 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 
+z 118.99 12.35 ± 0.15 16.71 ± 1.00 0.89 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01 
45o 113.72 12.29 ± 0.21 16.34 ± 1.40 0.87 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.02 
Table 5.2 Directional Dependence of Secondary Charged Particle Response Metrics for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf – 
D2O Neutron Energy Spectrum
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Mode Proton Yield (%) 12C, 14N, and 16O Yield (%) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 94.76 ± 1.14 5.24 ± 0.20 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 94.51 ± 0.43 5.49 ± 0.08 
+y 91.43 ± 0.49 8.57 ± 0.11 
+z 94.79 ± 0.44 5.21 ± 0.08 
45o 93.94 ± 0.47 6.06 ± 0.09 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 94.56 ± 0.42 5.44 ± 0.07 
+y 90.77 ± 0.36 9.23 ± 0.09 
+z 94.57 ± 0.43 5.43 ± 0.08 
45o 93.91 ± 0.42 6.09 ± 0.08 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 95.39 ± 0.59 4.61 ± 0.10 
+y 95.42 ± 0.57 4.58 ± 0.09 
+z 95.32 ± 0.59 4.68 ± 0.10 
45o 95.02 ± 0.86 4.98 ± 0.14 
Table 5.3 Proton and Heavy Recoil Nuclei Yield for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 













D  (Gy cm2) Q  QR  HR  S   
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 32.68 ± 0.30 
 
82.63 ± 2.95 
 
2.15 ×10-11 ± 
1.68 × 10-13 
13.77 ± 0.18 
 
0.79 ± 0.01 
 
0.76 ± 0.01 
 
174.27 ± 2.78 
 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 28.07 ± 0.10 
 
67.15 ± 0.82 
 
2.70 ×10-11 ± 
7.87 × 10-14 
12.46 ± 0.06 
 
0.71 ± 0.004 
 
0.86 ± 0.005 
 
225.22 ± 1.40 
 
+y 41.94 ± 0.20 
 
97.46 ± 1.20 
 
2.40 ×10-11 ± 
9.52 × 10-14 
16.30 ± 0.10 
 
0.92 ± 0.006 
 
1.00 ± 0.008 
 
115.17 ± 0.90 
 
+z 27.77 ± 0.10 
 
67.52 ± 0.84 
 
2.69 ×10-11 ± 
7.89 × 10-14 
12.38 ± 0.06 
 
0.71 ± 0.004 
 
0.85 ± 0.005 
 
228.98 ± 1.43 
 
45o 33.08 ± 0.13 78.03 ± 0.89 2.75 × 10-11 ± 
8.93 × 10-14 
14.17 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.0044 1.00 ± 0.0063 168.00 ± 1.13 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 27.27 ± 0.09 
 
65.34 ± 0.73 
 
2.87 ×10-11 ± 
8.06 × 10-14 
12.22 ± 0.06 
 
0.70 ± 0.004 
 
0.90 ± 0.005 
 
236.32 ± 1.42 
 
+y 42.22 ± 0.16 
 
101.90 ± 0.99 
 
2.16 ×10-11 ± 
6.68 × 10-14 
16.12 ± 0.08 
 
0.92 ± 0.004 
 
0.89 ± 0.005 
 
115.72 ± 0.70 
 
+z 26.86 ± 0.10 
 
64.45 ± 0.75 
 
2.73 ×10-11 ± 
7.81 × 10-14 
12.18 ± 0.06 
 
0.69 ± 0.004 
 
0.85 ± 0.01 
 
240.63 ± 1.48 
 
45o 32.54 ± 0.11 78.11 ± 0.81 2.78 × 10-11 ± 
8.08 × 10-14 
13.99 ± 0.07 0.80 ± 0.0039 0.99 ± 0.0057 173.03 ± 1.04 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 32.40 ± 0.15 
 
84.10 ± 1.51 
 
2.67 ×10-11 ± 
1.06 × 10-13 
13.78 ± 0.10 
 
0.79 ± 0.005 
 
0.94 ± 0.007 
 




+y 32.33 ± 0.14 
 
83.79 ± 1.46 
 
2.57 ×10-11 ± 
9.72 × 10-14 
13.75 ± 0.09 
 
0.78 ± 0.005 
 
0.90 ± 0.007 
 
174.38 ± 1.34 
 
+z 32.35 ± 0.15 
 
82.47 ± 1.50 
 
2.65 ×10-11 ± 
1.05 × 10-13 
13.81 ± 0.09 
 
0.79 ± 0.005 
 
0.94 ± 0.007 
 
173.51 ± 1.40 
 
45o 32.39 ± 0.22 81.82 ± 2.27 2.81 × 10-11 ± 
1.63 × 10-13 
13.89 ± 0.13 0.79 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 172.37 ± 2.04 












Figure 5.5 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf Neutron 




Figure 5.6 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf Neutron 






Figure 5.7 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf Neutron 






Figure 5.8 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 252Cf Neutron 










Q  proton,Df  nuclei,Df  proton,Hf  nuclei,Hf  
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 118.99 13.28 ± 0.16 17.10 ± 1.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.005 0.85 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 95.79 11.66 ± 0.06 18.02 ± 0.39 0.88 ± 0.003 0.12 ± 0.002 0.82 ± 0.007 0.18 ± 0.005 
+y 131.97 16.02 ± 0.10 17.81 ± 0.39 0.84 ± 0.005 0.15 ± 0.003 0.83 ± 0.009 0.17 ± 0.005 
+z 95.79 11.61 ± 0.06 17.87 ± 0.39 0.88 ± 0.003 0.12 ± 0.002 0.82 ± 0.007 0.18 ± 0.005 
45o 104.87 13.63 ± 0.07 17.97 ± 0.40 0.88 ± 0.0038 0.12 ± 0.0020 0.84 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.0043 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 92.39 11.39 ± 0.05 18.01 ± 0.37 0.88 ± 0.003 0.12 ± 0.002 0.82 ± 0.007 0.18 ± 0.005 
+y 121.57 15.77 ± 0.08 17.70 ± 0.28 0.82 ± 0.004 0.17 ± 0.002 0.81 ± 0.007 0.19 ± 0.004 
+z 92.39 11.39 ± 0.05 17.96 ± 0.39 0.88 ± 0.003 0.12 ± 0.002 0.82 ± 0.007 0.17 ± 0.005 
45o 105.97 13.46 ± 0.06 17.70 ± 0.36 0.88 ± 0.0034 0.12 ± 0.0018 0.85 ± 0.0068 0.15 ± 0.0039 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 118.99 13.25 ± 0.08 17.18 ± 0.50 0.87 ± 0.005 0.13 ± 0.003 0.84 ± 0.009 0.16 ± 0.006 
+y 118.99 13.21 ± 0.08 17.28 ± 0.48 0.87 ± 0.004 0.13 ± 0.003 0.84 ± 0.009 0.16 ± 0.006 
+z 118.99 13.29 ± 0.08 17.35 ± 0.51 0.87 ± 0.005 0.12 ± 0.003 0.84 ± 0.009 0.16 ± 0.006 
45o 118.99 13.40 ± 0.12 17.25 ± 0.76 0.88 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.0040 0.85 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 




Mode Proton Yield (%) 12C, 14N, and 16O Yield (%) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 96.73 ± 0.68 3.27 ± 0.09 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 95.81 ± 0.26 4.19 ± 0.04 
+y 92.34 ± 0.35 7.66 ± 0.08 
+z 95.89 ± 0.26 4.11 ± 0.04 
45o 95.16 ± 0.29 4.84 ± 0.05 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 95.67 ± 0.25 4.33 ± 0.04 
+y 91.18 ± 0.27 8.82 ± 0.06 
+z 95.76 ± 0.25 4.24 ± 0.04 
45o 95.00 ± 0.26 5.00 ± 0.04 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 96.52 ± 0.34 3.48 ± 0.05 
+y 96.55 ± 0.33 3.45 ± 0.04 
+z 96.54 ± 0.34 3.46 ± 0.05 
45o 96.52 ± 0.51 3.48 ± 0.07 
Table 5.6 Proton and Heavy Recoil Nuclei Yield for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 









D  (Gy cm2) Q  QR  HR  S   
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 22.55 ± 0.18 
 
88.48 ± 3.72 
 
2.82 × 10-11 ± 
2.00 × 10-13 
10.42 ± 0.13 
 
0.74 ± 0.01 
 
0.73 ± 0.01 
 
333.84 ± 5.02 
 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 19.81 ± 0.06 
 
74.10 ± 1.03 
 
3.69 × 10-11 ± 
9.68 × 10-14 
9.73 ± 0.05 
 
0.69 ± 0.004 
 
0.89 ± 0.005 
 
408.62 ± 2.41 
 
+y 31.84 ± 0.13 
 
102.90 ± 1.46 
 
3.33 × 10-11 ± 
1.15 × 10-13 
13.27 ± 0.08 
 
0.94 ± 0.005 
 
1.11 ± 0.008 
 
186.29 ± 1.29 
 
+z 19.63 ± 0.06 
 
74.12 ± 1.04 
 
3.68 × 10-11 ± 
9.66 × 10-14 
9.70 ± 0.05 
 
0.69 ± 0.004 
 
0.89 ± 0.005 
 
413.48 ± 2.45 
 
45o 23.78 ± 0.08 84.41 ± 1.17 3.74 × 10-11 ± 
1.08 × 10-13 
11.25 ± 0.06 0.80 ± 0.0042 1.05 ± 0.0063 294.33 ± 1.82 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 19.31 ± 0.06 
 
73.51 ± 0.98 
 
3.91 × 10-11 ± 
9.98 × 10-14 
9.68 ± 0.05 
 
0.69 ± 0.003 
 
0.94 ± 0.005 
 
421.40 ± 2.43 
 
+y 32.32 ± 0.10 
 
108.06 ± 1.15 
 
3.04 × 10-11 ± 
8.15 × 10-14 
13.29 ± 0.06 
 
0.94 ± 0.004 
 
1.00 ± 0.005 
 
183.36 ± 0.98 
 
+z 19.11 ± 0.06 
 
72.59 ± 0.98 
 
3.76 × 10-11 ± 
9.72 × 10-14 
9.65 ± 0.05 
 
0.68 ± 0.004 
 
0.90 ± 0.005 
 
427.06 ± 2.50 
 
45o 23.49 ± 0.07 82.69 ± 0.99 3.80 × 10-11 ± 
9.71 × 10-14 
11.24 ± 0.05 0.80 ± 0.0037 1.06 ± 0.0056 298.30 ± 1.64 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 22.51 ± 0.09 
 
95.88 ± 2.08 
 
3.66 × 10-11 ± 
1.33 × 10-13 
10.50 ± 0.07 
 
0.74 ± 0.005 
 
0.96 ± 0.007 
 




+y 22.41 ± 0.09 
 
92.87 ± 1.84 
 
3.56 × 10-11 ± 
1.21 × 10-13 
10.46 ± 0.06 
 
0.74 ± 0.005 
 
0.93 ± 0.006 
 
330.72 ± 2.36 
 
+z 22.40 ± 0.09 
 
91.47 ± 1.88 
 
3.65 × 10-11 ± 
1.29 × 10-13 
10.51 ± 0.07 
 
0.74 ± 0.005 
 
0.95 ± 0.007 
 
329.39 ± 2.47 
 
45o 22.59 ± 0.14 94.40 ± 2.89 3.84 × 10-11 ± 
2.06 × 10-13 
10.56 ± 0.10 0.75 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01 325.08 ± 3.66 





Figure 5.9 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 241Am – Be 





Figure 5.10 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 241Am – Be 





Figure 5.11 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 241Am – Be 






Figure 5.12 Dose Distributions for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 241Am – Be 










Q  proton,Df  nuclei,Df  proton,Hf  nuclei,Hf  
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 94.74 9.55 ± 0.10 15.71 ± 0.93 0.87 ± 0.008 0.13 ± 0.006 0.79 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.01 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 91.58 8.55 ± 0.04 16.89 ± 0.35 0.86 ± 0.003 0.13 ± 0.002 0.76 ± 0.006 0.22 ± 0.006 
+y 109.87 12.67 ± 0.07 16.30 ± 0.37 0.84 ± 0.004 0.15 ± 0.003 0.80 ± 0.007 0.19 ± 0.005 
+z 91.58 8.51 ± 0.04 16.92 ± 0.35 0.86 ± 0.003 0.13 ± 0.002 0.75 ± 0.006 0.23 ± 0.006 
45o 95.79 10.36 ± 0.05 16.63 ± 0.37 0.86 ± 0.0031 0.13 ± 0.0021 0.79 ± 0.0067 0.19 ± 0.0054 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 88.33 8.42 ± 0.04 17.13 ± 0.34 0.86 ± 0.003 0.13 ± 0.002 0.75 ± 0.006 0.24 ± 0.006 
+y 105.97 12.61 ± 0.05 16.36 ± 0.26 0.82 ± 0.003 0.17 ± 0.002 0.78 ± 0.006 0.21 ± 0.004 
+z 88.33 8.43 ± 0.04 17.03 ± 0.35 0.86 ± 0.003 0.13 ± 0.002 0.75 ± 0.006 0.23 ± 0.006 
45o 96.57 10.35 ± 0.04 16.79 ± 0.33 0.86 ± 0.0028 0.13 ± 0.0018 0.80 ± 0.0060 0.19 ± 0.0047 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 103.95 9.60 ± 0.05 15.52 ± 0.44 0.85 ± 0.004 0.14 ± 0.003 0.78 ± 0.008 0.20 ± 0.007 
+y 99.25 9.57 ± 0.05 15.59 ± 0.42 0.86 ± 0.004 0.13 ± 0.003 0.78 ± 0.008 0.20 ± 0.007 
+z 103.95 9.63 ± 0.05 15.62 ± 0.45 0.86 ± 0.004 0.13 ± 0.003 0.79 ± 0.008 0.20 ± 0.007 
45o 99.25 9.67 ± 0.08 15.53 ± 0.65 0.86 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.0043 0.78 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 
Table 5.8 Directional Dependence of Secondary Charged Particle Response Metrics for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 241Am – 
Be Neutron Energy Spectrum 
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Mode Proton Yield (%) 12C, 14N, and 16O Yield (%) 
Instrument: 5” Standard TEPC 
- 98.44 ± 0.50 1.56 ± 0.05 
Instrument: METEPC 
+x 98.05 ± 0.19 1.95 ± 0.02 
+y 96.39 ± 0.27 3.61 ± 0.04 
+z 98.06 ± 0.19 1.94 ± 0.02 
45o 97.71 ± 0.22 2.29 ± 0.02 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
+x 97.94 ± 0.19 2.06 ± 0.02 
+y 95.75 ± 0.21 4.25 ± 0.03 
+z 97.97 ± 0.19 2.03 ± 0.02 
45o 97.62 ± 0.19 2.38 ± 0.02 
Instrument: QITEPC 
+x 98.34 ± 0.25 1.66 ± 0.02 
+y 98.38 ± 0.24 1.62 ± 0.02 
+z 98.36 ± 0.25 1.64 ± 0.02 
45o 98.29 ± 0.37 1.71 ± 0.04 
Table 5.9 Proton and Heavy Recoil Nuclei Yield for TEPC Instruments Irradiated by 
241Am – Be Neutron Energy Spectrum 
 
 The primary response metrics for each TEPC instrument has been presented for 
the three neutron energy spectra of interest to this thesis and the listing of these numerical 
results reveal that some counter designs perform better than other designs in terms of dose 
equivalent response and sensitivity.  The qualitative justification for these findings will 
now be the subject of discussion.  For the +x and +z irradiation modes, Table 5.10 ranks 
the four TEPC instruments in terms of their dose equivalent response and sensitivity from 









4. 5” Standard TEPC 
1. CMETEPC 
2. METEPC 
3. QITEPC and 5” Standard TEPC (tie) 
Table 5.10 Ranking (Highest to Lowest) of TEPC Instruments in terms of Dose 
Equivalent Response and Sensitivity for +x and +z Irradiation Modes 
 
In order to justify the dose equivalent response ranking, Equations 2.17 and 2.19 
state that in order for a counter to possess a high dose equivalent response, the counter 
must have two characteristics: 
 
(1) have a large absorbed dose delivered to its sensitive volume(s) and  
 
(2) have secondary charged particles, that traverse its sensitive volume(s), possess a 
large mean quality factor 
 
In order for a counter to possess these two characteristics, it must be acknowledged that, 
in reference to the illustrations of the four TEPC instruments in Figure 4.8, it is 
imperative that the counter contains multiple sensitive gas cavities each of which is 
surrounded by Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic.  The rationale for this design 
feature lies in the fact that in order for incident neutrons to travel from one end of the 
counter to the other, they must traverse several layers of high density tissue equivalent 
plastic.  As each incident neutron traverse each plastic layer, their kinetic energy will be 
successively degraded which in turn will enable the production of multiple secondary 
charged particles, which have a large stopping power, and their subsequent transport 
through the sensitive volumes of this counter.  Figure 4.24 illustrates that for the +x and 
+z irradiation modes, the METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC offer this design feature.  
However, Figure 4.3 illustrates that the standard TEPC design does not offer this feature 
as incident neutrons must traverse only one layer of tissue equivalent plastic in order to 
go from one end of the counter to the other.  Further to the METEPC, CMETEPC, and 
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QITEPC offering several layers of plastic to degrade the kinetic energy of incident 
neutrons, the severity of this degradation can be further enhanced by having the total 
mass of the tissue equivalent plastic wall in the counter design be as large as possible.  
The reason for this lies in the fact that the total reaction rate for incident neutrons in the 
wall of the counter design is directly proportional, to the first order, to the total mass of 
the wall in this counter.  Therefore, a higher wall reaction rate will lead to a more 
significant decrease in the kinetic energy of the incident neutrons as they traverse the 
counter design.  Table 4.6 shows that of the three above stated multi-element counter 
designs, the QITEPC offers the largest wall mass followed by the CMETEPC which in 
turn is followed by the METEPC.  It has now been established that a multi-element TEPC 
instrument must have a large wall mass in order for it to achieve the first characteristic 
listed on the previous page which is that the counter must have a large absorbed dose 
delivered to its sensitive volumes. 
 
The second characteristic of a counter with a large dose equivalent response is to have the 
secondary charged particles that traverse its sensitive volume(s) possess a large mean 
quality factor.  What is central to achieving this characteristic is to have the mean chord 
length of the simulated microscopic tissue volume closely approximate the average 
distance that secondary charged particles, that traverse a sensitive volume, would have 
traversed in the corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  The following points discuss 
how well each of the four TEPC instruments that are the subject of this discussion 
achieves this approximation: 
 
• The microscopic tissue volumes that are simulated by the sensitive volumes of the 
METEPC and CMETEPC are cylinders whose heights are significantly larger than 
their diameters.  Bearing in mind that the spatial extents of these cylinders are 
different along the radial and axial axes, if random particle tracks traverse these 
cylinders, the track length distribution will vary widely due to the large distances 
that can be travelled along the axial axis.  As per the discussion pertaining to 
Figure 4.20, for the +x and +z irradiation modes, it can be hypothesized that the 
number of tracks that travel these large chord lengths are small.  Despite this, the 
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mean chord length will be skewed towards these large distances and will therefore 
be larger than the average distance these particles actually travel in the cylindrical 
sites.  Nevertheless, the mean chord length is still used to quantify the distance 
that secondary charged particles, that traverse the sensitive volumes of the 
METEPC and CMETEPC, would have travelled in the corresponding mircoscopic 
tissue volume.  As a result, the lineal energies calculated for these traversing 
particles will under predict their true stopping power and will therefore lead to an 
under prediction of their true quality factors  
 
• The sensitive volume(s) of the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs each simulate 
a spherical microscopic tissue volume.  Unlike the microscopic cylindrical 
volumes simulated by the sensitive volumes in the METEPC and CMETEPC, the 
spatial extents of the spherical microscopic tissue volumes are the same along all 
axes.  As a result, the track length distribution of particles traversing a spherical 
site will not vary as widely as the distribution found from an elongated cylindrical 
site.  For the secondary charged particles that traverse the sensitive volume(s) of 
the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs, if their range in the corresponding 
microscopic tissue volume exceeds the diameter of the volume, then the mean 
chord length of the spherical site will closely approximate the average distance 
particles will travel in the site.  For these particles, their lineal energy will provide 
an adequate estimate of their stopping power which in turn will allow for an 
adequate estimate of their true quality factors 
 
The comments made above are verified by the data shown in Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7 
whereby, for the +x and +z irradiation modes, the standard TEPC and QITEPC measure 
the highest quality factors, followed by the METEPC which in turn is closely followed by 
the CMETEPC. 
 
It has been established that in order for a TEPC to possess a high dose equivalent 
response, the absorbed dose per unit fluence delivered to its sensitive volume(s) must be 
large and the mean quality factor of secondary charged particles that traverse its sensitive 
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volume(s) must also be large.  Bearing in mind the discussion that detailed the 
characteristics a TEPC must have in order to satisfy these two prerequisite conditions, the 
QITEPC was shown to be the instrument that (a) offers the largest wall mass of all three 
multi-element instruments analyzed and (b) contains gas cavities that simulate a spherical 
microscopic tissue volume.  It is for these reasons that, as per the ranking in Table 5.10, 
the QITEPC offers the highest dose equivalent response.  The CMETEPC and METEPC 
provide the second and third largest wall mass respectively and it is for this reason, 
despite the shortcomings associated with having their sensitive volumes simulate 
microscopic cylindrical sites, that these counter designs offer the second and third largest 
dose equivalent response respectively.  As discussed at the beginning of this analysis, the 
standard TEPC design is not a multi-element instrument which does not enable the 
delivery of a large absorbed dose to its sensitive gas cavity.  It is for this reason, despite 
the fact that its gas cavity simulates a spherical microscopic tissue volume, that the 
standard TEPC design possesses the smallest dose equivalent response of all four 
instruments analyzed in this investigation. 
 
 The sensitivity ranking shown in Table 5.10 is justified by acknowledging that the 
sensitivity of a TEPC is a measure of the counts recorded by the instrument.  With 
reference to Figure 2.4, the total number of counts is equal to the number of crossers, 
stoppers, starters, and insiders that traverse the sensitive volume(s) of the TEPC.  The 
sensitivity of a TEPC is a function of two quantities: (1) the cumulative surface area of its 
sensitive volume(s) and (2) the total mass of gas in its sensitive volume(s).  The 
dependency on these quantities can be understood by comparing two TEPC instruments.  
If the sensitive volumes of the two TEPCs have the same cumulative surface area, it can 
then be assumed that an equal number of crossers and stoppers (i.e. secondary charged 
particles emanating from the walls of the instrument) will traverse the gas cavities of 
these counters.  In addition to this, since the reaction rate for a material is dependent on 
the mass of the material, to the first order, it is understood that if total mass of gas that 
fills the sensitive volumes of the two TEPCs is the same, then the total reaction rate for 
the gas cavities of the two TEPCs will be similar.  As a result, an equal number of starters 
and insiders (i.e. secondary charged particles that are created in a gas cavity) will be 
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created in the gas cavities of the two TEPC designs.  As a result of the two TEPC designs 
possessing the same sensitivity-dependent design features, it follows that these 
instruments will possess similar sensitivity.  Bearing this in mind, the following ranks the 
four TEPC instruments in terms of cumulative sensitive volume surface area and total 
mass of gas, from highest to lowest, with the aid of the data shown in Table 4.6: 
 
Cumulative Sensitive Volume Surface Area Total Mass of Gas in Sensitive Volumes 
1. Standard TEPC Design, 
CMETEPC, METEPC (tie) 
 
2. QITEPC 
1. CMETEPC, METEPC (tie) 
 
2. Standard TEPC Design, QITEPC 
(tie) 
 
In light of the sensitivity dependencies discussed above, it follows that for the +x and +z 
irradiation modes, the CMETEPC and METEPC will measure the highest sensitivities 
followed by the standard TEPC design and QITEPC. 
 
 The analysis thus far has focused on the performance of the four TEPC 
instruments for the +x and +z irradiation modes.  Figure 4.24 illustrates how these 
irradiation modes differ from the +y irradiation mode for the METEPC and CMETEPC 
and these differences are highlighted below: 
 
• In the +x and +z irradiation modes, the bulk of the tissue equivalent wall of the 
two counter designs faces the expanded and aligned planar neutron source.  The 
large mass of these walls and their correspondingly large reaction rates will result 
in a large number of crossers and stoppers to enter the sensitive volumes of these 
instruments thereby enabling the METEPC and CMETEPC to offer large 
sensitivities for the three incident neutron energy spectra 
 
• In the +y irradiation mode, the front and back face, respectively, of the METEPC 
and CMETEPC are irradiated.  Here, the caps that enclose the sensitive volumes 
of these two counters, that are composed of Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent 
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plastic and Delrin plastic, bear the sole responsibility for moderating the incident 
neutrons as they traverse the counters 
 
The total mass of the end caps for the METEPC and CMETEPC is 2.81 × 10-3 kg and 
8.30 × 10-4 kg respectively (see Appendix E for the calculation of these quantities).  For 
these instruments, their total end cap mass is significantly smaller than their mass of the 
wall, as per the data shown in Table 4.6.  It is for this reason that the dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity of the METEPC and CMETEPC instruments will exhibit a 
directional dependence when respectively irradiated by the three neutron energy spectra.  
Note that due to the isotropic shape of the standard TEPC design and the approximately 
isotropic shape of the QITEPC design result in these two instruments not possessing this 
directional dependence and this is confirmed by the dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity listings in Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7.  Table 5.11 ranks the four TEPC 
instruments, from highest to lowest, in terms of their dose equivalent response and 



















Dose Equivalent Response Ranking Sensitivity Ranking 
Neutron Energy Spectrum: 252Cf – D2O 
1. METEPC 
2. CMETEPC  
3. QITEPC 
4. 5” Standard TEPC 
1. CMETEPC 
2. 5” Standard TEPC 
3. METEPC and QITEPC (tie) 




4. 5” Standard TEPC 
1. QITEPC and 5” Standard TEPC (tie) 
2. METEPC and CMETEPC (tie) 




4. 5” Standard TEPC 
1. QITEPC and 5” Standard TEPC (tie) 
2. METEPC and CMETEPC (tie) 
Table 5.11 Ranking (Highest to Lowest) of TEPC Instruments in terms of Dose 
Equivalent Response and Sensitivity for +y Irradiation Mode 
 
 The discussion in Table 2.2 states that for the three neutron energy spectra, elastic 
scattering is the dominant interaction mechanism for neutrons incident on Shonka A 150 
tissue equivalent plastic and propane-based tissue equivalent gas.  Figure 5.13 displays 
the microscopic elastic scatter cross section for the constituent isotopes of tissue 
equivalent materials as a function of incident neutron kinetic energy and it is this figure 







Figure 5.13 Microscopic Elastic Scatter Cross Section for Constituent Isotopes of 
Tissue Equivalent Materials as a function of Incident Neutron Kinetic Energy (National 
Nuclear Data Center (2012)) 
 
 Based on the discussion immediately prior to the introduction of Table 5.11, it is 
anticipated that the small mass of the end caps of the METEPC and CMETEPC will not 
enable a large absorbed dose and dose equivalent to be delivered to the sensitive volumes 
of these two instruments.  Despite this, Table 5.11 shows that the METEPC and 
CMETEPC do possess dose equivalent responses that do not necessarily rank as the 
lowest amongst the four instruments for all three neutron energy spectra.  The reasons for 
this are two-fold and are described below: 
 
• The more massive a moderating medium is, such as the wall of the standard TEPC 
and QITEPC designs, the more degraded the incident neutron kinetic energy will 
be after passing through this medium.  Figure 5.13 illustrates that as the incident 
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neutron energy decreases, the elastic scattering cross section for 1H rapidly 
increases.  However, the end caps of the METEPC and CMETEPC cannot offer 
such moderation.  As a result, when neutrons are incident on the front or back face 
of the two aforementioned instruments, the neutron energy spectrum that enters 
the sensitive volumes of these counters will not be significantly moderated.  
Under such a circumstance, Figure 5.13 shows that the elastic scattering with 12C, 
14N, and 16O nuclei becomes a prominent component of the total reaction rate in 
the sensitive volumes.  These incoming neutrons will take advantage of the broad 
shoulder and resonance structure of the microscopic elastic scatter cross sections 
for the aforementioned heavy nuclei.  As a result, relative to the standard TEPC 
and QITEPC designs, the 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei yield and their 
contribution to the total absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered to the 
sensitive volumes of the METEPC and CMETEPC are measurably larger and this 
is verified by the data shown in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, and 5.9.  Due to the 
large mass of these heavy recoil nuclei and their resultantly large stopping powers, 
this enables the absorbed dose delivered to the sensitive volumes of the METEPC 
and CMETEPC in the +y irradiation mode to closely approximate the absorbed 
dose delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of the standard TEPC and QITEPC 
designs 
 
• In order for traversing secondary charged particles to possess a large mean quality 
factor, Equation 2.16 indicates that a high frequency of particles with large lineal 
energies must traverse the sensitive volumes of the counter.  Section 2.1.11 states 
that for TEPCs with cylindrical sensitive volumes, the proton edge lineal energy 
will be larger than that of TEPCs with spherical sensitive volumes and this is 
attributed to recoil 1H nuclei travelling large distances along the axial axis of the 
cylinders.  The data in Tables 5.2, 5.5, and 5.8 shows that the proton edge lineal 
energies for the METEPC and CMETEPC are larger than those for the standard 
TEPC and QITEPC designs.  Figures 5.2, 5.6, and 5.10 illustrate that for the 
METEPC and CMETEPC, the frequency of particles with lineal energies close to 
the proton edge lineal energy and their contribution to the total absorbed dose 
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delivered to the sensitive volumes of these two instruments are significant.  As a 
result, the mean quality factors of the METEPC and CMETEPC are larger than 
those of the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs and this is verified by the data 
shown in Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7 for the +y irradiation mode 
 
The two above stated features of the METEPC and CMETEPC account for their ability to 
possess dose equivalent responses, for the +y irradiation mode, that are competitive with 
those offered by the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs. 
 
 The primary moderating media of the METEPC and CMETEPC is identified 
depending on the irradiation mode.  For the +x and +z irradiation modes, the Shonka A 
150 tissue equivalent plastic wall of these two instruments constitute the primary 
moderating medium that softens the incident neutron energy spectrum since the wall is 
the entity that is exposed to the expanded and aligned planar neutron source.  For the +y 
irradiation mode, the end caps of these two counters are classified as the primary 
moderating medium as these caps are exposed to the planar neutron source.  It has been 
established that regardless of the irradiation mode, the more massive the moderating 
medium is, the larger its reaction rate will be and this in turn will result in an increase in 
the number of crossers and stoppers that will enter the sensitive volumes of the 
instrument.  The sheer number of crossers and stoppers created in the walls of the 
METEPC and CMETEPC for the +x and +z irradiation modes result in these particles 
making significant contributions to the total number of counts registered by the 
instruments and therefore to the sensitivities of the instruments.  For the +y irradiation 
mode, Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7 indicate that the sensitivities of the METEPC and 
CMETEPC are competitive to those offered by the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs 
for the 252Cf – D2O and 252Cf incident neutron energy spectra.  However, for the 241Am – 
Be incident neutron energy spectrum, the sensitivities of the METEPC and CMETEPC 
are markedly lower than those of the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs.  The reasons 




• Figure 5.13 illustrates that the softer the incident neutron energy spectrum, the 
larger the elastic scatter reaction rate will be for the constituent isotopes present in 
the end caps of the METEPC and CMETEPC.  As stated above, this will lead to 
an increase in the number of crosser and stopper recoil nuclei, emanating from the 
wall, that will go on to traverse the sensitive volumes of the two instruments.  
From a practical perspective, of the 1H, 12C, 14N, and 16O recoil nuclei created in 
the end caps, the 1H recoil nuclei will only be able to enter the aforementioned 
sensitive volumes as these represent the lightest of the four recoil nuclei types 
which in turn enables 1H recoil nuclei to have a long enough range to allow it to 
emerge from the end cap and enter the sensitive volumes.  The 252Cf – D2O and 
252Cf neutron energy spectra shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 respectively indicate 
that a significant portion of these spectra occupy energies between thermal and 
100 keV.  Figure 5.13 shows that in this energy range, the elastic scatter cross 
section for 1H is significantly large.  As a result, for these incident energy spectra, 
a large number of crosser and stopper 1H recoil nuclei will traverse the sensitive 
volumes of the METEPC and CMETEPC thereby enabling these instruments to 
offer sensitivities similar to that offered by the standard TEPC and QITEPC 
designs 
 
• The 241Am – Be neutron energy spectrum occupies energies well above 100 keV 
resulting in a drastic decrease in the 1H elastic scatter reaction rate in the end caps 
of the METEPC and CMETEPC.  As a result, the counts registered by these 
instruments are primarily attributed to starter and insider 1H, 12C, 14N, and 16O 
recoil nuclei created in the sensitive volumes of these counters.  However, due to 
the small mass of the propane-based tissue equivalent gas present in the sensitive 
volumes of these counters, the total elastic scatter reaction rate for the 
aforementioned nuclei will be small.  Under this circumstance, the lack of crossers 
and stoppers coupled with the small amount of starters and insiders that traverse 
the sensitive volumes of the METEPC and CMETEPC result in these instruments 
offering significantly lower sensitivities relative to those possessed by the 
standard TEPC and QITEPC designs 
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For the +y irradiation mode, the general consensus from the sensitivity listings shown in 
Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7 show that for the three incident neutron energy spectra of interest 
to this thesis, the sensitivities offered by the METEPC and CMETEPC are lower than 
those possessed by the standard TEPC and QITEPC designs.  In order to supplement the 
justifications made above for the aforementioned sensitivity rankings, it is imperative to 
refer to the qualitative interepreation of the sensitivity of an instrument which is the 
number of secondary charged particles (i.e. counts) that are needed to deliver 1 µSv to the 
sensitive volume(s) of the instrument.  It has been established that for the +y irradiation 
mode, a large number of secondary charged particles will travel along the axial axes of 
the METEPC and CMETEPC which will enable these particles to deposit a large amount 
of kinetic energy in the sensitive volumes of these instruments and this in turn will result 
in these particles possessing high lineal energies.  The ultimate consequence of these 
traversing particles is that for the +y irradiation mode, the frequency mean lineal energy 
(defined as the most frequent lineal energy event size that is measured) measured by the 
METEPC and CMETEPC will exceed those measured by the standard TEPC and 
QITEPC designs and this is verified by the data shown in the above stated tables.  As a 
result, relative to the former instruments, a lesser number of secondary charged particles 
will be required to deliver 1 µSv to the sensitive volumes of the METEPC and 
CMETEPC.  Therefore, for the +y irradiation mode, the sensitivities possessed by the 
METEPC and CMETEPC are generally lower than those of the standard TEPC and 
QITEPC designs for the three incident neutron energy spectra of interest to this thesis. 
 
 Figure 4.24 illustrates that unlike the +x, +y, and +z irradiation modes, the 45o 
irradiation mode results in neutrons irradiating an instrument through an azimuthal angle 
of 45o.  The data contained in Tables 5.1, 5.4, and 5.7 indicate that the dose equivalent 
response of the METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC when subjected to the 45o irradiation 
mode exceeds the dose equivalent response these instruments posses for the +x, +y, and 
+z irradiation modes.  This may be attributed to the increase in the absorbed dose per unit 
fluence delivered to the sensitive volumes of the instruments in the 45o irradiation mode 
as this mode affords neutrons the ability to traverse the maximum length across the 
instruments.  With respect to the METEPC and CMETEPC, the 45o irradiation mode 
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provides the advantages associated with the +x and +y irradiation modes in that it offers 
(a) the moderation associated with the +x irradiation mode and (b) the ability to produce 
secondary charged particles that traverse the axial axes of the elements, which is 
associated with the +y irradiation mode, thereby enabling large lineal energy events to be 
delivered to the instrument.  Of all four irradiation modes, these two advantages 
associated with the 45o irradiation mode enables the METEPC and CMETEPC to possess 
the largest absorbed dose per unit fluence and dose equivalent response when subjected to 
this mode.  To verify if the above stated advantages are realized, the METEPC and 
CMETEPC were subjected to several irradiation modes, visualized in Figure 5.14, 
whereby neutrons emanate through various azimuthal angles en route to the instrument. 
 
 





For any incident neutron energy spectrum, it is anticipated that as the irradiation angle is 
increased, the following trends will be observed: (1) as the irradiation angle is increased, 
a decreasing number of neutrons will irradiate the wall while increasing amounts of 
neutrons will begin to irradiate the face and this will lead to an increase in the frequency 
mean lineal energy, dose mean lineal energy, proton edge lineal energy, and mean quality 
factor detected by the instruments and (2) of all irradiation modes, the absorbed dose per 
unit fluence delivered by the 45o irradiation mode will be the largest while the absorbed 
dose per unit fluence delivered by the 22.5o and 67.5o irradiation modes will be less than 
or equal to that delivered by the 45o mode.  Tables 5.12 – 5.14 displays the relevant data 









protony   
(keV µm-1) 
Φ
D  (Gy cm-2) Q  HR  S  
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: METEPC 
0o 19.72 ± 0.13 
 




7.02 ×10-12 ± 
3.88 ×10-14 
11.39 ± 0.12 
 
0.74 ± 0.01 
 
350.45 ± 4.22 
 
22.5o 20.43 ± 0.14 
 




7.82 ×10-12 ± 
4.64 ×10-14 
11.88 ± 0.13 
 
0.86 ± 0.01 
 
324.52 ± 4.11 
 
45o 22.19 ± 0.16 
 




7.92 ×10-12  ± 
4.92 ×10-14 
13.00 ± 0.14 
 
0.96 ± 0.01 
 
273.00 ± 3.54 
 
67.5o 24.08 ± 0.18 
 




7.85 ×10-12 ± 
5.11 ×10-14 
14.34 ± 0.16 
 
1.04 ± 0.01 
 
228.09 ± 3.03 
 
90o 22.72 ± 0.18 
 




6.84 ×10-12 ± 
4.76 ×10-14 
14.38 ± 0.17 
 
0.91 ± 0.01 
 
241.05 ± 3.39 
 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
0o 17.83 ± 0.11 
 




7.51 ×10-12 ± 
4.01 ×10-14 
11.16 ± 0.11 
 
0.78 ± 0.01 
 
395.75 ± 4.60 
 
22.5o 18.71 ± 0.12 
 




7.77 ×10-12 ± 
4.28 ×10-14 
11.71 ± 0.12 
 
0.84 ± 0.01 
 




45o 20.67 ± 0.13 
 




8.27 ×10-12 ± 
4.54 ×10-14 
12.90 ± 0.13 
 
0.99 ± 0.01 
 
294.78 ± 3.40  
 
67.5o 24.21 ± 0.15 
 




9.29 ×10-12 ± 
4.99 ×10-14 
14.31 ± 0.13 
 
1.23 ± 0.01 
 
227.36 ± 2.49 
 
90o 21.61 ± 0.13 
 




6.20 ×10-12 ± 
3.32 ×10-14 
14.12 ± 0.13 
 
0.81 ± 0.01 
 
258.09 ± 2.79 
 




















protony   
(keV µm-1) 
Φ
D  (Gy cm-2) Q  HR  S  
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: METEPC 
0o 28.07 ± 0.10 
 




2.70 ×10-11 ± 
7.87 ×10-14 
12.46 ± 0.06 
 
0.86 ± 0.005 
 
225.22 ± 1.40 
 
22.5o 29.26 ± 0.11 
 




2.74 ×10-11 ± 
8.41 ×10-14 
12.90 ± 0.07 
 
0.90 ± 0.0056 
 
208.60 ± 1.35 
 
45o 33.08 ± 0.13 
 




2.75 ×10-11 ± 
8.93 ×10-14 
14.17 ± 0.08 
 
1.00 ± 0.0063 
 
168.00 ± 1.13 
 
67.5o 38.66 ± 0.16 
 




2.74 ×10-11 ± 
9.55 ×10-14 
15.72 ± 0.09 
 
1.10 ± 0.01 
 
129.55 ± 0.91 
 
90o 41.94 ± 0.20 
 




2.4 ×10-11 ± 
9.52 ×10-14 
16.30 ± 0.10 
 
1.00 ± 0.008 
 
115.17 ± 0.90 
 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
0o 27.27 ± 0.09 
 




2.87 ×10-11 ± 
8.06 ×10-14 
12.22 ± 0.06 
 
0.90 ± 0.005 
 
236.32 ± 1.42 
 
22.5o 28.56 ± 0.10 
 




2.76 ×10-11 ± 
7.82 ×10-14 
12.73 ± 0.06 
 
0.90 ± 0.005 
 
216.60 ± 1.31 
 
45o 32.54 ± 0.11 
 




2.78 ×10-11 ± 13.99 ± 0.07 
 
0.99 ± 0.0057 
 





67.5o 38.40 ± 0.13 
 




2.84 ×10-11 ± 
8.07 ×10-14 
15.50 ± 0.07 
 
1.12 ± 0.006 
 
132.29 ± 0.76 
 
90o 42.22 ± 0.16 
 




2.16 ×10-11 ± 
6.68 ×10-14 
16.12 ± 0.08 
 
0.89 ± 0.005 
 
115.72 ± 0.70 
 





















protony   
(keV µm-1) 
Φ
D  (Gy cm-2) Q  HR  S  
(counts µSv-1) 
Instrument: METEPC 
0o 19.81 ± 0.06 
 




3.69 ×10-11 ± 
9.68 ×10-14 
9.73 ± 0.05 
 
0.89 ± 0.005 
 
408.62 ± 2.41 
 
22.5o 20.89 ± 0.07 
 




3.78 ×10-11 ± 
1.05 ×10-13 
10.16 ± 0.05 
 
0.96 ± 0.0057 
 
370.87 ± 2.28 
 
45o 23.78 ± 0.08 
 




3.74 ×10-11 ± 
1.08 ×10-13 
11.25 ± 0.06 
 
1.05 ± 0.0063 
 
294.33 ± 1.82 
 
67.5o 28.58 ± 0.10 
 




3.74 ×10-11 ± 
1.15 ×10-13 
12.65 ± 0.07 
 
1.18 ± 0.01 
 
217.74 ± 1.37 
 
90o 31.84 ± 0.13 
 




3.33 ×10-11 ± 
1.15 ×10-13 
13.27 ± 0.08 
 
1.11 ± 0.008 
 
186.29 ± 1.29 
 
Instrument: CMETEPC 
0o 19.31 ± 0.06 
 




3.91 ×10-11 ± 
9.98 ×10-14 
9.68 ± 0.05 
 
0.94 ± 0.005 
 
421.40 ± 2.43 
 
22.5o 20.35 ± 0.06 
 




3.80 ×10-11 ± 
9.83 ×10-14 
10.11 ± 0.05 
 
0.96 ± 0.005 
 
382.74 ± 2.20 
 
45o 23.49 ± 0.07 
 




3.80 ×10-11 ± 11.24 ± 0.05 
 
1.06 ± 0.0056 
 





67.5o 28.48 ± 0.08 
 




3.85 ×10-11 ± 
9.42 ×10-14 
12.61 ± 0.05 
 
1.21 ± 0.006 
 
219.24 ± 1.11 
 
90o 32.32 ± 0.10 
 




3.04 ×10-11 ± 
8.15 ×10-14 
13.29 ± 0.06 
 
1.00 ± 0.005 
 
183.36 ± 0.98 
 

















 Tables 5.12 – 5.14 indicate that the advantages associated with the 45o irradiation 
mode are indeed realized, however of all five irradiation modes illustrated in Figure 5.14, 
the absorbed dose per unit fluence delivered to the sensitive volumes of the METEPC and 
CMETEPC by the 45o irradiation mode does not necessarily rank the highest.  While the 
45o irradiation mode does offer the moderation provided by the +x irradiation mode and 
the ability to produce large lineal energy events associated with the +y irradiation mode, 
the 22.5o and 67.5o irradiation modes may offer a more optimal combination of the 
advantages associated with the +x and +y irradiation modes and this will result in these 
two irradiation modes delivering an absorbed dose per unit fluence that is on par or 
exceed that provided by the 45o irradiation mode. 
 
Section 5.1 presented the directional dependence of the dose equivalent response 
and sensitivity of two existing TEPCs, namely the standard TEPC design and the 
METEPC, and of the CMETEPC and QITEPC next-generation TEPC designs for the 
252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra.  The qualitative justification 
of the directional dependence of the four aforementioned instruments in the three neutron 
fields was also provided in this section.  Section 5.2 evaluates the degree to which the two 
next-generation TEPC designs satisfy the design goals stated in Sections 1.3 and 3.3. 
 
5.2 Overall Evaluation of the Performance of Next-Generation Tissue Equivalent 
Proportional Counter Designs 
 
 The ultimate purpose of the CMETEPC and QITEPC area monitors is to provide a 
compact and portable alternative to the commercially available 5” standard TEPC design.  
In order to judge if these two next-generation instruments have fulfilled this purpose, 
Sections 1.3 and 3.3 lists the design goals that they must meet for reference polyenergetic 
neutron fields and these goals are reiterated below: 
 
(1) Possess the same or better dose equivalent response relative to that offered by the 




(2) Possess the same or better sensitivity relative to that offered by the standard TEPC 
design 
 
(3) For any given incident neutron energy spectrum, the instrument’s dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity must be directionally independent 
 
(4) Have a physical size that is smaller than that of the standard TEPC design 
 
The discussion in Section 5.1 has shown that the CMETEPC has nearly satisfied 
all of the above design goals with the exception that its sensitivity is lower than that of the 
standard TEPC design for the +y irradiation mode when irradiated by the 252Cf and 241Am 
– Be neutron energy spectra and this is due to the CMETEPC recording large lineal 
energy events in the +y irradiation mode, thereby reducing the number of counts required 
to deliver 1 µSv of dose equivalent to the sensitive volumes of the CMETEPC.  In 
addition to the discussion in Section 5.1, it has been shown that the QITEPC has satisfied 
all of the above stated design goals.  It can therefore be concluded that the CMETEPC 
and QITEPC are viable instruments that can serve as compact and portable neutron area 




 Chapter 5 has presented the directional dependence of the dose equivalent 
response and sensitivity of the two established TEPC designs, namely the 5” standard 
TEPC and METEPC, as well of the CMETEPC and QITEPC next-generation instruments 
for the neutron energy spectra emitted by the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron 
sources.  The qualitative justification for the directional dependence of the four 
instruments in the aforementioned neutron fields was also provided.  It was found that the 
CMETEPC and QITEPC next-generation instruments satisfied the design goals stated in 
Sections 1.3 and 3.3 and can therefore be used as compact and portable area monitors in 




 Chapter 6 will summarize the research contributions made by this thesis and will 

































Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 Chapter 6 will begin with a brief summary of the contents of this thesis.  The 
second section of this chapter will review the research objectives of this thesis and how 
they were met.  Section 6.3 will describe the contributions to knowledge made by the 
research conducted for this thesis.  This chapter will then conclude by providing 
recommendations for future research. 
 
6.1 Summary of Thesis Contents 
 
 Chapter 1 introduced the concept of area monitoring and outlined how the 
response of a conventional dosimeter is calibrated to yield an estimate of the ambient 
dose equivalent for the radiation field that it is placed in.  Chapter 2 introduced the 
fundamentals of microdosimetry and documented the scientific principles that enable a 
TEPC to measure the absorbed dose and dose equivalent delivered by a radiation field to 
a simulated microscopic tissue volume.  The two primary response metrics used to assess 
the performance of a TEPC in a radiation field, namely dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity, were also described in this chapter.  In addition, this chapter provided a 
succinct description of the manner in which neutrons and the secondary charged particles 
they produce are transported using Monte Carlo techniques.  Chapter 3 surveyed the 
performance of established TEPC designs in low energy neutron and gamma ray fields 
and also reviewed the capabilities of state-of-the-art three-dimensional Monte Carlo 
radiation transport codes to simulate the response of TEPC designs in the aforementioned 
fields.  From the literature review presented in this chapter, the research objectives of this 
thesis were outlined and focused on the need to design compact and portable TEPC area 
monitors for use in low energy neutron workplace fields.   
 
Chapter 4 began by documenting the process by which a particular Monte Carlo 
code was selected to model the response of next-generation TEPC designs in realistic 
nuclear power plant neutron fields.  The second portion of this chapter presented the 
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methodology used to design next-generation TEPCs and illustrated how this methodology 
was applied to design two specific next-generation TEPC instruments.  This chapter 
concluded by documenting the modelling techniques used in the Monte Carlo simulations 
to model the response of established and next-generation TEPC designs in realistic low 
energy neutron workplace fields.  Chapter 5 presented the directional dependence of the 
dose equivalent response and sensitivity of the established and next-generation TEPC 
designs in three reference polyenergetic neutron fields.  The qualitative justification for 
the aforementioned directional dependence of each instrument for all three fields was also 
provided.  This chapter concluded by determining the degree to which the two next-




 Chapter 1 explained that if a particular TEPC area monitor was exposed to a 
reference polyenergetic neutron field, such as those present in nuclear power plant 
workplaces, and if it can be shown through experiment or simulation that the instrument 
provides a high dose equivalent response and sensitivity, then if this instrument were to 
be deployed in the aforementioned workplace environments, the time-integrated dose 
equivalent or dose equivalent rates it measures are deemed to be reliable measurements of 
the radiation dose level present in the workplace.  The major finding from the literature 
review in Section 3.1, which surveyed the performance of established TEPC designs in 
low energy neutron and gamma ray fields, was that these established instruments offer 
adequate dose equivalent response and adequate sensitivity but their physical size was too 
large to be considered portable.  From this finding, the research goals of this thesis were 
stated in Section 3.3 which declared that compact and portable TEPC area monitors must 
be designed and these instruments are termed “next-generation” TEPCs.  Relative to the 
properties of the commercially available 5” standard TEPC design, these next-generation 
TEPCs must offer the following for any low energy neutron workplace field: 
 
(1) Provide the same or better dose equivalent response relative to that provided by 
the standard TEPC design 
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(2) Provide the same or better sensitivity relative to that provided by the standard 
TEPC design 
 
(3) For any given incident neutron energy spectrum, the dose equivalent response and 
sensitivity provided by these next-generation instruments must be directionally 
independent 
 
(4) Possess a smaller physical size, relative to that of the standard TEPC design, to 
allow for portability 
 
Using the design methodology employed by Waker & Aslam (2010), two next-
generation TEPCs were designed whereby the first consisted of 113 cylindrical sensitive 
gas cavities machined into a block on Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic (this 
instrument is termed the CMETEPC) and the second consists of a three-dimensional 
matrix containing 392 spherical sensitive volumes (this instrument is termed the 
QITEPC).  The physical volume of the CMETEPC and QITEPC are 7% and 19% 
respectively of the physical volume of the commercially available 5” standard TEPC.  
The performance of these three instruments were respectively simulated in the 
polyenergetic neutron fields emitted by the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron 
sources using the PHITS version 2.24 three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport 
code.  From these simulations, it was found that the two next-generation TEPC 
instruments designed for this thesis overwhelmingly satisfied the design goals stated 
above.  As a result, these instruments are viable TEPCs that can be used as area monitors 
in low energy neutron workplace fields such as those present in nuclear power plants. 
 
6.3 Summary of Research Contributions 
 
 The new knowledge contributed by this thesis is found in Chapters 4 and 5 and are 




(1) The conceptual designs of two compact and portable next-generation TEPCs for 
use as area monitors in low energy neutron workplace fields was provided in 
Section 4.4 
 
(2) The characterization of the performance of two established TEPC designs and of 
the two next-generation TEPCs in realistic low energy neutron workplace fields 
was provided by performing three-dimensional Monte Carlo radiation transport 
simulations using the PHITS version 2.24 code.  From these studies, it has been 
verified that the two next-generation TEPCs satisfy the design goals stated in 
Sections 1.3 and 3.3.  The description of the Monte Carlo simulations performed 
for the aforementioned characterization studies is found in Sections 4.8 and 4.9 
and the results produced by these simulations and the ensuing discussion is found 
in Chapter 5 
 
(3) A quantitative intercomparison of three state-of-the-art three-dimensional Monte 
Carlo radiation transport codes, namely MCNPX version 2.7.E, FLUKA version 
2011.2, and PHITS version 2.24, was provided to determine which of these three 
codes can best model the response of a TEPC when irradiated by low energy 
neutrons and gamma rays.  This code intercomparison study is found in Sections 
4.1 to 4.3.  The results of this study was disseminated through a journal 
publication in Radiation Protection Dosimetry (see Appendix K for refereed 
publications produced from the research conducted for this thesis) 
 
Further to the above stated research contributions made by this thesis, this 
research sought to further the computational capabilities of the research program, 
supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada/University Network of Excellence in Nuclear Engineering Industrial Research 
Chair in Health Physics and Environmental Safety, to perform Monte Carlo-based 
microdosimetry simulations whose primary focus is to better understand how radiation, of 
various types, deposit kinetic energy on a microscopic scale and how this deposition of 
energy can induce biological damage. 
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6.4 Recommendations for Future Research 
 
 Based on the research presented in this thesis, the following items are 
recommended for future research: 
 
(1) Construct working prototypes of the CMETEPC and QITEPC next-generation 
TEPC instruments designed for this thesis and experimentally validate the Monte 
Carlo-determined primary response metrics of these instruments, listed in Tables 
5.1, 5.4, and 5.7, for the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy 
spectra 
 
(2) Section 4.3 described the reasons that PHITS was selected, amongst the three 
codes that were subject to the intercomparison performed for this thesis, to model 
the response of next-generation TEPCs in low energy neutron workplace fields.  
One of computational features of PHITS that established it as a premier code to 
model TEPC response in the aforementioned fields is its event generator mode 
which enables the code to model the production and transport of charged particles 
produced by individual neutron capture reactions.  The literature review 
documented in Section 3.1 described the strategy by Pihet et al. (1989) to increase 
the dose equivalent response of a spherical TEPC design by adding small amounts 
of 3He to the propane-based tissue equivalent gas that fills the gas cavity of the 
counter and this in turn will induce the 3He(n,p)3H nuclear capture reaction.  The 
response of the CMETEPC and QITEPC next-generation instruments with small 
amounts of 3He added to its gas cavities can be simulated, for the three neutron 
energy spectra of interest to this thesis, using the PHITS code.  This study will 
then quantify the degree to which the dose equivalent response of the two 
instruments increase as a result of the 3He addition 
 
(3) Assess the ability of the Geant4 radiation transport code to model the response of 
a TEPC in low energy neutron and gamma ray fields and include this assessment 
in the Monte Carlo code intercomparison documented in Sections 4.1 to 4.3 
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(4) Section 5.1 described the possibility that the mean chord length calculated for a 
simulated microscopic tissue volume may not be truly reflective of the average 
distance secondary charged particles, that traverse a sensitive gas cavity, would 
have traversed in the corresponding microscopic volume.  To address this 
concern, facilities available in Monte Carlo codes can be used to quantify how 
well the mean chord length approximates the average distance travelled by 
traversing particles in a microscopic tissue volume.  For example, MCNPX 
version 2.7.E has a PTRAC utility that lists, for every secondary charged particle 
that traverses a sensitive gas cavity, the spatial location at which it begins 
transport in the cavity and the spatial location at which its transport ends in the 
cavity.  From these listings, a histogram can be constructed which detail the 
number of particles that traverse a particular distance in the cavity.  The average 
distance traversed by these particles in the cavity is then calculated from this 
histogram and is then converted to the average distance travelled in the 
corresponding microscopic tissue volume.  This study can be undertaken for the 
standard TEPC design, METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC for all four 



















Calculation of 12C and 16O Recoil Nuclei Kerma Factor for Tissue Equivalent Materials 
 
 The kerma factor quantifies the total kinetic energy released to secondary charged particles produced from a 
particular neutron interaction type divided by the mass of the irradiated material and this ratio is then divided by the 
neutron fluence incident on the material in question.  In the context of neutrons, of some incident kinetic energy E, 
undergoing elastic scattering interactions with 12C nuclei, the kerma factor for the 12C recoil nuclei is calculated by first 
quantifying the total number of elastic scatter interactions with 12C nuclei that take place within the irradiated material.  
This is given by the product of the neutron fluence incident on the material (denoted as Φ), the microscopic elastic 
scatter cross section for this interaction (denoted as σ), and the total number of 12C nuclei present in the material 
(denoted as n).  This product is then multiplied by the average kinetic energy of 12C recoil nuclei produced in the 
material (denoted as 
C
E 12 ) which in turn yields the total kinetic energy relased into the material via the creation of 
12C 
recoil nuclei.  This energy relased is then divided by the mass of the irradiated material and this ratio yields the kerma 
for 12C recoil nuclei.  The kerma factor is then found by taking the kerma and dividing it by the incident neutron 
fluence.  Thus, the mathematical expression for the kerma factor of 12C recoil nuclei is: 
 





















































= kerma factor for 12C recoil nuclei produced in irradiated material (unit: Gy cm2) 
( )C,E 12elasticσ  = microscopic elastic scatter cross section for incident neutrons, of kinetic energy E, undergoing 
elastic scattering interactions with 12C nuclei (unit: barns) 
( )Cn 12  = number of 12C nuclei in material 
C
E 12  = average kinetic energy of 
12C recoil nuclei (unit: MeV) 
m = mass of irradiated material (unit: kg) 
 
The total number of 12C atoms in the irradiated material is calculated using the following expression: 
 








Cn =          (A.2) 
 
Where: 
NA = Avogadro’s Number (6.023 × 1023 atoms mol-1) 






M  = molar mass of 
12C (12 g mol-1) 
 
Substitute expression (A.2) into (A.1): 
 





















































































































   (A.3) 
 
Similarly, the kerma factor for 16O recoil nuclei is calculated using the following expression: 
 






















































   (A.4) 
 
The total kerma factor for 12C and 16O recoil nuclei produced in the irradiated material is the sum of Equations A.3 and 
A.4. 
 
Note that in order to calculate the average kinetic energy of secondary 12C recoil nuclei, produced by incident neutrons 
of kinetic energy E, it is important to acknowledge that for neutron elastic scatter interactions, the recoil nuclei can 
obtain a kinetic energy, with equal probability, anywhere between zero and the maximum possible kinetic energy that 
they can attain (Waker, 1995).  The maximum possible kinetic energy the recoil nuclei can obtain is calculated using 



























1CA1EE 12  
 
Bearing in mind the aforementioned probability distribution, the average kinetic energy that secondary 12C recoil nuclei 

































E         (A.5) 
 
Similarly, the average kinetic energy secondary 16O recoil nuclei are created with in the irradiated material is calculated 


































E         (A.6) 
 
The MATLAB code used to perform the kerma factor calculations pertaining to Figure 2.3 is presented below: 
 
%========================================================================== 
%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the Kerma per unit Neutron Fluence 
%                           incident on four tissue equivalent materials 
%                           listed in Table 2.1 for Carbon-12 and 




%Step (1)   Import the Carbon-12 and Oxygen-16 Microscopic Elastic 
%           Scatter Cross Section 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CXS = dlmread('C.txt',''); 
OXS = dlmread('O.txt',''); 
  
%The following converts the neutron energy values in the first column of 
%the above arrays from eV to MeV 
CXS(:,1) = CXS(:,1)./(1E6); 
OXS(:,1) = OXS(:,1)./(1E6); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2)   Declare the Weight Concentration of C-12 and O-16 in the Tissue 
%           Equivalent Material in question 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
wC = 12.3/100; 
wO = 72.9/100; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (3)   Declare the Matrix that will store the Neutron Energy-Dependent 
%           Kerma Coefficients for C-12 and O-16 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
temp1 = length(CXS(:,1)); 
  
%The first column in the matrix below will store the incident neutron 
%energy, the second column stores the Kerma Coefficient for C-12, the 
%third column stores the Kerma Coefficient for O-16, and the fourth column 
%stores the total Kerma Coefficient for the two isotopes 
  
KC = zeros(temp1,4); 
  
%The operation below populates the first column of the above matrix 
KC(:,1) = CXS(:,1); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (4)   Calculate the Kerma Coefficient for C-12 and O-16 for each 
%           incident neutron energy 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following assists in calculating the average kinetic energy that each 
%seconary recoil nucleus obtains from a neutron, of some incident kinetic 
%energy E, elastically scattering off of it 
tempC = 0.5*(1 - ((11/13)^2)); 




%The following loop will calculate the Kerma Coefficients 
tempsig = 0; 
  
for i = 1:1:temp1 
     
    %Kerma Coefficient Calculation for C-12 
    KC(i,2) = (1E-24)*CXS(i,2)*(6.023E23)*wC*tempC*CXS(i,1)*(1.6E-13)*(1E3)/12; 
     
    %Kerma Coefficient Calculation for O-16 
    %First, the O-16 microscopic elastic scatter cross section must be 
    %found via linear interpolation 
     
    for j = 1:1:(length(OXS)-1) 
        if (KC(i,1) >= OXS(j,1) && KC(i,1) <= OXS(j+1,1)) 
            tempsig = (((KC(i,1) - OXS(j,1))/(OXS(j+1,1) - 
OXS(j,1)))*(OXS(j+1,2) - OXS(j,2))) + OXS(j,2); 
            break 
        end 
    end 
     
    KC(i,3) = (1E-24)*tempsig*(6.023E23)*wO*tempO*KC(i,1)*(1.6E-13)*(1E3)/16; 
     
    %Calculate the total Kerma Coefficient for C-12 and O-16 
    KC(i,4) = KC(i,2) + KC(i,3); 































Calculation of Probability and Cumulative Distribution Functions for Collision Nucleus Selection for 2 MeV 
Neutron Transport in Shonka A 150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 
 The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate how probability and cumulative distribution functions are 
calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation in order to select which isotope incident 2 MeV neutrons will interact with in 
Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic. 
 
The isotopic composition of Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic along with their respective total 
microscopic interaction cross section are shown in Table B.1. 
 
Isotope Weight Concentration 
(unit: w/o %) 
 
 
Source: International Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements 
Report 26, 1977 




Source: National Nuclear Data Center, 2012 
1H 10.1 2.88 
12C 77.6 1.67 
14N 3.5 1.56 
16O 5.2 1.42 
40Ca 1.8 2.01 
19F 1.7 3.48 
Table B.1 Isotopic Composition of Shonka A 150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 





































     (B.1) 
 
Where: 
( )=∑ MeV 2X,AZtot  Total macroscopic cross section for isotope exposed to 2 MeV neutrons (unit: cm-1) 
( )=MeV 2X,AZtotσ  Total microscopic cross section for isotope exposed to 2 MeV neutrons (unit: barn, cm2) 
=AN  6.023 × 10
23 atoms mol-1 (Avogadro’s Number) 
=Shonkaρ  1127 kg m







 XAZMM  
Molar mass of isotope (unit: g mol-1) 
( )=Xw AZ  Weight concentration of isotope in Shonka A 150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 
Using Equation B.1 along with the data presented in Table B.1, the total macroscopic cross section for all isotopes that 
are found in Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic are calculated below: 
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=∑ −  
 
The total macroscopic cross section for Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic exposed to 2 MeV neutrons is the sum 
of the total macroscopic cross section of the constituent isotopes found within the plastic: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )MeV 2F,MeV 2Ca,MeV 2O,
























The probability that a 2 MeV neutron will interact with any isotope shown in Table B.1 is equal to the ratio of the 
isotope’s total macroscopic cross section to the total macroscopic cross section of Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent 
plastic.  These probabilities will now be calculated and note that these probabilities represent the probability distribution 
function for selecting a collision nucleus: 
 









































































Based on the above probabilities, the cumulative distribution function for selecting a collision nucleus is stated in Table 
B.2. 
 
Nucleus Bounds of Selection 
1H [0, 0.715) 
12C [0.715, 0.969) 
14N [0.969, 0.9788) 
16O [0.9788, 0.99005) 
40Ca [0.99005, 0.99225) 
19F [0.99225, 1) 
 
Table B.2 Cumulative Distribution Function for Collision Nucleus Selection for 2 MeV Neutrons Incident on 














Estimation of Statistical Uncertainties of Quantities Calculated from Monte Carlo Radiation Transport 
Simulations 
 
 It has been established in Chapters 2 and 4 that the primary response metrics of a TEPC design are derived 
from the main pulse height tally that is applied to the sensitive volume(s) of the instrument.  Each lineal energy bin in 
the tally will have an associated number of counts.  The manner in which the statistical uncertainty of these counts is 
quantified is dependent on the Monte Carlo radiation transport code being used.  This appendix will first present the 
two foremost methods to quantify the statistical uncertainty of the counts in a particular lineal energy bin and will then 
present a brief example on how these statistical uncertainties in each bin are propagated to compute the statistical 
uncertainty of a certain primary response metric that is calculated from the main pulse height tally. 
 
 Figure C.1 illustrates a simple scenario that is modelled in a Monte Carlo simulation.  Here, a point isotropic 




Figure C.1 Illustration of Simple Gamma Ray Detection Monte Carlo Simulation 
 
In the context of Figure C.1, the first method by which the statistical uncertainty of the counts measured by the gamma 









































1 ξξσ        (C.1) 
 
Where: 
σe = Statistical uncertainty, normalized to the number of source particles, of the quantity tallied by the Monte 
Carlo simulation 
N = Number of source particles (i.e. number of trials) 
ξi = Contribution of the ith particle emitted by the source to the tally.  In the context of Figure C.1, if the ith 
gamma ray is detected by the instrument, its contribution to the total counts measured by the instrument is 
equal to one.  Therefore, the two summation terms in Equation C.1 are both equal to the total number of 
particles detected by the instrument (i.e. counts) 
 
For clarification purposes, the counts recorded by the detector and its associated statistical uncertainty are both 
normalized to the number of source particles used in the simulation.  Thus, the normalized counts determined from the 
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simulation is stated as eσξ ± where ξ denotes the normalized counts.  Equation C.1 indicates that if the number of 
source particles is increased in the Monte Carlo simulation, the statistical uncertainty of the normalized counts recorded 
will decrease.  Furthermore, the central limit theorem dictates that if the number of source particles is increased, the 
normalized counts will approach the expected value determined from experiments or analytical calculations.  This 
method of quantifying the statistical uncertainty of a tally is employed by the MCNP series of codes.  In order to 
determine if the tally is acceptable, the fraction standard deviation is calculated using Equation C.2: 
 
ξ
σ efsd =           (C.2) 
 
If the fraction standard deviation of the tally is below 0.05 (or 5%), the tally is deemed to be acceptable (James, 
McKinney, & Waters, 2008). 
 
The second method of quantifying the statistical uncertainty of a tally is to use poisson statistics which state that the 
uncertainty of the number of counts (not normalized to the number of source particles) is equal to square root of the 
non-normalized counts.  As discussed in the study by Rollet et al. (2008), this method is employed by FLUKA.  In 
addition, this method is also used by PHITS (PHITS Development Team, personal communication, December 21, 
2012). 
 
 In order to exemplify how the statistical uncertainty is calculated for a tally using the two methods presented 
in this appendix, consider the detector shown in Figure C.1 detects 10-7 counts source particle-1.  If the simulation 
employed 108 source particles, it then follows that the non-normalized counts recorded by the instrument is 10 counts.  
From this data, the statistical uncertainty for the normalized tally result is calculated using the first method via the use 
of Equation C.1: 
 








































The statistical uncertainty calculated using the second method is found by taking the square root of the absolute number 
of counts divided by the number of source particles used in the simulation.  This ratio of 810
10 enables the second 
method to yield a statistical uncertainty of 3.16 ×10-8 counts source particle-1. 
 
 Regardless of the method used to quantify the statistical uncertainty of the counts in each lineal energy bin, 




Lineal Energy Bin # Lineal Energy Mid-point 





1 y1 f1 σ1 
2 y2 f2 σ2 
        
n yn fn σn 
Table C.1 Hypothetical Pulse Height Tally 
 
From the pulse height tally shown in Table C.1, the primary response metrics of a TEPC are calculated.  For instance, 
the frequency mean lineal energy is calculated, with the aid of the data in the above table, using Equation 2.10.  This 
data can also be used to calculate the statistical uncertainty associated with the frequency mean lineal energy by 
employing standard propagation of uncertainty equations.  For example, the statistical uncertainty associated with the 
frequency mean lineal energy is calculated using the following equation: 
 

















































































































Input and Post-Processing Files for Benchmark Irradiation Scenarios 
 
 This appendix will present the input files, for the three Monte Carlo radiation transport codes, developed for 
the code intercomparison studies documented in Sections 4.1 to 4.3 and will also present the associated MATLAB post-
processing files that calculated the values of the primary response metrics needed for the aforementioned studies.  Table 
D.1 below lists the files that will be presented along with a brief description of what each file contains.   
 
 File Description 




GRB_MCNPX_Monoenergetic.txt MCNPX input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with monoenergetic gamma rays 
GRB_MCNPX_Co-60.txt MCNPX input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with 60Co gamma rays 
GRB_MCNPX_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
MCNPX gamma ray benchmark simulations 
Neutron Irradiation 
Benchmark Files 
NB_MCNPX.txt MCNPX input file simulating the irradiation of the 5” 
TEPC with monoenergetic neutrons 
NB_MCNPX_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
MCNPX neutron benchmark simulations 




GRB_FLUKA_Monoenergetic.txt FLUKA input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with monoenergetic gamma rays 
GRB_FLUKA_Co-60.txt FLUKA input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with 60Co gamma rays 
GRB_FLUKA_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
FLUKA gamma ray benchmark simulations 
Neutron Irradiation 
Benchmark Files 
NB_FLUKA.txt FLUKA input file simulating the irradiation of the 5” 
TEPC with monoenergetic neutrons 
NB_FLUKA_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
FLUKA neutron benchmark simulations 




GRB_PHITS_Monoenergetic.txt PHITS input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with monoenergetic gamma rays 
GRB_PHITS_Co-60.txt PHITS input file simulating the irradiation of the wall-
less TEPC with 60Co gamma rays 
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GRB_PHITS_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
PHITS gamma ray benchmark simulations 
Neutron Irradiation 
Benchmark Files 
NB_PHITS.txt PHITS input file simulating the irradiation of the 5” 
TEPC with monoenergetic neutrons 
NB_PHITS_Post_Processing.m MATLAB post-processing file to calculate response 
metric values from pulse height tallies yielded from 
PHITS neutron benchmark simulations 
Table D.1 Description of Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Code Input Files and MATLAB Post-Processing 
Files Developed for Code Intercomparison Study 
 
Each of the files listed in Table D.1 will now be presented in the sequence they were shown. 
 




C Simulation of Photon Irradiation of TEPC (Kliauga and Dvorak) 
C ===============Cell Cards================================== 
1 1 -9.45e-6 -1     imp:p,e=1 
2 1 -9.45e-6 -2 1   imp:p,e=1 
3 2 -1.127 -3 2     imp:p,e=1 
4 0 -4 3            imp:p,e=1 
5 0 4               imp:p,e=0 
 
C ===============Surface Cards=============================== 
1 so 1.27      $Innermost TE sphere 
2 so 5.1       $TE sphere surrounding the innermost TE sphere 
3 so 5.74      $TEPC wall 
4 so 100       $Boundary for external universe 
 
C ===============Data Cards================================== 
C ----------------MODE Card---------------------------------- 
MODE p e 
C ----------------Source Definition-------------------------- 
SDEF POS= 0 -10 0 X=D1 Y=-10 Z=D2 PAR=p ERG=0.662 VEC = 0 1 0 & 
  DIR=1 
SI1 -5.74 5.74 
SP1 0 1 
SI2 -5.74 5.74 
SP2 0 1 
C ----------------Material Specifications-------------------- 
M1 1001 -10.3 6012 -56.5 7014 -3.5 8016 -29.3   $Propane Gas 
M2 1001 -10.1 6012 -77.6 7014 -3.5 8016 -5.2 & 
   20040 -1.8 9019 -1.7                         $Shonka A-150 
C ----------------CUT Cards---------------------------------- 
CUT:p J 0.001 3J                 $CUT card for photons 
CUT:e J 0.001 3J                 $CUT card for electrons 
C ----------------Tally Cards-------------------------------- 
F8:e 1 
E8 0 2e-12 50i 0.004 





C -----------------PTRAC Card--------------------------------- 




Simulation of Photon Irradiation of TEPC (Kliauga and Dvorak) 
C ===============Cell Cards================================== 
1 1 -9.45e-6 -1     imp:p,e=1 
2 1 -9.45e-6 -2 1   imp:p,e=1 
3 2 -1.127 -3 2     imp:p,e=1 
4 0 -4 3            imp:p,e=1 
5 0 4               imp:p,e=0 
 
C ===============Surface Cards=============================== 
1 so 1.27      $Innermost TE sphere 
2 so 5.1       $TE sphere surrounding the innermost TE sphere 
3 so 5.74      $TEPC wall 
4 so 100       $Boundary for external universe 
 
C ===============Data Cards================================== 
C ----------------MODE Card---------------------------------- 
MODE p e 
C ----------------Source Definition-------------------------- 
SDEF POS= 0 -10 0 X=D1 Y=-10 Z=D2 PAR=p ERG=D3 VEC = 0 1 0 & 
  DIR=1 
SI1 -5.74 5.74 
SP1 0 1 
SI2 -5.74 5.74 
SP2 0 1 
SI3 L 1.17324 1.3325 
SP3 D 1 1 
C ----------------Material Specifications-------------------- 
M1 1001 -10.3 6012 -56.5 7014 -3.5 8016 -29.3   $Propane Gas 
M2 1001 -10.1 6012 -77.6 7014 -3.5 8016 -5.2 & 
   20040 -1.8 9019 -1.7                         $Shonka A-150 
C ----------------CUT Cards---------------------------------- 
CUT:p J 0.001 3J                 $CUT card for photons 
CUT:e J 0.001 3J                 $CUT card for electrons 
C ----------------Tally Cards-------------------------------- 
F8:e 1 
E8 0 2e-12 50i 0.004 
C ----------------NPS Card----------------------------------- 
NPS 1000000000 
C ----------------DBCN Card---------------------------------- 





%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate y_bar_F and y_bar_D from counts vs. 
%                           energy deposited distribution calculated from  
%                           MCNPX F8 tally for secondary electrons produced 




%Step (1) State the required data 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following stores the diameter of the simulated site (unit: um) 
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D = 7.7; 
  
%The following stores the mean chord length of the simulated site (unit: 
%um) 
l_bar = (2/3)*D; 
  
%The following initializes the variable that will store the value of 
%y_bar_F and y_bar_D respectively 
  
y_F = 0;        %unit: keV/um 
y_D = 0;        %unit: keV/um 
  
%The following variables will be used to calculate the above quantities 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
temp4 = 0; 
  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2) Import the counts versus energy deposited spectrum from MCNPX 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following will import the abovementioned data 
CED = dlmread('CountEnergyDep.txt',''); 
  
%Determine the number of counts registered in the F8 tally.  First, the 
%normalized counts are found: 
CN = sum(CED(:,2)); 
  
%The absolute number of counts are now found 
CT = CN*(1E9); 
  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (3) Obtain a counts versus lineal energy spectrum 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Convert the energy bin values from MeV to keV 
  
for i1 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    CED(i1,1) = CED(i1,1)*(1E3); 
end 
  
%Convert the energy bin values to lineal energy values (unit: keV/um) 
  
for i2 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    CED(i2,1) = CED(i2,1)/l_bar; 
end 
  
%The following vector will store the mid-points of each lineal energy bin 
LE_Midp = zeros(length(CED),1); 
  
%Since the first energy bin in MCNPX simulations should theoretically begin  
%at 0 keV (although not the case in reality), then the corresponding lineal  
%energy for this bin end-point is 0 keV/um.  So, the mid-point for the  
%first lineal energy bin is calculated to be as follows: 
  
LE_Midp(1,1) = CED(1,1)/2; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the mid-points for the rest of the bins 
  
for i4 = 2:1:length(CED) 








%Step (4) Calculate y_bar_F 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following loop will calculate the numerator of the expression to find 
%y_bar_F 
  
for i5 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    temp1 = temp1 + (LE_Midp(i5,1)*CED(i5,2)); 
end 
  
%The following will calculate the denominator of the expression to find 
%y_bar_F 
  
temp2 = sum(CED(:,2)); 
  
%The following will calculate the value of y_bar_F 
y_F = temp1/temp2;   
  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (5) Calculate y_bar_D 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following loop will calculate the numerator of the expression to find 
%y_bar_D 
  
for i6 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    temp3 = temp3 + ((LE_Midp(i6,1)^2)*CED(i6,2)); 
end 
  
%The following loop will calculate the denominator of the expression to find 
%y_bar_D 
  
for i7 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    temp4 = temp4 + (LE_Midp(i7,1)*CED(i7,2)); 
end 
  
%The following calculates the value of y_bar_D 
y_D = temp3/temp4; 
  
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (6) Calculate yd(y) 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%If the logarithmic lineal energy bin width is NOT known, the following 
%loop is used 
  
ydy = zeros(length(CED),1); 
  
for i8 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    ydy(i8,1) = (LE_Midp(i8,1)^2)*CED(i8,2); 
end 
  
%If the logarithmic lineal energy bin width IS known, the following loop  
%is used 
  
%The following will plot yd(y) as a function of y which in turn will be on 
%a logarithmic (base 10) scale 
  
semilogx(LE_Midp,ydy,'o-'), xlabel('y (Logarithmic (Base 10) Scale)'), 








%Step (7) Determine standard deviation of y_F 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%First, determine the standard deviation of each energy deposition bin 
%count.  These are stored in the following vector 
  
sdfb = zeros(length(CED),1); 
  
%Populate the above vector via the following loop 
  
for i9 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdfb(i9,1) = CED(i9,2)*CED(i9,3); 
end 
  
%Second, calculate the standard deviation of each term in the numerator of 
%the y_F expression.  This is stored in the vector below 
  
sdyfn = zeros(length(CED),1); 
  
%Populate the above vector via the following loop 
  
for i10 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdyfn(i10,1) = LE_Midp(i10,1)*sdfb(i10,1); 
end 
  
%Third, calculate the overall standard deviation of the numerator of the 
%y_F expression.  This is stored in the following variable: 
  
sdyfn_tot = 0; 
  
%Calculate the value of the above variable via the following loop 
  
for i11 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdyfn_tot = sdyfn_tot + (sdyfn(i11,1)^2); 
end 
  
sdyfn_tot = sqrt(sdyfn_tot); 
  
%Fourth, calculate the overall standard deviation of the denominator of the 
%y_F expression.  This is stored in the following variable: 
  
sdyfd_tot = 0; 
  
%Calculate the value of the above variable via the following loop 
  
for i12 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdyfd_tot = sdyfd_tot + (sdfb(i12,1)^2); 
end 
  
sdyfd_tot = sqrt(sdyfd_tot); 
  
%Fifth, calculate the standard deviation of y_F which will be stored in the 
%following variable 
  
sdyf = 0; 
  
%The following will calculate the value of the above variable 








%Step (8) Determine standard deviation of y_D 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%First, the standard deviation of each term in the numerator of y_D will be 
%found and will be stored in the following vector 
  
sdydn = zeros(length(CED),1); 
  
%The following loop will populate the above vector 
  
for i13 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdydn(i13,1) = (LE_Midp(i13,1)^2)*sdfb(i13,1); 
end 
  
%Second, calculate the overall standard deviation of the numerator which 
%will be stored in the following variable 
  
sdydn_tot = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variable 
  
for i14 = 1:1:length(CED) 
    sdydn_tot = sdydn_tot + (sdydn(i14,1)^2); 
end 
  
sdydn_tot = sqrt(sdydn_tot); 
  
%Third, calculate the value of the standard deviation of y_D which will be 
%stored in the following variable 
  
sdyd = 0; 
  
%The following will calculate the value of the above variable 




Irradiation of 5" TEPC with PTB Neutron Fields 
C ======================== Cell Cards ========================================== 
1 1 -1.5748E-5 -1  $Gas Cavity 
2 2 -1.127 -2 1    $Wall 
3 0 -3 2           $Neutron Transport Zone 
4 0 3              $External Universe 
 
C ======================== Surface Cards ======================================= 
1 SO 6.35        $Gas Cavity 
2 SO 6.563       $Wall 
3 SO 1000        $External Universe 
 
C ======================== Data Cards ========================================== 
C ------------------------ MODE Card ------------------------------------------- 
MODE N H # A P E     $Particles transported in a TEPC simulation 
C ------------------------ IMP Card -------------------------------------------- 
IMP:N 1 1 1 0 
IMP:H 1 1 1 0 
IMP:# 1 1 1 0 
IMP:A 1 1 1 0 
IMP:P 1 1 1 0 





C ------------------------ Source Definition ----------------------------------- 
SDEF POS= 0 -10 0 X=D1 Y=-10 Z=D2 PAR=N ERG=14.8 VEC = 0 1 0 &  
  DIR=1  
SI1 -6.563 6.563 
SP1 0 1 
SI2 -6.563 6.563 
SP2 0 1  
C ------------------------ PHYS Card ------------------------------------------- 
PHYS:N 6J 1       $Produce 1 recoil nucleus per neutron elastic scatter 
C ------------------------ CUT Cards ------------------------------------------- 
CUT:P J 0.001 J J J    $Transport photons down to 1 keV 
CUT:H J 0.001 J J J    $Transport recoil protons down to 1 keV 
CUT:# J 0.001 J J J    $Transport recoil heavy nuclei down to 1 keV  
CUT:A J 0.001 J J J    $Transport secondary alphas down to 1 keV  
CUT:E J 0.001 J J J    $Transport electrons down to 1 keV 
C ------------------------ Material Cards -------------------------------------- 
M1 1001.24c -10.3 6000.24c -56.5 7014.24c -3.5 8016.24c -29.3   $Propane Gas  
M2 1001.24c -10.1 6000.24c -77.6 7014.24c -3.5 8016.24c -5.2 & 
   20000.24c -1.8 9019.62c -1.7                                 $Shonka A-150 
C ------------------------ Tally Cards ----------------------------------------- 
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++ PROTON Energy Deposition ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
F6:H 1 
F8:N 1 
E8 0 14.8E-12 0.00040 183LOG 2.02 
FT8 PHL 1 6 1 0 
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++ HEAVY RECOIL NUCLEI Energy Deposition +++++++++++++++ 
F16:# 1 
F18:N 1 
E18 0 14.8E-12 0.00040 183LOG 2.02 
FT18 PHL 1 16 1 0 
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++ ALPHA Energy Deposition +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
F26:A 1 
F28:N 1 
E28 0 14.8E-12 0.00040 183LOG 2.02 
FT28 PHL 1 26 1 0 
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++ Electron Energy Deposition ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
F38:E 1 
E38 0 14.8E-12 0.00040 183LOG 2.02 






%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the dose distribution from MCNPX 
%                           simulations involving TEPC irradiation of  




%Step (1) State the required data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following stores the diameter of the simulated site (unit: um) 
Di = 2; 
  
%The following stores the mean chord length of the simulated site (unit: 
%um) 







%Step (2) Import the counts versus energy deposited spectrum from MCNPX 
%         for all charged particles produced in the simulation 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following will import the abovementioned data for PROTONS 
HCE = dlmread('H.txt',''); 
  
%The following will import the abovementioned data for HEAVY RECOIL NUCLEI 
HRNCE = dlmread('HRN.txt',''); 
  
%The following will import the abovementioned data for ALPHAS 
ACE = dlmread('A.txt',''); 
  
%The following will import the abovementioned data for ELECTRONS 
ECE = dlmread('E.txt',''); 
  
%Finding the maximum dimension of the above vectors 
L = length(ECE); 
  
%This matrix will store the overall counts vs. energy deposition spectrum 
%measured by the TEPC.  The THIRD column stores the standard 
%deviation of each corresponding count value 
D = zeros(L,3); 
  
%The following will now populate the above matrix.  First, insert the 
%energy deposition values into the first column 
D(:,1) = ECE(:,1); 
  
%Second, the following loop will insert the overall counts into the second 
%column 
  
for j = 1:1:L 




%Step (3) Calculate the dose distribution for the simulation 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, the energy deposition values must be converted to keV 
  
for k = 1:1:L 
    D(k,1) = D(k,1)*(1E3); 
end 
  
%Second, the energy deposition values must be converted to lineal energy 
  
for m = 1:1:L 
    D(m,1) = D(m,1)/l_bar; 
end 
  
%Third, the following matrix stores the mid-point lineal energy for each 
%lineal energy bin in the first column and the corresponding yd(y) value 
%for this bin in the second column and the corresponding standard deviation 
%in the third column 
  
ydy = zeros(L-1,3); 
  
%This loop populates the first column of the above matrix 
  
for n = 1:1:length(ydy) 





%This variable stores the constant logarithmic lineal energy bin spacing 
C = 0.04605; 
  
%The following loop calculates the TOTAL yf(y) for the spectrum 
temp1 = 0; 
  
for o = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    temp1 = temp1 + (ydy(o,1)*D(o+1,2)); 
end 
  
%This loop calculates yd(y) for each lineal energy bin 
  
for p=1:1:length(ydy) 
    ydy(p,2) = ydy(p,1)*D(p+1,2)/(temp1*C); 
end 
  




%Step (4) Calculate the frequency mean 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, the sum of the frequencies will be found 
  
temp2 = 0; 
  
for q = 1:1:(L-1) 
    temp2 = temp2 + D(q+1,2); 
end 
  
%Second, the following loop calculates the product of mid-point lineal 
%energy and frequency for each bin 
  
temp3 = 0; 
  
for r = 1:1:(L-1) 
    temp3 = temp3 + (0.5*(D(r,1)+D(r+1,1)))*D(r+1,2); 
end 
  
%Third, calculate the frequency mean 
yF = temp3/temp2; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (5) Calculate the dose mean 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, calculate the numerator of the yD expression 
temp4 = 0; 
  
for t = 1:1:(L-1) 
    temp4 = temp4 + ((0.5*(D(t,1)+D(t+1,1)))^2)*D(t+1,2); 
end 
  
yD = temp4/temp3; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (6) Calculate the standard deviation of the normalized counts in each 
%         energy deposition bin 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, the standard deviation of the counts in each energy deposition bin 
%in each imported matrix will be found 
  
for u = 1:1:L 
    HCE(u,3) = HCE(u,3)*HCE(u,2); 
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    HRNCE(u,3) = HRNCE(u,3)*HRNCE(u,2); 
    ACE(u,3) = ACE(u,3)*ACE(u,2); 
    ECE(u,3) = ECE(u,3)*ECE(u,2); 
end 
  
%Second, the standard deviation for each energy deposition bin in the 
%overall counts versus energy deposition spectrum will be found via the 
%followign loop 
  
for v = 1:1:L 




%Step (7) Calculate the standard deviation of each yd(y) bin 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, the standard deviation of the yf(y) summation term on the 
%denominator of the yd(y) expression will be found 
  
temp5 = 0; 
  
for w = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    temp5 = temp5 + ((ydy(w,1)*D(w+1,3))^2); 
end 
  
temp5 = sqrt(temp5); 
  
%Second the standard deviation of each yd(y) bin will now be found 
  
temp6 = 0; 
temp7 = 0; 
  
for x = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    temp6 = ydy(x,1)*D(x+1,2); 
    temp7 = ydy(x,1)*D(x+1,3); 
    ydy(x,3) = (temp6/temp3)*sqrt(((temp7/temp6)^2) + ((temp5/temp3)^2)); 
end 
  
%The overall standard deviation of each yd(y) bin is now found via the 
%following loop 
  
for y = 1:1:length(ydy) 




%Step (8) Calculate the standard deviation of yF 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, find the standard deviation on the total frequency (i.e. total 
%counts) 
  
temp8 = 0; 
  
for z = 1:1:(L-1) 
    temp8 = temp8 + (D(z+1,3)^2); 
end 
  
temp8 = sqrt(temp8); 
  
%Second, the standard deviation on yF will be found 
  





%Step (9) Calculate the standard deviation of yD 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%First, calculate the standard deviation on the summation of y^2f(y) term 
  
temp9 = 0; 
  
for a = 1:1:(L-1) 
    temp9 = temp9 + (((ydy(a,1)^2)*D(a+1,3))^2); 
end 
  
temp9 = sqrt(temp9); 
  
%Second, the standard deviation on yD will be found 
sdyd = yD*sqrt(((temp9/temp4)^2) + ((temp5/temp3)^2)); 
 










*Step (1) Beam Specifications 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*BEAM       -662.0E-6                        11.480    11.480       1.0PHOTON 
*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
*Enable the following three cards if the Co-60 gamma ray spectrum is needed. 
*Else, enable the above card 
*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
BEAM                                         11.48     11.48       1.0ISOTOPE 
HI-PROPE        27.0      60.0 
RADDECAY         2.0 
BEAMPOS          0.0       0.0     -30.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (2) Geometry Description 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GEOBEGIN                                                              COMBNAME 
  0 0         Wall-less TEPC Inside a Vacuum 
  RPP    1     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0 
  RPP    2     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0 
  SPH    3       0.0       0.0       0.0    +5.740 
  SPH    4       0.0       0.0       0.0    +5.100       
  SPH    5       0.0       0.0       0.0     +1.27 
  END 
  BLAHL  5               +1 -2 
  VACUU  5               +2 -3 
  WALL   5               +3 -4 
  GP     5               +4 -5 
  GC     5                  +5 
  END 
GEOEND 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (3) Compound Declarations 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Declaration of Fluorine 
MATERIAL         9.0    18.998  1.696E-3      26.0                    FLUORINE 
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*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0   1.54E-4      27.0       0.0       0.0TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0     1.127      28.0       0.0       0.0SHONKA 
*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.3       3.0     -56.9       6.0      -3.5       7.0TEG 
COMPOUND       -29.3       8.0                                        TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.1       3.0     -77.6       6.0      -3.5       7.0SHONKA 
COMPOUND        -5.2       8.0      -1.8      21.0      -1.7      26.0SHONKA 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (4) Material Assignments 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Tissue Equivalent Gas 
ASSIGNMAT       27.0       4.0       5.0       1.0 
*A 150 Shonka 
ASSIGNMAT       28.0       3.0 
*External Vacuum 
ASSIGNMAT        2.0       2.0 
*Blackhole 
ASSIGNMAT        1.0       1.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (5) Transport Thresholds for Photon, Electrons, and Positrons 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EMFCUT       -1.0E-6    1.0E-6                27.0      28.0       1.0PROD-CUT 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (6) Pulse Height Tally Request 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DETECT           0.0       0.0   17.2E-6    1.0E-9      -1.0       5.0PHL 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (7) Number of Histories 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 











*Step (1) Beam Specifications 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BEAM                                         11.48     11.48       1.0ISOTOPE 
HI-PROPE        27.0      60.0 
RADDECAY         2.0 
BEAMPOS          0.0       0.0     -30.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (2) Geometry Description 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GEOBEGIN                                                              COMBNAME 
  0 0         Wall-less TEPC Inside a Vacuum 
  RPP    1     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0 
  RPP    2     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0 
  SPH    3       0.0       0.0       0.0    +5.740 
  SPH    4       0.0       0.0       0.0    +5.100       
  SPH    5       0.0       0.0       0.0     +1.27 
  END 
  BLAHL  5               +1 -2 
  VACUU  5               +2 -3 
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  WALL   5               +3 -4 
  GP     5               +4 -5 
  GC     5                  +5 
  END 
GEOEND 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (3) Compound Declarations 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Declaration of Fluorine 
MATERIAL         9.0    18.998  1.696E-3      26.0                    FLUORINE 
*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0 7.4803E-5      27.0       0.0       0.0TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0     1.127      28.0       0.0       0.0SHONKA 
*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.3       3.0     -56.9       6.0      -3.5       7.0TEG 
COMPOUND       -29.3       8.0                                        TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.1       3.0     -77.6       6.0      -3.5       7.0SHONKA 
COMPOUND        -5.2       8.0      -1.8      21.0      -1.7      26.0SHONKA 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (4) Material Assignments 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Tissue Equivalent Gas 
ASSIGNMAT       27.0       4.0       5.0       1.0 
*A 150 Shonka 
ASSIGNMAT       28.0       3.0 
*External Vacuum 
ASSIGNMAT        2.0       2.0 
*Blackhole 
ASSIGNMAT        1.0       1.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (5) Request Ionization Energy Loss Fluctuations 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*IONFLUCT         2.0       2.0       1.0      27.0      28.0       1.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (6) Transport Thresholds for Photon, Electrons, and Positrons 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EMFCUT       -1.0E-6    1.0E-6                27.0      28.0       1.0PROD-CUT 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (7) Pulse Height Tally Request 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DETECT           0.0       0.0  12.00E-6    1.0E-9      -1.0       5.0PHL 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (9) Number of Histories 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 






%Name:                      Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the frequency and dose mean lineal 
%                           energy and their respective uncertainties using 




%Step (1) Declare the constant quantities 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Site Diameter (unit: um) 
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D = 7.7; 
  
%Mean Chord Length (unit: um) 
l_bar = (2/3)*D; 
  
%Width of each FLUKA energy deposition bin (unit: keV) 
W = (2.4023E-8)*(1E9)/(1E3); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2) Import the FLUKA counts vs. energy deposition data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FD = dlmread('1.txt',''); 
%The first column stores the channel number and the second column stores 
%the corresponding counts 
  
%The following matrix will store the channel number in the first column, 
%the corresponding counts in the second column, and the corresponding count 
%uncertainties in the third column 
  
FDP = zeros(length(FD),3); 
  
%Populate the first and second column of the above matrix 
FDP(:,1) = FD(:,1); 
FDP(:,2) = FD(:,2); 
  
%The following loop will populate the third column of the above matrix 
  
for i = 1:1:length(FDP) 
    FDP(i,3) = sqrt(FDP(i,2)); 
end 
  
%Calibrate the channel number values to energy deposited values 
FDP(1,1) = 0; 
  
for j = 2:1:length(FDP) 
    FDP(j,1) = FDP(j-1,1) + W; 
end 
  
%Convert the energy deposited values to lineal energy 
  
for k = 1:1:length(FDP) 




%Step (3) Calculate the frequency and dose mean lineal energies 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will be used to calculate the frequency and dose 
%mean lineal energies 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
temp4 = 0; 
temp5 = 0; 
temp6 = 0; 
  
for m = 2:1:length(FDP) 
     
    %Numerator of yF/Denominator of yD 
    temp1 = temp1 + (0.5*(FDP(m,1) + FDP(m-1,1))*FDP(m,2)); 
     
    %Denominator of yF 
    temp2 = temp2 + FDP(m,2); 
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    %Numerator of yD 
    temp3 = temp3 + (((0.5*(FDP(m,1) + FDP(m-1,1)))^2)*FDP(m,2)); 
     
    %Uncertainty calculations 
    temp4 = temp4 + ((0.5*(FDP(m,1) + FDP(m-1,1))*FDP(m,3))^2); 
    temp5 = temp5 + (FDP(m,3)^2); 
    temp6 = temp6 + ((((0.5*(FDP(m,1) + FDP(m-1,1)))^2)*FDP(m,3))^2);      
     
end 
  
%The following calculates the frequency and dose mean lineal energy 
%respectively 
yF = temp1/temp2; 
yD = temp3/temp1; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (4) Calculate the statistical uncertainty of the frequency and dose 
%mean lineal energies 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
temp4 = sqrt(temp4); 
temp5 = sqrt(temp5); 
temp6 = sqrt(temp6); 
  
%Statistical uncertainty of yF and yD respectively 
sdyf = yF*sqrt(((temp4/temp1)^2) + ((temp5/temp2)^2)); 










*Step (1) Beam Specifications 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BEAM       -0.144E-3                        13.126    13.126       1.0NEUTRON 
BEAMPOS          0.0       0.0     -30.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (2) Geometry Description 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GEOBEGIN                                                              COMBNAME 
  0 0         5" TEPC Inside a Vacuum 
  RPP    1     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0     -80.0     +80.0 
  RPP    2     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0     -40.0     +40.0 
  SPH    3       0.0       0.0       0.0    +6.563       
  SPH    4       0.0       0.0       0.0     +6.35       
  END 
  BLAHL  4               +1 -2 
  VACUU  4               +2 -3 
  WALL   4               +3 -4 
  GC     4                  +4 
  END 
GEOEND 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (3) Compound Declarations 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Implementation of correspondence between HYDROGEN and Free Gas Natural Hydrogen 
LOW-MAT          3.0       1.0      -5.0     296.0                    HYDROGEN 
*Declaration of Fluorine 
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MATERIAL         9.0    18.998  1.696E-3      26.0                    FLUORINE 
*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0 1.5748E-5      27.0       0.0       0.0TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka 
MATERIAL         0.0       0.0     1.127      28.0       0.0       0.0SHONKA 
*Declaration of Tissue-Equivalent Gas Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.3       3.0     -56.9       6.0      -3.5       7.0TEG 
COMPOUND       -29.3       8.0                                        TEG 
*Declaration of A-150 Shonka Compound 
COMPOUND       -10.1       3.0     -77.6       6.0      -3.5       7.0SHONKA 
COMPOUND        -5.2       8.0      -1.8      21.0      -1.7      26.0SHONKA 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (4) Material Assignments 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Tissue Equivalent Gas 
ASSIGNMAT       27.0       4.0 
*A 150 Shonka 
ASSIGNMAT       28.0       3.0 
*External Vacuum 
ASSIGNMAT        2.0       2.0 
*Blackhole 
ASSIGNMAT        1.0       1.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (5) Request Ionization Energy Loss Fluctuations and Ion Transport 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
IONFLUCT         2.0       2.0       1.0      27.0      28.0       1.0 
IONTRANS        -2.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (6) Transport Thresholds for Photon, Electrons, and Positrons 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EMFCUT       -1.0E-6    1.0E-6                27.0      28.0       1.0 PROD-CUT 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (7) Transport Thresholds for Heavy Charged Particles (protons, alpha, 
heavy recoil) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PART-THR     -1.0E-6      -6.0       1.0       1.0 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (8) Pulse Height Tally Request 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DETECT           0.0       0.0  0.400E-3    1.0E-9      -1.0       4.0 PHL 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Step (9) Number of Histories 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
RANDOMIZE        1.0    1198.0 







%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Redistribute the FLUKA DETECT data from 1024 
%                           bins to the number of bins used in the PTB  
%                           experiments and then calculate the frequency  
%                           and dose mean lineal energies and dose  




%Step (1) State the required data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following stores the diameter of the simulated site (unit: um) 
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Di = 2; 
  
%The following stores the mean chord length of the simulated site (unit: 
%um) 
l_bar = (2/3)*Di; 
  
%This variable stores the constant logarithmic lineal energy bin spacing 
C = 0.04605; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2) Declare the lineal energy endpoints used in the experiments 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Number of lineal energy bins used in the experiments 
ne = 160; 
  
%This array stores the lineal energy bin end points 
ye = zeros(ne+1,1); 
  
%First lineal energy bin endpoint 
ye(1,1) = 0.6025596; 
  
%This loop will populate the remainder of the 'ye' array 
  
for i = 2:1:length(ye) 




%Step (3) Read in the FLUKA DETECT tally data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FD1 = dlmread('F1.txt','');     %Data from 1st run 
FD2 = dlmread('F2.txt','');     %Data from 2nd run 
FD3 = dlmread('F3.txt','');     %Data from 3rd run 
FD4 = dlmread('F4.txt','');     %Data from 4th run 
FD5 = dlmread('F5.txt','');     %Data from 5th run 
FD6 = dlmread('F6.txt','');     %Data from 6th run 
FD7 = dlmread('F7.txt','');     %Data from 7th run 
FD8 = dlmread('F8.txt','');     %Data from 8th run 
FD9 = dlmread('F9.txt','');     %Data from 9th run 
FD10 = dlmread('F10.txt','');   %Data from 10th run 
  
%The following matrix will store the energy deposition bin end-points in 
%the first column, the corresponding AVERAGE bin counts in the second  
%column, and the standard deviation of these bin counts in the third 
%column 
FDE = zeros(1024,3); 
  
%The following stores the width of each bin (unit: keV) 
W = (3.9062E-7)*(1E9)/(1E3); 
  
%The channel number values will now be calibrated to energy deposited 
%values.  Channel number 1 corresponds to an energy deposited of 0 
  
FDE(1,1) = 0; 
  
%The following loop will perform the rest of the calibration 
  
for j = 2:1:1024 
    FDE(j,1) = FDE(j-1,1) + W; 
end 
  
%The following loop will convert the energy deposition values to 




for j1 = 1:1:length(FDE) 
    FDE(j1,1) = FDE(j1,1)/l_bar; 
end 
  
%The following matrix will store the counts from each of the 10 simulations 
%for each bin 
  
FL = zeros(1024,10); 
  
%This loop will populate the above matrix 
  
for j2 = 1:1:1024 
    FL(j2,1) = FD1(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,2) = FD2(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,3) = FD3(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,4) = FD4(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,5) = FD5(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,6) = FD6(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,7) = FD7(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,8) = FD8(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,9) = FD9(j2,2); 
    FL(j2,10) = FD10(j2,2); 
end 
  
%The following loop will calculate the mean counts and standard deviation  
%for each lineal energy bin 
  
tempstd1 = 0; 
tempstd2 = 0; 
  
for j3 = 1:1:1024 
    FDE(j3,2) = mean(FL(j3,:)); 
  
    for j4 = 1:1:10 
        tempstd1 = tempstd1 + (FL(j3,j4)^2); 
    end 
     
    tempstd2 = sum(FL(j3,:)); 
             
    FDE(j3,3) = sqrt((1/9)*((0.1*tempstd1) - ((0.1^2)*(tempstd2^2))));      
     
    %Reset standard deviation calculation variables to zero 
    tempstd1 = 0; 
    tempstd2 = 0; 




%Step (4) Calculate yF and yD from the raw FLUKA data and their associated 
%standard deviations 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will be used 
tempy1 = 0; 
tempy2 = 0; 
tempy3 = 0; 
tempy4 = 0; 
tempy5 = 0; 
tempy6 = 0; 
tempy7 = 0; 
  
for j2 = 2:1:length(FDE) 
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    %Calculating bin mid-point 
    tempy1 = 0.5*(FDE(j2-1,1) + FDE(j2,1)); 
     
    %yF calculations 
    tempy2 = tempy2  + (tempy1*FDE(j2,2));          %numerator 
    tempy3 = tempy3 + FDE(j2,2);                    %denominator 
     
    %yD calculations 
    tempy4 = tempy4 + (tempy1^2)*FDE(j2,2);         %numerator 
     
    %Standard deviation of yF 
    tempy5 = tempy5 + ((tempy1*FDE(j2,3))^2); 
    tempy6 = tempy6 + (FDE(j2,3)^2); 
     
    %Standard deviation of yD 
    tempy7 = tempy7 + (((tempy1^2)*FDE(j2,3))^2); 
     
end 
  
yF = tempy2/tempy3;         %Value of yF 
yD = tempy4/tempy2;         %Value of yD 
  
%Standard Deviation Calculation of yF 
tempy5 = sqrt(tempy5); 
tempy6 = sqrt(tempy6); 
  
%Standard Deviation Calculation of yD 
tempy7 = sqrt(tempy7); 
  
sdyf = yF*sqrt(((tempy5/tempy2)^2) + ((tempy6/tempy3)^2));  %Standard deviation 
of yF 
sdyd = yD*sqrt(((tempy7/tempy4)^2) + ((tempy5/tempy2)^2));  %Standard deviation 
of yD 
     
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (5) Redistribute the FLUKA DETECT tally data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following matrix will store the lineal energy experimental bin 
%end-points in the first column, the corresponding collapsed FLUKA counts 
%in the second column, and the corresponding standard deviation in the 
%third column 
  
FP = zeros(ne+1,3); 
  
%The first column will store the experimental lineal energy bin end points 
%and the second column will store the redistributed counts 
  
for k = 1:1:length(FP) 






%The following variables will be used 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
temp4 = 0; 
BWF = 0; 
BWC = 0; 
BWFr = 0; 
tempsum = 0; 
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dbin = 0; 
tlast = 0; 
  
%SCENARIO #1: FLUKA data lies before first experiment bin 
for m = 1:1:(length(FDE)-1)        
    if ((FDE(m,1) < FP(1,1)) && (FDE(m+1,1) <= FP(1,1))) 
         
        %Counts Distribution 
        FP(1,2) = FP(1,2)+ FDE(m+1,2);   
         
        %Standard Deviation 
        FP(1,3) = FP(1,3) + (FDE(m+1,3)^2); 
         
        tlast = m+1; 
    end         
end 
  
%SCENARIO #2.1 and 2.2: FLUKA data falls into one bin or spans several  
%                       experimental bins 
  
for m = tlast:1:(length(FDE)-1) 
     
    %This variable ensures that the fractions calculated for scenario 2.1 
    %equal to 1 
    tempsum = 0; 
     
    %This finds the first bin number that is being encompassed 
    for n1 = 1:1:(length(FP)-1)                              
        if (FDE(m,1) <= FP(n1,1)) 
            temp1 = n1; 
            break 
        end         
    end 
     
    %This finds the second bin number that is being encompassed 
    for n2 = 1:1:(length(FP)-1)          
        if (FDE(m+1,1) <= FP(n2,1)) 
            temp2 = n2; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    
    %Calculates the difference between the pair of FLUKA energy deposition 
    %bin end-points in question 
    BWF = FDE(m+1,1) - FDE(m,1); 
     
    %Determines if several experimental bins are being encompassed by FLUKA 
    %pair 
    dbin = temp2 - temp1; 
     
    %Scenario 2.1: Several experimental bins are being encompassed by FLUKA 
    %              pair 
    if (dbin >= 1) 
        for p = temp1:1:temp2 
             
            if (p==temp1) 
                BWC = FP(temp1,1) - FDE(m,1);                 
                BWFr = BWC/BWF; 
                 
                tempsum = tempsum + BWFr; 
                 
                FP(p,2) = FP(p,2) + (BWFr*FDE(m+1,2));      %Counts Distribution 
                FP(p,3) = FP(p,3) + ((BWFr*FDE(m+1,3))^2);  %Standard Deviation 
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            elseif (p==temp2) 
                BWC = FDE(m+1,1) - FP(temp2-1,1);                 
                BWFr = BWC/BWF; 
                 
                tempsum = tempsum + BWFr; 
                 
                FP(p,2) = FP(p,2) + (BWFr*FDE(m+1,2));      %Counts Distribution 
                FP(p,3) = FP(p,3) + ((BWFr*FDE(m+1,3))^2);  %Standard Deviation 
                 
            else 
                BWC = FP(p,1) - FP(p-1,1); 
                BWFr = BWC/BWF; 
                 
                tempsum = tempsum + BWFr; 
                 
                FP(p,2) = FP(p,2) + (BWFr*FDE(m+1,2));      %Counts Distribution 
                FP(p,3) = FP(p,3) + ((BWFr*FDE(m+1,3))^2);  %Standard Deviation 
                 
            end 
        end 
    else 
         
    %Scenario 2.2: FLUKA pair falls into one experimental bin              
        FP(temp2,2) = FP(temp2,2) + FDE(m+1,2);         %Counts Distribution 
        FP(temp2,3) = FP(temp2,3) + (FDE(m+1,3)^2);     %Standard Deviation 
         
    end 
        disp(tempsum)         
end 
  
%SCENARIO #3: FLUKA pair falls after last experimental bin 
  
for q = 1:1:(length(FDE) - 1) 
    if (FDE(q,1) <= FP(length(FP),1) && FDE(q+1,1) >= FP(length(FP),1)) 
        FP(length(FP),2) = FP(length(FP),2) + FDE(q+1,2);       %Counts 
Distribution 
        FP(length(FP),3) = FP(length(FP),3) + (FDE(q+1,3)^2);   %Standard 
Deviation 
    end 
end 
  
%The following will calculate the standard deviation of each collapsed 
%count value calculated 
  
FP(:,3) = sqrt(FP(:,3)); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (6) Calculate dose distribution from re-distributed FLUKA data 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%This matrix stores lineal energy bin mid-points in the first column, yd(y)  
%values in the second column, and the corresponding standard deviation in 
%the third column 
ydy = zeros(ne+1,3); 
  
%The first bin mid-point is bounded by zero and the first bin end-point 
ydy(1,1) = FP(1,1)/2; 
  
%This loop finds the remaining lineal energy bin mid-points 
for q = 2:1:length(FP) 





%This variable and loop is required to calculate the summation of y*f for  
%all bins 
ydysum = 0; 
  
for r = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    ydysum = ydysum + ydy(r,1)*FP(r,2); 
end 
  
%This calculates the value of yd(y) for each bin 
for s = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    ydy(s,2) = ydy(s,1)*FP(s,2)/(ydysum*C); 
end 
  
%This calculates the standard deviation of each yd(y) value 
  
for t = 1:1:length(ydy) 
    ydy(t,3) = ydy(t,2)*sqrt(((FP(t,3)/FP(t,2))^2) + ((tempy5/tempy2)^2)); 
end 
  
%This plots yd(y) vs. y for the collapsed FLUKA data 
semilogx(ydy(:,1),ydy(:,2))          
 




[ T i t l e ] 
Photon Irradiation of Wall-Less TEPC 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 10000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_KD.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E+3      $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E+3      $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3 $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E+3 $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   2      
   proj =   photon 
     x0 =   -5.74 
     x1 =   5.74 
     y0 =   -10 
     y1 =   -10 
     z0 =   -5.74 
     z1 =   5.74 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   90 





[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H          -10.3 
 C           -56.9 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H          -10.1 
 C           -77.6 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -5.2 
 40Ca        -1.8 
 19F         -1.7 
 
[ S u r f a c e ]   
  1   SO    1.27 
  2   SO    5.10 
  3   SO    5.74 
  4   RPP   -40 40 -40 40 -40 40 
 
[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -9.45E-6        -1 
  2   1   -9.45E-6        -2 1 
  3   2   -1.127          -3 2 
  4   0                   -4 3 
  5   -1                   4  
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = all 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
   4           1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = 1  
     part = (electron positron)            
   e-type = 2 
       ne = 1024 
     emin = 0.0 
     emax = 4.0E-3 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 






[ T i t l e ] 
Photon Irradiation of Wall-Less TEPC 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_KD.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
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 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E+3      $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E+3      $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3 $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E+3 $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
$Cobalt-60 Gamma Ray Spectrum 
  totfact = 2.0 
 <source> = 1 
   s-type = 2 
     proj = photon 
       x0 = -5.74 
       x1 = 5.74 
       y0 = -10 
       y1 = -10 
       z0 = -5.74 
       z1 = 5.74 
      dir = 0 
      phi = 90 
      e0  = 1.173 
   factor = 1 
 <source> = 1 
   s-type = 2 
     proj = photon 
       x0 = -5.74 
       x1 = 5.74 
       y0 = -10 
       y1 = -10 
       z0 = -5.74 
       z1 = 5.74 
      dir = 0 
      phi = 90 
      e0  = 1.333 
   factor = 1 
 
[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H          -10.3 
 C           -56.9 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H          -10.1 
 C           -77.6 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -5.2 
 40Ca        -1.8 
 19F         -1.7 
 
[ S u r f a c e ]   
  1   SO    1.27 
  2   SO    5.10 
  3   SO    5.74 
  4   RPP   -40 40 -40 40 -40 40 
 
[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -3.03E-4        -1 
  2   1   -3.03E-4        -2 1 
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  3   2   -1.127          -3 2 
  4   0                   -4 3 
  5   -1                   4  
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = all 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
   4           1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = 1  
     part = (electron positron)            
   e-type = 2 
       ne = 1024 
     emin = 0.0 
     emax = 24.6E-3 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 







%Name:                      Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the frequency and dose mean lineal  
%                           energy and their respective uncertainties using  




%Step (1) Declare the constant quantities 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Site Diameter (unit: um) 
D = 7.7; 
  
%Mean Chord Length (unit: um) 
l_bar = (2/3)*D; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2) Import the PHITS counts vs. energy deposited spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PH = dlmread('Data.txt','');         
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (3) Convert the PHITS counts vs. energy deposited spectrum to counts 
%vs. lineal energy spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following matrix will store lineal energy bin midpoints in the first 
%column, bin counts in the second column, and the associated standard 
%deviation of these counts in the third column 
  
a = length(PH);     
YC = zeros(a,3); 
  




for i = 1:1:a 
    YC(i,1) = ((PH(i,1) + PH(i,2))/2)*(1000)/l_bar; 
end 
  
%Populate the second column of the above matrix.  Note that the 
%multiplication factor of 1E+8 de-nonormalizes the counts 
YC(:,2) = PH(:,3).*1E8; 
  
%Populate the third column of the above matrix via the following loop 
  
for j = 1:1:a 




%Step (4) Calculate the frequency and dose mean lineal energies 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will store the value of these respective 
%quantities 
yF = 0; 
yD = 0; 
  
%The following variables will assist in the calculation 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
  
%The following loop will perform the required calculations 
  
for k = 1:1:a 
    temp1 = temp1 + (YC(k,1)*YC(k,2));          %Numerator of yF 
    temp2 = temp2 + YC(k,2);                    %Denominator of yF 
    temp3 = temp3 + ((YC(k,1)^2)*YC(k,2));      %Numerator of yD 
end 
  
yF = temp1/temp2; 
yD = temp3/temp1; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (5) Calculate the standard deviation of the frequency and dose mean  
%lineal energies 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will store the value of the standard deviation of 
%yF and yD respectively 
sdyf = 0; 
sdyd = 0; 
  
%The following variables will assist in the calculation 
temp4 = 0; 
temp5 = 0; 
temp6 = 0; 
  
%The following loop will perform the required calculations 
  
for m = 1:1:a 
    temp4 = temp4 + ((YC(m,1)*YC(m,3))^2); 
    temp5 = temp5 + (YC(m,3)^2); 
    temp6 = temp6 + (((YC(m,1)^2)*YC(m,3))^2); 
end 
  
temp4 = sqrt(temp4); 
temp5 = sqrt(temp5); 
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temp6 = sqrt(temp6); 
  
sdyf = yF*sqrt(((temp4/temp1)^2) + ((temp5/temp2)^2)); 




[ T i t l e ] 
Irradiation of 5" TEPC with 144 keV incident neutrons 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 10 
 itall    = 2 
 file(6)  = phits_CASE1.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PROTON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Maximum PROTON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(2)  = 1.0E-10     $Minimum NEUTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(2)  = 20          $Maximum NEUTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 e-mode   = 1 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   2      
   proj =   neutron 
     x0 =   -6.563 
     x1 =   6.563 
     y0 =   -10 
     y1 =   -10 
     z0 =   -6.563 
     z1 =   6.563 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   90 
     e0 =   0.144 
 
[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H          -10.3 
 C           -56.9 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H          -10.1 
 C           -77.6 
 14N         -3.5 
 16O         -5.2 
 40Ca        -1.8 
 19F         -1.7 
 
[ S u r f a c e ]   
  1   SO    6.35 
  2   SO    6.563 







[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -1.5748E-5      -1 
  2   2   -1.127          -2 1 
  3   0                   -3 2 
  4   -1                  3  
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = neutron proton 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = 1  
     part = proton             
   e-type = 3 
       ne = 136 
     emin = 0.00066 
     emax = 0.351 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 







%Name:                      Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the dose distribution, frequency and  
%                           dose mean lineal energy and their respective 
%                           uncertainties using the PHITS counts vs. 




%Step (1) Declare the constant quantities 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Site Diameter (unit: um) 
D = 2; 
  
%Mean Chord Length (unit: um) 
l_bar = (2/3)*D; 
  
%Lineal Energy Logarithmic Bin Width 
C = 0.04605; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2) Import the PHITS counts vs. energy deposition spectra 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PH1 = dlmread('1.txt','');      % 1st irradiation simulation 
PH2 = dlmread('2.txt','');      % 2nd irradiation simulation 
PH3 = dlmread('3.txt','');      % 3rd irradiation simulation     
PH4 = dlmread('4.txt','');      % 4th irradiation simulation 
PH5 = dlmread('5.txt','');      % 5th irradiation simulation 
PH6 = dlmread('6.txt','');      % 6th irradiation simulation 
PH7 = dlmread('7.txt','');      % 7th irradiation simulation 
PH8 = dlmread('8.txt','');      % 8th irradiation simulation 
PH9 = dlmread('9.txt','');      % 9th irradiation simulation 
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PH10 = dlmread('10.txt','');    % 10th irradiation simulation 
  
%For each of the above matrices, the first and second column store an energy 
%deposition bin's starting and end point respectively and the third column  
%stores the counts normalized to the number of histories 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (3) Generate an average counts vs. energy deposition spectra 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Store the counts for each energy deposition bin from all 10 simulations 
%in the following matrix 
  
i = length(PH1); 
PHB = zeros(i,10); 
  
%Populate the above matrix.  Note that the multiplication of each entry by 
%1E+8 de-normalizes the counts 
  
for j = 1:1:i 
    PHB(j,1) = PH1(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,2) = PH2(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,3) = PH3(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,4) = PH4(j,3)*(1E8);   
    PHB(j,5) = PH5(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,6) = PH6(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,7) = PH7(j,3)*(1E8);   
    PHB(j,8) = PH8(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,9) = PH9(j,3)*(1E8); 
    PHB(j,10) = PH10(j,3)*(1E8); 
end 
  
%The first and second column of the following matrix will store the energy 
%deposition bin endpoints and the third column will store the average bin 
%counts from all 10 simulations.  The fourth column will store the standard 
%deviation of the corresponding averaged counts 
  
PHA = zeros(i,4); 
  
%Populate the first two columns of the averaged matrix 
  
for k = 1:1:i 
    PHA(k,1) = PH1(k,1); 
    PHA(k,2) = PH1(k,2); 
end 
  
%Populate the third and fourth column of the above matrix 
  
for m = 1:1:i 
    PHA(m,3) = mean(PHB(m,:)); 




%Step (4) Convert the average spectrum to an average counts vs. lineal 
%         energy spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following matrix will store this new spectrum.  The first column will 
%store the lineal energy midpoint of each bin while the second and third 
%column will store the average bin counts and corresponding standard 
%deviation respectively 
  




%Populate the first column of the above matrix 
  
for n = 1:1:i 
    PHY(n,1) = ((PHA(n,1) + PHA(n,2))/2)*((1E3)/l_bar); 
end 
  
%Populate the second and third column of the above matrix 
PHY(:,2) = PHA(:,3); 
PHY(:,3) = PHA(:,4); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (5) Calculate yF and yD (frequency and dose mean lineal energy) 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variable will store the value of yF and yD respectively 
yF = 0; 
yD = 0; 
  
%The following variables will assist in the calculation 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of yF 
  
for o = 1:1:i 
    temp1 = temp1 + (PHY(o,1)*PHY(o,2));        %Numerator of yF/Denominator of 
yD 
    temp2 = temp2 + PHY(o,2);                   %Denominator of yF 
    temp3 = temp3 + ((PHY(o,1)^2)*PHY(o,2));    %Numerator of yD 
end 
  
yF = temp1/temp2; 
yD = temp3/temp1; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (6) Calculate the value of yd(y) for each bin 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first column of the following matrix will store the lineal energy bin 
%midpoint and the second column will store the value of yd(y) for the bin. 
%The third column will store the standard deviation of the corresponding 
%yd(y) value 
  
ydy = zeros(i,3); 
  
%Populate the first column of the above matrix 
ydy(:,1) = PHY(:,1); 
  
%Populate the second column of the above matrix via the following loop 
  
for p = 1:1:i 




%Step (7) Calculate the standard deviation of yF and yD 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will store the standard deviation of yF and yD  
%respectively 
  
sdyf = 0; 
sdyd = 0; 
  





temp4 = 0; 
temp5 = 0; 
temp6 = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the standard deviations 
  
for q = 1:1:i 
    temp4 = temp4 + ((PHY(q,1)*PHY(q,3))^2); 
    temp5 = temp5 + (PHY(q,3)^2); 
    temp6 = temp6 + ((((PHY(q,1))^2)*PHY(q,3))^2); 
end 
  
temp4 = sqrt(temp4); 
temp5 = sqrt(temp5); 
temp6 = sqrt(temp6); 
  
sdyf = yF*sqrt(((temp4/temp1)^2) + ((temp5/temp2)^2)); 
sdyd = yD*sqrt(((temp6/temp3)^2) + ((temp4/temp1)^2)); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (8) Calculate the standard deviation of each yd(y) bin value 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will assist in this calculation 
temp7 = 0; 
temp8 = 0; 
  
%The following loop will perform the calculation 
  
for r = 1:1:i 
    temp7 = PHY(r,1)*PHY(r,3); 
    temp8 = PHY(r,1)*PHY(r,2); 


























Element Arrangement Methodology for Compact Multi-Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter and 
Schematic Layout of Tissue Equivalent Instruments with Multiple Sensitive Volumes 
 
 This appendix will first present the methodology that was developed to determine how the elements in the 
CMETEPC were arranged.  When simulating the response of the METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC using the PHITS 
code, the spatial location of the elements in these counters must defined and the second section of this appendix will 
identify the cartesian coordinates of each sensitive volume in the three aforementioned counter designs.  The third 
section in this appendix will calculate (a) the total mass of gas in the sensitive volume(s) of the standard TEPC, 
METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC designs, (b) the wall mass of the four aforementioned instruments, and (c) the total 
mass of the end caps of the METEPC and CMETEPC. 
 
E.1 Element Arrangement Methodology for Compact Multi-Element Tissue Equivalent Proportional 
 Counter 
 
 The METEPC design shown in Figure 4.8 illustrates that the elements in this instrument have a hexagonal 
packing.  Similarly, the CMETEPC will also have its elements arranged in a hexagonal array.  As a result, the number 
of elements found in each row of the CMETEPC is calculated by first considering Figure E.1. 
 
 




Using Figure E.1, the number of elements in the centre row (row i) and the total number of rows in the 
packing arrangement must be determined.  To determine the value of these quantities, first consider a packing 
consisting of three rows above the centre row and three rows below the centre row.  As per Table 4.6, the total number 
of elements in this packing must equal 113 and this is stated mathematically: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1133-n22-n21-n2n
row centre
below and above rows
3rdin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
2ndin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
1stin  elements of #row centrein 
elements of #
=+++   
 
The above expression can be reduced to: 
 
121136nn +=+  
 
Similarly, if four rows are placed above the centre row and four rows are placed below the centre row, the total number 
of elements in this packing is calculated using the following expression: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1134-n23-n22-n21-n2n
row centre
below and above rows
4thin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
3rdin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
2ndin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
1stin  elements of #row centrein 
elements of #
=++++   
 
The above expression can be reduced to: 
 
021138nn +=+  
 
Finally, if five rows are placed above the centre row and five rows are placed below the centre row, the total number of 
elements in this packing is calculated using the following expression: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1135-n24-n23-n22-n21-n2n
row centre
below and above rows
5thin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
4thin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
3rdin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
2ndin  elements of #
row centre
below and above rows
1stin  elements of #row centrein 
elements of #
=+++++   
 
The above expression can be reduced to: 
 
03113n01n +=+  
 
In light of the above discussion, it can be seen that if r rows are placed above the centre row and r rows are placed 
below the centre row, then the following expression is derived: 
 
( ) ( )1rr1132r1n ++=+  
 












In order to calculate the number of elements in the centre row and the amount rows to place both above and 
below the centre row, successive values of r must be substituted into the previous equation.  Whichever value of r 
results in the modulus of the numerator of the previous equation divided by the denominator being equal to zero, then 
this value of r represents the number of rows to place both above and below the centre row and this value of r is then 
used to calculate the number of elements to place in the centre row.  Bearing this in mind, the following MATLAB code 
was developed to perform these calculations. 
 
%========================================================================== 
%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Determine the manner in which elements will be 
%                           packed in the modified METEPC featuring long 




%Step (1)   Declare the required quantities 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NE = 113;       %Number of Elements in modified METEPC 
NR = 0;         %Number of rows above OR below main row of modified METEPC 
n = 0;          %Number of Elements in main row of modified METEPC 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2)   Determine the number of elements in the main row of the 
%           modified METEPC and the total number of rows above OR below the 
%           main row 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%The following variables will assist in this calculation 
tempnum = 0; 
tempden = 0; 
  
%The following loop will carry out the calculation 
  
for ra = 3:1:20 
    tempnum = NE + (ra*(ra+1)); 
    tempden = 1 + (2*ra); 
     
    if (mod(tempnum,tempden) == 0) 
        NR = ra;        %Number of rows above OR below main row of modified  
        METEPC 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
%Calculate number of elements in main row of counter 
n = tempnum/tempden; 
 
The above computer code calculates that 13 elements must be placed in the centre row and 5 rows of elements must be 






E.2 Schematic Layout of Tissue Equivalent Instruments with Multiple Sensitive Volumes 
 
 When simulating the response of the METEPC and CMETEPC in a Monte Carlo simulation, the geometry of 
these counter designs must be specified in the input file.  In order to implement the cylindrical gas cavities of these two 
instruments, the following tasks must be completed in order: 
 
(1) Cartesian coordinates of the centre of the front face of each element in the two instruments must be explicitly 
defined 
 
(2) Circles are drawn about each point with a certain radius (see Table 4.6) 
 
(3) Each circle is extruded through the cylindrical block of Shonka A 150 tissue equivalent plastic 
 
In order to specify the geometry of the QITEPC design, the cartesian coordinate of the centre of each spherical gas 
cavity must first be defined.  Figures E.2 – E.4 will list the aforementioned cartesian coordinates for the METEPC, 
CMETEPC, and QITEPC. 
 
 




Figure E.3 Cartesian Coordinates of Reference Points for CMETEPC Elements 
 
Figure E.4 illustrates the cartesian coordinates of the centre of each QITEPC element.  Note that the x and z coordinate 
of any element remains the same when it is repeated in another matrix but its y coordinate changes depending on the 
matrix in question.  For example, the upper left-most element in the first matrix will have the same x and z coordinates 
as the upper left-most elements in the other matrices, however the y coordinate changes depending on the matrix the 





Figure E.4 Cartesian Coordinates of Reference Points for QITEPC Elements 
 
E.3 Mass Calculations 
 
 Based on the data shown in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.8 pertaining to the dimensions of the four TEPC 
instruments and the gas density inside their sensitive volume(s), the calculations of the (a) mass of the gas in the 
sensitive volume(s) and (b) mass of the wall of the four instruments will be presented along with the calculation of the 
mass of the end caps of the METEPC and CMETEPC designs will be provided. 
 
E.3.1 Calculation of Mass of Gas in Sensitive Volume(s) 
 


















































The mass of gas in the sensitive volumes of the METEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 
































The mass of gas in the sensitive volumes of the CMETEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 
































The mass of gas in the sensitive volumes of the QITEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 









































E.3.2 Calculation of Mass of Wall in Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counters 
 
The mass of the wall in the standard TEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 








































































The mass of the wall in the METEPC design is calculated below: 
 
  

































































The mass of the wall in the CMETEPC design is calculated below: 
 
  

































































The mass of the wall in the QITEPC design is calculated below: 
 
  










Element Singlein   Wallof Volume
Element Singlein 
























































E.3.3 Calculation of Mass of End Caps of METEPC and CMETEPC Designs 
 
The total mass of the end caps of the METEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 



































































































































The total mass of the end caps of the CMETEPC design is calculated below: 
 
 









































































































































Calculation of Numerical Constants for Sensitivity Estimates 
 
 Section 2.1.12.1 states that the sensitivity of a TEPC is defined as the counts that are recorded by the 
instrument divided by the dose equivalent delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of the instrument and the sensitivity has 




























         (F.1) 
 
Based on the discussion in Section 2.1.9, the absorbed dose (in units of Gy) delivered to the sensitive volume(s) of a 
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The second term on the right hand side of the above expression is equal to the inverse of the frequency mean lineal 















































































The numerical constant, denoted as 1/c in Equation 2.18, is equal to the first term on the right hand side of the above 















































      (F.3) 
 
Where: 
1/c = numerical constant for sensitivity estimate (unit: keV µm-1 µGy-1) 
  = mean chord length of simulated microscopic tissue volume (unit: µm) 
mgas = total mass of gas in sensitive volume(s) of instrument (unit: g) 
 
Using the data presented in Table 4.6 for the four TEPC instruments of interest to this thesis, the value of the numerical 
constant for these instruments are as follows (note that the value of the 5” standard TEPC design is reported by Waker 


































































































































































Replication of Neutron Energy Spectra Produced from 7Li(p,n) Nuclear Reaction 
 
 Section 4.6 discussed the irradiation of the METEPC with neutron energy spectra produced from the 7Li(p,n) 
nuclear reaction.  Two neutron spectra with mean energies of 204 ± 11.63 keV and 353.9 ± 10.71 keV respectively were 
used to irradiate the METEPC in the PHITS simulations.  The manner in which these spectra were produced using 
experimentally-determined data will be presented in this appendix.  Aslam et al. (2003) lists, for a variety of mean 
neutron energies, the ratio of the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) to the mean neutron energy.  The listings 
provided by this study do not contain this ratio for the two above stated mean neutron energies.  However, linear 
interpolation was applied to the listings to quantify the aforementioned ratio for the 204 and 353.9 keV neutron energy 
spectra.  Table G.1 shows the FWHM-to-mean neutron energy ratio for the 204 and 353.9 keV neutron energy spectra. 
 









Standard Deviation of Spectrum 
(σ, keV) 
204 ± 11.63 13.39 27.32 11.63 
353.9 ± 10.71 7.11 25.16 10.71 































Table G.1 Full Width at Half Maximum and Standard Deviation for Neutron Energy Spectra with 204 ± 11.63 
and 353.9 ± 10.71 keV Mean Energies 
 
The neutron energy spectra that is sought for the two above stated mean neutron energies quantifies the 
fraction of neutrons that emanate from the 7Li target with a certain kinetic energy.  Aslam et al. (2003) describes the 
neutron energy spectra produced from the 7Li(p,n) nuclear reaction as having a gaussian-shaped distribution.  As a 
result, the gaussian distribution can be used to formulate the neutron energy spectrum for each of the two above stated 








































        (G.1) 
 
Where: 
f(x) = fraction of neutrons emanating from 7Li target with neutron kinetic energy equal to x 
x = neutron kinetic energy for which emission fraction is sought (unit: keV) 
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σ = standard deviation of energy spectrum of neutrons emanating from 7Li target (unit: keV) 
µ = mean kinetic energy of neutrons emanating from 7Li target (unit: keV) 
  
Using the framework shown in Equation G.1 and the data shown in Table G.1, the following MATLAB code 
quantifies the two neutron energy spectra with respective mean energies of 204 ± 11.63 keV and 353.9 ± 10.71 keV.  




%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the Gaussian (Normal) Distribution  
%                           that yields neutron emission probability as a  
%                           function of neutron energy.  This distribution  
%                           calculates the neutron energy spectrum that  




%Step (1)   Declare the Required Inputs 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
E_n = 423.1;        %Mean Neutron Energy (keV) 
Sig_En = 10.69;   %Standard Deviation of Mean Neutron Energy (keV) 
n = 102;          %Number of neutron energy values for which emission 
probability is sought 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2)   Calculate Neutron Energy Spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following matrix will store the neutron energy values in the first 
%column and the corresponding emission fraction in the second column 
  
EM = zeros(n+1,2); 
EM((n/2)+1,1) = E_n; 
  
%The following loops will populate the first column of the above matrix 
  
for i = (n/2):-1:1 
    EM(i,1) = EM(i+1,1) - 1; 
end 
  
for j = ((n/2)+2):1:length(EM) 
    EM(j,1) = EM(j-1,1) + 1; 
end 
  
%The following loop will populate the second column of the above matrix 
  
for k = 1:1:length(EM) 


















and ( )10*Q for Polyenergetic Neutron Spectra 
 
 This appendix describes the mathematical framework through which the mean ambient dose equivalent and 
the mean Q*(10) value for the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra are calculated.  These two 
microdosimetric quantities are dependent on neutron energy and since the three aforementioned neutron energy spectra 
are polyenergetic, a methodology must be developed to calculate a representative or mean value for the two 
microdosimetric quantities for each of three neutron energy spectra.  The manner in which the mean ambient dose 
equivalent is calculated for the three aforementioned neutron energy spectra will first be discussed.  Consider the 
irradiation of a TEPC by an expanded and aligned planar neutron source that emits a total number of neutrons denoted 
by nps.  For any of the three neutron energy spectra, the fluence of neutrons with energy falling in the ith energy bin that 






=Φ           (H.1) 
 
Where: 
Φi = neutron fluence incident on TEPC with energy falling into ith energy bin of incident neutron 
energy spectrum (unit: neutrons cm-2) 
fi = fraction of neutrons with energy falling into the ith energy bin of incident neutron energy 
spectrum that are emitted from the neutron source (provided in Figures 4.21 – 4.23) 
nps = total number of neutrons emitted by neutron source (unit: neutrons) 
fi × nps = absolute number of neutrons with energy falling into the ith energy bin of incident neutron 
energy spectrum that are emitted from the neutron source (unit: neutrons) 
A = surface area of cross section of TEPC that faces the neutron source (unit: cm2) 
 
In order to calculate the mean ambient dose equivalent value for a polyenergetic neutron spectrum, the following 









































= ambient dose equivalent value for incident neutrons with energy falling in the ith energy bin; this  
quantity is evaluated at the midpoint energy of the energy bin in question; provided in ICRP 60 
(1991) (unit: pSv cm2) 
 















































10*H         (H.3) 
 



















10*Q          (H.4) 
 
Where: 
( )10*Q  = mean Q*(10) value for incident neutron energy spectrum 
( ) i10*Q  = Q*(10) value for incident neutrons with energy falling in the i
th energy bin; this  quantity is 
evaluated at the midpoint energy of the energy bin in question 
 
It is important to note that ICRP 60 (1991) provides an analytical equation that is used to calculate the radiation 
weighting factor as a function of incident neutron energy and this distribution of radiation weighting factor as a function 
of incident neutron energy approximates well the variation of Q*(10) with incident neutron energy.  The radiation 









+=≈        (H.5) 
 
 Using Equations H.3, H.4, and H.5, Table 4.9 lists the mean ambient dose equivalent and mean Q*(10) values 
for 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be neutron energy spectra. 
 
 A MATLAB code was developed to calculate the mean ambient dose equivalent for a polyenergetic neutron 
spectrum and is shown below. 
 
%========================================================================== 
%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the weighted average H*(10) per unit 
%                           fluence for realistic nuclear power plant 




%Step (1)   Import the Nuclear Power Plant Neutron Energy Spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NES = dlmread('Spectrum.txt',''); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2)   Load in the H*(10) per unit Fluence versus Incident Neutron 
%           Kinetic Energy from ICRP 74 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first column in the matrix below stores the incident neutron kinetic 
%energy and the second column stores the corresponding value of H*(10) per 
%unit fluence 
  
H = zeros(100,2); 
  
%The following populates the first column of the above matrix 
  
H(1,1) = 1E-9; 
H(2,1) = 2E-9; 
H(3,1) = 3E-9; 
H(4,1) = 4E-9; 
H(5,1) = 5E-9; 
H(6,1) = 6E-9; 
H(7,1) = 7E-9; 
H(8,1) = 8E-9; 
H(9,1) = 9E-9; 
H(10,1) = 1E-8; 
H(11,1) = 2E-8; 
H(12,1) = 3E-8; 
H(13,1) = 4E-8; 
H(14,1) = 5E-8; 
H(15,1) = 6E-8; 
H(16,1) = 7E-8; 
H(17,1) = 8E-8; 
H(18,1) = 9E-8; 
H(19,1) = 1E-7; 
H(20,1) = 2E-7; 
H(21,1) = 3E-7; 
H(22,1) = 4E-7; 
H(23,1) = 5E-7; 
H(24,1) = 6E-7; 
H(25,1) = 7E-7; 
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H(26,1) = 8E-7; 
H(27,1) = 9E-7; 
H(28,1) = 1E-6; 
H(29,1) = 2E-6; 
H(30,1) = 3E-6; 
H(31,1) = 4E-6; 
H(32,1) = 5E-6; 
H(33,1) = 6E-6; 
H(34,1) = 7E-6; 
H(35,1) = 8E-6; 
H(36,1) = 9E-6; 
H(37,1) = 1E-5; 
H(38,1) = 2E-5; 
H(39,1) = 3E-5; 
H(40,1) = 4E-5; 
H(41,1) = 5E-5; 
H(42,1) = 6E-5; 
H(43,1) = 7E-5; 
H(44,1) = 8E-5; 
H(45,1) = 9E-5; 
H(46,1) = 1E-4; 
H(47,1) = 2E-4; 
H(48,1) = 3E-4; 
H(49,1) = 4E-4; 
H(50,1) = 5E-4; 
H(51,1) = 6E-4; 
H(52,1) = 7E-4; 
H(53,1) = 8E-4; 
H(54,1) = 9E-4; 
H(55,1) = 1E-3; 
H(56,1) = 2E-3; 
H(57,1) = 3E-3; 
H(58,1) = 4E-3; 
H(59,1) = 5E-3; 
H(60,1) = 6E-3; 
H(61,1) = 7E-3; 
H(62,1) = 8E-3; 
H(63,1) = 9E-3; 
H(64,1) = 1E-2; 
H(65,1) = 2E-2; 
H(66,1) = 3E-2; 
H(67,1) = 4E-2; 
H(68,1) = 5E-2; 
H(69,1) = 6E-2; 
H(70,1) = 7E-2; 
H(71,1) = 8E-2; 
H(72,1) = 9E-2; 
H(73,1) = 1E-1; 
H(74,1) = 2E-1; 
H(75,1) = 3E-1; 
H(76,1) = 4E-1; 
H(77,1) = 5E-1; 
H(78,1) = 6E-1; 
H(79,1) = 7E-1; 
H(80,1) = 8E-1; 
H(81,1) = 9E-1; 
H(82,1) = 1E0; 
H(83,1) = 2E0; 
H(84,1) = 3E0; 
H(85,1) = 4E0; 
H(86,1) = 5E0; 
H(87,1) = 6E0; 
H(88,1) = 7E0; 
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H(89,1) = 8E0; 
H(90,1) = 9E0; 
H(91,1) = 1E1; 
H(92,1) = 2E1; 
H(93,1) = 3E1; 
H(94,1) = 4E1; 
H(95,1) = 5E1; 
H(96,1) = 6E1; 
H(97,1) = 7E1; 
H(98,1) = 8E1; 
H(99,1) = 9E1; 
H(100,1) = 1E2; 
  
%The following populates the the second column of the above matrix 
  
H(1,2) = 7E0; 
H(2,2) = 7E0; 
H(3,2) = 7E0; 
H(4,2) = 7.5E0; 
H(5,2) = 8E0; 
H(6,2) = 8E0; 
H(7,2) = 8.5E0; 
H(8,2) = 8.5E0; 
H(9,2) = 8.5E0; 
H(10,2) = 9E0; 
H(11,2) = 10; 
H(12,2) = 10; 
H(13,2) = 10; 
H(14,2) = 10; 
H(15,2) = 10; 
H(16,2) = 12; 
H(17,2) = 13; 
H(18,2) = 14; 
H(19,2) = 14; 
H(20,2) = 14; 
H(21,2) = 14; 
H(22,2) = 14; 
H(23,2) = 14; 
H(24,2) = 14; 
H(25,2) = 14; 
H(26,2) = 14; 
H(27,2) = 14; 
H(28,2) = 14; 
H(29,2) = 13; 
H(30,2) = 12; 
H(31,2) = 12; 
H(32,2) = 12; 
H(33,2) = 11; 
H(34,2) = 11; 
H(35,2) = 11; 
H(36,2) = 11; 
H(37,2) = 11; 
H(38,2) = 10; 
H(39,2) = 10; 
H(40,2) = 10; 
H(41,2) = 10; 
H(42,2) = 10; 
H(43,2) = 10; 
H(44,2) = 10; 
H(45,2) = 10; 
H(46,2) = 10; 
H(47,2) = 9; 
H(48,2) = 9; 
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H(49,2) = 9; 
H(50,2) = 8; 
H(51,2) = 8; 
H(52,2) = 8; 
H(53,2) = 8; 
H(54,2) = 8; 
H(55,2) = 8; 
H(56,2) = 7.5; 
H(57,2) = 7.5; 
H(58,2) = 8; 
H(59,2) = 8; 
H(60,2) = 8.5; 
H(61,2) = 9; 
H(62,2) = 10; 
H(63,2) = 10; 
H(64,2) = 10; 
H(65,2) = 16; 
H(66,2) = 23; 
H(67,2) = 35; 
H(68,2) = 40; 
H(69,2) = 58; 
H(70,2) = 65; 
H(71,2) = 74; 
H(72,2) = 80; 
H(73,2) = 90; 
H(74,2) = 185; 
H(75,2) = 260; 
H(76,2) = 310; 
H(77,2) = 350; 
H(78,2) = 350; 
H(79,2) = 390; 
H(80,2) = 400; 
H(81,2) = 420; 
H(82,2) = 420; 
H(83,2) = 420; 
H(84,2) = 420; 
H(85,2) = 420; 
H(86,2) = 420; 
H(87,2) = 420; 
H(88,2) = 420; 
H(89,2) = 420; 
H(90,2) = 400; 
H(91,2) = 400; 
H(92,2) = 600; 
H(93,2) = 500; 
H(94,2) = 420; 
H(95,2) = 400; 
H(96,2) = 420; 
H(97,2) = 400; 
H(98,2) = 370; 
H(99,2) = 340; 
H(100,2) = 320; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (3)   Calculate the Weighted Average Value of H*(10) per unit  
%           Fluence for the Imported Neutron Energy Spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%The following loop will calculate the numerator of the weighted average 
%expression 
  
tempmid = 0; 
tempH = 0; 
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tempnum = 0; 
  
for i = 1:1:(length(NES)-1) 
     
    tempmid = 0.5*(NES(i,1) + NES(i+1,1));      %Mid-point of Energy Bin 
     
    %Find corresponding value of H*(10) 
     
    for j = 1:1:(length(H)-1)                    
        if (tempmid >= H(j,1) && tempmid <= H(j+1,1)) 
            tempH = (((tempmid - H(j,1))/(H(j+1,1) - H(j,1)))*(H(j+1,2) - 
H(j,2))) + H(j,2); 
            break 
        else 
            tempH = 0; 
        end 
    end 
     
    tempnum = tempnum + (NES(i,2)*tempH); 
     
end 
  
%The following calculates the value of the denominator of the weighted 
%average expession 
  
tempden = sum(NES(:,2)); 
  
%The following calculates the weighted average value of H*(10) per unit 
%fluence 
  
WH = tempnum/tempden; 
 
 A MATLAB code was developed to calculate the mean Q*(10) value for a polyenergetic neutron spectrum 
and is shown below. 
 
%========================================================================== 
%Name: Fawaz Ali 
%Purpose of MATLAB Code:    Calculate the mean quality factor 
%                           for realistic nuclear power plant 




%Step (1)   Import the Nuclear Power Plant Neutron Energy Spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NES = dlmread('Spectrum.txt',''); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Step (2)   Calculate the Mean Quality Factor for the Imported Neutron 
%           Energy Spectrum 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will assist in the calculation of the mean quality 
%factor 
tempmid = 0; 
tempQ = 0; 
tempnum = 0; 
tempden = 0; 
  





%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variable 
  
for i = 1:1:(length(NES) - 1) 
     
    %Step (1) Calculate the mid-point neutron energy of each bin 
    tempmid = 0.5*(NES(i,1) + NES(i+1,1)); 
     
    %Step (2) Calculate the Quality Factor for the Mid-point Energy 
    tempQ = 5 + (17*exp((-1/6)*((log(2*tempmid))^2))); 
     
    %Step (3) Update the numerator of the weighted average expression 
    tempnum = tempnum + (tempQ*NES(i,2)); 
     
end 
  
%The following calculates the denominator of the weighted average 
%expression 
tempden = sum(NES(:,2)); 
  
%The following calculates the mean quality factor for the imported neutron 
%energy spectrum 
  
































PHITS Input Files to Simulate the Response of Established and Next-Generation Tissue Equivalent Proportional 
Counter Designs in Realistic Nuclear Power Plant Neutron Fields 
 
 This appendix will present the PHITS input files used to model the response of established and next-
generation TEPCs in low energy neutron workplace fields and will also present the MATLAB code that was developed 
to calculate the primary and secondary charged particle response metrics for each instrument.  Table I.1 lists the files 
presented in this appendix along with a brief description of what each file contains. 
 
File Description 
FTEPC.txt This PHITS input file models the response of the 5” Standard TEPC design in low energy neutron 
workplace fields 
METEPC.txt This PHITS input file models the response of the METEPC design in low energy neutron workplace 
fields 
CMETEPC.txt This PHITS input file models the response of the CMETEPC design in low energy neutron 
workplace fields 
QITEPC.txt This PHITS input file models the response of the QITEPC design in low energy neutron workplace 
fields 
Calculations.m This MATLAB code calculates the primary and secondary charged particle response metrics of a 
TEPC for the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be incident neutron energy spectra 
Table I.1  Description of Files used to Model the Response of Established and Next-Generation TEPCs in 




[ T i t l e ] 
Irradiation of 5" TEPC with Polyenergetic Neutron Sources 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_METEPC.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PROTON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Maximum PROTON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(2)  = 1.0E-10     $Minimum NEUTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(2)  = 20          $Maximum NEUTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E3       $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E3       $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E3       $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 emin(18) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ALPHA transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(18) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum ALPHA kinetic energy to use data library 
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 emin(19) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum NUCLEUS transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(19) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum NUCLEUS kinetic energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 e-mode   = 1 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   5      
   proj =   neutron 
     x0 =   -7 
     x1 =   -7 
     y0 =   -6.563 
     y1 =   6.563 
     z0 =   -6.563 
     z1 =   6.563 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   0 
$ Neutron Energy Spectrum 
 e-type =   1 

























































[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H.60c          -10.3 
 6000.60c        -56.9 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H.60c          -10.1 
 6000.60c        -77.6 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -5.2 
 20000.60c       -1.8 
 19F.60c         -1.7 
 
[ S u r f a c e ]   
  1   SO    6.35 
  2   SO    6.563 
  3   RPP   -40 40 -40 40 -40 40 
 
[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -1.5748E-5      -1 
  2   2   -1.127          -2 1 
  3   0                   -3 2 
  4   -1                  3  
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = neutron proton alpha nucleus electron positron 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = 1  
     part = (proton alpha nucleus electron positron) proton alpha nucleus 
(electron positron)              
   e-type = 3 
       ne = 201 
     emin = 0.000197 
     emax = 1.97 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 
     file = deposit_CASE3.dat 










[ T i t l e ] 
Irradiation of METEPC with Polyenergetic Neutron Spectrum 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_METEPC.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PROTON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Maximum PROTON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(2)  = 1.0E-10     $Minimum NEUTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(2)  = 20          $Maximum NEUTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E3       $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E3       $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E3       $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 emin(18) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ALPHA transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(18) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum ALPHA kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(19) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum NUCLEUS transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(19) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum NUCLEUS kinetic energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 e-mode   = 1 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   5      
   proj =   neutron 
     x0 =   -2.7 
     x1 =   2.7 
     y0 =   14 
     y1 =   14 
     z0 =   -2.7 
     z1 =   2.7 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   -90 
$ Neutron Energy Spectrum 
 e-type =   1 

























































[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H.60c          -10.3 
 6000.60c        -56.9 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H.60c          -10.1 
 6000.60c        -77.6 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -5.2 
 20000.60c       -1.8 
 19F.60c         -1.7 
MAT[ 3 ]     $Delrin Plastic 
 1H.60c          -6.73 
 6000.60c        -40 
 16O.60c         -53.28 
 
[ S u r f a c e ] 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i 
$ --------------------------------------  
  1   RCC   -2.4 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  2   RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  3   RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  4   RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
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  5   RCC   0 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  6   RCC   0.6 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  7   RCC   1.2 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  8   RCC   1.8 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
  9   RCC   2.4 0 0 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 
$ --------------------------------------  
  10  RCC  -2.1 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  11  RCC  -1.5 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  12  RCC  -0.9 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  13  RCC  -0.3 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  14  RCC  0.3 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  15  RCC  0.9 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  16  RCC  1.5 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  17  RCC  2.1 0 -0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 
$ --------------------------------------  
  18  RCC  -1.8 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  19  RCC  -1.2 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  20  RCC  -0.6 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  21  RCC  0 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  22  RCC  0.6 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  23  RCC  1.2 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  24  RCC  1.8 0 -1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 
$ --------------------------------------  
  25  RCC  -1.5 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  26  RCC  -0.9 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  27  RCC  -0.3 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  28  RCC  0.3 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  29  RCC  0.9 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  30  RCC  1.5 0 -1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 
$ --------------------------------------  
  31  RCC  -1.2 0 -2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  32  RCC  -0.6 0 -2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  33  RCC  0 0 -2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  34  RCC  0.6 0 -2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  35  RCC  1.2 0 -2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 
$ --------------------------------------  
  36  RCC  -2.1 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  37  RCC  -1.5 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  38  RCC  -0.9 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  39  RCC  -0.3 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  40  RCC  0.3 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  41  RCC  0.9 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  42  RCC  1.5 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
  43  RCC  2.1 0 0.52 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 
$ --------------------------------------  
  44  RCC  -1.8 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  45  RCC  -1.2 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  46  RCC  -0.6 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  47  RCC  0 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  48  RCC  0.6 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
  49  RCC  1.2 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
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  50  RCC  1.8 0 1.04 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 
$ --------------------------------------  
  51  RCC  -1.5 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  52  RCC  -0.9 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  53  RCC  -0.3 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  54  RCC  0.3 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  55  RCC  0.9 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
  56  RCC  1.5 0 1.56 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 
$ --------------------------------------  
  57  RCC  -1.2 0 2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  58  RCC  -0.6 0 2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  59  RCC  0 0 2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  60  RCC  0.6 0 2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
  61  RCC  1.2 0 2.08 0 5 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Overall Cylinder & External Universe 
$ --------------------------------------  
  62  RCC  0 0 0 0 5 0 2.7 
  63  SPH  0 0 0 1000 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  64  RCC   -2.4 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  65  RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  66  RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  67  RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  68  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  69  RCC   0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  70  RCC   1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  71  RCC   1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  72  RCC   2.4 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  73  RCC  -2.1 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  74  RCC  -1.5 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  75  RCC  -0.9 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  76  RCC  -0.3 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  77  RCC  0.3 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  78  RCC  0.9 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  79  RCC  1.5 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  80  RCC  2.1 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  81  RCC  -1.8 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  82  RCC  -1.2 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  83  RCC  -0.6 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  84  RCC  0 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  85  RCC  0.6 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  86  RCC  1.2 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  87  RCC  1.8 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  88  RCC  -1.5 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  89  RCC  -0.9 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  90  RCC  -0.3 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  91  RCC  0.3 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
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  92  RCC  0.9 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  93  RCC  1.5 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  94  RCC  -1.2 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  95  RCC  -0.6 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  96  RCC  0 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  97  RCC  0.6 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  98  RCC  1.2 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  99  RCC  -2.1 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  100  RCC  -1.5 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  101  RCC  -0.9 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  102  RCC  -0.3 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  103  RCC  0.3 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  104  RCC  0.9 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  105  RCC  1.5 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  106  RCC  2.1 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  107  RCC  -1.8 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  108  RCC  -1.2 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  109  RCC  -0.6 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  110  RCC  0 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  111  RCC  0.6 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  112  RCC  1.2 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  113  RCC  1.8 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  114  RCC  -1.5 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  115  RCC  -0.9 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  116  RCC  -0.3 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  117  RCC  0.3 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  118  RCC  0.9 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  119  RCC  1.5 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  120  RCC  -1.2 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  121  RCC  -0.6 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  122  RCC  0 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  123  RCC  0.6 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  124  RCC  1.2 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  125  RCC   -2.4 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  126  RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  127  RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  128  RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  129  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  130  RCC   0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  131  RCC   1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  132  RCC   1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  133  RCC   2.4 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
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  134  RCC  -2.1 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  135  RCC  -1.5 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  136  RCC  -0.9 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  137  RCC  -0.3 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  138  RCC  0.3 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  139  RCC  0.9 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  140  RCC  1.5 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  141  RCC  2.1 0 -0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  142  RCC  -1.8 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  143  RCC  -1.2 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  144  RCC  -0.6 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  145  RCC  0 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  146  RCC  0.6 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  147  RCC  1.2 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  148  RCC  1.8 0 -1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  149  RCC  -1.5 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  150  RCC  -0.9 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  151  RCC  -0.3 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  152  RCC  0.3 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  153  RCC  0.9 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  154  RCC  1.5 0 -1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  155  RCC  -1.2 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  156  RCC  -0.6 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  157  RCC  0 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  158  RCC  0.6 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  159  RCC  1.2 0 -2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  160  RCC  -2.1 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  161  RCC  -1.5 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  162  RCC  -0.9 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  163  RCC  -0.3 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  164  RCC  0.3 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  165  RCC  0.9 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  166  RCC  1.5 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  167  RCC  2.1 0 0.52 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  168  RCC  -1.8 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  169  RCC  -1.2 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  170  RCC  -0.6 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  171  RCC  0 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  172  RCC  0.6 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  173  RCC  1.2 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  174  RCC  1.8 0 1.04 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  175  RCC  -1.5 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  176  RCC  -0.9 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  177  RCC  -0.3 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  178  RCC  0.3 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
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  179  RCC  0.9 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  180  RCC  1.5 0 1.56 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  181  RCC  -1.2 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  182  RCC  -0.6 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  183  RCC  0 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  184  RCC  0.6 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
  185  RCC  1.2 0 2.08 0 -0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  186  RCC   -2.4 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  187  RCC   -1.8 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  188  RCC   -1.2 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  189  RCC   -0.6 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  190  RCC   0 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  191  RCC   0.6 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  192  RCC   1.2 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  193  RCC   1.8 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  194  RCC   2.4 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  195  RCC  -2.1 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  196  RCC  -1.5 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  197  RCC  -0.9 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  198  RCC  -0.3 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  199  RCC  0.3 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  200  RCC  0.9 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  201  RCC  1.5 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  202  RCC  2.1 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  203  RCC  -1.8 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  204  RCC  -1.2 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  205  RCC  -0.6 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  206  RCC  0 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  207  RCC  0.6 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  208  RCC  1.2 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  209  RCC  1.8 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  210  RCC  -1.5 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  211  RCC  -0.9 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  212  RCC  -0.3 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  213  RCC  0.3 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  214  RCC  0.9 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  215  RCC  1.5 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  216  RCC  -1.2 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  217  RCC  -0.6 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  218  RCC  0 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  219  RCC  0.6 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  220  RCC  1.2 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
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  221  RCC  -2.1 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  222  RCC  -1.5 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  223  RCC  -0.9 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  224  RCC  -0.3 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  225  RCC  0.3 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  226  RCC  0.9 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  227  RCC  1.5 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  228  RCC  2.1 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  229  RCC  -1.8 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  230  RCC  -1.2 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  231  RCC  -0.6 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  232  RCC  0 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  233  RCC  0.6 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  234  RCC  1.2 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  235  RCC  1.8 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  236  RCC  -1.5 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  237  RCC  -0.9 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  238  RCC  -0.3 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  239  RCC  0.3 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  240  RCC  0.9 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  241  RCC  1.5 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  242  RCC  -1.2 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  243  RCC  -0.6 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  244  RCC  0 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  245  RCC  0.6 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  246  RCC  1.2 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  247  RCC   -2.4 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  248  RCC   -1.8 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  249  RCC   -1.2 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  250  RCC   -0.6 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  251  RCC   0 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  252  RCC   0.6 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  253  RCC   1.2 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  254  RCC   1.8 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  255  RCC   2.4 5 0 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  256  RCC  -2.1 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  257  RCC  -1.5 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  258  RCC  -0.9 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  259  RCC  -0.3 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  260  RCC  0.3 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  261  RCC  0.9 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  262  RCC  1.5 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  263  RCC  2.1 5 -0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  264  RCC  -1.8 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  265  RCC  -1.2 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
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  266  RCC  -0.6 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  267  RCC  0 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  268  RCC  0.6 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  269  RCC  1.2 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  270  RCC  1.8 5 -1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  271  RCC  -1.5 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  272  RCC  -0.9 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  273  RCC  -0.3 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  274  RCC  0.3 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  275  RCC  0.9 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  276  RCC  1.5 5 -1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  277  RCC  -1.2 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  278  RCC  -0.6 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  279  RCC  0 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  280  RCC  0.6 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  281  RCC  1.2 5 -2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  282  RCC  -2.1 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  283  RCC  -1.5 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  284  RCC  -0.9 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  285  RCC  -0.3 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  286  RCC  0.3 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  287  RCC  0.9 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  288  RCC  1.5 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  289  RCC  2.1 5 0.52 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  290  RCC  -1.8 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  291  RCC  -1.2 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  292  RCC  -0.6 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  293  RCC  0 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  294  RCC  0.6 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  295  RCC  1.2 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  296  RCC  1.8 5 1.04 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  297  RCC  -1.5 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  298  RCC  -0.9 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  299  RCC  -0.3 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  300  RCC  0.3 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  301  RCC  0.9 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  302  RCC  1.5 5 1.56 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  303  RCC  -1.2 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  304  RCC  -0.6 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  305  RCC  0 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  306  RCC  0.6 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
  307  RCC  1.2 5 2.08 0 0.1 0 0.25 
$ -------------------------------------- 




  308  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 2.7 
  309  RCC   0 5 0 0 0.1 0 2.7 
  
[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -4E-4 -1                          $Element #1 
  2   1   -4E-4 -2                          $Element #2 
  3   1   -4E-4 -3                          $Element #3 
  4   1   -4E-4 -4                          $Element #4 
  5   1   -4E-4 -5                          $Element #5 
  6   1   -4E-4 -6                          $Element #6 
  7   1   -4E-4 -7                          $Element #7 
  8   1   -4E-4 -8                          $Element #8 
  9   1   -4E-4 -9                          $Element #9 
  10  1   -4E-4 -10                         $Element #10 
  11  1   -4E-4 -11                         $Element #11 
  12  1   -4E-4 -12                         $Element #12 
  13  1   -4E-4 -13                         $Element #13 
  14  1   -4E-4 -14                         $Element #14 
  15  1   -4E-4 -15                         $Element #15 
  16  1   -4E-4 -16                         $Element #16 
  17  1   -4E-4 -17                         $Element #17 
  18  1   -4E-4 -18                         $Element #18 
  19  1   -4E-4 -19                         $Element #19 
  20  1   -4E-4 -20                         $Element #20  
  21  1   -4E-4 -21                         $Element #21  
  22  1   -4E-4 -22                         $Element #22 
  23  1   -4E-4 -23                         $Element #23 
  24  1   -4E-4 -24                         $Element #24 
  25  1   -4E-4 -25                         $Element #25 
  26  1   -4E-4 -26                         $Element #26 
  27  1   -4E-4 -27                         $Element #27 
  28  1   -4E-4 -28                         $Element #28 
  29  1   -4E-4 -29                         $Element #29 
  30  1   -4E-4 -30                         $Element #30 
  31  1   -4E-4 -31                         $Element #31 
  32  1   -4E-4 -32                         $Element #32 
  33  1   -4E-4 -33                         $Element #33 
  34  1   -4E-4 -34                         $Element #34 
  35  1   -4E-4 -35                         $Element #35 
  36  1   -4E-4 -36                         $Element #36 
  37  1   -4E-4 -37                         $Element #37 
  38  1   -4E-4 -38                         $Element #38 
  39  1   -4E-4 -39                         $Element #39 
  40  1   -4E-4 -40                         $Element #40 
  41  1   -4E-4 -41                         $Element #41 
  42  1   -4E-4 -42                         $Element #42 
  43  1   -4E-4 -43                         $Element #43 
  44  1   -4E-4 -44                         $Element #44 
  45  1   -4E-4 -45                         $Element #45 
  46  1   -4E-4 -46                         $Element #46 
  47  1   -4E-4 -47                         $Element #47 
  48  1   -4E-4 -48                         $Element #48 
  49  1   -4E-4 -49                         $Element #49 
  50  1   -4E-4 -50                         $Element #50 
  51  1   -4E-4 -51                         $Element #51 
  52  1   -4E-4 -52                         $Element #52 
  53  1   -4E-4 -53                         $Element #53 
  54  1   -4E-4 -54                         $Element #54 
  55  1   -4E-4 -55                         $Element #55 
  56  1   -4E-4 -56                         $Element #56 
  57  1   -4E-4 -57                         $Element #57 
  58  1   -4E-4 -58                         $Element #58 
  59  1   -4E-4 -59                         $Element #59 
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  60  1   -4E-4 -60                         $Element #60 
  61  1   -4E-4 -61                         $Element #61 
  62  2   -1.127 -62 (#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #17 
#18 #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 #25 #26 #27 #28 #29 #30 #31 #32 #33 #34 #35 
      #36 #37 #38 #39 #40 #41 #42 #43 #44 #45 #46 #47 #48 #49 #50 #51 #52 #53 
#54 #55 #56 #57 #58 #59 #60 #61)  $A-150 Matrix                                  
  63  3   -1.42 -64                     $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #1 
  64  3   -1.42 -65        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #2 
  65  3   -1.42 -66        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #3 
  66  3   -1.42 -67        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #4 
  67  3   -1.42 -68        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #5 
  68  3   -1.42 -69        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #6 
  69  3   -1.42 -70        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #7 
  70  3   -1.42 -71        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #8 
  71  3   -1.42 -72        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #9 
  72  3   -1.42 -73        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #10 
  73  3   -1.42 -74        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #11 
  74  3   -1.42 -75        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #12 
  75  3   -1.42 -76        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #13 
  76  3   -1.42 -77        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #14 
  77  3   -1.42 -78        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #15 
  78  3   -1.42 -79        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #16 
  79  3   -1.42 -80        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #17 
  80  3   -1.42 -81        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #18 
  81  3   -1.42 -82        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #19 
  82  3   -1.42 -83        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #20 
  83  3   -1.42 -84        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #21 
  84  3   -1.42 -85        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #22 
  85  3   -1.42 -86        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #23 
  86  3   -1.42 -87        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #24 
  87  3   -1.42 -88        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #25 
  88  3   -1.42 -89        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #26 
  89  3   -1.42 -90        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #27 
  90  3   -1.42 -91        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #28 
  91  3   -1.42 -92        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #29 
  92  3   -1.42 -93        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #30 
  93  3   -1.42 -94        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #31 
  94  3   -1.42 -95        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #32 
  95  3   -1.42 -96        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #33 
  96  3   -1.42 -97        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #34 
  97  3   -1.42 -98        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #35 
  98  3   -1.42 -99        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #36 
  99  3   -1.42 -100        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #37 
  100 3   -1.42 -101        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #38 
  101 3   -1.42 -102        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #39 
  102 3   -1.42 -103        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #40 
  103 3   -1.42 -104        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #41 
  104 3   -1.42 -105        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #42 
  105 3   -1.42 -106        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #43 
  106 3   -1.42 -107        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #44 
  107 3   -1.42 -108        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #45 
  108 3   -1.42 -109        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #46 
  109 3   -1.42 -110        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #47 
  110 3   -1.42 -111        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #48 
  111 3   -1.42 -112        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #49 
  112 3   -1.42 -113        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #50 
  113 3   -1.42 -114        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #51 
  114 3   -1.42 -115        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #52 
  115 3   -1.42 -116        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #53 
  116 3   -1.42 -117        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #54 
  117 3   -1.42 -118        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #55 
  118 3   -1.42 -119        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #56 
  119 3   -1.42 -120        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #57 
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  120 3   -1.42 -121        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #58 
  121 3   -1.42 -122        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #59 
  122 3   -1.42 -123        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #60 
  123 3   -1.42 -124        $Delrin Cap (FRONT) for Element #61 
  124 2   -1.127 -125 64        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #1 
  125 2   -1.127 -126 65        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #2 
  126 2   -1.127 -127 66        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #3 
  127 2   -1.127 -128 67        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #4 
  128 2   -1.127 -129 68        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #5 
  129 2   -1.127 -130 69        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #6 
  130 2   -1.127 -131 70        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #7 
  131 2   -1.127 -132 71        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #8 
  132 2   -1.127 -133 72        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #9 
  133 2   -1.127 -134 73        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #10 
  134 2   -1.127 -135 74        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #11 
  135 2   -1.127 -136 75        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #12 
  136 2   -1.127 -137 76        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #13 
  137 2   -1.127 -138 77        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #14 
  138 2   -1.127 -139 78        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #15 
  139 2   -1.127 -140 79        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #16 
  140 2   -1.127 -141 80        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #17 
  141 2   -1.127 -142 81        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #18 
  142 2   -1.127 -143 82        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #19 
  143 2   -1.127 -144 83        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #20 
  144 2   -1.127 -145 84        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #21 
  145 2   -1.127 -146 85        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #22 
  146 2   -1.127 -147 86        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #23 
  147 2   -1.127 -148 87        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #24 
  148 2   -1.127 -149 88        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #25 
  149 2   -1.127 -150 89        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #26 
  150 2   -1.127 -151 90        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #27 
  151 2   -1.127 -152 91        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #28 
  152 2   -1.127 -153 92        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #29 
  153 2   -1.127 -154 93        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #30 
  154 2   -1.127 -155 94        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #31 
  155 2   -1.127 -156 95        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #32 
  156 2   -1.127 -157 96        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #33 
  157 2   -1.127 -158 97        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #34 
  158 2   -1.127 -159 98        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #35 
  159 2   -1.127 -160 99        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #36 
  160 2   -1.127 -161 100        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #37 
  161 2   -1.127 -162 101        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #38 
  162 2   -1.127 -163 102        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #39 
  163 2   -1.127 -164 103        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #40 
  164 2   -1.127 -165 104        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #41 
  165 2   -1.127 -166 105        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #42 
  166 2   -1.127 -167 106        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #43 
  167 2   -1.127 -168 107        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #44 
  168 2   -1.127 -169 108        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #45 
  169 2   -1.127 -170 109        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #46 
  170 2   -1.127 -171 110        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #47 
  171 2   -1.127 -172 111        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #48 
  172 2   -1.127 -173 112        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #49 
  173 2   -1.127 -174 113        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #50 
  174 2   -1.127 -175 114        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #51 
  175 2   -1.127 -176 115        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #52 
  176 2   -1.127 -177 116        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #53 
  177 2   -1.127 -178 117        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #54 
  178 2   -1.127 -179 118        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #55 
  179 2   -1.127 -180 119        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #56 
  180 2   -1.127 -181 120        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #57 
  181 2   -1.127 -182 121        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #58 
  182 2   -1.127 -183 122        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #59 
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  183 2   -1.127 -184 123        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #60 
  184 2   -1.127 -185 124        $Shonka Cap (FRONT) for Element #61 
  185 3   -1.42  -186        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #1 
  186 3   -1.42  -187        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #2 
  187 3   -1.42  -188        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #3 
  188 3   -1.42  -189        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #4 
  189 3   -1.42  -190        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #5 
  190 3   -1.42  -191        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #6 
  191 3   -1.42  -192        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #7 
  192 3   -1.42  -193        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #8 
  193 3   -1.42  -194        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #9 
  194 3   -1.42  -195        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #10 
  195 3   -1.42  -196        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #11 
  196 3   -1.42  -197        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #12 
  197 3   -1.42  -198        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #13 
  198 3   -1.42  -199        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #14 
  199 3   -1.42  -200        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #15 
  200 3   -1.42  -201        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #16 
  201 3   -1.42  -202        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #17 
  202 3   -1.42  -203        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #18 
  203 3   -1.42  -204        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #19 
  204 3   -1.42  -205        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #20 
  205 3   -1.42  -206        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #21 
  206 3   -1.42  -207        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #22 
  207 3   -1.42  -208        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #23 
  208 3   -1.42  -209        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #24 
  209 3   -1.42  -210        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #25 
  210 3   -1.42  -211        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #26 
  211 3   -1.42  -212        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #27 
  212 3   -1.42  -213        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #28 
  213 3   -1.42  -214        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #29 
  214 3   -1.42  -215        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #30 
  215 3   -1.42  -216        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #31 
  216 3   -1.42  -217        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #32 
  217 3   -1.42  -218        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #33 
  218 3   -1.42  -219        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #34 
  219 3   -1.42  -220        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #35 
  220 3   -1.42  -221        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #36 
  221 3   -1.42  -222        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #37 
  222 3   -1.42  -223        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #38 
  223 3   -1.42  -224        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #39 
  224 3   -1.42  -225        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #40 
  225 3   -1.42  -226        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #41 
  226 3   -1.42  -227        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #42 
  227 3   -1.42  -228        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #43 
  228 3   -1.42  -229        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #44 
  229 3   -1.42  -230        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #45 
  230 3   -1.42  -231        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #46 
  231 3   -1.42  -232        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #47 
  232 3   -1.42  -233        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #48 
  233 3   -1.42  -234        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #49 
  234 3   -1.42  -235        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #50 
  235 3   -1.42  -236        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #51 
  236 3   -1.42  -237        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #52 
  237 3   -1.42  -238        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #53 
  238 3   -1.42  -239        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #54 
  239 3   -1.42  -240        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #55 
  240 3   -1.42  -241        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #56 
  241 3   -1.42  -242        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #57 
  242 3   -1.42  -243        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #58 
  243 3   -1.42  -244        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #59 
  244 3   -1.42  -245        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #60 
  245 3   -1.42  -246        $Delrin Cap (BACK) for Element #61 
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  246 2   -1.127 -247 186             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #1 
  247 2   -1.127 -248 187             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #2 
  248 2   -1.127 -249 188             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #3 
  249 2   -1.127 -250 189             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #4 
  250 2   -1.127 -251 190             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #5 
  251 2   -1.127 -252 191             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #6 
  252 2   -1.127 -253 192             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #7 
  253 2   -1.127 -254 193             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #8 
  254 2   -1.127 -255 194             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #9 
  255 2   -1.127 -256 195             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #10 
  256 2   -1.127 -257 196             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #11 
  257 2   -1.127 -258 197             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #12 
  258 2   -1.127 -259 198             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #13 
  259 2   -1.127 -260 199             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #14 
  260 2   -1.127 -261 200             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #15 
  261 2   -1.127 -262 201             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #16 
  262 2   -1.127 -263 202             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #17 
  263 2   -1.127 -264 203             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #18 
  264 2   -1.127 -265 204             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #19 
  265 2   -1.127 -266 205             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #20 
  266 2   -1.127 -267 206             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #21 
  267 2   -1.127 -268 207             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #22 
  268 2   -1.127 -269 208             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #23 
  269 2   -1.127 -270 209             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #24 
  270 2   -1.127 -271 210             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #25 
  271 2   -1.127 -272 211             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #26 
  272 2   -1.127 -273 212             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #27 
  273 2   -1.127 -274 213             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #28 
  274 2   -1.127 -275 214             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #29 
  275 2   -1.127 -276 215             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #30 
  276 2   -1.127 -277 216             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #31 
  277 2   -1.127 -278 217             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #32 
  278 2   -1.127 -279 218             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #33 
  279 2   -1.127 -280 219             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #34 
  280 2   -1.127 -281 220             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #35 
  281 2   -1.127 -282 221             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #36 
  282 2   -1.127 -283 222             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #37 
  283 2   -1.127 -284 223             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #38 
  284 2   -1.127 -285 224             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #39 
  285 2   -1.127 -286 225             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #40 
  286 2   -1.127 -287 226             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #41 
  287 2   -1.127 -288 227             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #42 
  288 2   -1.127 -289 228             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #43 
  289 2   -1.127 -290 229             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #44 
  290 2   -1.127 -291 230             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #45 
  291 2   -1.127 -292 231             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #46 
  292 2   -1.127 -293 232             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #47 
  293 2   -1.127 -294 233             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #48 
  294 2   -1.127 -295 234             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #49 
  295 2   -1.127 -296 235             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #50 
  296 2   -1.127 -297 236             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #51 
  297 2   -1.127 -298 237             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #52 
  298 2   -1.127 -299 238             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #53 
  299 2   -1.127 -300 239             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #54 
  300 2   -1.127 -301 240             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #55 
  301 2   -1.127 -302 241             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #56 
  302 2   -1.127 -303 242             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #57 
  303 2   -1.127 -304 243             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #58 
  304 2   -1.127 -305 244             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #59 
  305 2   -1.127 -306 245             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #60 
  306 2   -1.127 -307 246             $Shonka Cap (BACK) for Element #61 
  307 0          -308 (#124 #125 #126 #127 #128 #129 #130 #131 #132 #133 #134 
      #135 #136 #137 #138 #139 #140 #141 #142 #143 #144 #145 #146 #147 
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      #148 #149 #150 #151 #152 #153 #154 #155 #156 #157 #158 #159 #160 #161 
      #162 #163 #164 #165 #166 #167 #168 #169 #170 #171 #172 #173 #174 #175 
      #176 #177 #178 #179 #180 #181 #182 #183 #184)                       $Ghost 
Cell for Front Face 
  308 0          -309 (#246 #247 #248 #249 #250 #251 #252 #253 #254 #255 
      #256 #257 #258 #259 #260 #261 #262 #263 #264 #265 #266 #267 #268 
      #269 #270 #271 #272 #273 #274 #275 #276 #277 #278 #279 #280 #281 
      #282 #283 #284 #285 #286 #287 #288 #289 #290 #291 #292 #293 #294 
      #295 #296 #297 #298 #299 #300 #301 #302 #303 #304 #305 #306)        $Ghost 
Cell for Back Face 
  309 0 -63 (62 308 309)                    $Transport Zone 
  310 -1 63                                 $External Universe 
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = neutron proton alpha nucleus photon electron positron 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
   4           1 
   5           1 
   6           1 
   7           1 
   8           1 
   9           1 
   10          1 
   11          1 
   12          1 
   13          1 
   14          1 
   15          1 
   16          1 
   17          1 
   18          1 
   19          1 
   20          1 
   21          1 
   22          1 
   23          1 
   24          1 
   25          1 
   26          1 
   27          1 
   28          1 
   29          1 
   30          1 
   31          1 
   32          1 
   33          1 
   34          1 
   35          1 
   36          1 
   37          1 
   38          1 
   39          1 
   40          1 
   41          1 
   42          1 
   43          1 
   44          1 
   45          1 
   46          1 
   47          1 
334 
 
   48          1 
   49          1 
   50          1 
   51          1 
   52          1 
   53          1 
   54          1 
   55          1 
   56          1 
   57          1 
   58          1 
   59          1 
   60          1 
   61          1 
   62          1 
   63          1 
   64        1 
   65        1 
   66        1 
   67        1 
   68        1 
   69        1 
   70        1 
   71        1 
   72        1 
   73        1 
   74        1 
   75        1 
   76        1 
   77        1 
   78        1 
   79        1 
   80        1 
   81        1 
   82        1 
   83        1 
   84        1 
   85        1 
   86        1 
   87        1 
   88        1 
   89        1 
   90        1 
   91        1 
   92        1 
   93        1 
   94        1 
   95        1 
   96        1 
   97        1 
   98        1 
   99        1 
   100        1 
   101        1 
   102        1 
   103        1 
   104        1 
   105        1 
   106        1 
   107        1 
   108        1 
   109        1 
   110        1 
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   111        1 
   112        1 
   113        1 
   114        1 
   115        1 
   116        1 
   117        1 
   118        1 
   119        1 
   120        1 
   121        1 
   122        1 
   123        1 
   124        1 
   125        1 
   126        1 
   127        1 
   128        1 
   129        1 
   130        1 
   131        1 
   132        1 
   133        1 
   134        1 
   135        1 
   136        1 
   137        1 
   138        1 
   139        1 
   140        1 
   141        1 
   142        1 
   143        1 
   144        1 
   145        1 
   146        1 
   147        1 
   148        1 
   149        1 
   150        1 
   151        1 
   152        1 
   153        1 
   154        1 
   155        1 
   156        1 
   157        1 
   158        1 
   159        1 
   160        1 
   161        1 
   162        1 
   163        1 
   164        1 
   165        1 
   166        1 
   167        1 
   168        1 
   169        1 
   170        1 
   171        1 
   172        1 
   173        1 
336 
 
   174        1 
   175        1 
   176        1 
   177        1 
   178        1 
   179        1 
   180        1 
   181        1 
   182        1 
   183        1 
   184        1 
   185        1 
   186        1 
   187        1 
   188        1 
   189        1 
   190        1 
   191        1 
   192        1 
   193        1 
   194        1 
   195        1 
   196        1 
   197        1 
   198        1 
   199        1 
   200        1 
   201        1 
   202        1 
   203        1 
   204        1 
   205        1 
   206        1 
   207        1 
   208        1 
   209        1 
   210        1 
   211        1 
   212        1 
   213        1 
   214        1 
   215        1 
   216        1 
   217        1 
   218        1 
   219        1 
   220        1 
   221        1 
   222        1 
   223        1 
   224        1 
   225        1 
   226        1 
   227        1 
   228        1 
   229        1 
   230        1 
   231        1 
   232        1 
   233        1 
   234        1 
   235        1 
   236        1 
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   237        1 
   238        1 
   239        1 
   240        1 
   241        1 
   242        1 
   243        1 
   244        1 
   245        1 
   246        1 
   247        1 
   248        1 
   249        1 
   250        1 
   251        1 
   252        1 
   253        1 
   254        1 
   255        1 
   256        1 
   257        1 
   258        1 
   259        1 
   260        1 
   261        1 
   262        1 
   263        1 
   264        1 
   265        1 
   266        1 
   267        1 
   268        1 
   269        1 
   270        1 
   271        1 
   272        1 
   273        1 
   274        1 
   275        1 
   276        1 
   277        1 
   278        1 
   279        1 
   280        1 
   281        1 
   282        1 
   283        1 
   284        1 
   285        1 
   286        1 
   287        1 
   288        1 
   289        1 
   290        1 
   291        1 
   292        1 
   293        1 
   294        1 
   295        1 
   296        1 
   297        1 
   298        1 
   299        1 
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   300        1 
   301        1 
   302        1 
   303        1 
   304        1 
   305        1 
   306        1 
   307        1 
   308        1 
   309        1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61) 
      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
56 57 58 59 60 61 
     part = (proton alpha nucleus electron positron) proton alpha nucleus 
(electron positron)             
   e-type = 3 
       ne = 201 
     emin = 0.000197 
     emax = 1.97 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 
     file = deposit_METEPC.dat 





[ T i t l e ] 
Irradiation of Compact METEPC with Polyenergetic Neutron Spectrum 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_MMETEPC.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PROTON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Maximum PROTON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(2)  = 1.0E-10     $Minimum NEUTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(2)  = 20          $Maximum NEUTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E3       $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E3       $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E3       $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 emin(18) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ALPHA transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(18) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum ALPHA kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(19) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum NUCLEUS transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(19) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum NUCLEUS kinetic energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 




[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   5      
   proj =   neutron 
     x0 =   -1.95 
     x1 =   1.95 
     y0 =   14 
     y1 =   14 
     z0 =   -1.95 
     z1 =   1.95 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   -90 
$ Neutron Energy Spectrum 
 e-type =   1 

























































[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H.60c          -10.3 
 6000.60c        -56.9 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H.60c          -10.1 
 6000.60c        -77.6 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -5.2 
 20000.60c       -1.8 
 19F.60c         -1.7 
MAT[ 3 ]     $Delrin Plastic 
 1H.60c          -6.73 
 6000.60c        -40 
 16O.60c         -53.28 
 
[ S u r f a c e ] 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  1   RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  2   RCC   -1.5 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  3   RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  4   RCC   -0.9 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  5   RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  6   RCC   -0.3 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  7   RCC   0 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  8   RCC   0.3 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  9   RCC   0.6 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  10  RCC   0.9 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  11  RCC   1.2 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  12  RCC   1.5 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
  13  RCC   1.8 0 0 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  14  RCC   -1.65 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  15  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  16  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  17  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  18  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  19  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  20  RCC   0.15 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  21  RCC   0.45 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  22  RCC   0.75 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  23  RCC   1.05 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  24  RCC   1.35 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  25  RCC   1.65 0 -0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  26  RCC   -1.5 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  27  RCC   -1.2 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  28  RCC   -0.9 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  29  RCC   -0.6 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
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  30  RCC   -0.3 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  31  RCC   0 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  32  RCC   0.3 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  33  RCC   0.6 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  34  RCC   0.9 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  35  RCC   1.2 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  36  RCC   1.5 0 -0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  37  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  38  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  39  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  40  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  41  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  42  RCC   0.15 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  43  RCC   0.45 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  44  RCC   0.75 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  45  RCC   1.05 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  46  RCC   1.35 0 -0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  47  RCC   -1.2 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  48  RCC   -0.9 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  49  RCC   -0.6 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  50  RCC   -0.3 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  51  RCC   0 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  52  RCC   0.3 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  53  RCC   0.6 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  54  RCC   0.9 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  55  RCC   1.2 0 -1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-5 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  56  RCC   -1.05 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  57  RCC   -0.75 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  58  RCC   -0.45 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  59  RCC   -0.15 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  60  RCC   0.15 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  61  RCC   0.45 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  62  RCC   0.75 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  63  RCC   1.05 0 -1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  64  RCC   -1.65 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  65  RCC   -1.35 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  66  RCC   -1.05 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  67  RCC   -0.75 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  68  RCC   -0.45 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  69  RCC   -0.15 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  70  RCC   0.15 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  71  RCC   0.45 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  72  RCC   0.75 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  73  RCC   1.05 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  74  RCC   1.35 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
  75  RCC   1.65 0 0.3 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  76  RCC   -1.5 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  77  RCC   -1.2 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
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  78  RCC   -0.9 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  79  RCC   -0.6 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  80  RCC   -0.3 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  81  RCC   0 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  82  RCC   0.3 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  83  RCC   0.6 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  84  RCC   0.9 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  85  RCC   1.2 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
  86  RCC   1.5 0 0.6 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  87  RCC   -1.35 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  88  RCC   -1.05 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  89  RCC   -0.75 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  90  RCC   -0.45 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  91  RCC   -0.15 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  92  RCC   0.15 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  93  RCC   0.45 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  94  RCC   0.75 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  95  RCC   1.05 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
  96  RCC   1.35 0 0.9 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  97  RCC   -1.2 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  98  RCC   -0.9 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  99  RCC   -0.6 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  100  RCC   -0.3 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  101  RCC   0 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  102  RCC   0.3 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  103  RCC   0.6 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  104  RCC   0.9 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
  105  RCC   1.2 0 1.2 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+5 Elements 
$ --------------------------------------  
  106  RCC   -1.05 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  107  RCC   -0.75 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  108  RCC   -0.45 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  109  RCC   -0.15 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  110  RCC   0.15 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  111  RCC   0.45 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  112  RCC   0.75 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
  113  RCC   1.05 0 1.5 0 7 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Overall Cylinder, External Universe, 
$ and Dividing Planes 
$ --------------------------------------  
  114  RCC  0 0 0 0 7 0 1.95 
  115  SPH  0 0 0 1000 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  116  RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  117  RCC   -1.5 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  118  RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  119  RCC   -0.9 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  120  RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  121  RCC   -0.3 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  122  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  123  RCC   0.3 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  124  RCC   0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
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  125  RCC   0.9 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  126  RCC   1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  127  RCC   1.5 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  128  RCC   1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  129  RCC   -1.65 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  130  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  131  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  132  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  133  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  134  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  135  RCC   0.15 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  136  RCC   0.45 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  137  RCC   0.75 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  138  RCC   1.05 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  139  RCC   1.35 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  140  RCC   1.65 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  141  RCC   -1.5 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  142  RCC   -1.2 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  143  RCC   -0.9 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  144  RCC   -0.6 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  145  RCC   -0.3 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  146  RCC   0 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  147  RCC   0.3 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  148  RCC   0.6 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  149  RCC   0.9 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  150  RCC   1.2 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  151  RCC   1.5 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  152  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  153  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  154  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  155  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  156  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  157  RCC   0.15 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  158  RCC   0.45 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  159  RCC   0.75 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  160  RCC   1.05 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  161  RCC   1.35 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  162  RCC   -1.2 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  163  RCC   -0.9 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  164  RCC   -0.6 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  165  RCC   -0.3 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  166  RCC   0 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  167  RCC   0.3 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  168  RCC   0.6 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  169  RCC   0.9 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  170  RCC   1.2 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-5 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  171  RCC   -1.05 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  172  RCC   -0.75 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
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  173  RCC   -0.45 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  174  RCC   -0.15 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  175  RCC   0.15 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  176  RCC   0.45 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  177  RCC   0.75 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  178  RCC   1.05 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  179  RCC   -1.65 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  180  RCC   -1.35 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  181  RCC   -1.05 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  182  RCC   -0.75 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  183  RCC   -0.45 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  184  RCC   -0.15 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  185  RCC   0.15 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  186  RCC   0.45 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  187  RCC   0.75 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  188  RCC   1.05 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  189  RCC   1.35 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  190  RCC   1.65 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  191  RCC   -1.5 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  192  RCC   -1.2 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  193  RCC   -0.9 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  194  RCC   -0.6 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  195  RCC   -0.3 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  196  RCC   0 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  197  RCC   0.3 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  198  RCC   0.6 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  199  RCC   0.9 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  200  RCC   1.2 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  201  RCC   1.5 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  202  RCC   -1.35 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  203  RCC   -1.05 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  204  RCC   -0.75 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  205  RCC   -0.45 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  206  RCC   -0.15 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  207  RCC   0.15 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  208  RCC   0.45 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  209  RCC   0.75 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  210  RCC   1.05 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  211  RCC   1.35 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  212  RCC   -1.2 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  213  RCC   -0.9 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  214  RCC   -0.6 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  215  RCC   -0.3 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  216  RCC   0 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  217  RCC   0.3 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  218  RCC   0.6 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  219  RCC   0.9 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  220  RCC   1.2 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+5 Delrin End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
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  221  RCC   -1.05 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  222  RCC   -0.75 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  223  RCC   -0.45 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  224  RCC   -0.15 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  225  RCC   0.15 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  226  RCC   0.45 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  227  RCC   0.75 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
  228  RCC   1.05 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  229  RCC   -1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  230  RCC   -1.5 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  231  RCC   -1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  232  RCC   -0.9 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  233  RCC   -0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  234  RCC   -0.3 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  235  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  236  RCC   0.3 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  237  RCC   0.6 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  238  RCC   0.9 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  239  RCC   1.2 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  240  RCC   1.5 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  241  RCC   1.8 0 0 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  242  RCC   -1.65 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  243  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  244  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  245  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  246  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  247  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  248  RCC   0.15 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  249  RCC   0.45 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  250  RCC   0.75 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  251  RCC   1.05 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  252  RCC   1.35 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  253  RCC   1.65 0 -0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  254  RCC   -1.5 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  255  RCC   -1.2 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  256  RCC   -0.9 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  257  RCC   -0.6 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  258  RCC   -0.3 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  259  RCC   0 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  260  RCC   0.3 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  261  RCC   0.6 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  262  RCC   0.9 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  263  RCC   1.2 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  264  RCC   1.5 0 -0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  265  RCC   -1.35 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  266  RCC   -1.05 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  267  RCC   -0.75 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  268  RCC   -0.45 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  269  RCC   -0.15 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  270  RCC   0.15 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  271  RCC   0.45 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
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  272  RCC   0.75 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  273  RCC   1.05 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  274  RCC   1.35 0 -0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  275  RCC   -1.2 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  276  RCC   -0.9 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  277  RCC   -0.6 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  278  RCC   -0.3 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  279  RCC   0 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  280  RCC   0.3 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  281  RCC   0.6 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  282  RCC   0.9 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  283  RCC   1.2 0 -1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-5 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  284  RCC   -1.05 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  285  RCC   -0.75 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  286  RCC   -0.45 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  287  RCC   -0.15 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  288  RCC   0.15 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  289  RCC   0.45 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  290  RCC   0.75 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  291  RCC   1.05 0 -1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  292  RCC   -1.65 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  293  RCC   -1.35 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  294  RCC   -1.05 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  295  RCC   -0.75 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  296  RCC   -0.45 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  297  RCC   -0.15 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  298  RCC   0.15 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  299  RCC   0.45 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  300  RCC   0.75 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  301  RCC   1.05 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  302  RCC   1.35 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  303  RCC   1.65 0 0.3 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  304  RCC   -1.5 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  305  RCC   -1.2 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  306  RCC   -0.9 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  307  RCC   -0.6 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  308  RCC   -0.3 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  309  RCC   0 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  310  RCC   0.3 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  311  RCC   0.6 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  312  RCC   0.9 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  313  RCC   1.2 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  314  RCC   1.5 0 0.6 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  315  RCC   -1.35 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  316  RCC   -1.05 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  317  RCC   -0.75 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  318  RCC   -0.45 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  319  RCC   -0.15 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
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  320  RCC   0.15 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  321  RCC   0.45 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  322  RCC   0.75 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  323  RCC   1.05 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  324  RCC   1.35 0 0.9 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  325  RCC   -1.2 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  326  RCC   -0.9 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  327  RCC   -0.6 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  328  RCC   -0.3 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  329  RCC   0 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  330  RCC   0.3 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  331  RCC   0.6 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  332  RCC   0.9 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  333  RCC   1.2 0 1.2 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+5 Shonka End Cap (Front Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  334  RCC   -1.05 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  335  RCC   -0.75 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  336  RCC   -0.45 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  337  RCC   -0.15 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  338  RCC   0.15 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  339  RCC   0.45 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  340  RCC   0.75 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
  341  RCC   1.05 0 1.5 0 -0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  342  RCC   -1.8 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  343  RCC   -1.5 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  344  RCC   -1.2 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  345  RCC   -0.9 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  346  RCC   -0.6 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  347  RCC   -0.3 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  348  RCC   0 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  349  RCC   0.3 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  350  RCC   0.6 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  351  RCC   0.9 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  352  RCC   1.2 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  353  RCC   1.5 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  354  RCC   1.8 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  355  RCC   -1.65 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  356  RCC   -1.35 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  357  RCC   -1.05 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  358  RCC   -0.75 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  359  RCC   -0.45 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  360  RCC   -0.15 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  361  RCC   0.15 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  362  RCC   0.45 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  363  RCC   0.75 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  364  RCC   1.05 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  365  RCC   1.35 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  366  RCC   1.65 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  367  RCC   -1.5 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
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  368  RCC   -1.2 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  369  RCC   -0.9 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  370  RCC   -0.6 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  371  RCC   -0.3 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  372  RCC   0 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  373  RCC   0.3 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  374  RCC   0.6 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  375  RCC   0.9 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  376  RCC   1.2 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  377  RCC   1.5 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  378  RCC   -1.35 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  379  RCC   -1.05 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  380  RCC   -0.75 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  381  RCC   -0.45 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  382  RCC   -0.15 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  383  RCC   0.15 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  384  RCC   0.45 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  385  RCC   0.75 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  386  RCC   1.05 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  387  RCC   1.35 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  388  RCC   -1.2 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  389  RCC   -0.9 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  390  RCC   -0.6 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  391  RCC   -0.3 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  392  RCC   0 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  393  RCC   0.3 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  394  RCC   0.6 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  395  RCC   0.9 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  396  RCC   1.2 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-5 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  397  RCC   -1.05 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  398  RCC   -0.75 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  399  RCC   -0.45 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  400  RCC   -0.15 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  401  RCC   0.15 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  402  RCC   0.45 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  403  RCC   0.75 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  404  RCC   1.05 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  405  RCC   -1.65 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  406  RCC   -1.35 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  407  RCC   -1.05 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  408  RCC   -0.75 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  409  RCC   -0.45 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  410  RCC   -0.15 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  411  RCC   0.15 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  412  RCC   0.45 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  413  RCC   0.75 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  414  RCC   1.05 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  415  RCC   1.35 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  416  RCC   1.65 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
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$ --------------------------------------  
  417  RCC   -1.5 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  418  RCC   -1.2 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  419  RCC   -0.9 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  420  RCC   -0.6 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  421  RCC   -0.3 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  422  RCC   0 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  423  RCC   0.3 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  424  RCC   0.6 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  425  RCC   0.9 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  426  RCC   1.2 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  427  RCC   1.5 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  428  RCC   -1.35 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  429  RCC   -1.05 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  430  RCC   -0.75 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  431  RCC   -0.45 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  432  RCC   -0.15 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  433  RCC   0.15 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  434  RCC   0.45 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  435  RCC   0.75 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  436  RCC   1.05 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  437  RCC   1.35 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  438  RCC   -1.2 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  439  RCC   -0.9 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  440  RCC   -0.6 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  441  RCC   -0.3 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  442  RCC   0 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  443  RCC   0.3 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  444  RCC   0.6 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  445  RCC   0.9 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  446  RCC   1.2 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+5 Delrin End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  447  RCC   -1.05 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  448  RCC   -0.75 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  449  RCC   -0.45 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  450  RCC   -0.15 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  451  RCC   0.15 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  452  RCC   0.45 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  453  RCC   0.75 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
  454  RCC   1.05 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.04 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  455  RCC   -1.8 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  456  RCC   -1.5 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  457  RCC   -1.2 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  458  RCC   -0.9 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  459  RCC   -0.6 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  460  RCC   -0.3 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  461  RCC   0 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  462  RCC   0.3 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  463  RCC   0.6 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  464  RCC   0.9 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  465  RCC   1.2 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  466  RCC   1.5 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
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  467  RCC   1.8 7 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  468  RCC   -1.65 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  469  RCC   -1.35 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  470  RCC   -1.05 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  471  RCC   -0.75 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  472  RCC   -0.45 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  473  RCC   -0.15 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  474  RCC   0.15 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  475  RCC   0.45 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  476  RCC   0.75 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  477  RCC   1.05 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  478  RCC   1.35 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  479  RCC   1.65 7 -0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  480  RCC   -1.5 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  481  RCC   -1.2 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  482  RCC   -0.9 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  483  RCC   -0.6 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  484  RCC   -0.3 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  485  RCC   0 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  486  RCC   0.3 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  487  RCC   0.6 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  488  RCC   0.9 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  489  RCC   1.2 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  490  RCC   1.5 7 -0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  491  RCC   -1.35 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  492  RCC   -1.05 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  493  RCC   -0.75 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  494  RCC   -0.45 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  495  RCC   -0.15 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  496  RCC   0.15 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  497  RCC   0.45 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  498  RCC   0.75 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  499  RCC   1.05 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  500  RCC   1.35 7 -0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-4 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  501  RCC   -1.2 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  502  RCC   -0.9 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  503  RCC   -0.6 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  504  RCC   -0.3 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  505  RCC   0 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  506  RCC   0.3 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  507  RCC   0.6 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  508  RCC   0.9 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  509  RCC   1.2 7 -1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-5 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  510  RCC   -1.05 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  511  RCC   -0.75 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  512  RCC   -0.45 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  513  RCC   -0.15 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  514  RCC   0.15 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
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  515  RCC   0.45 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  516  RCC   0.75 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  517  RCC   1.05 7 -1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  518  RCC   -1.65 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  519  RCC   -1.35 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  520  RCC   -1.05 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  521  RCC   -0.75 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  522  RCC   -0.45 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  523  RCC   -0.15 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  524  RCC   0.15 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  525  RCC   0.45 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  526  RCC   0.75 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  527  RCC   1.05 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  528  RCC   1.35 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  529  RCC   1.65 7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  530  RCC   -1.5 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  531  RCC   -1.2 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  532  RCC   -0.9 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  533  RCC   -0.6 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  534  RCC   -0.3 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  535  RCC   0 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  536  RCC   0.3 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  537  RCC   0.6 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  538  RCC   0.9 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  539  RCC   1.2 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  540  RCC   1.5 7 0.6 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  541  RCC   -1.35 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  542  RCC   -1.05 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  543  RCC   -0.75 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  544  RCC   -0.45 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  545  RCC   -0.15 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  546  RCC   0.15 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  547  RCC   0.45 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  548  RCC   0.75 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  549  RCC   1.05 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  550  RCC   1.35 7 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+4 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  551  RCC   -1.2 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  552  RCC   -0.9 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  553  RCC   -0.6 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  554  RCC   -0.3 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  555  RCC   0 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  556  RCC   0.3 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  557  RCC   0.6 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  558  RCC   0.9 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  559  RCC   1.2 7 1.2 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+5 Shonka End Cap (Back Face) 
$ --------------------------------------  
  560  RCC   -1.05 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  561  RCC   -0.75 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  562  RCC   -0.45 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
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  563  RCC   -0.15 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  564  RCC   0.15 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  565  RCC   0.45 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  566  RCC   0.75 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
  567  RCC   1.05 7 1.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Ghost Cells on Front and Back Face 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  568  RCC   0 0 0 0 -0.1 0 1.95 
  569  RCC   0 7 0 0 0.1 0 1.95 
 
[ C e l l ]  
  1   1   -1E-3 -1                          $Element #1 
  2   1   -1E-3 -2                          $Element #2 
  3   1   -1E-3 -3                          $Element #3 
  4   1   -1E-3 -4                          $Element #4 
  5   1   -1E-3 -5                          $Element #5 
  6   1   -1E-3 -6                          $Element #6 
  7   1   -1E-3 -7                          $Element #7 
  8   1   -1E-3 -8                          $Element #8 
  9   1   -1E-3 -9                          $Element #9 
  10  1   -1E-3 -10                         $Element #10 
  11  1   -1E-3 -11                         $Element #11 
  12  1   -1E-3 -12                         $Element #12 
  13  1   -1E-3 -13                         $Element #13 
  14  1   -1E-3 -14                         $Element #14 
  15  1   -1E-3 -15                         $Element #15 
  16  1   -1E-3 -16                         $Element #16 
  17  1   -1E-3 -17                         $Element #17 
  18  1   -1E-3 -18                         $Element #18 
  19  1   -1E-3 -19                         $Element #19 
  20  1   -1E-3 -20                         $Element #20  
  21  1   -1E-3 -21                         $Element #21  
  22  1   -1E-3 -22                         $Element #22 
  23  1   -1E-3 -23                         $Element #23 
  24  1   -1E-3 -24                         $Element #24 
  25  1   -1E-3 -25                         $Element #25 
  26  1   -1E-3 -26                         $Element #26 
  27  1   -1E-3 -27                         $Element #27 
  28  1   -1E-3 -28                         $Element #28 
  29  1   -1E-3 -29                         $Element #29 
  30  1   -1E-3 -30                         $Element #30 
  31  1   -1E-3 -31                         $Element #31 
  32  1   -1E-3 -32                         $Element #32 
  33  1   -1E-3 -33                         $Element #33 
  34  1   -1E-3 -34                         $Element #34 
  35  1   -1E-3 -35                         $Element #35 
  36  1   -1E-3 -36                         $Element #36 
  37  1   -1E-3 -37                         $Element #37 
  38  1   -1E-3 -38                         $Element #38 
  39  1   -1E-3 -39                         $Element #39 
  40  1   -1E-3 -40                         $Element #40 
  41  1   -1E-3 -41                         $Element #41 
  42  1   -1E-3 -42                         $Element #42 
  43  1   -1E-3 -43                         $Element #43 
  44  1   -1E-3 -44                         $Element #44 
  45  1   -1E-3 -45                         $Element #45 
  46  1   -1E-3 -46                         $Element #46 
  47  1   -1E-3 -47                         $Element #47 
  48  1   -1E-3 -48                         $Element #48 
  49  1   -1E-3 -49                         $Element #49 
  50  1   -1E-3 -50                         $Element #50 
  51  1   -1E-3 -51                         $Element #51 
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  52  1   -1E-3 -52                         $Element #52 
  53  1   -1E-3 -53                         $Element #53 
  54  1   -1E-3 -54                         $Element #54 
  55  1   -1E-3 -55                         $Element #55 
  56  1   -1E-3 -56                         $Element #56 
  57  1   -1E-3 -57                         $Element #57 
  58  1   -1E-3 -58                         $Element #58 
  59  1   -1E-3 -59                         $Element #59 
  60  1   -1E-3 -60                         $Element #60 
  61  1   -1E-3 -61                         $Element #61 
  62  1   -1E-3 -62                         $Element #62 
  63  1   -1E-3 -63                         $Element #63 
  64  1   -1E-3 -64                         $Element #64 
  65  1   -1E-3 -65                         $Element #65 
  66  1   -1E-3 -66                         $Element #66 
  67  1   -1E-3 -67                         $Element #67 
  68  1   -1E-3 -68                         $Element #68 
  69  1   -1E-3 -69                         $Element #69 
  70  1   -1E-3 -70                         $Element #70 
  71  1   -1E-3 -71                         $Element #71 
  72  1   -1E-3 -72                         $Element #72 
  73  1   -1E-3 -73                         $Element #73 
  74  1   -1E-3 -74                         $Element #74 
  75  1   -1E-3 -75                         $Element #75 
  76  1   -1E-3 -76                         $Element #76 
  77  1   -1E-3 -77                         $Element #77 
  78  1   -1E-3 -78                         $Element #78 
  79  1   -1E-3 -79                         $Element #79 
  80  1   -1E-3 -80                         $Element #80 
  81  1   -1E-3 -81                         $Element #81 
  82  1   -1E-3 -82                         $Element #82 
  83  1   -1E-3 -83                         $Element #83 
  84  1   -1E-3 -84                         $Element #84 
  85  1   -1E-3 -85                         $Element #85 
  86  1   -1E-3 -86                         $Element #86 
  87  1   -1E-3 -87                         $Element #87 
  88  1   -1E-3 -88                         $Element #88 
  89  1   -1E-3 -89                         $Element #89 
  90  1   -1E-3 -90                         $Element #90 
  91  1   -1E-3 -91                         $Element #91 
  92  1   -1E-3 -92                         $Element #92 
  93  1   -1E-3 -93                         $Element #93 
  94  1   -1E-3 -94                         $Element #94 
  95  1   -1E-3 -95                         $Element #95 
  96  1   -1E-3 -96                         $Element #96 
  97  1   -1E-3 -97                         $Element #97 
  98  1   -1E-3 -98                         $Element #98 
  99  1   -1E-3 -99                         $Element #99 
  100  1   -1E-3 -100                       $Element #100 
  101  1   -1E-3 -101                       $Element #101 
  102  1   -1E-3 -102                       $Element #102 
  103  1   -1E-3 -103                       $Element #103 
  104  1   -1E-3 -104                       $Element #104 
  105  1   -1E-3 -105                       $Element #105 
  106  1   -1E-3 -106                       $Element #106 
  107  1   -1E-3 -107                       $Element #107 
  108  1   -1E-3 -108                       $Element #108 
  109  1   -1E-3 -109                       $Element #109 
  110  1   -1E-3 -110                       $Element #110 
  111  1   -1E-3 -111                       $Element #111 
  112  1   -1E-3 -112                       $Element #112 
  113  1   -1E-3 -113                       $Element #113 
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  114  2   -1.127 -114 (#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 
#17 #18 #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 #25 #26 #27 #28 #29 #30 #31 #32 #33 #34 #35 
      #36 #37 #38 #39 #40 #41 #42 #43 #44 #45 #46 #47 #48 #49 #50 #51 #52 #53 
#54 #55 #56 #57 #58 #59 #60 #61 #62 #63 #64 #65 #66 #67 #68 #69 #70 #71 #72 #73 
      #74 #75 #76 #77 #78 #79 #80 #81 #82 #83 #84 #85 #86 #87 #88 #89 #90 #91 
#92 #93 #94 #95 #96 #97 #98 #99 #100 #101 #102 #103 #104 #105 #106 #107 #108  
      #109 #110 #111 #112 #113)       $A-150 Shell 
  115  3   -1.42 -116                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #1 
  116  3   -1.42 -117                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #2 
  117  3   -1.42 -118                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #3 
  118  3   -1.42 -119                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #4 
  119  3   -1.42 -120                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #5 
  120  3   -1.42 -121                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #6 
  121  3   -1.42 -122                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #7 
  122  3   -1.42 -123                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #8 
  123  3   -1.42 -124                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #9 
  124  3   -1.42 -125                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #10 
  125  3   -1.42 -126                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #11 
  126  3   -1.42 -127                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #12 
  127  3   -1.42 -128                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #13 
  128  3   -1.42 -129                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #14 
  129  3   -1.42 -130                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #15 
  130  3   -1.42 -131                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #16 
  131  3   -1.42 -132                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #17 
  132  3   -1.42 -133                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #18 
  133  3   -1.42 -134                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #19 
  134  3   -1.42 -135                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #20 
  135  3   -1.42 -136                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #21 
  136  3   -1.42 -137                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #22 
  137  3   -1.42 -138                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #23 
  138  3   -1.42 -139                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #24 
  139  3   -1.42 -140                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #25 
  140  3   -1.42 -141                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #26 
  141  3   -1.42 -142                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #27 
  142  3   -1.42 -143                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #28 
  143  3   -1.42 -144                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #29 
  144  3   -1.42 -145                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #30 
  145  3   -1.42 -146                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #31 
  146  3   -1.42 -147                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #32 
  147  3   -1.42 -148                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #33 
  148  3   -1.42 -149                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #34 
  149  3   -1.42 -150                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #35 
  150  3   -1.42 -151                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #36 
  151  3   -1.42 -152                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #37 
  152  3   -1.42 -153                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #38 
  153  3   -1.42 -154                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #39 
  154  3   -1.42 -155                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #40 
  155  3   -1.42 -156                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #41 
  156  3   -1.42 -157                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #42 
  157  3   -1.42 -158                 $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #43 
  158  3   -1.42 -159            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #44 
  159  3   -1.42 -160            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #45 
  160  3   -1.42 -161       $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #46 
  161  3   -1.42 -162            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #47 
  162  3   -1.42 -163            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #48 
  163  3   -1.42 -164            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #49 
  164  3   -1.42 -165            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #50 
  165  3   -1.42 -166            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #51 
  166  3   -1.42 -167            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #52 
  167  3   -1.42 -168            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #53 
  168  3   -1.42 -169            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #54 
  169  3   -1.42 -170            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #55 
  170  3   -1.42 -171            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #56 
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  171  3   -1.42 -172            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #57 
  172  3   -1.42 -173            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #58 
  173  3   -1.42 -174            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #59 
  174  3   -1.42 -175            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #60 
  175  3   -1.42 -176            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #61 
  176  3   -1.42 -177            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #62 
  177  3   -1.42 -178            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #63 
  178  3   -1.42 -179            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #64 
  179  3   -1.42 -180            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #65 
  180  3   -1.42 -181            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #66 
  181  3   -1.42 -182            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #67 
  182  3   -1.42 -183            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #68 
  183  3   -1.42 -184            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #69 
  184  3   -1.42 -185            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #70 
  185  3   -1.42 -186            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #71 
  186  3   -1.42 -187            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #72 
  187  3   -1.42 -188            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #73 
  188  3   -1.42 -189            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #74 
  189  3   -1.42 -190            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #75 
  190  3   -1.42 -191            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #76 
  191  3   -1.42 -192            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #77 
  192  3   -1.42 -193            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #78 
  193  3   -1.42 -194            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #79 
  194  3   -1.42 -195            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #80 
  195  3   -1.42 -196            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #81 
  196  3   -1.42 -197            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #82 
  197  3   -1.42 -198            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #83 
  198  3   -1.42 -199            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #84 
  199  3   -1.42 -200            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #85 
  200  3   -1.42 -201            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #86 
  201  3   -1.42 -202            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #87 
  202  3   -1.42 -203            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #88 
  203  3   -1.42 -204            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #89 
  204  3   -1.42 -205            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #90 
  205  3   -1.42 -206            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #91 
  206  3   -1.42 -207            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #92 
  207  3   -1.42 -208            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #93 
  208  3   -1.42 -209            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #94 
  209  3   -1.42 -210            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #95 
  210  3   -1.42 -211            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #96 
  211  3   -1.42 -212            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #97 
  212  3   -1.42 -213            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #98 
  213  3   -1.42 -214            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #99 
  214  3   -1.42 -215            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #100 
  215  3   -1.42 -216            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #101 
  216  3   -1.42 -217            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #102 
  217  3   -1.42 -218            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #103 
  218  3   -1.42 -219            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #104 
  219  3   -1.42 -220            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #105 
  220  3   -1.42 -221            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #106 
  221  3   -1.42 -222            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #107 
  222  3   -1.42 -223            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #108 
  223  3   -1.42 -224            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #109 
  224  3   -1.42 -225            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #110 
  225  3   -1.42 -226            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #111 
  226  3   -1.42 -227            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #112 
  227  3   -1.42 -228            $Delrin FRONT End-Cap for Element #113 
  228  2   -1.127 -229 116             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #1 
  229  2   -1.127 -230 117             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #2 
  230  2   -1.127 -231 118             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #3 
  231  2   -1.127 -232 119             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #4 
  232  2   -1.127 -233 120             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #5 
  233  2   -1.127 -234 121             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #6 
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  234  2   -1.127 -235 122             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #7 
  235  2   -1.127 -236 123             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #8 
  236  2   -1.127 -237 124             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #9 
  237  2   -1.127 -238 125             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #10 
  238  2   -1.127 -239 126             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #11 
  239  2   -1.127 -240 127             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #12 
  240  2   -1.127 -241 128             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #13 
  241  2   -1.127 -242 129             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #14 
  242  2   -1.127 -243 130             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #15 
  243  2   -1.127 -244 131             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #16 
  244  2   -1.127 -245 132             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #17 
  245  2   -1.127 -246 133             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #18 
  246  2   -1.127 -247 134             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #19 
  247  2   -1.127 -248 135             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #20 
  248  2   -1.127 -249 136             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #21 
  249  2   -1.127 -250 137             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #22 
  250  2   -1.127 -251 138             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #23 
  251  2   -1.127 -252 139             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #24 
  252  2   -1.127 -253 140             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #25 
  253  2   -1.127 -254 141             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #26 
  254  2   -1.127 -255 142             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #27 
  255  2   -1.127 -256 143             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #28 
  256  2   -1.127 -257 144             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #29 
  257  2   -1.127 -258 145             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #30 
  258  2   -1.127 -259 146             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #31 
  259  2   -1.127 -260 147             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #32 
  260  2   -1.127 -261 148             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #33 
  261  2   -1.127 -262 149             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #34 
  262  2   -1.127 -263 150             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #35 
  263  2   -1.127 -264 151             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #36 
  264  2   -1.127 -265 152             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #37 
  265  2   -1.127 -266 153             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #38 
  266  2   -1.127 -267 154             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #39 
  267  2   -1.127 -268 155             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #40 
  268  2   -1.127 -269 156             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #41 
  269  2   -1.127 -270 157             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #42 
  270  2   -1.127 -271 158             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #43 
  271  2   -1.127 -272 159             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #44 
  272  2   -1.127 -273 160             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #45 
  273  2   -1.127 -274 161             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #46 
  274  2   -1.127 -275 162             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #47 
  275  2   -1.127 -276 163             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #48 
  276  2   -1.127 -277 164             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #49 
  277  2   -1.127 -278 165             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #50 
  278  2   -1.127 -279 166             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #51 
  279  2   -1.127 -280 167             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #52 
  280  2   -1.127 -281 168             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #53 
  281  2   -1.127 -282 169             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #54 
  282  2   -1.127 -283 170             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #55 
  283  2   -1.127 -284 171             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #56 
  284  2   -1.127 -285 172             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #57 
  285  2   -1.127 -286 173             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #58 
  286  2   -1.127 -287 174             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #59 
  287  2   -1.127 -288 175             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #60 
  288  2   -1.127 -289 176             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #61 
  289  2   -1.127 -290 177             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #62 
  290  2   -1.127 -291 178             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #63 
  291  2   -1.127 -292 179             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #64 
  292  2   -1.127 -293 180             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #65 
  293  2   -1.127 -294 181             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #66 
  294  2   -1.127 -295 182             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #67 
  295  2   -1.127 -296 183             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #68 
  296  2   -1.127 -297 184             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #69 
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  297  2   -1.127 -298 185             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #70 
  298  2   -1.127 -299 186             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #71 
  299  2   -1.127 -300 187             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #72 
  300  2   -1.127 -301 188             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #73 
  301  2   -1.127 -302 189             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #74 
  302  2   -1.127 -303 190             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #75 
  303  2   -1.127 -304 191             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #76 
  304  2   -1.127 -305 192             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #77 
  305  2   -1.127 -306 193             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #78 
  306  2   -1.127 -307 194             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #79 
  307  2   -1.127 -308 195             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #80 
  308  2   -1.127 -309 196             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #81 
  309  2   -1.127 -310 197             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #82 
  310  2   -1.127 -311 198             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #83 
  311  2   -1.127 -312 199             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #84 
  312  2   -1.127 -313 200             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #85 
  313  2   -1.127 -314 201             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #86 
  314  2   -1.127 -315 202             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #87 
  315  2   -1.127 -316 203             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #88 
  316  2   -1.127 -317 204             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #89 
  317  2   -1.127 -318 205             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #90 
  318  2   -1.127 -319 206             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #91 
  319  2   -1.127 -320 207             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #92 
  320  2   -1.127 -321 208             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #93 
  321  2   -1.127 -322 209             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #94 
  322  2   -1.127 -323 210             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #95 
  323  2   -1.127 -324 211             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #96 
  324  2   -1.127 -325 212             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #97 
  325  2   -1.127 -326 213             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #98 
  326  2   -1.127 -327 214             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #99 
  327  2   -1.127 -328 215             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #100 
  328  2   -1.127 -329 216             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #101 
  329  2   -1.127 -330 217             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #102 
  330  2   -1.127 -331 218             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #103 
  331  2   -1.127 -332 219             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #104 
  332  2   -1.127 -333 220             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #105 
  333  2   -1.127 -334 221             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #106 
  334  2   -1.127 -335 222             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #107 
  335  2   -1.127 -336 223             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #108 
  336  2   -1.127 -337 224             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #109 
  337  2   -1.127 -338 225             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #110 
  338  2   -1.127 -339 226             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #111 
  339  2   -1.127 -340 227             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #112 
  340  2   -1.127 -341 228             $Shonka FRONT End-Cap for Element #113 
  341  3   -1.42  -342             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #1 
  342  3   -1.42  -343             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #2 
  343  3   -1.42  -344             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #3 
  344  3   -1.42  -345             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #4 
  345  3   -1.42  -346             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #5 
  346  3   -1.42  -347             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #6 
  347  3   -1.42  -348             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #7 
  348  3   -1.42  -349             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #8 
  349  3   -1.42  -350             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #9 
  350  3   -1.42  -351             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #10 
  351  3   -1.42  -352             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #11 
  352  3   -1.42  -353             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #12 
  353  3   -1.42  -354             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #13 
  354  3   -1.42  -355             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #14 
  355  3   -1.42  -356             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #15 
  356  3   -1.42  -357             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #16 
  357  3   -1.42  -358             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #17 
  358  3   -1.42  -359             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #18 
  359  3   -1.42  -360             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #19 
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  360  3   -1.42  -361             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #20 
  361  3   -1.42  -362             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #21 
  362  3   -1.42  -363             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #22 
  363  3   -1.42  -364             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #23 
  364  3   -1.42  -365             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #24 
  365  3   -1.42  -366             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #25 
  366  3   -1.42  -367             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #26 
  367  3   -1.42  -368             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #27 
  368  3   -1.42  -369             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #28 
  369  3   -1.42  -370             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #29 
  370  3   -1.42  -371             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #30 
  371  3   -1.42  -372             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #31 
  372  3   -1.42  -373             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #32 
  373  3   -1.42  -374             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #33 
  374  3   -1.42  -375             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #34 
  375  3   -1.42  -376             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #35 
  376  3   -1.42  -377             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #36 
  377  3   -1.42  -378             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #37 
  378  3   -1.42  -379             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #38 
  379  3   -1.42  -380             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #39 
  380  3   -1.42  -381             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #40 
  381  3   -1.42  -382             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #41 
  382  3   -1.42  -383             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #42 
  383  3   -1.42  -384             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #43 
  384  3   -1.42  -385             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #44 
  385  3   -1.42  -386             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #45 
  386  3   -1.42  -387             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #46 
  387  3   -1.42  -388             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #47 
  388  3   -1.42  -389             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #48 
  389  3   -1.42  -390             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #49 
  390  3   -1.42  -391             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #50 
  391  3   -1.42  -392             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #51 
  392  3   -1.42  -393             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #52 
  393  3   -1.42  -394             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #53 
  394  3   -1.42  -395             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #54 
  395  3   -1.42  -396             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #55 
  396  3   -1.42  -397             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #56 
  397  3   -1.42  -398             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #57 
  398  3   -1.42  -399             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #58 
  399  3   -1.42  -400             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #59 
  400  3   -1.42  -401             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #60 
  401  3   -1.42  -402             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #61 
  402  3   -1.42  -403             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #62 
  403  3   -1.42  -404             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #63 
  404  3   -1.42  -405             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #64 
  405  3   -1.42  -406             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #65 
  406  3   -1.42  -407             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #66 
  407  3   -1.42  -408             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #67 
  408  3   -1.42  -409             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #68 
  409  3   -1.42  -410             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #69 
  410  3   -1.42  -411             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #70 
  411  3   -1.42  -412             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #71 
  412  3   -1.42  -413             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #72 
  413  3   -1.42  -414             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #73 
  414  3   -1.42  -415             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #74 
  415  3   -1.42  -416             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #75 
  416  3   -1.42  -417             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #76 
  417  3   -1.42  -418             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #77 
  418  3   -1.42  -419             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #78 
  419  3   -1.42  -420             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #79 
  420  3   -1.42  -421             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #80 
  421  3   -1.42  -422             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #81 
  422  3   -1.42  -423             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #82 
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  423  3   -1.42  -424             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #83 
  424  3   -1.42  -425             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #84 
  425  3   -1.42  -426             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #85 
  426  3   -1.42  -427             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #86 
  427  3   -1.42  -428             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #87 
  428  3   -1.42  -429             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #88 
  429  3   -1.42  -430             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #89 
  430  3   -1.42  -431             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #90 
  431  3   -1.42  -432             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #91 
  432  3   -1.42  -433             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #92 
  433  3   -1.42  -434             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #93 
  434  3   -1.42  -435             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #94 
  435  3   -1.42  -436             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #95 
  436  3   -1.42  -437             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #96 
  437  3   -1.42  -438             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #97 
  438  3   -1.42  -439             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #98 
  439  3   -1.42  -440             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #99 
  440  3   -1.42  -441             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #100 
  441  3   -1.42  -442             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #101 
  442  3   -1.42  -443             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #102 
  443  3   -1.42  -444             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #103 
  444  3   -1.42  -445             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #104 
  445  3   -1.42  -446             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #105 
  446  3   -1.42  -447             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #106 
  447  3   -1.42  -448             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #107 
  448  3   -1.42  -449             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #108 
  449  3   -1.42  -450             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #109 
  450  3   -1.42  -451             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #110 
  451  3   -1.42  -452             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #111 
  452  3   -1.42  -453             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #112 
  453  3   -1.42  -454             $Delrin BACK End-Cap for Element #113 
  454  2   -1.127 -455 342             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #1 
  455  2   -1.127 -456 343             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #2 
  456  2   -1.127 -457 344             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #3 
  457  2   -1.127 -458 345             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #4 
  458  2   -1.127 -459 346             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #5 
  459  2   -1.127 -460 347             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #6 
  460  2   -1.127 -461 348             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #7 
  461  2   -1.127 -462 349             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #8 
  462  2   -1.127 -463 350             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #9 
  463  2   -1.127 -464 351             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #10 
  464  2   -1.127 -465 352             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #11 
  465  2   -1.127 -466 353             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #12 
  466  2   -1.127 -467 354             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #13 
  467  2   -1.127 -468 355             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #14 
  468  2   -1.127 -469 356             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #15 
  469  2   -1.127 -470 357             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #16 
  470  2   -1.127 -471 358             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #17 
  471  2   -1.127 -472 359             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #18 
  472  2   -1.127 -473 360             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #19 
  473  2   -1.127 -474 361             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #20 
  474  2   -1.127 -475 362             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #21 
  475  2   -1.127 -476 363             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #22 
  476  2   -1.127 -477 364             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #23 
  477  2   -1.127 -478 365             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #24 
  478  2   -1.127 -479 366             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #25 
  479  2   -1.127 -480 367             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #26 
  480  2   -1.127 -481 368             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #27 
  481  2   -1.127 -482 369             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #28 
  482  2   -1.127 -483 370             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #29 
  483  2   -1.127 -484 371             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #30 
  484  2   -1.127 -485 372             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #31 
  485  2   -1.127 -486 373             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #32 
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  486  2   -1.127 -487 374             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #33 
  487  2   -1.127 -488 375             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #34 
  488  2   -1.127 -489 376             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #35 
  489  2   -1.127 -490 377             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #36 
  490  2   -1.127 -491 378             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #37 
  491  2   -1.127 -492 379             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #38 
  492  2   -1.127 -493 380             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #39 
  493  2   -1.127 -494 381             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #40 
  494  2   -1.127 -495 382             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #41 
  495  2   -1.127 -496 383             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #42 
  496  2   -1.127 -497 384             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #43 
  497  2   -1.127 -498 385             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #44 
  498  2   -1.127 -499 386             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #45 
  499  2   -1.127 -500 387             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #46 
  500  2   -1.127 -501 388             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #47 
  501  2   -1.127 -502 389             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #48 
  502  2   -1.127 -503 390             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #49 
  503  2   -1.127 -504 391             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #50 
  504  2   -1.127 -505 392             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #51 
  505  2   -1.127 -506 393             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #52 
  506  2   -1.127 -507 394             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #53 
  507  2   -1.127 -508 395             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #54 
  508  2   -1.127 -509 396             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #55 
  509  2   -1.127 -510 397             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #56 
  510  2   -1.127 -511 398             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #57 
  511  2   -1.127 -512 399             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #58 
  512  2   -1.127 -513 400             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #59 
  513  2   -1.127 -514 401             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #60 
  514  2   -1.127 -515 402             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #61 
  515  2   -1.127 -516 403             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #62 
  516  2   -1.127 -517 404             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #63 
  517  2   -1.127 -518 405             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #64 
  518  2   -1.127 -519 406             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #65 
  519  2   -1.127 -520 407             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #66 
  520  2   -1.127 -521 408             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #67 
  521  2   -1.127 -522 409             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #68 
  522  2   -1.127 -523 410             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #69 
  523  2   -1.127 -524 411             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #70 
  524  2   -1.127 -525 412             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #71 
  525  2   -1.127 -526 413             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #72 
  526  2   -1.127 -527 414             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #73 
  527  2   -1.127 -528 415             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #74 
  528  2   -1.127 -529 416             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #75 
  529  2   -1.127 -530 417             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #76 
  530  2   -1.127 -531 418             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #77 
  531  2   -1.127 -532 419             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #78 
  532  2   -1.127 -533 420             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #79 
  533  2   -1.127 -534 421             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #80 
  534  2   -1.127 -535 422             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #81 
  535  2   -1.127 -536 423             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #82 
  536  2   -1.127 -537 424             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #83 
  537  2   -1.127 -538 425             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #84 
  538  2   -1.127 -539 426             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #85 
  539  2   -1.127 -540 427             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #86 
  540  2   -1.127 -541 428             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #87 
  541  2   -1.127 -542 429             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #88 
  542  2   -1.127 -543 430             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #89 
  543  2   -1.127 -544 431             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #90 
  544  2   -1.127 -545 432             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #91 
  545  2   -1.127 -546 433             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #92 
  546  2   -1.127 -547 434             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #93 
  547  2   -1.127 -548 435             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #94 
  548  2   -1.127 -549 436             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #95 
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  549  2   -1.127 -550 437             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #96 
  550  2   -1.127 -551 438             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #97 
  551  2   -1.127 -552 439             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #98 
  552  2   -1.127 -553 440             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #99 
  553  2   -1.127 -554 441             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #100 
  554  2   -1.127 -555 442             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #101 
  555  2   -1.127 -556 443             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #102 
  556  2   -1.127 -557 444             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #103 
  557  2   -1.127 -558 445             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #104 
  558  2   -1.127 -559 446             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #105 
  559  2   -1.127 -560 447             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #106 
  560  2   -1.127 -561 448             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #107 
  561  2   -1.127 -562 449             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #108 
  562  2   -1.127 -563 450             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #109 
  563  2   -1.127 -564 451             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #110 
  564  2   -1.127 -565 452             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #111 
  565  2   -1.127 -566 453             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #112 
  566  2   -1.127 -567 454             $Shonka BACK End-Cap for Element #113 
  567  0          -568 (#228 #229 #230 #231 #232 #233 #234 #235 #236 #237 
      #238 #239 #240 #241 #242 #243 #244 #245 #246 #247 #248 #249 #250 
      #251 #252 #253 #254 #255 #256 #257 #258 #259 #260 #261 #262 #263 
      #264 #265 #266 #267 #268 #269 #270 #271 #272 #273 #274 #275 #276 
      #277 #278 #279 #280 #281 #282 #283 #284 #285 #286 #287 #288 #289 
      #290 #291 #292 #293 #294 #295 #296 #297 #298 #299 #300 #301 #302 
      #303 #304 #305 #306 #307 #308 #309 #310 #311 #312 #313 #314 #315 
      #316 #317 #318 #319 #320 #321 #322 #323 #324 #325 #326 #327 #328 
      #329 #330 #331 #332 #333 #334 #335 #336 #337 #338 #339 #340) 
  568  0          -569 (#454 #455 #456 #457 #458 #459 #460 #461 #462  
      #463 #464 #465 #466 #467 #468 #469 #470 #471 #472 #473 #474 #475  
      #476 #477 #478 #479 #480 #481 #482 #483 #484 #485 #486 #487 #488  
      #489 #490 #491 #492 #493 #494 #495 #496 #497 #498 #499 #500 #501  
      #502 #503 #504 #505 #506 #507 #508 #509 #510 #511 #512 #513 #514  
      #515 #516 #517 #518 #519 #520 #521 #522 #523 #524 #525 #526 #527  
      #528 #529 #530 #531 #532 #533 #534 #535 #536 #537 #538 #539 #540  
      #541 #542 #543 #544 #545 #546 #547 #548 #549 #550 #551 #552 #553  
      #554 #555 #556 #557 #558 #559 #560 #561 #562 #563 #564 #565 #566) 
  569  0 -115 (114 568 569)                 $Transport Zone 
  570  -1        115                        $External Universe 
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = neutron proton alpha nucleus photon electron positron 
 reg         imp 
   1           1 
   2           1 
   3           1 
   4           1 
   5           1 
   6           1 
   7           1 
   8           1 
   9           1 
   10          1 
   11          1 
   12          1 
   13          1 
   14          1 
   15          1 
   16          1 
   17          1 
   18          1 
   19          1 
   20          1 
   21          1 
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   22          1 
   23          1 
   24          1 
   25          1 
   26          1 
   27          1 
   28          1 
   29          1 
   30          1 
   31          1 
   32          1 
   33          1 
   34          1 
   35          1 
   36          1 
   37          1 
   38          1 
   39          1 
   40          1 
   41          1 
   42          1 
   43          1 
   44          1 
   45          1 
   46          1 
   47          1 
   48          1 
   49          1 
   50          1 
   51          1 
   52          1 
   53          1 
   54          1 
   55          1 
   56          1 
   57          1 
   58          1 
   59          1 
   60          1 
   61          1 
   62          1 
   63          1 
   64          1 
   65          1 
   66          1 
   67          1 
   68          1 
   69          1 
   70          1 
   71          1 
   72          1 
   73          1 
   74          1 
   75          1 
   76          1 
   77          1 
   78          1 
   79          1 
   80          1 
   81          1 
   82          1 
   83          1 
   84          1 
363 
 
   85          1 
   86          1 
   87          1 
   88          1 
   89          1 
   90          1 
   91          1 
   92          1 
   93          1 
   94          1 
   95          1 
   96          1 
   97          1 
   98          1 
   99          1 
   100         1 
   101         1 
   102         1 
   103         1 
   104         1 
   105         1 
   106         1 
   107         1 
   108         1 
   109         1 
   110         1 
   111         1 
   112         1 
   113         1 
   114         1 
   115         1 
   116        1 
   117        1 
   118        1 
   119        1 
   120        1 
   121        1 
   122        1 
   123        1 
   124        1 
   125        1 
   126        1 
   127        1 
   128        1 
   129        1 
   130        1 
   131        1 
   132        1 
   133        1 
   134        1 
   135        1 
   136        1 
   137        1 
   138        1 
   139        1 
   140        1 
   141        1 
   142        1 
   143        1 
   144        1 
   145        1 
   146        1 
   147        1 
364 
 
   148        1 
   149        1 
   150        1 
   151        1 
   152        1 
   153        1 
   154        1 
   155        1 
   156        1 
   157        1 
   158        1 
   159        1 
   160        1 
   161        1 
   162        1 
   163        1 
   164        1 
   165        1 
   166        1 
   167        1 
   168        1 
   169        1 
   170        1 
   171        1 
   172        1 
   173        1 
   174        1 
   175        1 
   176        1 
   177        1 
   178        1 
   179        1 
   180        1 
   181        1 
   182        1 
   183        1 
   184        1 
   185        1 
   186        1 
   187        1 
   188        1 
   189        1 
   190        1 
   191        1 
   192        1 
   193        1 
   194        1 
   195        1 
   196        1 
   197        1 
   198        1 
   199        1 
   200        1 
   201        1 
   202        1 
   203        1 
   204        1 
   205        1 
   206        1 
   207        1 
   208        1 
   209        1 
   210        1 
365 
 
   211        1 
   212        1 
   213        1 
   214        1 
   215        1 
   216        1 
   217        1 
   218        1 
   219        1 
   220        1 
   221        1 
   222        1 
   223        1 
   224        1 
   225        1 
   226        1 
   227        1 
   228        1 
   229        1 
   230        1 
   231        1 
   232        1 
   233        1 
   234        1 
   235        1 
   236        1 
   237        1 
   238        1 
   239        1 
   240        1 
   241        1 
   242        1 
   243        1 
   244        1 
   245        1 
   246        1 
   247        1 
   248        1 
   249        1 
   250        1 
   251        1 
   252        1 
   253        1 
   254        1 
   255        1 
   256        1 
   257        1 
   258        1 
   259        1 
   260        1 
   261        1 
   262        1 
   263        1 
   264        1 
   265        1 
   266        1 
   267        1 
   268        1 
   269        1 
   270        1 
   271        1 
   272        1 
   273        1 
366 
 
   274        1 
   275        1 
   276        1 
   277        1 
   278        1 
   279        1 
   280        1 
   281        1 
   282        1 
   283        1 
   284        1 
   285        1 
   286        1 
   287        1 
   288        1 
   289        1 
   290        1 
   291        1 
   292        1 
   293        1 
   294        1 
   295        1 
   296        1 
   297        1 
   298        1 
   299        1 
   300        1 
   301        1 
   302        1 
   303        1 
   304        1 
   305        1 
   306        1 
   307        1 
   308        1 
   309        1 
   310        1 
   311        1 
   312        1 
   313        1 
   314        1 
   315        1 
   316        1 
   317        1 
   318        1 
   319        1 
   320        1 
   321        1 
   322        1 
   323        1 
   324        1 
   325        1 
   326        1 
   327        1 
   328        1 
   329        1 
   330        1 
   331        1 
   332        1 
   333        1 
   334        1 
   335        1 
   336        1 
367 
 
   337        1 
   338        1 
   339        1 
   340        1 
   341        1 
   342        1 
   343        1 
   344        1 
   345        1 
   346        1 
   347        1 
   348        1 
   349        1 
   350        1 
   351        1 
   352        1 
   353        1 
   354        1 
   355        1 
   356        1 
   357        1 
   358        1 
   359        1 
   360        1 
   361        1 
   362        1 
   363        1 
   364        1 
   365        1 
   366        1 
   367        1 
   368        1 
   369        1 
   370        1 
   371        1 
   372        1 
   373        1 
   374        1 
   375        1 
   376        1 
   377        1 
   378        1 
   379        1 
   380        1 
   381        1 
   382        1 
   383        1 
   384        1 
   385        1 
   386        1 
   387        1 
   388        1 
   389        1 
   390        1 
   391        1 
   392        1 
   393        1 
   394        1 
   395        1 
   396        1 
   397        1 
   398        1 
   399        1 
368 
 
   400        1 
   401        1 
   402        1 
   403        1 
   404        1 
   405        1 
   406        1 
   407        1 
   408        1 
   409        1 
   410        1 
   411        1 
   412        1 
   413        1 
   414        1 
   415        1 
   416        1 
   417        1 
   418        1 
   419        1 
   420        1 
   421        1 
   422        1 
   423        1 
   424        1 
   425        1 
   426        1 
   427        1 
   428        1 
   429        1 
   430        1 
   431        1 
   432        1 
   433        1 
   434        1 
   435        1 
   436        1 
   437        1 
   438        1 
   439        1 
   440        1 
   441        1 
   442        1 
   443        1 
   444        1 
   445        1 
   446        1 
   447        1 
   448        1 
   449        1 
   450        1 
   451        1 
   452        1 
   453        1 
   454        1 
   455        1 
   456        1 
   457        1 
   458        1 
   459        1 
   460        1 
   461        1 
   462        1 
369 
 
   463         1 
   464        1 
   465        1 
   466        1 
   467        1 
   468        1 
   469        1 
   470        1 
   471        1 
   472        1 
   473        1 
   474        1 
   475        1 
   476        1 
   477        1 
   478        1 
   479        1 
   480        1 
   481        1 
   482        1 
   483        1 
   484        1 
   485        1 
   486        1 
   487        1 
   488        1 
   489        1 
   490        1 
   491        1 
   492        1 
   493        1 
   494        1 
   495        1 
   496        1 
   497        1 
   498        1 
   499        1 
   500        1 
   501        1 
   502        1 
   503        1 
   504        1 
   505        1 
   506        1 
   507        1 
   508        1 
   509        1 
   510        1 
   511        1 
   512        1 
   513        1 
   514        1 
   515        1 
   516        1 
   517        1 
   518        1 
   519        1 
   520        1 
   521        1 
   522        1 
   523        1 
   524        1 
   525        1 
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   526        1 
   527        1 
   528        1 
   529        1 
   530        1 
   531        1 
   532        1 
   533        1 
   534        1 
   535        1 
   536        1 
   537        1 
   538        1 
   539        1 
   540        1 
   541        1 
   542        1 
   543        1 
   544        1 
   545        1 
   546        1 
   547        1 
   548        1 
   549        1 
   550        1 
   551        1 
   552        1 
   553        1 
   554        1 
   555        1 
   556        1 
   557        1 
   558        1 
   559        1 
   560        1 
   561        1 
   562        1 
   563        1 
   564        1 
   565        1 
   566        1 
   567        1 
   568         1 
   569         1 
 
[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 
      31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
56 57 58 59 
      60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 
85 86 87 88 
      89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 
110 111 112 113) 
      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 
      31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
56 57 58 59 
      60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 
85 86 87 88 
      89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 
110 111 112 113 
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     part = (proton alpha nucleus electron positron) proton alpha nucleus 
(electron positron)            
   e-type = 3 
       ne = 201 
     emin = 0.000197 
     emax = 1.97 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 
     file = deposit_MMETEPC.dat 





[ T i t l e ] 
Irradiation of 1/4" TEPC System with Polyenergetic Neutron Spectrum 
 
[ P a r a m e t e r s ] 
 icntl    = 0 
 rseed    = -1 
 maxcas   = 100000000 
 maxbch   = 1 
 file(6)  = phits_METEPC.out 
 file(7)  = c:/phits/data/xsdir.jnd 
 file(14) = c:/phits/data/trxcrd.dat 
 emin(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PROTON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(1)  = 1.0E-3      $Maximum PROTON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(2)  = 1.0E-10     $Minimum NEUTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(2)  = 20          $Maximum NEUTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(12) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ELECTRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(12) = 1.0E3       $Maximum ELECTRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(13) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum POSITRON transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(13) = 1.0E3       $Maximum POSITRON kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(14) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum PHOTON transport energy 
 dmax(14) = 1.0E3       $Maximum PHOTON energy to use data library 
 emin(18) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum ALPHA transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(18) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum ALPHA kinetic energy to use data library 
 emin(19) = 1.0E-3      $Minimum NUCLEUS transport kinetic energy 
 dmax(19) = 1.0E-3      $Maximum NUCLEUS kinetic energy to use data library 
 nedisp   = 1           $Landau Vavilov energy straggling for charged particle 
transport 
 e-mode   = 1 
 
[ S o u r c e ]  
 s-type =   5      
   proj =   neutron 
     x0 =   -2.9225 
     x1 =   2.9225 
     y0 =   15 
     y1 =   15 
     z0 =   -2.9225 
     z1 =   2.9225 
    dir =   0 
    phi =   -90 
$ Neutron Energy Spectrum 
 e-type =   1 

























































[ M a t e r i a l ] 
MAT[ 1 ]     $Propane-based Tissue Equivalent Gas 
 1H.60c          -10.3 
 6000.60c        -56.9 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -29.3 
MAT[ 2 ]     $Shonka A-150 Tissue Equivalent Plastic 
 1H.60c          -10.1 
 6000.60c        -77.6 
 14N.60c         -3.5 
 16O.60c         -5.2 
 20000.60c       -1.8 




[ S u r f a c e ] 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  1   SPH   -2.505 0 0 0.3175 
  2   SPH   -1.670 0 0 0.3175 
  3   SPH   -0.835 0 0 0.3175 
  4   SPH    0.000 0 0 0.3175 
  5   SPH    0.835 0 0 0.3175 
  6   SPH    1.670 0 0 0.3175 
  7   SPH    2.505 0 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  8   SPH   -2.505 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  9   SPH   -1.670 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  10  SPH   -0.835 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  11  SPH    0.000 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  12  SPH    0.835 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  13  SPH    1.670 0 -0.835 0.3175 
  14  SPH    2.505 0 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  15  SPH   -2.505 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  16  SPH   -1.670 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  17  SPH   -0.835 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  18  SPH    0.000 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  19  SPH    0.835 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  20  SPH    1.670 0 -1.670 0.3175 
  21  SPH    2.505 0 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  22  SPH   -2.505 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  23  SPH   -1.670 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  24  SPH   -0.835 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  25  SPH    0.000 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  26  SPH    0.835 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  27  SPH    1.670 0 -2.505 0.3175 
  28  SPH    2.505 0 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  29  SPH   -2.505 0 0.835 0.3175 
  30  SPH   -1.670 0 0.835 0.3175 
  31  SPH   -0.835 0 0.835 0.3175 
  32  SPH    0.000 0 0.835 0.3175 
  33  SPH    0.835 0 0.835 0.3175 
  34  SPH    1.670 0 0.835 0.3175 
  35  SPH    2.505 0 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  36  SPH   -2.505 0 1.670 0.3175 
  37  SPH   -1.670 0 1.670 0.3175 
  38  SPH   -0.835 0 1.670 0.3175 
  39  SPH    0.000 0 1.670 0.3175 
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  40  SPH    0.835 0 1.670 0.3175 
  41  SPH    1.670 0 1.670 0.3175 
  42  SPH    2.505 0 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  43  SPH   -2.505 0 2.505 0.3175 
  44  SPH   -1.670 0 2.505 0.3175 
  45  SPH   -0.835 0 2.505 0.3175 
  46  SPH    0.000 0 2.505 0.3175 
  47  SPH    0.835 0 2.505 0.3175 
  48  SPH    1.670 0 2.505 0.3175 
  49  SPH    2.505 0 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  50  SPH   -2.505 0.835 0 0.3175 
  51  SPH   -1.670 0.835 0 0.3175 
  52  SPH   -0.835 0.835 0 0.3175 
  53  SPH    0.000 0.835 0 0.3175 
  54  SPH    0.835 0.835 0 0.3175 
  55  SPH    1.670 0.835 0 0.3175 
  56  SPH    2.505 0.835 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  57  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  58  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  59  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  60  SPH    0.000 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  61  SPH    0.835 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  62  SPH    1.670 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
  63  SPH    2.505 0.835 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  64  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  65  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  66  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  67  SPH    0.000 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  68  SPH    0.835 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  69  SPH    1.670 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
  70  SPH    2.505 0.835 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  71  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  72  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  73  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  74  SPH    0.000 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  75  SPH    0.835 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  76  SPH    1.670 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
  77  SPH    2.505 0.835 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  78  SPH   -2.505 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
  79  SPH   -1.670 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
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  80  SPH   -0.835 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
  81  SPH    0.000 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
  82  SPH    0.835 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
  83  SPH    1.670 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
  84  SPH    2.505 0.835 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  85  SPH   -2.505 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  86  SPH   -1.670 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  87  SPH   -0.835 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  88  SPH    0.000 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  89  SPH    0.835 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  90  SPH    1.670 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
  91  SPH    2.505 0.835 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  92  SPH   -2.505 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  93  SPH   -1.670 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  94  SPH   -0.835 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  95  SPH    0.000 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  96  SPH    0.835 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  97  SPH    1.670 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
  98  SPH    2.505 0.835 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  99  SPH   -2.505 1.670 0 0.3175 
  100  SPH   -1.670 1.670 0 0.3175 
  101  SPH   -0.835 1.670 0 0.3175 
  102  SPH    0.000 1.670 0 0.3175 
  103  SPH    0.835 1.670 0 0.3175 
  104  SPH    1.670 1.670 0 0.3175 
  105  SPH    2.505 1.670 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  106  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  107  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  108  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  109  SPH    0.000 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  110  SPH    0.835 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  111  SPH    1.670 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
  112  SPH    2.505 1.670 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  113  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  114  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  115  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  116  SPH    0.000 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  117  SPH    0.835 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  118  SPH    1.670 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
  119  SPH    2.505 1.670 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 




  120  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  121  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  122  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  123  SPH    0.000 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  124  SPH    0.835 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  125  SPH    1.670 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
  126  SPH    2.505 1.670 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  127  SPH   -2.505 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  128  SPH   -1.670 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  129  SPH   -0.835 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  130  SPH    0.000 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  131  SPH    0.835 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  132  SPH    1.670 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
  133  SPH    2.505 1.670 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  134  SPH   -2.505 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  135  SPH   -1.670 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  136  SPH   -0.835 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  137  SPH    0.000 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  138  SPH    0.835 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  139  SPH    1.670 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
  140  SPH    2.505 1.670 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  141  SPH   -2.505 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  142  SPH   -1.670 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  143  SPH   -0.835 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  144  SPH    0.000 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  145  SPH    0.835 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  146  SPH    1.670 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
  147  SPH    2.505 1.670 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  148  SPH   -2.505 2.505 0 0.3175 
  149  SPH   -1.670 2.505 0 0.3175 
  150  SPH   -0.835 2.505 0 0.3175 
  151  SPH    0.000 2.505 0 0.3175 
  152  SPH    0.835 2.505 0 0.3175 
  153  SPH    1.670 2.505 0 0.3175 
  154  SPH    2.505 2.505 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  155  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 
  156  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 
  157  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 
  158  SPH    0.000 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 
  159  SPH    0.835 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 
  160  SPH    1.670 2.505 -0.835 0.3175 




$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  162  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  163  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  164  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  165  SPH    0.000 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  166  SPH    0.835 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  167  SPH    1.670 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
  168  SPH    2.505 2.505 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  169  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  170  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  171  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  172  SPH    0.000 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  173  SPH    0.835 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  174  SPH    1.670 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
  175  SPH    2.505 2.505 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  176  SPH   -2.505 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  177  SPH   -1.670 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  178  SPH   -0.835 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  179  SPH    0.000 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  180  SPH    0.835 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  181  SPH    1.670 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
  182  SPH    2.505 2.505 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  183  SPH   -2.505 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  184  SPH   -1.670 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  185  SPH   -0.835 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  186  SPH    0.000 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  187  SPH    0.835 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  188  SPH    1.670 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
  189  SPH    2.505 2.505 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  190  SPH   -2.505 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  191  SPH   -1.670 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  192  SPH   -0.835 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  193  SPH    0.000 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  194  SPH    0.835 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  195  SPH    1.670 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
  196  SPH    2.505 2.505 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  197  SPH   -2.505 3.340 0 0.3175 
  198  SPH   -1.670 3.340 0 0.3175 
  199  SPH   -0.835 3.340 0 0.3175 
  200  SPH    0.000 3.340 0 0.3175 
  201  SPH    0.835 3.340 0 0.3175 
  202  SPH    1.670 3.340 0 0.3175 
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  203  SPH    2.505 3.340 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  204  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  205  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  206  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  207  SPH    0.000 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  208  SPH    0.835 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  209  SPH    1.670 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
  210  SPH    2.505 3.340 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  211  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  212  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  213  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  214  SPH    0.000 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  215  SPH    0.835 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  216  SPH    1.670 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
  217  SPH    2.505 3.340 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  218  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  219  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  220  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  221  SPH    0.000 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  222  SPH    0.835 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  223  SPH    1.670 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
  224  SPH    2.505 3.340 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  225  SPH   -2.505 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  226  SPH   -1.670 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  227  SPH   -0.835 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  228  SPH    0.000 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  229  SPH    0.835 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  230  SPH    1.670 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
  231  SPH    2.505 3.340 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  232  SPH   -2.505 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  233  SPH   -1.670 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  234  SPH   -0.835 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  235  SPH    0.000 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  236  SPH    0.835 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  237  SPH    1.670 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
  238  SPH    2.505 3.340 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  239  SPH   -2.505 3.340 2.505 0.3175 
  240  SPH   -1.670 3.340 2.505 0.3175 
  241  SPH   -0.835 3.340 2.505 0.3175 
  242  SPH    0.000 3.340 2.505 0.3175 
  243  SPH    0.835 3.340 2.505 0.3175 
  244  SPH    1.670 3.340 2.505 0.3175 









$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  246  SPH   -2.505 4.175 0 0.3175 
  247  SPH   -1.670 4.175 0 0.3175 
  248  SPH   -0.835 4.175 0 0.3175 
  249  SPH    0.000 4.175 0 0.3175 
  250  SPH    0.835 4.175 0 0.3175 
  251  SPH    1.670 4.175 0 0.3175 
  252  SPH    2.505 4.175 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  253  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  254  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  255  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  256  SPH    0.000 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  257  SPH    0.835 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  258  SPH    1.670 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
  259  SPH    2.505 4.175 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  260  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  261  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  262  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  263  SPH    0.000 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  264  SPH    0.835 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  265  SPH    1.670 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
  266  SPH    2.505 4.175 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  267  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  268  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  269  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  270  SPH    0.000 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  271  SPH    0.835 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  272  SPH    1.670 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
  273  SPH    2.505 4.175 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  274  SPH   -2.505 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  275  SPH   -1.670 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  276  SPH   -0.835 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  277  SPH    0.000 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  278  SPH    0.835 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  279  SPH    1.670 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
  280  SPH    2.505 4.175 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  281  SPH   -2.505 4.175 1.670 0.3175 
  282  SPH   -1.670 4.175 1.670 0.3175 
  283  SPH   -0.835 4.175 1.670 0.3175 
  284  SPH    0.000 4.175 1.670 0.3175 
  285  SPH    0.835 4.175 1.670 0.3175 
  286  SPH    1.670 4.175 1.670 0.3175 




$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  288  SPH   -2.505 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  289  SPH   -1.670 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  290  SPH   -0.835 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  291  SPH    0.000 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  292  SPH    0.835 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  293  SPH    1.670 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
  294  SPH    2.505 4.175 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  295  SPH   -2.505 5.010 0 0.3175 
  296  SPH   -1.670 5.010 0 0.3175 
  297  SPH   -0.835 5.010 0 0.3175 
  298  SPH    0.000 5.010 0 0.3175 
  299  SPH    0.835 5.010 0 0.3175 
  300  SPH    1.670 5.010 0 0.3175 
  301  SPH    2.505 5.010 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  302  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  303  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  304  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  305  SPH    0.000 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  306  SPH    0.835 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  307  SPH    1.670 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
  308  SPH    2.505 5.010 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  309  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  310  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  311  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  312  SPH    0.000 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  313  SPH    0.835 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  314  SPH    1.670 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
  315  SPH    2.505 5.010 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  316  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  317  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  318  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  319  SPH    0.000 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  320  SPH    0.835 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  321  SPH    1.670 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
  322  SPH    2.505 5.010 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  323  SPH   -2.505 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
  324  SPH   -1.670 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
  325  SPH   -0.835 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
  326  SPH    0.000 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
  327  SPH    0.835 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
381 
 
  328  SPH    1.670 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
  329  SPH    2.505 5.010 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  330  SPH   -2.505 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  331  SPH   -1.670 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  332  SPH   -0.835 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  333  SPH    0.000 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  334  SPH    0.835 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  335  SPH    1.670 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
  336  SPH    2.505 5.010 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  337  SPH   -2.505 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  338  SPH   -1.670 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  339  SPH   -0.835 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  340  SPH    0.000 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  341  SPH    0.835 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  342  SPH    1.670 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
  343  SPH    2.505 5.010 2.505 0.3175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  344  SPH   -2.505 5.845 0 0.3175 
  345  SPH   -1.670 5.845 0 0.3175 
  346  SPH   -0.835 5.845 0 0.3175 
  347  SPH    0.000 5.845 0 0.3175 
  348  SPH    0.835 5.845 0 0.3175 
  349  SPH    1.670 5.845 0 0.3175 
  350  SPH    2.505 5.845 0 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  351  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  352  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  353  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  354  SPH    0.000 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  355  SPH    0.835 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  356  SPH    1.670 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
  357  SPH    2.505 5.845 -0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  358  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  359  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  360  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  361  SPH    0.000 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  362  SPH    0.835 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  363  SPH    1.670 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
  364  SPH    2.505 5.845 -1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  365  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
  366  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
  367  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
382 
 
  368  SPH    0.000 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
  369  SPH    0.835 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
  370  SPH    1.670 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
  371  SPH    2.505 5.845 -2.505 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  372  SPH   -2.505 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  373  SPH   -1.670 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  374  SPH   -0.835 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  375  SPH    0.000 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  376  SPH    0.835 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  377  SPH    1.670 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
  378  SPH    2.505 5.845 0.835 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  379  SPH   -2.505 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  380  SPH   -1.670 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  381  SPH   -0.835 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  382  SPH    0.000 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  383  SPH    0.835 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  384  SPH    1.670 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
  385  SPH    2.505 5.845 1.670 0.3175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Gas Cavities 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  386  SPH   -2.505 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  387  SPH   -1.670 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  388  SPH   -0.835 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  389  SPH    0.000 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  390  SPH    0.835 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  391  SPH    1.670 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
  392  SPH    2.505 5.845 2.505 0.3175 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  393  SPH   -2.505 0 0 0.4175 
  394  SPH   -1.670 0 0 0.4175 
  395  SPH   -0.835 0 0 0.4175 
  396  SPH    0.000 0 0 0.4175 
  397  SPH    0.835 0 0 0.4175 
  398  SPH    1.670 0 0 0.4175 
  399  SPH    2.505 0 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  400  SPH   -2.505 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  401  SPH   -1.670 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  402  SPH   -0.835 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  403  SPH    0.000 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  404  SPH    0.835 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  405  SPH    1.670 0 -0.835 0.4175 
  406  SPH    2.505 0 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  407  SPH   -2.505 0 -1.670 0.4175 
  408  SPH   -1.670 0 -1.670 0.4175 
383 
 
  409  SPH   -0.835 0 -1.670 0.4175 
  410  SPH    0.000 0 -1.670 0.4175 
  411  SPH    0.835 0 -1.670 0.4175 
  412  SPH    1.670 0 -1.670 0.4175 
  413  SPH    2.505 0 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  414  SPH   -2.505 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  415  SPH   -1.670 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  416  SPH   -0.835 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  417  SPH    0.000 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  418  SPH    0.835 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  419  SPH    1.670 0 -2.505 0.4175 
  420  SPH    2.505 0 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  421  SPH   -2.505 0 0.835 0.4175 
  422  SPH   -1.670 0 0.835 0.4175 
  423  SPH   -0.835 0 0.835 0.4175 
  424  SPH    0.000 0 0.835 0.4175 
  425  SPH    0.835 0 0.835 0.4175 
  426  SPH    1.670 0 0.835 0.4175 
  427  SPH    2.505 0 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  428  SPH   -2.505 0 1.670 0.4175 
  429  SPH   -1.670 0 1.670 0.4175 
  430  SPH   -0.835 0 1.670 0.4175 
  431  SPH    0.000 0 1.670 0.4175 
  432  SPH    0.835 0 1.670 0.4175 
  433  SPH    1.670 0 1.670 0.4175 
  434  SPH    2.505 0 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  435  SPH   -2.505 0 2.505 0.4175 
  436  SPH   -1.670 0 2.505 0.4175 
  437  SPH   -0.835 0 2.505 0.4175 
  438  SPH    0.000 0 2.505 0.4175 
  439  SPH    0.835 0 2.505 0.4175 
  440  SPH    1.670 0 2.505 0.4175 
  441  SPH    2.505 0 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  442  SPH   -2.505 0.835 0 0.4175 
  443  SPH   -1.670 0.835 0 0.4175 
  444  SPH   -0.835 0.835 0 0.4175 
  445  SPH    0.000 0.835 0 0.4175 
  446  SPH    0.835 0.835 0 0.4175 
  447  SPH    1.670 0.835 0 0.4175 
  448  SPH    2.505 0.835 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 




  449  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  450  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  451  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  452  SPH    0.000 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  453  SPH    0.835 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  454  SPH    1.670 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
  455  SPH    2.505 0.835 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  456  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  457  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  458  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  459  SPH    0.000 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  460  SPH    0.835 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  461  SPH    1.670 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
  462  SPH    2.505 0.835 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  463  SPH   -2.505 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  464  SPH   -1.670 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  465  SPH   -0.835 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  466  SPH    0.000 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  467  SPH    0.835 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  468  SPH    1.670 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
  469  SPH    2.505 0.835 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  470  SPH   -2.505 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  471  SPH   -1.670 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  472  SPH   -0.835 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  473  SPH    0.000 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  474  SPH    0.835 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  475  SPH    1.670 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
  476  SPH    2.505 0.835 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  477  SPH   -2.505 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  478  SPH   -1.670 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  479  SPH   -0.835 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  480  SPH    0.000 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  481  SPH    0.835 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  482  SPH    1.670 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
  483  SPH    2.505 0.835 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  484  SPH   -2.505 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  485  SPH   -1.670 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  486  SPH   -0.835 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  487  SPH    0.000 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  488  SPH    0.835 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  489  SPH    1.670 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
  490  SPH    2.505 0.835 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 






$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  491  SPH   -2.505 1.670 0 0.4175 
  492  SPH   -1.670 1.670 0 0.4175 
  493  SPH   -0.835 1.670 0 0.4175 
  494  SPH    0.000 1.670 0 0.4175 
  495  SPH    0.835 1.670 0 0.4175 
  496  SPH    1.670 1.670 0 0.4175 
  497  SPH    2.505 1.670 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  498  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  499  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  500  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  501  SPH    0.000 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  502  SPH    0.835 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  503  SPH    1.670 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
  504  SPH    2.505 1.670 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  505  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  506  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  507  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  508  SPH    0.000 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  509  SPH    0.835 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  510  SPH    1.670 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
  511  SPH    2.505 1.670 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  512  SPH   -2.505 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  513  SPH   -1.670 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  514  SPH   -0.835 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  515  SPH    0.000 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  516  SPH    0.835 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  517  SPH    1.670 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
  518  SPH    2.505 1.670 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  519  SPH   -2.505 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  520  SPH   -1.670 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  521  SPH   -0.835 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  522  SPH    0.000 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  523  SPH    0.835 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  524  SPH    1.670 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
  525  SPH    2.505 1.670 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  526  SPH   -2.505 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  527  SPH   -1.670 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  528  SPH   -0.835 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  529  SPH    0.000 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  530  SPH    0.835 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  531  SPH    1.670 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
  532  SPH    2.505 1.670 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  533  SPH   -2.505 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
386 
 
  534  SPH   -1.670 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
  535  SPH   -0.835 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
  536  SPH    0.000 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
  537  SPH    0.835 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
  538  SPH    1.670 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
  539  SPH    2.505 1.670 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  540  SPH   -2.505 2.505 0 0.4175 
  541  SPH   -1.670 2.505 0 0.4175 
  542  SPH   -0.835 2.505 0 0.4175 
  543  SPH    0.000 2.505 0 0.4175 
  544  SPH    0.835 2.505 0 0.4175 
  545  SPH    1.670 2.505 0 0.4175 
  546  SPH    2.505 2.505 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  547  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  548  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  549  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  550  SPH    0.000 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  551  SPH    0.835 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  552  SPH    1.670 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
  553  SPH    2.505 2.505 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  554  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  555  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  556  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  557  SPH    0.000 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  558  SPH    0.835 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  559  SPH    1.670 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
  560  SPH    2.505 2.505 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  561  SPH   -2.505 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  562  SPH   -1.670 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  563  SPH   -0.835 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  564  SPH    0.000 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  565  SPH    0.835 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  566  SPH    1.670 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
  567  SPH    2.505 2.505 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  568  SPH   -2.505 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  569  SPH   -1.670 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  570  SPH   -0.835 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  571  SPH    0.000 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  572  SPH    0.835 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  573  SPH    1.670 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
  574  SPH    2.505 2.505 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 




  575  SPH   -2.505 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  576  SPH   -1.670 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  577  SPH   -0.835 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  578  SPH    0.000 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  579  SPH    0.835 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  580  SPH    1.670 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
  581  SPH    2.505 2.505 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  582  SPH   -2.505 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  583  SPH   -1.670 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  584  SPH   -0.835 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  585  SPH    0.000 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  586  SPH    0.835 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  587  SPH    1.670 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
  588  SPH    2.505 2.505 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  589  SPH   -2.505 3.340 0 0.4175 
  590  SPH   -1.670 3.340 0 0.4175 
  591  SPH   -0.835 3.340 0 0.4175 
  592  SPH    0.000 3.340 0 0.4175 
  593  SPH    0.835 3.340 0 0.4175 
  594  SPH    1.670 3.340 0 0.4175 
  595  SPH    2.505 3.340 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  596  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  597  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  598  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  599  SPH    0.000 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  600  SPH    0.835 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  601  SPH    1.670 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
  602  SPH    2.505 3.340 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  603  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  604  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  605  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  606  SPH    0.000 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  607  SPH    0.835 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  608  SPH    1.670 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
  609  SPH    2.505 3.340 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  610  SPH   -2.505 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 
  611  SPH   -1.670 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 
  612  SPH   -0.835 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 
  613  SPH    0.000 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 
  614  SPH    0.835 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 
  615  SPH    1.670 3.340 -2.505 0.4175 




$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  617  SPH   -2.505 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  618  SPH   -1.670 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  619  SPH   -0.835 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  620  SPH    0.000 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  621  SPH    0.835 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  622  SPH    1.670 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
  623  SPH    2.505 3.340 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  624  SPH   -2.505 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  625  SPH   -1.670 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  626  SPH   -0.835 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  627  SPH    0.000 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  628  SPH    0.835 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  629  SPH    1.670 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
  630  SPH    2.505 3.340 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  631  SPH   -2.505 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  632  SPH   -1.670 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  633  SPH   -0.835 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  634  SPH    0.000 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  635  SPH    0.835 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  636  SPH    1.670 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
  637  SPH    2.505 3.340 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  638  SPH   -2.505 4.175 0 0.4175 
  639  SPH   -1.670 4.175 0 0.4175 
  640  SPH   -0.835 4.175 0 0.4175 
  641  SPH    0.000 4.175 0 0.4175 
  642  SPH    0.835 4.175 0 0.4175 
  643  SPH    1.670 4.175 0 0.4175 
  644  SPH    2.505 4.175 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  645  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  646  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  647  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  648  SPH    0.000 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  649  SPH    0.835 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  650  SPH    1.670 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
  651  SPH    2.505 4.175 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  652  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
  653  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
  654  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
  655  SPH    0.000 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
  656  SPH    0.835 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
389 
 
  657  SPH    1.670 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
  658  SPH    2.505 4.175 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  659  SPH   -2.505 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  660  SPH   -1.670 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  661  SPH   -0.835 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  662  SPH    0.000 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  663  SPH    0.835 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  664  SPH    1.670 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
  665  SPH    2.505 4.175 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  666  SPH   -2.505 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  667  SPH   -1.670 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  668  SPH   -0.835 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  669  SPH    0.000 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  670  SPH    0.835 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  671  SPH    1.670 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
  672  SPH    2.505 4.175 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  673  SPH   -2.505 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  674  SPH   -1.670 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  675  SPH   -0.835 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  676  SPH    0.000 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  677  SPH    0.835 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  678  SPH    1.670 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
  679  SPH    2.505 4.175 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  680  SPH   -2.505 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  681  SPH   -1.670 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  682  SPH   -0.835 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  683  SPH    0.000 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  684  SPH    0.835 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  685  SPH    1.670 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
  686  SPH    2.505 4.175 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  687  SPH   -2.505 5.010 0 0.4175 
  688  SPH   -1.670 5.010 0 0.4175 
  689  SPH   -0.835 5.010 0 0.4175 
  690  SPH    0.000 5.010 0 0.4175 
  691  SPH    0.835 5.010 0 0.4175 
  692  SPH    1.670 5.010 0 0.4175 
  693  SPH    2.505 5.010 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  694  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
  695  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
  696  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
390 
 
  697  SPH    0.000 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
  698  SPH    0.835 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
  699  SPH    1.670 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
  700  SPH    2.505 5.010 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  701  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  702  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  703  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  704  SPH    0.000 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  705  SPH    0.835 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  706  SPH    1.670 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
  707  SPH    2.505 5.010 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  708  SPH   -2.505 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  709  SPH   -1.670 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  710  SPH   -0.835 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  711  SPH    0.000 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  712  SPH    0.835 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  713  SPH    1.670 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
  714  SPH    2.505 5.010 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  715  SPH   -2.505 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  716  SPH   -1.670 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  717  SPH   -0.835 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  718  SPH    0.000 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  719  SPH    0.835 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  720  SPH    1.670 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
  721  SPH    2.505 5.010 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  722  SPH   -2.505 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  723  SPH   -1.670 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  724  SPH   -0.835 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  725  SPH    0.000 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  726  SPH    0.835 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  727  SPH    1.670 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
  728  SPH    2.505 5.010 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  729  SPH   -2.505 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  730  SPH   -1.670 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  731  SPH   -0.835 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  732  SPH    0.000 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  733  SPH    0.835 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  734  SPH    1.670 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
  735  SPH    2.505 5.010 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 




$ Row i: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  736  SPH   -2.505 5.845 0 0.4175 
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  737  SPH   -1.670 5.845 0 0.4175 
  738  SPH   -0.835 5.845 0 0.4175 
  739  SPH    0.000 5.845 0 0.4175 
  740  SPH    0.835 5.845 0 0.4175 
  741  SPH    1.670 5.845 0 0.4175 
  742  SPH    2.505 5.845 0 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  743  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  744  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  745  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  746  SPH    0.000 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  747  SPH    0.835 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  748  SPH    1.670 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
  749  SPH    2.505 5.845 -0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  750  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  751  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  752  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  753  SPH    0.000 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  754  SPH    0.835 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  755  SPH    1.670 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
  756  SPH    2.505 5.845 -1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i-3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  757  SPH   -2.505 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  758  SPH   -1.670 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  759  SPH   -0.835 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  760  SPH    0.000 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  761  SPH    0.835 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  762  SPH    1.670 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
  763  SPH    2.505 5.845 -2.505 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+1: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  764  SPH   -2.505 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  765  SPH   -1.670 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  766  SPH   -0.835 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  767  SPH    0.000 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  768  SPH    0.835 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  769  SPH    1.670 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
  770  SPH    2.505 5.845 0.835 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+2: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  771  SPH   -2.505 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  772  SPH   -1.670 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  773  SPH   -0.835 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  774  SPH    0.000 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  775  SPH    0.835 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  776  SPH    1.670 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
  777  SPH    2.505 5.845 1.670 0.4175 
$ -------------------------------------- 
$ Row i+3: Wall 
$ -------------------------------------- 
  778  SPH   -2.505 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
  779  SPH   -1.670 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
  780  SPH   -0.835 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
  781  SPH    0.000 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
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  782  SPH    0.835 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
  783  SPH    1.670 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
  784  SPH    2.505 5.845 2.505 0.4175 
$ 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
$ Ghost Cells 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
$ 
  785  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 -0.4175 0.4175 -2.9225 2.9225   $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 1 
  786  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 0.4175 1.2525 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 2 
  787  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 1.2525 2.0875 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 3 
  788  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 2.0875 2.9225 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 4 
  789  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 2.9225 3.7575 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 5 
  790  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 3.7575 4.5925 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 6 
  791  RPP   -2.9225 2.9225 4.5925 5.4275 -2.9225 2.9225    $Ghost Cell for 
Layer 7 




$ External Universe 
$ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  793  SPH   0 0 0 1000 
 
[ C e l l ]  
  1     1       -3.15E-04       -1      $Gas Cavity for TEPC #  1 
  2 1 -3.15E-04 -2 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 2 
  3 1 -3.15E-04 -3 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 3 
  4 1 -3.15E-04 -4 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 4 
  5 1 -3.15E-04 -5 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 5 
  6 1 -3.15E-04 -6 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 6 
  7 1 -3.15E-04 -7 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 7 
  8 1 -3.15E-04 -8 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 8 
  9 1 -3.15E-04 -9 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 9 
  10 1 -3.15E-04 -10 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 10 
  11 1 -3.15E-04 -11 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 11 
  12 1 -3.15E-04 -12 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 12 
  13 1 -3.15E-04 -13 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 13 
  14 1 -3.15E-04 -14 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 14 
  15 1 -3.15E-04 -15 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 15 
  16 1 -3.15E-04 -16 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 16 
  17 1 -3.15E-04 -17 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 17 
  18 1 -3.15E-04 -18 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 18 
  19 1 -3.15E-04 -19 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 19 
  20 1 -3.15E-04 -20 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 20 
  21 1 -3.15E-04 -21 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 21 
  22 1 -3.15E-04 -22 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 22 
  23 1 -3.15E-04 -23 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 23 
  24 1 -3.15E-04 -24 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 24 
  25 1 -3.15E-04 -25 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 25 
  26 1 -3.15E-04 -26 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 26 
  27 1 -3.15E-04 -27 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 27 
  28 1 -3.15E-04 -28 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 28 
  29 1 -3.15E-04 -29 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 29 
  30 1 -3.15E-04 -30 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 30 
  31 1 -3.15E-04 -31 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 31 
  32 1 -3.15E-04 -32 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 32 
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  33 1 -3.15E-04 -33 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 33 
  34 1 -3.15E-04 -34 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 34 
  35 1 -3.15E-04 -35 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 35 
  36 1 -3.15E-04 -36 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 36 
  37 1 -3.15E-04 -37 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 37 
  38 1 -3.15E-04 -38 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 38 
  39 1 -3.15E-04 -39 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 39 
  40 1 -3.15E-04 -40 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 40 
  41 1 -3.15E-04 -41 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 41 
  42 1 -3.15E-04 -42 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 42 
  43 1 -3.15E-04 -43 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 43 
  44 1 -3.15E-04 -44 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 44 
  45 1 -3.15E-04 -45 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 45 
  46 1 -3.15E-04 -46 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 46 
  47 1 -3.15E-04 -47 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 47 
  48 1 -3.15E-04 -48 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 48 
  49 1 -3.15E-04 -49 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 49 
  50 1 -3.15E-04 -50 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 50 
  51 1 -3.15E-04 -51 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 51 
  52 1 -3.15E-04 -52 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 52 
  53 1 -3.15E-04 -53 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 53 
  54 1 -3.15E-04 -54 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 54 
  55 1 -3.15E-04 -55 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 55 
  56 1 -3.15E-04 -56 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 56 
  57 1 -3.15E-04 -57 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 57 
  58 1 -3.15E-04 -58 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 58 
  59 1 -3.15E-04 -59 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 59 
  60 1 -3.15E-04 -60 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 60 
  61 1 -3.15E-04 -61 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 61 
  62 1 -3.15E-04 -62 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 62 
  63 1 -3.15E-04 -63 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 63 
  64 1 -3.15E-04 -64 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 64 
  65 1 -3.15E-04 -65 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 65 
  66 1 -3.15E-04 -66 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 66 
  67 1 -3.15E-04 -67 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 67 
  68 1 -3.15E-04 -68 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 68 
  69 1 -3.15E-04 -69 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 69 
  70 1 -3.15E-04 -70 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 70 
  71 1 -3.15E-04 -71 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 71 
  72 1 -3.15E-04 -72 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 72 
  73 1 -3.15E-04 -73 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 73 
  74 1 -3.15E-04 -74 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 74 
  75 1 -3.15E-04 -75 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 75 
  76 1 -3.15E-04 -76 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 76 
  77 1 -3.15E-04 -77 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 77 
  78 1 -3.15E-04 -78 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 78 
  79 1 -3.15E-04 -79 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 79 
  80 1 -3.15E-04 -80 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 80 
  81 1 -3.15E-04 -81 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 81 
  82 1 -3.15E-04 -82 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 82 
  83 1 -3.15E-04 -83 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 83 
  84 1 -3.15E-04 -84 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 84 
  85 1 -3.15E-04 -85 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 85 
  86 1 -3.15E-04 -86 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 86 
  87 1 -3.15E-04 -87 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 87 
  88 1 -3.15E-04 -88 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 88 
  89 1 -3.15E-04 -89 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 89 
  90 1 -3.15E-04 -90 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 90 
  91 1 -3.15E-04 -91 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 91 
  92 1 -3.15E-04 -92 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 92 
  93 1 -3.15E-04 -93 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 93 
  94 1 -3.15E-04 -94 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 94 
  95 1 -3.15E-04 -95 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 95 
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  96 1 -3.15E-04 -96 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 96 
  97 1 -3.15E-04 -97 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 97 
  98 1 -3.15E-04 -98 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 98 
  99 1 -3.15E-04 -99 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 99 
  100 1 -3.15E-04 -100 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 100 
  101 1 -3.15E-04 -101 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 101 
  102 1 -3.15E-04 -102 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 102 
  103 1 -3.15E-04 -103 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 103 
  104 1 -3.15E-04 -104 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 104 
  105 1 -3.15E-04 -105 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 105 
  106 1 -3.15E-04 -106 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 106 
  107 1 -3.15E-04 -107 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 107 
  108 1 -3.15E-04 -108 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 108 
  109 1 -3.15E-04 -109 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 109 
  110 1 -3.15E-04 -110 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 110 
  111 1 -3.15E-04 -111 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 111 
  112 1 -3.15E-04 -112 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 112 
  113 1 -3.15E-04 -113 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 113 
  114 1 -3.15E-04 -114 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 114 
  115 1 -3.15E-04 -115 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 115 
  116 1 -3.15E-04 -116 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 116 
  117 1 -3.15E-04 -117 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 117 
  118 1 -3.15E-04 -118 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 118 
  119 1 -3.15E-04 -119 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 119 
  120 1 -3.15E-04 -120 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 120 
  121 1 -3.15E-04 -121 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 121 
  122 1 -3.15E-04 -122 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 122 
  123 1 -3.15E-04 -123 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 123 
  124 1 -3.15E-04 -124 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 124 
  125 1 -3.15E-04 -125 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 125 
  126 1 -3.15E-04 -126 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 126 
  127 1 -3.15E-04 -127 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 127 
  128 1 -3.15E-04 -128 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 128 
  129 1 -3.15E-04 -129 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 129 
  130 1 -3.15E-04 -130 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 130 
  131 1 -3.15E-04 -131 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 131 
  132 1 -3.15E-04 -132 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 132 
  133 1 -3.15E-04 -133 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 133 
  134 1 -3.15E-04 -134 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 134 
  135 1 -3.15E-04 -135 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 135 
  136 1 -3.15E-04 -136 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 136 
  137 1 -3.15E-04 -137 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 137 
  138 1 -3.15E-04 -138 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 138 
  139 1 -3.15E-04 -139 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 139 
  140 1 -3.15E-04 -140 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 140 
  141 1 -3.15E-04 -141 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 141 
  142 1 -3.15E-04 -142 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 142 
  143 1 -3.15E-04 -143 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 143 
  144 1 -3.15E-04 -144 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 144 
  145 1 -3.15E-04 -145 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 145 
  146 1 -3.15E-04 -146 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 146 
  147 1 -3.15E-04 -147 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 147 
  148 1 -3.15E-04 -148 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 148 
  149 1 -3.15E-04 -149 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 149 
  150 1 -3.15E-04 -150 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 150 
  151 1 -3.15E-04 -151 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 151 
  152 1 -3.15E-04 -152 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 152 
  153 1 -3.15E-04 -153 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 153 
  154 1 -3.15E-04 -154 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 154 
  155 1 -3.15E-04 -155 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 155 
  156 1 -3.15E-04 -156 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 156 
  157 1 -3.15E-04 -157 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 157 
  158 1 -3.15E-04 -158 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 158 
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  159 1 -3.15E-04 -159 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 159 
  160 1 -3.15E-04 -160 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 160 
  161 1 -3.15E-04 -161 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 161 
  162 1 -3.15E-04 -162 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 162 
  163 1 -3.15E-04 -163 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 163 
  164 1 -3.15E-04 -164 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 164 
  165 1 -3.15E-04 -165 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 165 
  166 1 -3.15E-04 -166 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 166 
  167 1 -3.15E-04 -167 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 167 
  168 1 -3.15E-04 -168 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 168 
  169 1 -3.15E-04 -169 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 169 
  170 1 -3.15E-04 -170 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 170 
  171 1 -3.15E-04 -171 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 171 
  172 1 -3.15E-04 -172 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 172 
  173 1 -3.15E-04 -173 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 173 
  174 1 -3.15E-04 -174 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 174 
  175 1 -3.15E-04 -175 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 175 
  176 1 -3.15E-04 -176 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 176 
  177 1 -3.15E-04 -177 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 177 
  178 1 -3.15E-04 -178 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 178 
  179 1 -3.15E-04 -179 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 179 
  180 1 -3.15E-04 -180 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 180 
  181 1 -3.15E-04 -181 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 181 
  182 1 -3.15E-04 -182 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 182 
  183 1 -3.15E-04 -183 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 183 
  184 1 -3.15E-04 -184 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 184 
  185 1 -3.15E-04 -185 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 185 
  186 1 -3.15E-04 -186 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 186 
  187 1 -3.15E-04 -187 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 187 
  188 1 -3.15E-04 -188 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 188 
  189 1 -3.15E-04 -189 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 189 
  190 1 -3.15E-04 -190 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 190 
  191 1 -3.15E-04 -191 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 191 
  192 1 -3.15E-04 -192 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 192 
  193 1 -3.15E-04 -193 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 193 
  194 1 -3.15E-04 -194 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 194 
  195 1 -3.15E-04 -195 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 195 
  196 1 -3.15E-04 -196 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 196 
  197 1 -3.15E-04 -197 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 197 
  198 1 -3.15E-04 -198 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 198 
  199 1 -3.15E-04 -199 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 199 
  200 1 -3.15E-04 -200 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 200 
  201 1 -3.15E-04 -201 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 201 
  202 1 -3.15E-04 -202 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 202 
  203 1 -3.15E-04 -203 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 203 
  204 1 -3.15E-04 -204 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 204 
  205 1 -3.15E-04 -205 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 205 
  206 1 -3.15E-04 -206 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 206 
  207 1 -3.15E-04 -207 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 207 
  208 1 -3.15E-04 -208 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 208 
  209 1 -3.15E-04 -209 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 209 
  210 1 -3.15E-04 -210 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 210 
  211 1 -3.15E-04 -211 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 211 
  212 1 -3.15E-04 -212 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 212 
  213 1 -3.15E-04 -213 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 213 
  214 1 -3.15E-04 -214 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 214 
  215 1 -3.15E-04 -215 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 215 
  216 1 -3.15E-04 -216 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 216 
  217 1 -3.15E-04 -217 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 217 
  218 1 -3.15E-04 -218 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 218 
  219 1 -3.15E-04 -219 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 219 
  220 1 -3.15E-04 -220 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 220 
  221 1 -3.15E-04 -221 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 221 
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  222 1 -3.15E-04 -222 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 222 
  223 1 -3.15E-04 -223 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 223 
  224 1 -3.15E-04 -224 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 224 
  225 1 -3.15E-04 -225 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 225 
  226 1 -3.15E-04 -226 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 226 
  227 1 -3.15E-04 -227 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 227 
  228 1 -3.15E-04 -228 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 228 
  229 1 -3.15E-04 -229 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 229 
  230 1 -3.15E-04 -230 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 230 
  231 1 -3.15E-04 -231 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 231 
  232 1 -3.15E-04 -232 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 232 
  233 1 -3.15E-04 -233 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 233 
  234 1 -3.15E-04 -234 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 234 
  235 1 -3.15E-04 -235 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 235 
  236 1 -3.15E-04 -236 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 236 
  237 1 -3.15E-04 -237 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 237 
  238 1 -3.15E-04 -238 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 238 
  239 1 -3.15E-04 -239 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 239 
  240 1 -3.15E-04 -240 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 240 
  241 1 -3.15E-04 -241 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 241 
  242 1 -3.15E-04 -242 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 242 
  243 1 -3.15E-04 -243 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 243 
  244 1 -3.15E-04 -244 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 244 
  245 1 -3.15E-04 -245 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 245 
  246 1 -3.15E-04 -246 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 246 
  247 1 -3.15E-04 -247 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 247 
  248 1 -3.15E-04 -248 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 248 
  249 1 -3.15E-04 -249 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 249 
  250 1 -3.15E-04 -250 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 250 
  251 1 -3.15E-04 -251 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 251 
  252 1 -3.15E-04 -252 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 252 
  253 1 -3.15E-04 -253 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 253 
  254 1 -3.15E-04 -254 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 254 
  255 1 -3.15E-04 -255 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 255 
  256 1 -3.15E-04 -256 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 256 
  257 1 -3.15E-04 -257 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 257 
  258 1 -3.15E-04 -258 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 258 
  259 1 -3.15E-04 -259 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 259 
  260 1 -3.15E-04 -260 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 260 
  261 1 -3.15E-04 -261 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 261 
  262 1 -3.15E-04 -262 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 262 
  263 1 -3.15E-04 -263 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 263 
  264 1 -3.15E-04 -264 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 264 
  265 1 -3.15E-04 -265 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 265 
  266 1 -3.15E-04 -266 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 266 
  267 1 -3.15E-04 -267 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 267 
  268 1 -3.15E-04 -268 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 268 
  269 1 -3.15E-04 -269 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 269 
  270 1 -3.15E-04 -270 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 270 
  271 1 -3.15E-04 -271 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 271 
  272 1 -3.15E-04 -272 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 272 
  273 1 -3.15E-04 -273 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 273 
  274 1 -3.15E-04 -274 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 274 
  275 1 -3.15E-04 -275 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 275 
  276 1 -3.15E-04 -276 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 276 
  277 1 -3.15E-04 -277 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 277 
  278 1 -3.15E-04 -278 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 278 
  279 1 -3.15E-04 -279 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 279 
  280 1 -3.15E-04 -280 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 280 
  281 1 -3.15E-04 -281 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 281 
  282 1 -3.15E-04 -282 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 282 
  283 1 -3.15E-04 -283 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 283 
  284 1 -3.15E-04 -284 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 284 
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  285 1 -3.15E-04 -285 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 285 
  286 1 -3.15E-04 -286 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 286 
  287 1 -3.15E-04 -287 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 287 
  288 1 -3.15E-04 -288 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 288 
  289 1 -3.15E-04 -289 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 289 
  290 1 -3.15E-04 -290 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 290 
  291 1 -3.15E-04 -291 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 291 
  292 1 -3.15E-04 -292 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 292 
  293 1 -3.15E-04 -293 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 293 
  294 1 -3.15E-04 -294 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 294 
  295 1 -3.15E-04 -295 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 295 
  296 1 -3.15E-04 -296 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 296 
  297 1 -3.15E-04 -297 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 297 
  298 1 -3.15E-04 -298 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 298 
  299 1 -3.15E-04 -299 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 299 
  300 1 -3.15E-04 -300 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 300 
  301 1 -3.15E-04 -301 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 301 
  302 1 -3.15E-04 -302 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 302 
  303 1 -3.15E-04 -303 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 303 
  304 1 -3.15E-04 -304 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 304 
  305 1 -3.15E-04 -305 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 305 
  306 1 -3.15E-04 -306 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 306 
  307 1 -3.15E-04 -307 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 307 
  308 1 -3.15E-04 -308 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 308 
  309 1 -3.15E-04 -309 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 309 
  310 1 -3.15E-04 -310 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 310 
  311 1 -3.15E-04 -311 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 311 
  312 1 -3.15E-04 -312 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 312 
  313 1 -3.15E-04 -313 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 313 
  314 1 -3.15E-04 -314 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 314 
  315 1 -3.15E-04 -315 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 315 
  316 1 -3.15E-04 -316 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 316 
  317 1 -3.15E-04 -317 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 317 
  318 1 -3.15E-04 -318 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 318 
  319 1 -3.15E-04 -319 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 319 
  320 1 -3.15E-04 -320 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 320 
  321 1 -3.15E-04 -321 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 321 
  322 1 -3.15E-04 -322 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 322 
  323 1 -3.15E-04 -323 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 323 
  324 1 -3.15E-04 -324 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 324 
  325 1 -3.15E-04 -325 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 325 
  326 1 -3.15E-04 -326 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 326 
  327 1 -3.15E-04 -327 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 327 
  328 1 -3.15E-04 -328 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 328 
  329 1 -3.15E-04 -329 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 329 
  330 1 -3.15E-04 -330 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 330 
  331 1 -3.15E-04 -331 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 331 
  332 1 -3.15E-04 -332 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 332 
  333 1 -3.15E-04 -333 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 333 
  334 1 -3.15E-04 -334 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 334 
  335 1 -3.15E-04 -335 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 335 
  336 1 -3.15E-04 -336 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 336 
  337 1 -3.15E-04 -337 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 337 
  338 1 -3.15E-04 -338 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 338 
  339 1 -3.15E-04 -339 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 339 
  340 1 -3.15E-04 -340 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 340 
  341 1 -3.15E-04 -341 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 341 
  342 1 -3.15E-04 -342 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 342 
  343 1 -3.15E-04 -343 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 343 
  344 1 -3.15E-04 -344 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 344 
  345 1 -3.15E-04 -345 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 345 
  346 1 -3.15E-04 -346 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 346 
  347 1 -3.15E-04 -347 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 347 
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  348 1 -3.15E-04 -348 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 348 
  349 1 -3.15E-04 -349 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 349 
  350 1 -3.15E-04 -350 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 350 
  351 1 -3.15E-04 -351 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 351 
  352 1 -3.15E-04 -352 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 352 
  353 1 -3.15E-04 -353 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 353 
  354 1 -3.15E-04 -354 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 354 
  355 1 -3.15E-04 -355 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 355 
  356 1 -3.15E-04 -356 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 356 
  357 1 -3.15E-04 -357 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 357 
  358 1 -3.15E-04 -358 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 358 
  359 1 -3.15E-04 -359 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 359 
  360 1 -3.15E-04 -360 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 360 
  361 1 -3.15E-04 -361 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 361 
  362 1 -3.15E-04 -362 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 362 
  363 1 -3.15E-04 -363 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 363 
  364 1 -3.15E-04 -364 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 364 
  365 1 -3.15E-04 -365 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 365 
  366 1 -3.15E-04 -366 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 366 
  367 1 -3.15E-04 -367 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 367 
  368 1 -3.15E-04 -368 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 368 
  369 1 -3.15E-04 -369 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 369 
  370 1 -3.15E-04 -370 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 370 
  371 1 -3.15E-04 -371 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 371 
  372 1 -3.15E-04 -372 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 372 
  373 1 -3.15E-04 -373 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 373 
  374 1 -3.15E-04 -374 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 374 
  375 1 -3.15E-04 -375 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 375 
  376 1 -3.15E-04 -376 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 376 
  377 1 -3.15E-04 -377 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 377 
  378 1 -3.15E-04 -378 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 378 
  379 1 -3.15E-04 -379 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 379 
  380 1 -3.15E-04 -380 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 380 
  381 1 -3.15E-04 -381 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 381 
  382 1 -3.15E-04 -382 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 382 
  383 1 -3.15E-04 -383 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 383 
  384 1 -3.15E-04 -384 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 384 
  385 1 -3.15E-04 -385 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 385 
  386 1 -3.15E-04 -386 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 386 
  387 1 -3.15E-04 -387 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 387 
  388 1 -3.15E-04 -388 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 388 
  389 1 -3.15E-04 -389 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 389 
  390 1 -3.15E-04 -390 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 390 
  391 1 -3.15E-04 -391 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 391 
  392 1 -3.15E-04 -392 $Gas Cavity for TEPC # 392 
  393 2 -1.127         -393 1 $TEPC # 1 
  394 2 -1.127         -394 2 $TEPC # 2 
  395 2 -1.127         -395 3 $TEPC # 3 
  396 2 -1.127         -396 4 $TEPC # 4 
  397 2 -1.127         -397 5 $TEPC # 5 
  398 2 -1.127         -398 6 $TEPC # 6 
  399 2 -1.127         -399 7 $TEPC # 7 
  400 2 -1.127         -400 8 $TEPC # 8 
  401 2 -1.127         -401 9 $TEPC # 9 
  402 2 -1.127         -402 10 $TEPC # 10 
  403 2 -1.127         -403 11 $TEPC # 11 
  404 2 -1.127         -404 12 $TEPC # 12 
  405 2 -1.127         -405 13 $TEPC # 13 
  406 2 -1.127         -406 14 $TEPC # 14 
  407 2 -1.127         -407 15 $TEPC # 15 
  408 2 -1.127         -408 16 $TEPC # 16 
  409 2 -1.127         -409 17 $TEPC # 17 
  410 2 -1.127         -410 18 $TEPC # 18 
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  411 2 -1.127         -411 19 $TEPC # 19 
  412 2 -1.127         -412 20 $TEPC # 20 
  413 2 -1.127         -413 21 $TEPC # 21 
  414 2 -1.127         -414 22 $TEPC # 22 
  415 2 -1.127         -415 23 $TEPC # 23 
  416 2 -1.127         -416 24 $TEPC # 24 
  417 2 -1.127         -417 25 $TEPC # 25 
  418 2 -1.127         -418 26 $TEPC # 26 
  419 2 -1.127         -419 27 $TEPC # 27 
  420 2 -1.127         -420 28 $TEPC # 28 
  421 2 -1.127         -421 29 $TEPC # 29 
  422 2 -1.127         -422 30 $TEPC # 30 
  423 2 -1.127         -423 31 $TEPC # 31 
  424 2 -1.127         -424 32 $TEPC # 32 
  425 2 -1.127         -425 33 $TEPC # 33 
  426 2 -1.127         -426 34 $TEPC # 34 
  427 2 -1.127         -427 35 $TEPC # 35 
  428 2 -1.127         -428 36 $TEPC # 36 
  429 2 -1.127         -429 37 $TEPC # 37 
  430 2 -1.127         -430 38 $TEPC # 38 
  431 2 -1.127         -431 39 $TEPC # 39 
  432 2 -1.127         -432 40 $TEPC # 40 
  433 2 -1.127         -433 41 $TEPC # 41 
  434 2 -1.127         -434 42 $TEPC # 42 
  435 2 -1.127         -435 43 $TEPC # 43 
  436 2 -1.127         -436 44 $TEPC # 44 
  437 2 -1.127         -437 45 $TEPC # 45 
  438 2 -1.127         -438 46 $TEPC # 46 
  439 2 -1.127         -439 47 $TEPC # 47 
  440 2 -1.127         -440 48 $TEPC # 48 
  441 2 -1.127         -441 49 $TEPC # 49 
  442 2 -1.127         -442 50 $TEPC # 50 
  443 2 -1.127         -443 51 $TEPC # 51 
  444 2 -1.127         -444 52 $TEPC # 52 
  445 2 -1.127         -445 53 $TEPC # 53 
  446 2 -1.127         -446 54 $TEPC # 54 
  447 2 -1.127         -447 55 $TEPC # 55 
  448 2 -1.127         -448 56 $TEPC # 56 
  449 2 -1.127         -449 57 $TEPC # 57 
  450 2 -1.127         -450 58 $TEPC # 58 
  451 2 -1.127         -451 59 $TEPC # 59 
  452 2 -1.127         -452 60 $TEPC # 60 
  453 2 -1.127         -453 61 $TEPC # 61 
  454 2 -1.127         -454 62 $TEPC # 62 
  455 2 -1.127         -455 63 $TEPC # 63 
  456 2 -1.127         -456 64 $TEPC # 64 
  457 2 -1.127         -457 65 $TEPC # 65 
  458 2 -1.127         -458 66 $TEPC # 66 
  459 2 -1.127         -459 67 $TEPC # 67 
  460 2 -1.127         -460 68 $TEPC # 68 
  461 2 -1.127         -461 69 $TEPC # 69 
  462 2 -1.127         -462 70 $TEPC # 70 
  463 2 -1.127         -463 71 $TEPC # 71 
  464 2 -1.127         -464 72 $TEPC # 72 
  465 2 -1.127         -465 73 $TEPC # 73 
  466 2 -1.127         -466 74 $TEPC # 74 
  467 2 -1.127         -467 75 $TEPC # 75 
  468 2 -1.127         -468 76 $TEPC # 76 
  469 2 -1.127         -469 77 $TEPC # 77 
  470 2 -1.127         -470 78 $TEPC # 78 
  471 2 -1.127         -471 79 $TEPC # 79 
  472 2 -1.127         -472 80 $TEPC # 80 
  473 2 -1.127         -473 81 $TEPC # 81 
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  474 2 -1.127         -474 82 $TEPC # 82 
  475 2 -1.127         -475 83 $TEPC # 83 
  476 2 -1.127         -476 84 $TEPC # 84 
  477 2 -1.127         -477 85 $TEPC # 85 
  478 2 -1.127         -478 86 $TEPC # 86 
  479 2 -1.127         -479 87 $TEPC # 87 
  480 2 -1.127         -480 88 $TEPC # 88 
  481 2 -1.127         -481 89 $TEPC # 89 
  482 2 -1.127         -482 90 $TEPC # 90 
  483 2 -1.127         -483 91 $TEPC # 91 
  484 2 -1.127         -484 92 $TEPC # 92 
  485 2 -1.127         -485 93 $TEPC # 93 
  486 2 -1.127         -486 94 $TEPC # 94 
  487 2 -1.127         -487 95 $TEPC # 95 
  488 2 -1.127         -488 96 $TEPC # 96 
  489 2 -1.127         -489 97 $TEPC # 97 
  490 2 -1.127         -490 98 $TEPC # 98 
  491 2 -1.127         -491 99 $TEPC # 99 
  492 2 -1.127         -492 100 $TEPC # 100 
  493 2 -1.127         -493 101 $TEPC # 101 
  494 2 -1.127         -494 102 $TEPC # 102 
  495 2 -1.127         -495 103 $TEPC # 103 
  496 2 -1.127         -496 104 $TEPC # 104 
  497 2 -1.127         -497 105 $TEPC # 105 
  498 2 -1.127         -498 106 $TEPC # 106 
  499 2 -1.127         -499 107 $TEPC # 107 
  500 2 -1.127         -500 108 $TEPC # 108 
  501 2 -1.127         -501 109 $TEPC # 109 
  502 2 -1.127         -502 110 $TEPC # 110 
  503 2 -1.127         -503 111 $TEPC # 111 
  504 2 -1.127         -504 112 $TEPC # 112 
  505 2 -1.127         -505 113 $TEPC # 113 
  506 2 -1.127         -506 114 $TEPC # 114 
  507 2 -1.127         -507 115 $TEPC # 115 
  508 2 -1.127         -508 116 $TEPC # 116 
  509 2 -1.127         -509 117 $TEPC # 117 
  510 2 -1.127         -510 118 $TEPC # 118 
  511 2 -1.127         -511 119 $TEPC # 119 
  512 2 -1.127         -512 120 $TEPC # 120 
  513 2 -1.127         -513 121 $TEPC # 121 
  514 2 -1.127         -514 122 $TEPC # 122 
  515 2 -1.127         -515 123 $TEPC # 123 
  516 2 -1.127         -516 124 $TEPC # 124 
  517 2 -1.127         -517 125 $TEPC # 125 
  518 2 -1.127         -518 126 $TEPC # 126 
  519 2 -1.127         -519 127 $TEPC # 127 
  520 2 -1.127         -520 128 $TEPC # 128 
  521 2 -1.127         -521 129 $TEPC # 129 
  522 2 -1.127         -522 130 $TEPC # 130 
  523 2 -1.127         -523 131 $TEPC # 131 
  524 2 -1.127         -524 132 $TEPC # 132 
  525 2 -1.127         -525 133 $TEPC # 133 
  526 2 -1.127         -526 134 $TEPC # 134 
  527 2 -1.127         -527 135 $TEPC # 135 
  528 2 -1.127         -528 136 $TEPC # 136 
  529 2 -1.127         -529 137 $TEPC # 137 
  530 2 -1.127         -530 138 $TEPC # 138 
  531 2 -1.127         -531 139 $TEPC # 139 
  532 2 -1.127         -532 140 $TEPC # 140 
  533 2 -1.127         -533 141 $TEPC # 141 
  534 2 -1.127         -534 142 $TEPC # 142 
  535 2 -1.127         -535 143 $TEPC # 143 
  536 2 -1.127         -536 144 $TEPC # 144 
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  537 2 -1.127         -537 145 $TEPC # 145 
  538 2 -1.127         -538 146 $TEPC # 146 
  539 2 -1.127         -539 147 $TEPC # 147 
  540 2 -1.127         -540 148 $TEPC # 148 
  541 2 -1.127         -541 149 $TEPC # 149 
  542 2 -1.127         -542 150 $TEPC # 150 
  543 2 -1.127         -543 151 $TEPC # 151 
  544 2 -1.127         -544 152 $TEPC # 152 
  545 2 -1.127         -545 153 $TEPC # 153 
  546 2 -1.127         -546 154 $TEPC # 154 
  547 2 -1.127         -547 155 $TEPC # 155 
  548 2 -1.127         -548 156 $TEPC # 156 
  549 2 -1.127         -549 157 $TEPC # 157 
  550 2 -1.127         -550 158 $TEPC # 158 
  551 2 -1.127         -551 159 $TEPC # 159 
  552 2 -1.127         -552 160 $TEPC # 160 
  553 2 -1.127         -553 161 $TEPC # 161 
  554 2 -1.127         -554 162 $TEPC # 162 
  555 2 -1.127         -555 163 $TEPC # 163 
  556 2 -1.127         -556 164 $TEPC # 164 
  557 2 -1.127         -557 165 $TEPC # 165 
  558 2 -1.127         -558 166 $TEPC # 166 
  559 2 -1.127         -559 167 $TEPC # 167 
  560 2 -1.127         -560 168 $TEPC # 168 
  561 2 -1.127         -561 169 $TEPC # 169 
  562 2 -1.127         -562 170 $TEPC # 170 
  563 2 -1.127         -563 171 $TEPC # 171 
  564 2 -1.127         -564 172 $TEPC # 172 
  565 2 -1.127         -565 173 $TEPC # 173 
  566 2 -1.127         -566 174 $TEPC # 174 
  567 2 -1.127         -567 175 $TEPC # 175 
  568 2 -1.127         -568 176 $TEPC # 176 
  569 2 -1.127         -569 177 $TEPC # 177 
  570 2 -1.127         -570 178 $TEPC # 178 
  571 2 -1.127         -571 179 $TEPC # 179 
  572 2 -1.127         -572 180 $TEPC # 180 
  573 2 -1.127         -573 181 $TEPC # 181 
  574 2 -1.127         -574 182 $TEPC # 182 
  575 2 -1.127         -575 183 $TEPC # 183 
  576 2 -1.127         -576 184 $TEPC # 184 
  577 2 -1.127         -577 185 $TEPC # 185 
  578 2 -1.127         -578 186 $TEPC # 186 
  579 2 -1.127         -579 187 $TEPC # 187 
  580 2 -1.127         -580 188 $TEPC # 188 
  581 2 -1.127         -581 189 $TEPC # 189 
  582 2 -1.127         -582 190 $TEPC # 190 
  583 2 -1.127         -583 191 $TEPC # 191 
  584 2 -1.127         -584 192 $TEPC # 192 
  585 2 -1.127         -585 193 $TEPC # 193 
  586 2 -1.127         -586 194 $TEPC # 194 
  587 2 -1.127         -587 195 $TEPC # 195 
  588 2 -1.127         -588 196 $TEPC # 196 
  589 2 -1.127         -589 197 $TEPC # 197 
  590 2 -1.127         -590 198 $TEPC # 198 
  591 2 -1.127         -591 199 $TEPC # 199 
  592 2 -1.127         -592 200 $TEPC # 200 
  593 2 -1.127         -593 201 $TEPC # 201 
  594 2 -1.127         -594 202 $TEPC # 202 
  595 2 -1.127         -595 203 $TEPC # 203 
  596 2 -1.127         -596 204 $TEPC # 204 
  597 2 -1.127         -597 205 $TEPC # 205 
  598 2 -1.127         -598 206 $TEPC # 206 
  599 2 -1.127         -599 207 $TEPC # 207 
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  600 2 -1.127         -600 208 $TEPC # 208 
  601 2 -1.127         -601 209 $TEPC # 209 
  602 2 -1.127         -602 210 $TEPC # 210 
  603 2 -1.127         -603 211 $TEPC # 211 
  604 2 -1.127         -604 212 $TEPC # 212 
  605 2 -1.127         -605 213 $TEPC # 213 
  606 2 -1.127         -606 214 $TEPC # 214 
  607 2 -1.127         -607 215 $TEPC # 215 
  608 2 -1.127         -608 216 $TEPC # 216 
  609 2 -1.127         -609 217 $TEPC # 217 
  610 2 -1.127         -610 218 $TEPC # 218 
  611 2 -1.127         -611 219 $TEPC # 219 
  612 2 -1.127         -612 220 $TEPC # 220 
  613 2 -1.127         -613 221 $TEPC # 221 
  614 2 -1.127         -614 222 $TEPC # 222 
  615 2 -1.127         -615 223 $TEPC # 223 
  616 2 -1.127         -616 224 $TEPC # 224 
  617 2 -1.127         -617 225 $TEPC # 225 
  618 2 -1.127         -618 226 $TEPC # 226 
  619 2 -1.127         -619 227 $TEPC # 227 
  620 2 -1.127         -620 228 $TEPC # 228 
  621 2 -1.127         -621 229 $TEPC # 229 
  622 2 -1.127         -622 230 $TEPC # 230 
  623 2 -1.127         -623 231 $TEPC # 231 
  624 2 -1.127         -624 232 $TEPC # 232 
  625 2 -1.127         -625 233 $TEPC # 233 
  626 2 -1.127         -626 234 $TEPC # 234 
  627 2 -1.127         -627 235 $TEPC # 235 
  628 2 -1.127         -628 236 $TEPC # 236 
  629 2 -1.127         -629 237 $TEPC # 237 
  630 2 -1.127         -630 238 $TEPC # 238 
  631 2 -1.127         -631 239 $TEPC # 239 
  632 2 -1.127         -632 240 $TEPC # 240 
  633 2 -1.127         -633 241 $TEPC # 241 
  634 2 -1.127         -634 242 $TEPC # 242 
  635 2 -1.127         -635 243 $TEPC # 243 
  636 2 -1.127         -636 244 $TEPC # 244 
  637 2 -1.127         -637 245 $TEPC # 245 
  638 2 -1.127         -638 246 $TEPC # 246 
  639 2 -1.127         -639 247 $TEPC # 247 
  640 2 -1.127         -640 248 $TEPC # 248 
  641 2 -1.127         -641 249 $TEPC # 249 
  642 2 -1.127         -642 250 $TEPC # 250 
  643 2 -1.127         -643 251 $TEPC # 251 
  644 2 -1.127         -644 252 $TEPC # 252 
  645 2 -1.127         -645 253 $TEPC # 253 
  646 2 -1.127         -646 254 $TEPC # 254 
  647 2 -1.127         -647 255 $TEPC # 255 
  648 2 -1.127         -648 256 $TEPC # 256 
  649 2 -1.127         -649 257 $TEPC # 257 
  650 2 -1.127         -650 258 $TEPC # 258 
  651 2 -1.127         -651 259 $TEPC # 259 
  652 2 -1.127         -652 260 $TEPC # 260 
  653 2 -1.127         -653 261 $TEPC # 261 
  654 2 -1.127         -654 262 $TEPC # 262 
  655 2 -1.127         -655 263 $TEPC # 263 
  656 2 -1.127         -656 264 $TEPC # 264 
  657 2 -1.127         -657 265 $TEPC # 265 
  658 2 -1.127         -658 266 $TEPC # 266 
  659 2 -1.127         -659 267 $TEPC # 267 
  660 2 -1.127         -660 268 $TEPC # 268 
  661 2 -1.127         -661 269 $TEPC # 269 
  662 2 -1.127         -662 270 $TEPC # 270 
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  663 2 -1.127         -663 271 $TEPC # 271 
  664 2 -1.127         -664 272 $TEPC # 272 
  665 2 -1.127         -665 273 $TEPC # 273 
  666 2 -1.127         -666 274 $TEPC # 274 
  667 2 -1.127         -667 275 $TEPC # 275 
  668 2 -1.127         -668 276 $TEPC # 276 
  669 2 -1.127         -669 277 $TEPC # 277 
  670 2 -1.127         -670 278 $TEPC # 278 
  671 2 -1.127         -671 279 $TEPC # 279 
  672 2 -1.127         -672 280 $TEPC # 280 
  673 2 -1.127         -673 281 $TEPC # 281 
  674 2 -1.127         -674 282 $TEPC # 282 
  675 2 -1.127         -675 283 $TEPC # 283 
  676 2 -1.127         -676 284 $TEPC # 284 
  677 2 -1.127         -677 285 $TEPC # 285 
  678 2 -1.127         -678 286 $TEPC # 286 
  679 2 -1.127         -679 287 $TEPC # 287 
  680 2 -1.127         -680 288 $TEPC # 288 
  681 2 -1.127         -681 289 $TEPC # 289 
  682 2 -1.127         -682 290 $TEPC # 290 
  683 2 -1.127         -683 291 $TEPC # 291 
  684 2 -1.127         -684 292 $TEPC # 292 
  685 2 -1.127         -685 293 $TEPC # 293 
  686 2 -1.127         -686 294 $TEPC # 294 
  687 2 -1.127         -687 295 $TEPC # 295 
  688 2 -1.127         -688 296 $TEPC # 296 
  689 2 -1.127         -689 297 $TEPC # 297 
  690 2 -1.127         -690 298 $TEPC # 298 
  691 2 -1.127         -691 299 $TEPC # 299 
  692 2 -1.127         -692 300 $TEPC # 300 
  693 2 -1.127         -693 301 $TEPC # 301 
  694 2 -1.127         -694 302 $TEPC # 302 
  695 2 -1.127         -695 303 $TEPC # 303 
  696 2 -1.127         -696 304 $TEPC # 304 
  697 2 -1.127         -697 305 $TEPC # 305 
  698 2 -1.127         -698 306 $TEPC # 306 
  699 2 -1.127         -699 307 $TEPC # 307 
  700 2 -1.127         -700 308 $TEPC # 308 
  701 2 -1.127         -701 309 $TEPC # 309 
  702 2 -1.127         -702 310 $TEPC # 310 
  703 2 -1.127         -703 311 $TEPC # 311 
  704 2 -1.127         -704 312 $TEPC # 312 
  705 2 -1.127         -705 313 $TEPC # 313 
  706 2 -1.127         -706 314 $TEPC # 314 
  707 2 -1.127         -707 315 $TEPC # 315 
  708 2 -1.127         -708 316 $TEPC # 316 
  709 2 -1.127         -709 317 $TEPC # 317 
  710 2 -1.127         -710 318 $TEPC # 318 
  711 2 -1.127         -711 319 $TEPC # 319 
  712 2 -1.127         -712 320 $TEPC # 320 
  713 2 -1.127         -713 321 $TEPC # 321 
  714 2 -1.127         -714 322 $TEPC # 322 
  715 2 -1.127         -715 323 $TEPC # 323 
  716 2 -1.127         -716 324 $TEPC # 324 
  717 2 -1.127         -717 325 $TEPC # 325 
  718 2 -1.127         -718 326 $TEPC # 326 
  719 2 -1.127         -719 327 $TEPC # 327 
  720 2 -1.127         -720 328 $TEPC # 328 
  721 2 -1.127         -721 329 $TEPC # 329 
  722 2 -1.127         -722 330 $TEPC # 330 
  723 2 -1.127         -723 331 $TEPC # 331 
  724 2 -1.127         -724 332 $TEPC # 332 
  725 2 -1.127         -725 333 $TEPC # 333 
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  726 2 -1.127         -726 334 $TEPC # 334 
  727 2 -1.127         -727 335 $TEPC # 335 
  728 2 -1.127         -728 336 $TEPC # 336 
  729 2 -1.127         -729 337 $TEPC # 337 
  730 2 -1.127         -730 338 $TEPC # 338 
  731 2 -1.127         -731 339 $TEPC # 339 
  732 2 -1.127         -732 340 $TEPC # 340 
  733 2 -1.127         -733 341 $TEPC # 341 
  734 2 -1.127         -734 342 $TEPC # 342 
  735 2 -1.127         -735 343 $TEPC # 343 
  736 2 -1.127         -736 344 $TEPC # 344 
  737 2 -1.127         -737 345 $TEPC # 345 
  738 2 -1.127         -738 346 $TEPC # 346 
  739 2 -1.127         -739 347 $TEPC # 347 
  740 2 -1.127         -740 348 $TEPC # 348 
  741 2 -1.127         -741 349 $TEPC # 349 
  742 2 -1.127         -742 350 $TEPC # 350 
  743 2 -1.127         -743 351 $TEPC # 351 
  744 2 -1.127         -744 352 $TEPC # 352 
  745 2 -1.127         -745 353 $TEPC # 353 
  746 2 -1.127         -746 354 $TEPC # 354 
  747 2 -1.127         -747 355 $TEPC # 355 
  748 2 -1.127         -748 356 $TEPC # 356 
  749 2 -1.127         -749 357 $TEPC # 357 
  750 2 -1.127         -750 358 $TEPC # 358 
  751 2 -1.127         -751 359 $TEPC # 359 
  752 2 -1.127         -752 360 $TEPC # 360 
  753 2 -1.127         -753 361 $TEPC # 361 
  754 2 -1.127         -754 362 $TEPC # 362 
  755 2 -1.127         -755 363 $TEPC # 363 
  756 2 -1.127         -756 364 $TEPC # 364 
  757 2 -1.127         -757 365 $TEPC # 365 
  758 2 -1.127         -758 366 $TEPC # 366 
  759 2 -1.127         -759 367 $TEPC # 367 
  760 2 -1.127         -760 368 $TEPC # 368 
  761 2 -1.127         -761 369 $TEPC # 369 
  762 2 -1.127         -762 370 $TEPC # 370 
  763 2 -1.127         -763 371 $TEPC # 371 
  764 2 -1.127         -764 372 $TEPC # 372 
  765 2 -1.127         -765 373 $TEPC # 373 
  766 2 -1.127         -766 374 $TEPC # 374 
  767 2 -1.127         -767 375 $TEPC # 375 
  768 2 -1.127         -768 376 $TEPC # 376 
  769 2 -1.127         -769 377 $TEPC # 377 
  770 2 -1.127         -770 378 $TEPC # 378 
  771 2 -1.127         -771 379 $TEPC # 379 
  772 2 -1.127         -772 380 $TEPC # 380 
  773 2 -1.127         -773 381 $TEPC # 381 
  774 2 -1.127         -774 382 $TEPC # 382 
  775 2 -1.127         -775 383 $TEPC # 383 
  776 2 -1.127         -776 384 $TEPC # 384 
  777 2 -1.127         -777 385 $TEPC # 385 
  778 2 -1.127         -778 386 $TEPC # 386 
  779 2 -1.127         -779 387 $TEPC # 387 
  780 2 -1.127         -780 388 $TEPC # 388 
  781 2 -1.127         -781 389 $TEPC # 389 
  782 2 -1.127         -782 390 $TEPC # 390 
  783 2 -1.127         -783 391 $TEPC # 391 
  784 2 -1.127         -784 392 $TEPC # 392 
  785   0       -785 (#393 #394 #395 #396 #397 #398 #399 
      #400 #401 #402 #403 #404 #405 #406 #407 #408 #409 
      #410 #411 #412 #413 #414 #415 #416 #417 #418 #419 
      #420 #421 #422 #423 #424 #425 #426 #427 #428 #429 
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      #430 #431 #432 #433 #434 #435 #436 #437 #438 #439 
      #440 #441)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 1 
  786   0       -786 (#442 #443 #444 #445 #446 #447 #448 #449 
      #450 #451 #452 #453 #454 #455 #456 #457 #458 #459 
      #460 #461 #462 #463 #464 #465 #466 #467 #468 #469 
      #470 #471 #472 #473 #474 #475 #476 #477 #478 #479 
      #480 #481 #482 #483 #484 #485 #486 #487 #488 #489 
      #490)                                     $Ghost Cell for Layer 2 
  787   0       -787 (#491 #492 #493 #494 #495 #496 #497 
      #498 #499 #500 #501 #502 #503 #504 #505 #506 #507 
      #508 #509 #510 #511 #512 #513 #514 #515 #516 #517 
      #518 #519 #520 #521 #522 #523 #524 #525 #526 #527 
      #528 #529 #530 #531 #532 #533 #534 #535 #536 #537 
      #538 #539)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 3 
  788   0       -788 (#540 #541 #542 #543 #544 #545 #546 
      #547 #548 #549 #550 #551 #552 #553 #554 #555 #556 
      #557 #558 #559 #560 #561 #562 #563 #564 #565 #566 
      #567 #568 #569 #570 #571 #572 #573 #574 #575 #576 
      #577 #578 #579 #580 #581 #582 #583 #584 #585 #586 
      #587 #588)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 4 
  789   0       -789 (#589 #590 #591 #592 #593 #594 #595 
      #596 #597 #598 #599 #600 #601 #602 #603 #604 #605 
      #606 #607 #608 #609 #610 #611 #612 #613 #614 #615 
      #616 #617 #618 #619 #620 #621 #622 #623 #624 #625 
      #626 #627 #628 #629 #630 #631 #632 #633 #634 #635 
      #636 #637)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 5 
  790   0       -790 (#638 #639 #640 #641 #642 #643 #644 
      #645 #646 #647 #648 #649 #650 #651 #652 #653 #654 
      #655 #656 #657 #658 #659 #660 #661 #662 #663 #664 
      #665 #666 #667 #668 #669 #670 #671 #672 #673 #674 
      #675 #676 #677 #678 #679 #680 #681 #682 #683 #684 
      #685 #686)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 6 
  791   0       -791 (#687 #688 #689 #690 #691 #692 #693 
      #694 #695 #696 #697 #698 #699 #700 #701 #702 #703 
      #704 #705 #706 #707 #708 #709 #710 #711 #712 #713 
      #714 #715 #716 #717 #718 #719 #720 #721 #722 #723 
      #724 #725 #726 #727 #728 #729 #730 #731 #732 #733 
      #734 #735)                                $Ghost Cell for Layer 7 
  792   0       -792 (#736 #737 #738 #739 #740 #741 #742 
      #743 #744 #745 #746 #747 #748 #749 #750 #751 #752 
      #753 #754 #755 #756 #757 #758 #759 #760 #761 #762 
      #763 #764 #765 #766 #767 #768 #769 #770 #771 #772 
      #773 #774 #775 #776 #777 #778 #779 #780 #781 #782 
      #783 #784)                               $Ghost Cell for Layer 8 
  793   0       -793 (785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792)  $Transport Zone 
  794   -1       793                                    $External Universe 
 
[ I m p o r t a n c e ] 
part = neutron proton alpha nucleus photon electron positron 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[ T - Deposit ]  
     mesh = reg 
      reg = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30  
      31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 
56 57 58 59 60  
      61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
86 87 88 89 90 
      91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 
112 113 114 115 
      116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 
134 135 136 137 138 
      139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 
157 158 159 160 161 
      162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 
180 181 182 183 184 
      185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 
203 204 205 206 207 
      208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 
226 227 228 229 230 
      231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 
249 250 251 252 253 
      254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 
272 273 274 275 276 
      277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 
295 296 297 298 299 
      300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 
318 319 320 321 322 
      323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 
341 342 343 344 345 
      346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 
364 365 366 367 368 
      369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 
387 388 389 390 391 
      392) 
     part = (proton alpha nucleus electron positron) proton alpha nucleus 
(electron positron)             
   e-type = 3 
419 
 
       ne = 201 
     emin = 0.000197 
     emax = 1.97 
   output = deposit 
     unit = 3 
     axis = eng 
     file = deposit_QITEPC.dat 






% Name: Fawaz Ali 
% Purpose of MATLAB Code:   Process the pulse height tallies produced by 
%                           PHITS to calcuate the GLOBAL 
%                           response parameters of the METEPC after being 
%                           irradiated by an expanded and aligned neutron 




% Step (1) Import PHITS Pulse Height Tally 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PH = dlmread('Data.txt','');     
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (2) Declare Required Information 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C = 0.04605;    %Logarithmic Lineal Energy Bin Width 
NPS = 1E8;      %Number of Source Neutrons Incident on METEPC 
SA = 5*5.4;     %Surface Area that Neutrons are Incident on in METEPC (unit: 
cm2) 
FLU = NPS/SA;   %Fluence of Neutrons Incident on METEPC (unit: neutrons/cm2) 
l_bar = 1.9;    %Mean Chord Length of Simulated Site (unit: um) 
NE = 61;        %Number of METEPC Elements 
rho = 4E-4;     %TE Gas Density in each Element (unit: g/cc) 
r = 0.25;       %Radius of each Element (unit: cm) 
H = 5;          %Length of each Element (unit: cm)  
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (3) Populate Lineal Energy vs. Counts Matrix 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first column of the matrix below stores the lineal energy midpoint of 
%each bin, the second column stores the corresponding counts, and the third 
%column stores the associated standard deviation of the counts 
LC = zeros(length(PH),3); 
  
%The loop below populates the first column 
  
for i = 1:1:length(PH) 
    LC(i,1) = 0.5*(PH(i,1) + PH(i,2))*1000/l_bar; 
end 
  
%The second column will now be populated 
LC(:,2) = PH(:,3).*NPS; 
  
%The loop below populates the third column 
  
for j = 1:1:length(LC) 






% Step (4) Calculate the Frequency and Dose Mean Lineal Energy and their 
%          associated Standard Deviations 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following two quatities will store the frequency and dose mean lineal 
%energies and their respective standard deviations respectively 
yF = 0; 
yD = 0; 
sdyf = 0; 
sdyd = 0; 
  
%The following variables will assist in their calculation 
temp1 = 0; 
temp2 = 0; 
temp3 = 0; 
yfnumstd = 0; 
yfdenstd = 0; 
ydnumstd = 0; 
  
%The loop below will calculate the value of yF and yD 
  
for k = 1:1:length(LC) 
    temp1 = temp1 + (LC(k,1)*LC(k,2));      %Numerator of yF/Denominator of yD 
    temp2 = temp2 + LC(k,2);                %Denominator of yF 
    temp3 = temp3 + ((LC(k,1)^2)*LC(k,2));  %Numerator of yD 
     
    yfnumstd = yfnumstd + ((LC(k,1)*LC(k,3))^2);        %Standard Deviation of 
Numerator of yF/Denominator of yD 
    yfdenstd = yfdenstd + (LC(k,3)^2);                  %Standard Deviation of 
Denominator of yF 
    ydnumstd = ydnumstd + (((LC(k,1)^2)*LC(k,3))^2);    %Standard Deviation of 
Numerator of yD 
end 
  
yF = temp1/temp2;   %Value of yF 
yD = temp3/temp1;   %Value of yD 
  
yfnumstd = sqrt(yfnumstd); 
yfdenstd = sqrt(yfdenstd); 
ydnumstd = sqrt(ydnumstd); 
  
sdyf = yF*sqrt(((yfnumstd/temp1)^2) + ((yfdenstd/temp2)^2));    %Standard 
Deviation of yF 
sdyd = yD*sqrt(((ydnumstd/temp3)^2) + ((yfnumstd/temp1)^2));    %Standard 
Deviation of yD 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (5) Calculate the Dose Distribution 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first column of the matrix below stores the lineal energy midpoint of 
%each bin, the second column stores the value of yd(y) for the bin, and the 
%third column stores the associated standard deviation 
  
ydy = zeros(length(LC),3); 
  
%Load in the lineal energy bin midpoints 
ydy(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
  
%The loop below calculates the value of yd(y) for each bin and the 
%associated standard deviation 
  
for m = 1:1:length(LC) 
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    ydy(m,2) = (LC(m,1)*LC(m,2))/(temp1*C); 





% Step (6) Calculate the PARTIAL Dose Distributions for Proton, Alpha, 
%          Heavy Recoil Nuclei, and Electron/Positrons 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The pulse height tally produced by all particle types will be read in 
PHAP = dlmread('Data2.txt',''); 
  
%The following matrices store the lineal energy midpoint in the first 
%column, the corresponding counts in the second column, and the associated 
%standard deviation in the third column for the respective particle types 
%mentioned above 
  
LCP = zeros(length(LC),3); 
LCA = zeros(length(LC),3); 
LCRN = zeros(length(LC),3); 
LCEP = zeros(length(LC),3); 
  
%The following will populate the the first column of the above matrices 
  
LCP(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
LCA(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
LCRN(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
LCEP(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
  
%The second column of the above matrices will now be populated 
LCP(:,2) = PHAP(:,1).*NPS; 
LCA(:,2) = PHAP(:,2).*NPS; 
LCRN(:,2) = PHAP(:,3).*NPS; 
LCEP(:,2) = PHAP(:,4).*NPS; 
  
%The third column of the above matrices will now be populated via the loop 
%below 
  
for i1 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    LCP(i1,3) = sqrt(LCP(i1,2)); 
    LCA(i1,3) = sqrt(LCA(i1,2)); 
    LCRN(i1,3) = sqrt(LCRN(i1,2)); 
    LCEP(i1,3) = sqrt(LCEP(i1,2)); 
end 
  
%The following matrices will store the lineal energy midpoint in the first 
%column, the value of yd(y) in the second column, and the associated 
%standard deviation in the third column for each particle type 
ydyP = zeros(length(LC),3); 
ydyA = zeros(length(LC),3); 
ydyRN = zeros(length(LC),3); 
ydyEP = zeros(length(LC),3); 
  
%The following will populate the first column of the above matrices 
ydyP(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
ydyA(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
ydyRN(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
ydyEP(:,1) = LC(:,1); 
  
%The following loop will populate the second and third column of the above 
matrices 
  
for i2 = 1:1:length(LC) 
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    ydyP(i2,2) = (LCP(i2,1)*LCP(i2,2))/(temp1*C); 
    ydyA(i2,2) = (LCA(i2,1)*LCA(i2,2))/(temp1*C); 
    ydyRN(i2,2) = (LCRN(i2,1)*LCRN(i2,2))/(temp1*C); 
    ydyEP(i2,2) = (LCEP(i2,1)*LCEP(i2,2))/(temp1*C); 
     
    ydyP(i2,3) = ydyP(i2,2)*sqrt(((LCP(i2,3)/LCP(i2,2))^2) + 
((yfnumstd/temp1)^2)); 
    ydyA(i2,3) = ydyA(i2,2)*sqrt(((LCA(i2,3)/LCA(i2,2))^2) + 
((yfnumstd/temp1)^2)); 
    ydyRN(i2,3) = ydyRN(i2,2)*sqrt(((LCRN(i2,3)/LCRN(i2,2))^2) + 
((yfnumstd/temp1)^2)); 









% Step (7) Calculate the Fraction of the Total Absorbed Dose delivered by 
%          Protons, Alphas, Heavy Recoil Nuclei, and Electrons/Positrons 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variables will store the total absorbed dose delivered to 
%all sensitive volumes of the counter and the associated standard deviation 
D_total = 0; 
sD_total = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables 
  
for i3 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    D_total = D_total + (LC(i3,1)*LC(i3,2)); 
    sD_total = sD_total + ((LC(i3,1)*LC(i3,3))^2); 
end 
  
sD_total = sqrt(sD_total); 
  
%The following variables store the absorbed dose delivered to all sensitive 
%volumes of the counter by the particle types mentioned above and their 
%associated standard deviations respectively 
  
D_P_Total = 0; 
D_A_Total = 0; 
D_RN_Total = 0; 
D_EP_Total = 0; 
  
sD_P_Total = 0; 
sD_A_Total = 0; 
sD_RN_Total = 0; 
sD_EP_Total = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the values of the above variables 
  
for i4 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    D_P_Total = D_P_Total + (LCP(i4,1)*LCP(i4,2)); 
    D_A_Total = D_A_Total + (LCA(i4,1)*LCA(i4,2)); 
    D_RN_Total = D_RN_Total + (LCRN(i4,1)*LCRN(i4,2)); 
    D_EP_Total = D_EP_Total + (LCEP(i4,1)*LCEP(i4,2)); 
     
    sD_P_Total = sD_P_Total + ((LCP(i4,1)*LCP(i4,3))^2); 
    sD_A_Total = sD_A_Total + ((LCA(i4,1)*LCA(i4,3))^2); 
    sD_RN_Total = sD_RN_Total + ((LCRN(i4,1)*LCRN(i4,3))^2); 





sD_P_Total = sqrt(sD_P_Total); 
sD_A_Total = sqrt(sD_A_Total); 
sD_RN_Total = sqrt(sD_RN_Total); 
sD_EP_Total = sqrt(sD_EP_Total); 
  
%The following stores the FRACTION of the total absorbed dose delivered by 
%each particle type and their associated standard deviation respectively 
  
F_DP = 0; 
F_DA = 0; 
F_DRN = 0; 
F_DEP = 0; 
  
sF_DP = 0; 
sF_DA = 0; 
sF_DRN = 0; 
sF_DEP = 0; 
  
%The following will calculate the value of the above variables 
  
F_DP = D_P_Total/D_total; 
F_DA = D_A_Total/D_total; 
F_DRN = D_RN_Total/D_total; 
F_DEP = D_EP_Total/D_total; 
     
sF_DP = F_DP*sqrt(((sD_P_Total/D_P_Total)^2) + ((sD_total/D_total)^2)); 
sF_DA = F_DA*sqrt(((sD_A_Total/D_A_Total)^2) + ((sD_total/D_total)^2)); 
sF_DRN = F_DRN*sqrt(((sD_RN_Total/D_RN_Total)^2) + ((sD_total/D_total)^2)); 
sF_DEP = F_DEP*sqrt(((sD_EP_Total/D_EP_Total)^2) + ((sD_total/D_total)^2)); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (8) Calculate the Fraction of the Total Dose Equivalent Delivered by 
%          Protons, Alphas, Heavy Recoil Nuclei, and Electrons/Positrons 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following stores the mean quality factor delivered by protons, alphas,  
%heavy recoil nuclei, and electrons/positrons and their respective standard 
deviations 
  
Q_P = 0; 
Q_A = 0; 
Q_RN = 0; 
Q_EP = 0; 
  
sD_Q_P = 0; 
sD_Q_A = 0; 
sD_Q_RN = 0; 
sD_Q_EP = 0; 
  
%The following calculates the numerator of the mean quality factor 
%expression for each particle type and their respective standard deviation 
  
tempnumP = 0; 
tempnumA = 0; 
tempnumRN = 0; 
tempnumEP = 0; 
  
sDtempnumP = 0; 
sDtempnumA = 0; 
sDtempnumRN = 0; 




%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables for 
%PROTONS 
tempQ1 = 0; 
  
for i5 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    if (LCP(i5,1) < 10) 
        tempnumP = tempnumP + (1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumP = sDtempnumP + ((1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,3))^2); 
         
    elseif (LCP(i5,1) >= 10 && LCP(i5,1) <= 100) 
        tempQ1 = (0.32*LCP(i5,1)) - 2.2; 
        tempnumP = tempnumP + (tempQ1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumP = sDtempnumP + ((tempQ1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,3))^2); 
         
    else 
        tempQ1 = 300/sqrt(LCP(i5,1)); 
        tempnumP = tempnumP + (tempQ1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumP = sDtempnumP + ((tempQ1*LCP(i5,1)*LCP(i5,3))^2); 
    end 
end 
  
sDtempnumP = sqrt(sDtempnumP); 
  
%The mean quality factor for protons is now calculated 
Q_P = tempnumP/D_P_Total; 
sD_Q_P = Q_P*sqrt(((sDtempnumP/tempnumP)^2) + ((sD_P_Total/D_P_Total)^2)); 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables for 
%ALPHA 
tempQ2 = 0; 
  
for i5 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    if (LCA(i5,1) < 10) 
        tempnumA = tempnumA + (1*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumA = sDtempnumA + ((1*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,3))^2); 
         
    elseif (LCA(i5,1) >= 10 && LCA(i5,1) <= 100) 
        tempQ2 = (0.32*LCA(i5,1)) - 2.2; 
        tempnumA = tempnumA + (tempQ2*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumA = sDtempnumA + ((tempQ2*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,3))^2); 
         
    else 
        tempQ2 = 300/sqrt(LCA(i5,1)); 
        tempnumA = tempnumA + (tempQ2*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumA = sDtempnumA + ((tempQ2*LCA(i5,1)*LCA(i5,3))^2); 
    end 
end 
  
sDtempnumA = sqrt(sDtempnumA); 
  
%The mean quality factor for alphas is now calculated 
Q_A = tempnumA/D_A_Total; 
sD_Q_A = Q_A*sqrt(((sDtempnumA/tempnumA)^2) + ((sD_A_Total/D_A_Total)^2)); 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables for 
%HEAVY RECOIL NUCLEI 
tempQ3 = 0; 
  
for i5 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    if (LCRN(i5,1) < 10) 
        tempnumRN = tempnumRN + (1*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumRN = sDtempnumRN + ((1*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,3))^2); 
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    elseif (LCRN(i5,1) >= 10 && LCRN(i5,1) <= 100) 
        tempQ3 = (0.32*LCRN(i5,1)) - 2.2; 
        tempnumRN = tempnumRN + (tempQ3*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumRN = sDtempnumRN + ((tempQ3*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,3))^2); 
         
    else 
        tempQ3 = 300/sqrt(LCRN(i5,1)); 
        tempnumRN = tempnumRN + (tempQ3*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumRN = sDtempnumRN + ((tempQ3*LCRN(i5,1)*LCRN(i5,3))^2); 
    end 
end 
  
sDtempnumRN = sqrt(sDtempnumRN); 
  
%The mean quality factor for heavy recoil nuclei is now calculated 
Q_RN = tempnumRN/D_RN_Total; 
sD_Q_RN = Q_RN*sqrt(((sDtempnumRN/tempnumRN)^2) + ((sD_RN_Total/D_RN_Total)^2)); 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables for 
%ELECTRONS/POSITRONS 
tempQ4 = 0; 
  
for i5 = 1:1:length(LC) 
    if (LCEP(i5,1) < 10) 
        tempnumEP = tempnumEP + (1*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumEP = sDtempnumEP + ((1*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,3))^2); 
         
    elseif (LCEP(i5,1) >= 10 && LCEP(i5,1) <= 100) 
        tempQ4 = (0.32*LCEP(i5,1)) - 2.2; 
        tempnumEP = tempnumEP + (tempQ4*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumEP = sDtempnumEP + ((tempQ4*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,3))^2); 
         
    else 
        tempQ4 = 300/sqrt(LCEP(i5,1)); 
        tempnumEP = tempnumEP + (tempQ4*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,2)); 
        sDtempnumEP = sDtempnumEP + ((tempQ4*LCEP(i5,1)*LCEP(i5,3))^2); 
    end 
end 
  
sDtempnumEP = sqrt(sDtempnumEP); 
  
%The mean quality factor for electrons/positrons is now calculated 
Q_EP = tempnumEP/D_EP_Total; 
sD_Q_EP = Q_EP*sqrt(((sDtempnumEP/tempnumEP)^2) + ((sD_EP_Total/D_EP_Total)^2)); 
  
%The total dose equivalent delivered by all particle types is calculated 
%below along with its associated standard deviation 
  
H_All = (D_P_Total*Q_P) + (D_A_Total*Q_A) + (D_RN_Total*Q_RN) + 
(D_EP_Total*Q_EP);  
  
tempsDH_AllP = ((D_P_Total*Q_P)*sqrt(((sD_P_Total/D_P_Total)^2) + 
((sD_Q_P/Q_P)^2)))^2; 
tempsDH_AllA = ((D_A_Total*Q_A)*sqrt(((sD_A_Total/D_A_Total)^2) + 
((sD_Q_A/Q_A)^2)))^2; 
tempsDH_AllRN = ((D_RN_Total*Q_RN)*sqrt(((sD_RN_Total/D_RN_Total)^2) + 
((sD_Q_RN/Q_RN)^2)))^2; 
tempsDH_AllEP = ((D_EP_Total*Q_EP)*sqrt(((sD_EP_Total/D_EP_Total)^2) + 
((sD_Q_EP/Q_EP)^2)))^2; 
  
sDH_All = sqrt(tempsDH_AllP + tempsDH_AllA + tempsDH_AllRN + tempsDH_AllEP); 
  
%The following calclates the fraction of the total dose equivalent 
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%delivered by each particle type along with their respective standard 
%deviations 
  
F_HP = (D_P_Total*Q_P)/H_All; 
sdF_HP = F_HP*sqrt(((sqrt(tempsDH_AllP)/(D_P_Total*Q_P))^2) + 
((sDH_All/H_All)^2)); 
  
F_HA = (D_A_Total*Q_A)/H_All; 
sdF_HA = F_HA*sqrt(((sqrt(tempsDH_AllA)/(D_A_Total*Q_A))^2) + 
((sDH_All/H_All)^2)); 
  
F_HRN = (D_RN_Total*Q_RN)/H_All; 
sdF_HRN = F_HRN*sqrt(((sqrt(tempsDH_AllRN)/(D_RN_Total*Q_RN))^2) + 
((sDH_All/H_All)^2)); 
  
F_HEP = (D_EP_Total*Q_EP)/H_All; 




% Step (9) Calculate the Mean Quality Factor and associated Standard 
%          Deviation as well as the Quality Factor Response and associted 
%          Standard Deviation 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The following variable will store the value of the numerator of the mean 
%quality factor expression and the associated standard deviation 
%respectively; 
  
temp4 = 0; 
Q_bar_std_num = 0; 
  
%The following loop will calculate the value of the above variables 
  
for n = 1:1:length(LC) 
     
    %For y < 10 kev/um 
    if (LC(n,1) < 10) 
        temp4 = temp4 + (1*LC(n,1)*LC(n,2)); 
        Q_bar_std_num = Q_bar_std_num + ((1*LC(n,1)*LC(n,3))^2); 
         
    %For 10 <= y <= 100 keV/um 
    elseif ((LC(n,1) >= 10) && (LC(n,1) <= 100)) 
        temp4 = temp4 + (((0.32*LC(n,1)) - 2.2)*LC(n,1)*LC(n,2)); 
        Q_bar_std_num = Q_bar_std_num + ((((0.32*LC(n,1)) - 
2.2)*LC(n,1)*LC(n,3))^2); 
     
    %For y > 100 keV/um 
    else 
        temp4 = temp4 + ((300/sqrt(LC(n,1)))*LC(n,1)*LC(n,2)); 
        Q_bar_std_num = Q_bar_std_num + 
(((300/sqrt(LC(n,1)))*LC(n,1)*LC(n,3))^2); 
    end 
end 
  
Q_bar = temp4/temp1;        %Mean Quality Factor 
  
Q_bar_std_num = sqrt(Q_bar_std_num); 
sdQ_bar = Q_bar*sqrt(((Q_bar_std_num/temp4)^2) + ((yfnumstd/temp1)^2));     
%Standard Deviation of Mean Quality Factor 
  
Q_Star = 14.1163;           %Q*(10) for Radiation Field 
RQ = Q_bar/Q_Star;          %Quality Factor Response 





% Step (10) Calculate the METEPC Sensitivity and associated Standard 
%           Deviation 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
S = (1/1.27E-5)*(1/yF)*(1/Q_bar);       %Sensitivity of METEPC 
  
sdS1 = sdyf/(yF^2); 
sdS2 = sdQ_bar/(Q_bar^2); 
  
sdS = S*sqrt(((sdS1/(1/yF))^2) + ((sdS2/(1/Q_bar))^2));     %Standard Deviation 
of METEPC Sensitivity 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (11) Calculate the Dose Equivalent Response of the METEPC and the 
%          associated Standard Deviation 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first step calculates the total kinetic energy deposited (unit: J) in  
%the elements by all secondary charged particles that traverse it and the 
%associated standard deviation respectively 
  
E_d = 0; 
sdE_d = 0; 
  
for o = 1:1:length(LC) 
    E_d = E_d + ((LC(o,1)*l_bar/1000)*(1.6E-13)*LC(o,2));    
    sdE_d = sdE_d + (((LC(o,1)*l_bar/1000)*(1.6E-13)*LC(o,3))^2); 
end 
  
sdE_d = sqrt(sdE_d); 
  
%The next step calculates the total mass of TE gas in all elements (unit: 
%kg) 
m_gas = NE*rho*pi*(r^2)*H/1000; 
  
%The next step calculates the absorbed dose per unit fluence detected by 
%the counter and the corresponding standard deviation 
  
ADF = (E_d/m_gas)/FLU; 
sdADF = ADF*(sdE_d/E_d); 
  
%The next step calculates the dose equivalent per unit fluence detected by 
%the counter and the corresponding standard deviation 
  
HC = (E_d/m_gas)*Q_bar/FLU; 
sdHC = HC*sqrt(((sdE_d/E_d)^2) + ((sdQ_bar/Q_bar)^2)); 
  
%The variable below stores the value of the ambient dose equivalent for the 
%radiation field 
  
H_Star = 401.7372E-12; 
  
%The calculation below quantifies the dose equivalent response of the 
%counter for the radiation field and the associated standard deviation 
  
RH = HC/H_Star; 
sdRH = RH*sqrt(((sdHC/HC)^2)); 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Step (12) Proton Edge Search Algorithm 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%The first step is to find the lineal energy at which the maximum yd(y) 




temp5 = max(ydyP(:,2)); 
  
%Second, the following variable will store the lineal energy at which the  
%maximum yd(y) value occurs 
  
y_max = 0; 
  
%The following loop will find the value of the above variable 
  
for p = 1:1:length(ydyP) 
    if (ydyP(p,2) == temp5) 
        y_max = ydyP(p,1); 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
%Third, the following will calculate the yd(y) value at half maximum 
ydy_hm = 0.5*temp5; 
  
%Fourth, the following variable stores the lineal energy at which the 
%proton edge is located 
  
y_edge = 0; 
  
%The following loop calculates the value of the above variable 
  
for q = (p+1):1:(length(ydyP)-1) 
    if (ydyP(q,2)>= ydy_hm && ydyP(q+1,2) <= ydy_hm) 
        y_edge = 0.5*(ydyP(q,1) + ydyP(q+1,1)); 
        break 























Partial Dose Distributions for Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter Designs 
 
 This appendix will present the partial dose distributions for the standard TEPC, METEPC, CMETEPC, and QITEPC designs for the 252Cf – D2O, 252Cf, and 241Am – Be 
neutron energy spectra. 
 
 





Figure J.2  Partial Dose Distributions for METEPC – Irradiation Mode: +x 
 
 




Figure J.4  Partial Dose Distributions for METEPC – Irradiation Mode: +z 
 
 




Figure J.6  Partial Dose Distributions for CMETEPC – Irradiation Mode: +x 
 
 




Figure J.8 Partial Dose Distributions for CMETEPC – Irradiation Mode: +z 
 
 




Figure J.10 Partial Dose Distributions for QITEPC – Irradiation Mode: +x 
 
 




Figure J.12 Partial Dose Distributions for QITEPC – Irradiation Mode: +z 
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